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Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Revised Response (Revision 2) to NRC Request for Additional
Information Letter No. 411 Related to ESBWR Design
Certification Application - Engineered Safety Features - RAI
Number 6.2-202 Supplement 1

The purpose of this letter is to submit the GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH)
revised response (Revision 2) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Request for Additional Information (RAI) 6.2-202 S01 sent by the Reference 1
NRC letter. This response replaces the responses sent as Reference 2 and
Reference 3.

The GEH revised response to RAI Number 6.2-202 S01 is provided in Enclosure
1 (proprietary version) and Enclosure 2 (public version). Enclosure 3 contains
markups to DCD Tier 1 and Tier 2 as noted in the Enclosure 1 response.

Enclosure 4 contains Revision 2 of LTR NEDE-33572P, "ESBWR ICS and PCCS
Condenser Combustible Gas Mitigation and Structural Evaluation," and
Enclosure 5 contains the public version of this LTR. Enclosure 6 contains
markups to Revision 2 of NEDO-33251,,.ESBWR I&C Diversity and Defense-In-
Depth Report."

Enclosures 1 and 4 contain GEH proprietary information as defined by
10 CFR 2.390. GEH customarily maintains this information in confidence and
withholds it from public disclosure. Enclosures 2 and 5 are the non-proprietary
versions, respectively, which do not contain proprietary information and are
suitable for public disclosure.
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The affidavit contained in Enclosure 7 identifies that the information contained in
Enclosures 1 and 4 has been handled and classified as proprietary to GEH.
GEH hereby requests that the information of Enclosures 1 and 4 be withheld
from public disclosure in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.390 and
9.17.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Kingston
Vice President, ESBWR Licensing
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NRC RAI 6.2-202 S01

Items A through G below are the unaltered questions from the original RAI 6.2-
202 S01. Items H through KK and i through iii have been appended to the original
question set and constitute the first revised response to RAI 6.2-202 S01
(reference MFN 10-044 Supplement 1, Revision 1, dated August 2, 2010). Items 1
through 44 have also been appended to the original question set and are
addressed by the second revised response to RAI 6.2-202 S01 (this letter). All
questions related to RAI 6.202 S01 are provided in this letter for completeness.

Explain how ESBWR would address possible accumulation of high concentrations of
hydrogen and oxygen in the PCCS and the ICS.

A. The title of the Licensing Topical Report (LTR) NEDE-33572P report "ESBWR
PCCS condenser structural evaluation" does not include the evaluation of the ICS.
Update the title of this report to include the evaluation of the ICS.

B. Because of the potential for accumulation of noncondensable gas in the ICS
condensers, the ICS condensers will be designed using the methodology described
in NEDE-33572P. In the revised response to RAI 6.2-202 and the LTR NEDE-
33572P Revision 0 (both dated 3-23-10), GEH stated that LOCA analyses presented
in DCD Tier 2 Sections 6.2 and 6.3 do not credit heat transfer for the ICS. However,
GEH also indicated that main steam line break (MSLB) analysis does credit heat
transfer, as shown in Figures B. I and B.2. Figure B. I shows accumulation of non-
condensable gas within the first few hours of a MSLB in the tubes. Because the non-
condensable gas is not vented, the tube's condensation rate is quickly reduced. The
ICS vent lines do not open during LOCA conditions. The lower drum and drain line
will be subject to the same accumulation. From Figure B.2, the upper drum
accumulates non-condensable gas for the first hours then drops below for the
remainder of the 72 hours.

In its response to Item B of this RAI, GEH is now committed to design the ICS using
the methodology described in NEDE-33572P for the PCCS. Therefore, in the design
of the ICS including its condensers GEH is requested to address all PCCS-related
concerns included in the RAI supplement to ITEM C. In addition, GEH is also
requested to address the following specific concerns that are not applicable to the
PCCS:

1. Justify the use of Service Level D of the ASME Code Section Il/, Subsection
NC for the detonation load.

2. Explain how the heat transfer function of the ICS condensers is demonstrated
during a main steam line break (MSLB) LOCA, since Appendix F of the ASME
Code acceptance criteria for Service Level D load combinations are
applicable to the pressure boundary function only.
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The staff emphasizes that, in order to arrive at a safety determination, the complete
analysis and design of the ICS condensers needs to be reviewed. In the revised
response to RAI 6.2-202, GEH states that this information will be submitted as part
of LTR NEDE-33572P. Therefore, the staff requests the final version of this report
for review, including all appendices.

C. In the response to RAI 6.2-202, Revision 1, Figures 6.2-202-1, 2 (Pages 6 and 7 of
the Letter) indicate potentially flammable/detonable mixture of noncondensable
gases in ICS tubes and top drums at Post LOCA conditions. Even though the IC
tubes and drums are designed to withstand the potential detonation, as a defense in
depth measure, it is prudent to take preventive actions to mitigate the detonation.

For high levels of non-condensable gases, what mitigating actions planned to
prevent the potential detonation inside the IC tubes and drums?

1. Are you planning to provide instrumentation for hydrogen monitoring of the
ICS tubes and drum?

2. If the Hydrogen level is high inside the IC Tubes and drums, what manual or
automatic actions planned for IC operation?

3. Revise DCD Section 5.4.6 to describe the system design and operation
changes to incorporate mitigating actions for hydrogen control

D. In NEDE-33572P, Revision 0, GEH stated that the evaluation for PCCS is described
in Appendix A (modified by Appendix B to include detonation). A similar evaluation
will be performed for the ICS to validate the design using the same methodology
described in this report. Based on initial pressure and temperature condition, a peak
pressure ratio of 19:1 is used on the PCCS for the calculation of peak pressures.
During the LOCA and Post LOCA condition, the ICS has not the same initial
temperature and pressure as PCCS has experienced. The staff requests GEH to
provide the following:

1. Discussion of the initial pressure and temperature of ICS during the LOCA
and Post LOCA condition.

2. Provide the technical justification of the use of peak pressure ratio for ICS.

3. Provide the configuration of added vent line, ICS assembly, flow paths of ICS
and its function.

E. The revised response to RAI 6.2-202 and the LTR NEDE-33572P Revision 0 provide
information regarding the potential accumulation of high concentrations of hydrogen
and oxygen in certain components of the PCCS during a LOCA, and how the PCCS
design addresses the resulting possibility of deflagrations or detonations in these
components. The RAI response further states that, in the event of a combustible gas
mixture (hydrogen and oxygen) accumulation, the PCCS is designed to withstand
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overpressures from possible deflagrations or detonations such that: (a) the structural
integrity of the containment pressure boundary is maintained, and (b) the long term
heat removal function is not compromised. However, the staff finds that the
information provided appears to be insufficient to support the stated design intent;
therefore, additional information is requested as described below.

1. The response to Item C.A of the RAI indicates that the methodology of
assessment for hydrogen and oxygen accumulation in the PCCS condenser
is contained in the L TR. However, the version of the L TR provided to the staff
is not finalized because it focuses on the preliminary sizing of the PCCS
condenser tubes, and does not contain a complete stress analysis of the
PCCS assembly. It is emphasized that to arrive at a safety determination, the
complete analysis and design of the PCCS needs to be reviewed by the staff.
Therefore, provide the final version of the LTR for review, including all its
appendices.

2. The response to Item C.2 of the RAI indicates that a new detonation load
case and new load combinations for PCCS design are added to the DCD, as
detailed in the LTR. In addition, the response states that the acceptance
criterion used for the load combinations that include detonation loads is
Service Level D per the ASME Code, Section III, Division I, Subsection NE.
Provide technical justification for the load combinations and the
corresponding acceptance criteria used in the PCCS design, and include this
information in the L TR. A detailed discussion of the following issues should be
included:

a. Since the PCCS is required to maintain the containment pressure
boundary and also meet its functional requirement of heat removal
during the 72-hour period associated with a LOCA, the proposed
acceptance criteria of satisfying Service Level D of the ASME Code,
Section Il/, Division I, Subsection NE may not be appropriate. Service
Level D permits stresses beyond yield and may thereby result in
distortions such that the PCCS is not able perform its function of heat
removal. Therefore, the analytical approach and the acceptance
criteria used to demonstrate both PCCS functions of maintaining
pressure boundary and removal of heat must be technically justified.
Note that if the analysis and design allow strains beyond yield, then
the method for developing equivalent static pressures (for detonation
loads) proposed in the current version of the LTR may not be valid
because it is based on an essentially elastic response of the
component.

b. Regarding the acceptance criteria used to demonstrate heat removal
functionality, explain what subsection of the ASME Code Section III,
Division I, is being followed. Note that neither Subsection NE nor
Appendix F address functionality of mechanical components.

c. If plastic deformation does occur at any location in the PCCS,
discuss the ratcheting effects for five or more detonations, and the
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combination with elastically calculated stresses due to other non-
detonation load cases (e.g., seismic, dead weight and thermal).

3. The response to Item C.3 of the RAI indicates that detonation pressures and
dynamic load factors are derived from experiments described in the technical
literature, as described in the LTR. Provide the following additional
information on the detonation pressure load values used in the analysis and
design of PCCS, and include this information in the L TR:

Confirm the number of multiple detonations that are expected to occur
(previous statements were made that it is 5 or more) during the 72-hour
period associated with a LOCA.

a. L TR Table 3-3 listed the dynamic load factors (DLF) used for various
components of the PCCS. The report provides detailed analysis of
DLF only for the PCCS tubes. Provide detailed justification of DLFs
for all other components listed in LTR Table 3-3.

b. Provide a detailed discussion of the effect of the deflagrations or
detonation waves in all components of the PCCS, not only the lower
drums and the condenser tubes. In particular, discuss the estimation
of loads in various components associated with flame acceleration
(FA) and deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT). The staff notes
that the calculations in the LTR assume the highest possible
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen (in stoichiometric ratio
without steam) which leads to detonations without delay. However,
steam could be present in the mixture delaying DDT in the PCCS
drain and vent pipes which are relatively long. Delayed DDT could
generate higher pressures than those calculated in the L TR.
Therefore, provide analyses of DLF including occurrence of delayed
DDT with presence of steam in PCCS drain and vent pipes to
determine conservative loading scenarios.

c. Discuss the use of Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) pressure versus the DDT
pressure, which could be much higher than the CJ pressure in certain
cases.

d. Discuss the bounding effect of reflected CJ detonation waves.

e. Discuss the effect of the uncertainty in the combustible gas
concentrations and the presence of dilutants (e.g., steam);
specifically, with regard to possible variations in peak pressure
values, detonation velocities, and LFs used in the analysis.

f Discuss the effect of initial temperature conditions on the peak
pressure.
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g. Discuss the effect of PCCS geometry (e.g., presence of bends, tees,
tube size) if the experimental values of different configurations are
used.

h. Provide the modified PCCS assembly and flow paths of PCCS.

4. The response to Item C.4 of the RAI indicates that certain sections of the
DCD have been modified to include a description of detonation loads, to
delete information referring to stress analysis results, and to refer to the L TR
for these stress analysis results as well as for other analysis and design
details. As indicated under Item E. I above, the complete analysis and design
of the PCCS needs to be reviewed by the staff Therefore, the final version of
the LTR should be provided, including all its appendices. In addition, the DCD
should also contain a summary of analysis and design results from the L TR,
as well as sufficient information to support a safety determination.

5. The response to Item C.5 of the RAI indicates that detonations inside the
PCCS have negligible impact on the overall containment pressure. The
response also provides the magnitude of the energy released during a
detonation event. However, the response does not explain how this energy
release is translated into stresses in the PCCS support frame, floor anchors,
and other PCCS components not directly affected by the detonation and,
therefore, not captured in the stress analysis described in the L TR. To
address this and other related issues, provide a detailed discussion of the
following:

a. The assumptions and methods used in the stress analyses of the
various PCCS components, especially if elastic-plastic analysis is
used; include this information in the LTR.

b. The effect of detonations on the entire PCCS assembly, including:
the PCCS support frame, support frame floor anchors, and pressure
retaining components beyond the tubes and drums (e.g., steam inlet
connections to the pool floor), etc.; include this information in the
L TR.

c. Technical justification for using a margin of 40 percent for all support
values to account for all uncertainties.

d. The effect of stress concentrations and potential plastic deformations
at applicable locations such as pipe and tube bends, and the weld
junction of the tubes to the drums. Confirm that the FE mesh used in
the stress analysis is sufficiently refined to capture these effects.
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F. LTR NEDE-33572P, Revision 0 Section 5.0 discusses inservice inspections and
fabrication inspections for the PCCS and ICS. The staff requests that the applicant
address the following:

1. Section 5.1 discusses PCCS and ICS inservice inspection (ISI) but does not
provide a clear description of the ISI that will be performed on the PCCS and
ICS. The staff requests that the applicant provide a detailed description of the
ISI that will be performed on the PCCS and ICS including references to
applicable portions of ASME Code. The staff notes that ESBWR Section
5.4.6.4 states that UT is required for the ISI of IC tube-to-header welds but
the applicant proposes to delete this statement and replace it with Ref . 5.4-3
which does not require UT examination for IS!.

2. Section 5.2.1 describes tube-to-header weld fabrication examinations. The
applicant states that a PT will be performed and references the requirements
of NE-5350. The staff requests that the applicant also address the required
inspections for ICS welds. In addition, the staff requests that the applicant
provide the category of these welds and discuss how it came to the
conclusion that a PT is sufficient and RT is not required. The staff notes that if
a PT examination only is to be performed on tube welds and tube-to-header
welds, the staff expects that the applicant will perform a VT-1 examination of
ID surface of the welds.

3. Section 5.2.2 describes the applicant's tube bending requirements for the
PCCS tubes. The staff requests that the applicant also provide tube bending
requirements for ICS tubes.

4. Section 5.2.3 lists weld filler materials for the tube-to-header welds. The staff
assumes that the filler materials listed are for the PCCS and not the ICS. The
staff requests that the applicant also list weld filler materials for the ICS tube-
to-header welds.

G. Provide clarification of the use of TRACG code results in the structural evaluation of
PCCS and ICS components for detonation of accumulated noncondensable gas
mixtures. The staff has concerns about the capability of TRACG to predict transient
behavior with noncondensable gas present. It may be acceptable to utilize the
TRACG results for trending and in support of key assumptions, such as the location
of gas accumulation during a LOCA, but specific quantitative results should not be
utilized without additional code qualification using test measurements or other
benchmarks.
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Items H through KK below are questions that have been appended to the original
RAI 6.2-202 S01. Some statements are made in reference to, and in context with,
the originally submitted RAI and the GEH response (reference MFN 10-044,
Supplement 1, dated May 22, 2010).

H. Section 2.2.4.2 of NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, references an Electric Power
Research (EPRI) document which describes the effects of various aerosols and
particulates on the recombination performance in prototypical passive autocatalytic
recombiners. However, NEDE-33572P does not describe how the EPRI document
is applicable to ESBWR.

1. NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, states that "The [EPRI] evaluation considered
poisons and inhibitors such as steam, water, smoke, soot, iodine vapor, and
carbon monoxide." Although the design includes a cover intended to prevent
any condensate from dripping onto the catalyst plates, a water droplet carried
over by the noncondensible could settle on catalyst plates affecting their
performance. For the ESBWR design, provide an assessment of the potential
performance inhibitors and an evaluation of their effect on the catalyst
performance including effect of water droplet carryover by the
noncondensable gases.

2. NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, states that "The [EPRI] evaluation concluded that
although some noticeable short-term effects were detected, these diminished
as the catalyst reached operating temperatures and the overall performance
was not significantly affected." Explain how this conclusion is applicable to
ESBWR by defining the time involved in "short-term" and the time that takes
for the catalyst used in ESBWR to reach operating temperatures. Also,
provide a definition of the start time after which the warm-up time is measured
(e.g., starting at introduction of hydrogen and oxygen into the module).

3. Recognizing that the current recombiner is being aimed for design basis
accidents, explain if deleterious impacts can be envisioned under severe
accident conditions (e.g., build-up of large quantities of aerosols resulting in
large pressure drops at the entrance to the vent line reducing the venting
capacity and subsequently the PCCS performance).

I. Section 2.2.4.2 of NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, references a "similar" catalyst that was
tested in JOlich, Germany where for an initial hydrogen concentration of 4%, the
catalyst was found to recombine the hydrogen contents completely for flow velocities
below 0.25 m/s, which is higher than the PCCS vent flow velocity.

1. Provide the desired range of the recombination rate to which the system will
need to be designed under ESBWR design basis accident conditions.
Explain how the duration of the test and rate of the recombination are
applicable to PCCS.
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2. Explain how the hydrogen concentration and expected flow velocities at the
entrance to the vent pipe would result in similar performance for the ESBWR
catalyst module.

3. Explain how the duration of the test and rate of the recombination are
applicable to PCCS.

J. NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, does not provide results of any ESBWR-specific LOCA
calculations that consider the impact of various design parameters of the catalyst
module on the gas stream mixture composition entering the vent line. The design
parameters of interest include:

- The nominal recombination efficiency for the catalyst module as a function of
inlet hydrogen concentration,

- The minimum hydrogen concentration to achieve the desired recombination
efficiency,

- The warm-up time for the catalyst module,

- The expected temperature of catalyst module at maximum efficiency, and

- The influence of any liquid droplet carry-over with the gas stream entering the
catalyst module on the recombination efficiency.

Provide results of calculations performed using specific catalyst module design
parameters to show that the proposed module can effectively reduce the hydrogen
concentration in the gas stream entering the vent line over the time scale of interest
at temperatures below the autoignition limit.

K. Section 2.2.4.4 of NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, states that "The length of [drain] pipe
runs is small compared to the length of the vent line, and the constant liquid flow
through them prevents significant concentrations of hydrogen from accumulating."
However, if the drain pipe runs are not flowing full of liquid, hydrogen may
accumulate in them. If hydrogen accumulates in drain pipe runs, a detonation
occurring in the lower drum may likely to propagate into the drain pipe runs. Confirm
that hydrogen will not accumulate to detonable levels in the drain pipe runs.

L. Table 3-2 of NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, lists detonation loads assumed for PCCS
components. The vent and drain pipes appear to have no effect from hydrogen
detonation occurring in the lower drum and the resultant high pressure mixture being
vented through those pipes. Explain, how the pressures in vent and drain pipes are
unaffected by hydrogen detonation occurring in the lower drum.

M. NEDE-33572P, Revision 1, states that the increase in PCCS tube thickness and
change in material will increase conduction resistance through the tube wall, which
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will have a negative effect on the overall heat transfer coefficient of the PCCS. To
compensate for this effect, based on TRACG evaluations, GEH increased the
number of tubes per PCCS module in order to keep the containment pressure
response bounded by the values described in DCD, Revision 7.

1. Confirm that TRACG validation for calculating PCCS heat transfer is
applicable to the new design because the test data used to validate TRACG
was for a PCCS with different tube material, thickness, and internal diameter,
and different number of tubes. In particular evaluate the applicability of the
PANTHERS tests given the new tube design characteristics.

2. Provide the results of TRACG analysis confirming that after increasing the
number of PCCS tubes per module the containment pressure is bounded by
values presented in DCD, Revision 7.

3. Confirm that data used to validate TRACG covers the expected conditions of
the new design. In particular discuss the effect of potential non-uniform
steam distribution, caused by the increased number of tube, on
"completeness" of steam condensation within individual tubes.

4. Confirm that scaling groups used for showing applicability of tests for PCCS
are still applicable to the new design.

N. GEH's response to RAI 6.2-201 SOI states that the PCCS design capacity was
reduced to 7.8 MW per module from 11 MW stated in DCD, Revision 7. Confirm that
the reduction in PCCS capacity did not affect the TRACG results for containment
pressurization presented in DCD, Revision 7. In particular evaluate the applicability
of the integral PANDA tests given the new tube design characteristics.

0. Confirm whether the number of tubes, thickness of the IC tubes, heat capacity are
changed. If the IC configuration is changed, the staff needs to verify the validity of
the TRACG qualification test and the IC performance test. Full scale testing of an IC
module was performed in the PANTHERS/ICS test facility at SIET, Italy. Provide a
table similar to the table provided in the revised RAI 6.2-202,SOI response (MFN
10-044, Supp-1 dated May 22, 2010) for PCCS comparing the current IC
configuration to the PANTHERS prototype. Confirm that the current ICS
configuration is within the applicable range of the TRACG code to accurately
calculate IC performance and that the system functional test of the IC is still valid.
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P. RAI 6.2-201 SOI Response, Item B - For LOCA events, ICS is isolated after DPV
opens. The pressure drops to almost atmospheric in 1060 seconds and the steam
fraction do not drop below 0.37. GEH agrees that this is not high enough to prevent
ignition. However, GEH is using 20% steam condition in using a CJ multiplier of 13.3
instead of 19 as in PCCS case. First, why 37% is mentioned at all in the response if
not used in the design? Second, how one will make sure that the worst condition for
ICS will contain 20% steam fraction, which may affect both the CJ pressure and
DLF.

Q. RAI 6.2-201 S01 Response, Item C - Non-safety temperature sensors are used to
determine if NCG have accumulated. GEH responded that no matter whether these
sensors work or not during an accident, the ICS is designed to the RCS pressure,
which bounds the detonation pressure. Explain why we discuss about these
sensors at all. No safety evaluation can be relied on these non safety components.

R. RAI 6.2-201 SOI Response, Item E2 - Response to E.2.a states: "A finite element
analysis of the condenser is performed and results are shown in Revision of the
LTR. Although results shown are compared to acceptance criteria for Service Level
D, most of the components meet Service Level C acceptance criteria. Those
components that are not within the Service Level C acceptance criteria can be
brought into compliance by reducing conservatism in the pressure load definition or
other conservatisms or by making further design changes. Appendix B of the L TR
provides additional discussion. The goal of the improved PCCS condenser design is
to keep the component within the analyzed elastic range."

Response to E.2.b states: "Because of its passive design, the PCCS condenser
does not rely on the functionality of mechanical components to provide its heat
removal functionality. If the condenser retains its pressure integrity while remaining
in the elastic range, then by extension it retains its heat removal capability. A Service
Level C allowable will be used to assure components remain in the elastic range.
See Appendix B of the LTR for further discussion on the application of Service Level
C. 1

The statements above are somewhat contradictory. If Service Level C is being used
as acceptance criterion for the design of the PCCS, when subjected to detonation
loads, then this must be clearly stated in the relevant sections of the DCD and LTR.
It should be noted that, although Service Level C does allow for stresses to be
slightly higher than the yield limit, two design objectives can be achieved: (a) the
response of the component remains essentially elastic, and (b) ratcheting and other
undesirable plastic7 instabilities are precluded.

Given that the PCCS design must take into account unique loading conditions while
maintaining its pressure boundary and heat removal functions, a safety
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determination cannot be made unless a substantial level of analysis and design
detail is reviewed by the staff, including calculations which demonstrate that stresses
for all load combinations are within acceptable limits per the ASME B&PV Code.
Therefore, if further design changes are necessary to bring the stresses to within
acceptable limits, then these changes must be completed and submitted for review.
The relevant sections of the DCD and L TR should be modified accordingly.

S. RAI 6.2-201 S01 Response, Item E4 - As requested in the original RAI, the DCD
should contain a summary of analysis and design results from the LTR, as well as
sufficient information to support a safety determination. This information does not
appear to be included in the DCD markups submitted for review.

T. RAI 6.2-201 S01 Response, Item E5 - Response to E.5.b states: "The effects of
detonations on the entire PCCS assembly including its supporting structure are
bounded by the seismic loading. An alternate calculation, which takes into account
the dynamic nature of detonation, shows the reaction forces on the anchoring due to
a detonation are bounded by the reaction forces due to seismic loading. The
alternate calculation was conducted using LS-DYNA, which through partnership, has
been adopted into the ANSYS Software suite under the trade name ANSYS LS-
D YNA."

A detailed description of this alternate calculation should be submitted for review,
including numerical results to show that "the effects of detonations on the entire
PCCS assembly including its supporting structure are bounded by the seismic
loading." This information should be included in the L TR.

Note that the load combination used to evaluate the effects of detonations also
includes seismic loads; i.e., D + DET + Ta + SSE (Table B-I, LTR Rev. 1). Therefore,
whether the effects of detonations are bounded or not by seismic loads, both load
cases should be considered in the stress analysis of the entire PCCS assembly.

In response to item E.5.d, GEH stated that the FE models will capture the stress
concentrations in the locations of concern. Based on the analysis what are the
stress amplifications at the junction of the tubes with the lower drum for PCCS.
Also, provide modeling assumptions made in the analysis for this region of the
PCCS and ICS

U. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 2.0 - Paragraph I states: "The acceptance
criterion for components subject to detonation is based on the ability of those
components to retain their pressure integrity without significant plastic deformation
following 12 consecutive detonation cycles."

Paragraph 2 states: "Inputs are provided for the finite element analysis that
describes increased thicknesses for the PCCS tubes and lower drum that are
expected to satisfy the acceptance criteria for elastic-plastic analysis."
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These statements should be clarified in light of the assertion that the "goal of the
improved PCCS condenser design is to keep the component within the analyzed
elastic range." What is the extent of plastic deformation and what is the acceptance
criterion for elastic-plastic analysis?

V. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 2.2.2.2 - The justification provided for using
DLF=2 for the analysis of the condenser tubes does not appear to be sufficiently
conclusive. The information provided is summarized in the table below.

Dilutant Concentration Vcj (m/s) DLF (*)

N.A. 0% 2800 2

Steam 10% 2700 2

Argon 25% 2200 2

Argon 60% 1800 Between 2 and 4

Argon 80% 1500 4

(*) Determined form visual comparison with Figures 7 and 9 in Reference 3.

If steam concentrations are between 25% and 80%, the CJ velocities could be as
low as the resonant velocity (i.e., [[ ]]), so the DLF could potentially be
higher than 2. On the other hand, the CJ pressure multiplier in these cases would
typically be lower than the assumed value of 19. Furthermore, CJ velocities
corresponding to steam could be higher than those for argon. However, these
justifications are only qualitative. Additional quantitative information should be
provided to show that steam concentrations between 25% and 80% result in
equivalent static pressures (DLF x CJ pressure) that are bounded by 407 kPa x 19 x
2=15.5 MPa

W. L TR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 2.2.3 - The discussion on delayed DDT does not
appear to be sufficiently conclusive. On the one hand, it is stated that steam
concentrations of up to 40% result in detonation cell sizes, which are still relatively
small (up to 7.9 mm) relative to the tube diameter, indicating "small" run-up
distances and "fast" transition to detonation. On the other hand, it is also mentioned
that typical run-up distances are in the range of 15-40 times the tube diameter (750-
2000 mm). Are these run-up distances "small" or "large"? In addition, although the
CJ pressure multiplier in these cases would typically be lower than the assumed
value of 19, there is no indication of how low this value would be.

These justifications are only qualitative. Additional quantitative information should be
provided to show that steam concentrations of up to 40% result in delayed DDT
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pressures in the condenser tubes that are bounded by 407 kPa x 19 x 2 x 2.5 = 38.7
MPa.

X. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 2.2.4.1 - This section states: "The lower drum of
the PCCS condenser is also subject to the accumulation of hydrogen and oxygen (at
similar concentrations as the lower portions of the tubes), however, the combustion
of these gases is expected to occur by a different mechanism than that described
above for the tubes. Whereas the interior of the tube is a relatively restricted volume
with a small diameter and long length, the drum interior is a more spacious and open
volume. The top of the lower drum is vented through the tubes, which have a
cumulative flow area of approximately [[ ]]. Because of the less constrained
geometry and ample pathway for pressure relief, it is expected that the progression
of the reaction will be more along the lines of a constant volume combustion rather
than a traditional CJ detonation."

"Constant volume combustions do not have the same characteristic pressure
response as a CJ detonation. However, for conservatism, the same series of
pressure multipliers will be assumed for the lower drum as was assumed for the
tubes in Section 2.2.2.3."

Additional discussion should be provided in this regard. In particular, calculations to
show that the pressure associated with constant volume combustions in the lower
drum is bounded by 407 kPa x 19 x 2 x 2.5 = 38.7 MPa.

Y. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 2.2.5 - LTR Section 2.2.5 addresses post-
detonation pressure relief. The analysis for the vent pipe is very close to minimum
thickness requirements. Explain why the dynamic factor is not included in the
analysis. Also, the LTR states that though the margin is small, the actual pressure
inside the vent pipe will be much less. Is there any experiment or analysis to
indicate this phenomenon. ALSO, what about the MC part of the drain pipe?

Technical basis should be provided for choosing 7.73 MPa as the design pressure
for the vent pipe (CJ pressure with no DLF or reflection amplification). The staff
notes that the applied loads are still dynamic.

Z. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 2.3.1 This section states: "The PCCS
condenser is designed to ASME Section III, Subsection NE as a Class MC
component. As such it must be designed to accommodate the loads within the
acceptance criteria stated in that part of the Code. This report postulates a
detonation as a Service Level D event (See Appendix B, Table B-2b), but also
evaluates how the detonation loads compare to the Service Level C allowables (See
Appendix B.6). For areas in which the detonation loads exceed Service Level C
allowables there is an assessment of what additional modifications would be
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necessary in order for the detonation to be classified as a Service Level C event
instead of a Level D event."

This statement is not consistent with other sections in the LTR, DCD, and RAI
response. See comment on Item E2 of the RAI response, above. The staff notes that
Service Level D permits stresses beyond yield, which is not consistent with the
assertion that the "goal of the improved PCCS condenser design is to keep the
component within the analyzed elastic range."

AA. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 3.2 - Per Figure Ic, a portion of the drain pipe
below the lower drum nozzle is classified as class MC. Table 3-1 must clarify this
ASME class change.

BB. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 3.3 - Per Section 2.2.5, the design pressure in
the upper portion of the vent pipe is 7.73 MPa. However, Table 3-2 indicates this is
0.407 MPa. This inconsistency should be clarified.

Per Figure Ic, a portion of the drain pipe below the lower drum nozzle is classified
as class MC. Table 3-2 indicates the design pressure for this portion is 0.407 MPa.
Technical basis should be provided for using this design pressure and not 38.7
MPa used in the lower drum design.

CC. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section 4.2 - For ICS, CJ multiplication factor of 13.3 is
used based on the experimental data in Ref. 17. GEH stated that the experimental
set up is comparable with the ICS design conditions. Provide this comparison.
Also, 13.3 factor is based on some steam fraction exists in the ICS. Provide
details of the assumptions made for the use of this CJ multiplication factor and
DLF=2 for ICS design.

LTR Section does not address the fatigue assessment of components subject to
12 detonation cycles, specifically for MC components (e.g., bolts). GEH stated that
the alternating stress due to this is well below the fatigue endurance curve.
Provide details of this assessment.

DD. L TR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section B. 1.1 - Additional information on the following
issues should be provided:

1. Explanation of how the stresses due to detonation loads are combined with
stresses due to other load cases, given the differences in the FE models
used.

2. Explanation of the boundary conditions imposed on the tube submodel.
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3. Additional stresses in the tubes resulting from displacements in the lower
drum (from the lower drum submodel analysis) imposed as displacement
boundary conditions on the tube submodel.

4. The computed stress amplifications at the tube bends and at the junction of
the tubes with the lower drum.

EE. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section B. 1.2 - Additional information on the following
issues should be provided:

1. Explanation of how the stresses due to detonation loads are combined with
stresses due to other load cases, given the differences in the FE models
used.

2. Explanation of the boundary conditions imposed on the lower drum submodel,
especially at the connection of the lower drum nozzle with the drain pipe and
with the RCCV top slab liner plate. This is particularly important since "The
portion having the condensate nozzle has been selected as the most critical
header area."

3. The connections of the lower drum nozzle with the drain pipe, and with the
RCCV top slab liner plate do not appear to be part of the FE submodel. If this
is the case, it is not clear how these PCCS components are analyzed and
designed for detonation loads.

4. The computed stress amplifications at the connection of the lower drum
nozzle with the drain pipe.

FF. L TR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section B. 1.3 - Additional information on the following
issues should be provided:

1. Explanation of how the stresses due to detonation loads are combined with
stresses due to other load cases, given the differences in the FE models
used.

2. Explanation of which loads are applied and how the analysis is performed.

3. This section states: "RCCV top slab passages are not represented in detail
since they are outside the scope." However, the staff notes that the
connections of the lower drum nozzle with the drain pipe, and with the RCCV
top slab liner plate, as well as a portion of the drain pipe, are within the
jurisdictional boundary of ASME B&PV Code Section I/// Subsection NE, as
part of the containment pressure boundary. As mentioned above, it is not
clear how these PCCS components are analyzed and designed for detonation
and other loads.

GG. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section B.3 - The acceptance criterion specified for the
load combination including detonation loads (i.e., D + DET + Ta + SSE) shown in
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Table B-1 is not consistent with other sections in the LTR, DCD, and RAI
response. See comment on Item E2 of the RAI response, above. The staff notes
that Service Level D permits stresses beyond yield, which is not consistent with the
assertion that the "goal of the improved PCCS condenser design is to keep the
component within the analyzed elastic range."

The load combinations listed in Table B-I are slightly different from those listed in
Table 3.8.-4 of the DCD markup submitted for review, and from the load
combinations specified in SRP 3.8.2 and RG 1.57. For example, there is no
mention of load cases L, Ra, SRV or LOCA (which includes CO, CHUG and PS)
as defined in the DCD. This inconsistency should be clarified.

HH. LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section B.5 - Additional information on the following
issues should be provided:

1. Explanation of which load combinations in Table B-1 correspond to the
stresses listed under the heading "Service Level C/D" in Table B-2b.

2. Explanation of which load combinations in Table B-1 correspond to the
stresses listed under the heading "Service Level D" in Table B-2b. Note that,
for components not directly affected by the detonation loads (e.g., Upper
Header), the calculated stresses under "Service Level D" are lower than
under "Service Level CID."

3. Explanation of how the connections of the lower drum nozzle with the drain
pipe, and with the RCCV top slab liner plate, as well as a portion of the drain
pipe are within the jurisdictional boundary of ASME B&PV Code Section Il/,
Subsection NE, are analyzed and designed for detonation and other loads.
These results should be added to Table B-2b.

4. Item E.5.b of the RAI response indicates that the effects of detonations on the
entire PCCS assembly, including its supporting structure, are bounded by
seismic loading. However, as previously mentioned, the load combination
used to evaluate the effects of detonations also includes seismic loads (i.e., D
+ DET + Ta + SSE, Table B-I). Therefore, whether the effects of detonations
are bounded or not by seismic loads, both load cases should be considered in
the stress analysis of the entire PCCS assembly. The stresses listed in Table
B-2b do not appear to consider this. See also comment on Item E5 of the RAI
response, above.

5. Fatigue evaluation performed in accordance with ASME B&PV Code, Section
Ill, Subsection NE-3221 to account for cyclic loading, including the detonation
cycles.

LTR NEDE-33572P Rev. 1, Section B.6 - This section indicates that the stresses
due to detonation loads in the PCCS are within Service Level C limits for all
components except the lower drum and the lower drum cover. Several strategies
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are proposed to bring these stresses to within acceptable limits. However, it is
stated that: "Since the changes described above are readily achievable, these
modifications to the PCCS will be made during the detailed design phase and
compliance with the ASME acceptance criteria (including the Service Level C
criteria) will be demonstrated in the closure of ITAAC item 2al in Table 2.15.4-2 of
DCD Tier 1."

It is emphasized again that a safety determination cannot be made unless a
substantial level of analysis and design detail is reviewed by the staff, including
calculations which demonstrate that stresses for all load combinations are within
acceptable limits per the ASME B&PV Code. Therefore, if further design changes
are necessary to bring the stresses to within acceptable limits, then these changes
must be completed and submitted for review. The relevant sections of the DCD
and LTR should be modified accordingly.

JJ. In GEH response to RAI 6.2-202 Supplement 1, the proposed revision to DCD
Section 3.8.2.6 lists SA312 as a forging spec. This is a tubing spec. The staff
think this is a typo.

NEDE-33572P, revision I Section 5.4 Weld and Weld Filler list 308L as being used
to weld XM-19. The minimum tensile strength of XM-19 is IOOKSI while the
minimum tensile strength of 308L is 75KSI. Have GEH taken into account the use
of such an under matched weld filler metal?

KK. In the Draft DCD Rev. 7 Section 5.4.6.1.1, the following is added:" -.... and there
after the ICS isolation valves are closed following any two opened DPV's with a
time delay.---------

Describe the technical bases for the time delay set point and revise the applicable
DCD sections to include the time delay set point.

J
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Items 1 through 44 below are questions that have been appended to the original
RAI 6.2-202 S01. Some statements are made in reference to, and in context with,
the originally submitted RAI, the GEH response (reference MFN 10-044,
Supplement 1, dated May 22, 2010), and the GEH first revised response (reference
MFN 10-044 Supplement 1, Revision 1, dated August 2, 2010).

Items 1 thru 4
Covered by Items 24 thru 38.

Item 5
PCCS: No discussion on potential reverse flow or oscillations due to parallel flow.

Item 6
GEH committed to perform EQ and seismic qualification of PAR units. But no indication
of their qualified life.

Item 7
ICS: No change in the original stress analysis since it is bounded the detonation load.
This is based on an assumption that the steam content in the system will always be
more than 20% based on TRACG analysis (which is 37%). GEH needs to address that
if TRACG results are used to define the conditions for detonation within ICS, then why
similar approach is not used for PCCS (rather than the worst case scenario of 0%
steam).

Item 8
ICS: No discussion on DDT pressure effect on drain and vent lines.

Item 9
ICS: No fatigue evaluation.

Item 10
ICS: No discussion on support design for the ICS in the pool.

Item 11
ICS: TRACG results on NCG concentration at the tube-lower drum interface.

Item 12
LTR: Section 2.2.5, Post-Detonation Pressure Relief." The calculated pressure of 7.17
MPa will be applicable after the detonation mixture expands to the available volumes.
However, during the expansion the pressure will be higher than 7.17 MPa.

Item 13
LTR: Section 2.2.6, Thermal Effects: As Dr. Shepherd said at the July 13, 2010, ACRS
meeting, the increase in hoop stress due to thermal expansion of the inner surface
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could be significant. GEH should support ignoring of thermal effects by quantitative
arguments.

Item 14
L TR: Figure 2: Needs to be updated to reflect changes to valves in the fan line.

Item 15
Fig. 6.2-202 M1 (TRACG calcs) suggests the containment P with new design is slightly
lower, while slightly less efficient new design should produce the opposite effect. Any
reason why?

Item 16
Same figure (6.2-202 M1) shows a small blip in the new design P curve at about 24 hrs,
while the "old" one does not - what happens?

Item 17
It would be helpful to have Figs 6.2-202 M2 & M3 plotted at the same scale. As is, it
looks like the new and old PCCS powers are the same. Then why the design power of
the new PCCS dropped from 11 to 7.8 MW?

Item 18
In TRACG SBWR qualification report (NEDEC-32725P, Rev. 1), in Section 4.1.6.4.3
(Tube-to-Tube variations) GEH concluded, that deviations of the axial-average Delta-T
of individual tube from the average was up to 10% for pure steam and up to 32% (Test
32_4) for the steam-air mixture. Since the current number of tubes increase by more
than 50% as compared to the original SBWR design (35% more for ESBWR and then
additional 17% from the new PCCS design), has GEH evaluated the effect of increased
number of tubes on a new average" tube efficiency?

Item 19
Please provide the values of the inside and outside heat transfer coefficients used in
calculating the overall heat transfer presented in Table 6.2-202 M2.

Item 20
Did GEH compare the average tube wall temperature measurements to TRACG
calculations for the new PCCS design, similar to that presented in TRACG SBWR
qualification report (NEDEC-32725P, Rev. 1). Figure 4.1 30 (PANTHERS Test T15 1)?
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Item 21
In the RAI response, GEH states 'Important phenomenon considered in the
qualification, include light noncondensables, and purging of noncondensables (Table
3.2-1 NEDE-33083 Supplement 0)' Is there actually a Supplement 0?

Item 22
Scaling approach and how reasonable some of the scaling assumptions are -

correlation was used to calculate the inner tube wall heat transfer coefficient - degree of
change of the PCCS geometry - etc.

Item 23
In the Draft TS Bases Section B.3.5.4, the following is stated: In order to mitigate the
buildup of hydrogen and oxygen following a LOCA, the ICS trains are also automatically
isolated upon indication of 2 or more open Depressurization Valves (DPVs). A time
delay is provided before isolation occurs in order to allow sufficient time for the ICS to
deliver its water inventory to the RPV.

In the Draft version of 5.4.6, there is no mention of a time delay for the IC isolation
during a LOCA. Confirm whether there is a timer for the isolation, if so revise 5.4.6 to
include this feature.

Item 24
Section 2.6.5 of L TR still shows Argon data.

Item 25
George Thomas (8/12/2010)- Technical bases for the 6 hour time delay for opening of
the IC lower drum is to be included in the LTR. Include a plot showing accumulation of
hydrogen Vs time with supporting information. Add the LTR reference to DCD Section
5.4.6 where the timer setting is discussed.

Item 26
Section 2.2.5: Assuming the staff accepts the internal design pressure in the vent line
of 7.17 MPa, GEH should evaluate the vent line for an external pressure of 38.7 - 7.17
MPa = 31 MPa, unless additional justification is provided.

Item 27
Section 2.2.6: GEH should provide quantitative information to show that "while the
thermal stresses do exist in the PCCS following a detonation, they are much lower than
the mechanical loads due to detonation pressure, and are also slow to evolve when
compared to the brief pressure pulse." In particular, GEH should address the following:

(a) Hoop and bending stresses due to thermal expansion of the hotter inner surface

vs. cooler outer surface of the condenser tubes, drums, and condensate drain.

(b) In the case of the condenser tubes, longitudinal compression stresses due to the
restriction of longitudinal thermal expansion. The scenario to be considered
should assume that there is one hot tube, while all other tubes are cool. Although
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the upper drum is free to move vertically, the coo/ tubes restrict the longitudinal
expansion of the hot tube. An additional factor to consider is the curvature of the
tubes, which could induce additional longitudinal bending stresses.

(c) In (a) and (b) above, the temperature differential between the "hot" and "coo/"
elements is a critical parameter that should be technically justified.

The stresses computed for cases (a) and (b) should be combined if the assumed
scenario is post-detonation in the condenser tubes.

Item 28
Section 2.6.5: Update per revised Section 2.2.2.2.

Item 29
Section B. 1. 1: The RAI response to question DD.3 states that expansion of the lower
drum in the "radial" direction will not induce stresses in the condenser tubes because
expansion of the tubes in the vertical direction is allowed. There is an additional local
effect of the drum expansion that the RAI response does not address: as the lower
drum expands, the holes for the tubes deform and become ellipses; compatibility of
deformation requires the tubes, at their connections to the drum, to deform in a similar
manner, which in turn induces additional stresses. To complete the RAI response,
explain whether expansion of the lower drum in the "circumferential" direction induces
significant stresses in the region where the tubes are connected to the drum. The
information in the RAI response should be added to Section B. 1. 1.

Item 30
Section B. 1.2: Confirm whether the FE submodel of the lower drum includes the region
around the end covers for the drum. If it does not, explain how the stresses in this
region and in the, bolts are computed.

Item 31
Section B. 1.2: The flange connection between the condensate nozzle and pool liner
appears to be included in the FE submodel of the lower drum. However, the LTR has
minimal information about this critical element of the containment pressure boundary
(within the jurisdictional boundary of subsection NE). Provide additional information
regarding its material, dimensions, thickness, and stress analysis results, and add this
to the relevant sections of the LTR. Note that RAI response EE.4 states that stress
analysis results are included in Table B-2b.

Item 32
Section B. 1. 3, Second bullet: Explain which thicknesses have changed with respect to
L TR Rev. 1.

Item 33
Section B. 1.3, Fifth and sixth bullet: Explain which elements of the steel frame support
have been changed to HSS 87W', and which remain HSS 7'W".
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Item 34
Table B-1: Clarify what is meant by the double-asterisk footnote (re. Ra loads). What is
the load path for the transfer of Ra loads to the PCCS assembly? If these loads are not
yet available, quantitative limiting criteria should be added to ensure that "Pipe reactions
will be minimized during detailed design."

Item 35
Table B-I: Explain whether the load combinations listed in the table are consistent with,
and bound, the load combinations listed in the DCD Table 3.8-4, SRP 3.8.2, and RG
1.57. Add this explanation to the table.

Item 36
Figures B-la, B-lb, and B-Ic: Explain what has changed with respect to the
corresponding figures in LTR Rev. 1.

Item 37
Figure B-2a, B-2b: Update these figures to be consistent with the dimensions,
thicknesses, etc. stated in the text of the L TR. For example, Detail H called out in Fig.
B-2a has been removed from Fig. B-2b; the thickness of the lower drum cover has been
removed from Detail A in Fig. B-2b; the length of the lower drum specified in Section Y-
Y, Fig. B-2a, doesn't match the revised cover thickness of 150mm.

Item 38
Table B-2b: Clarify the following issues:

(a) Do the results in the table include the doubling of the seismic load to account for
detonation effects?

(b) What are "Lower Header (ligaments)" (second component from the top in Table
B-2b)?

(c) What are "Condensate Lines" (eight component from the top in Table B-2b)?
Separate entries should be given for the condensate drain and for the flange
connection between the condensate nozzle and pool liner, both within the
jurisdictional boundary of subsection NE. Note that RAI response EE.4 states
that this information is listed in Table B-2b.

i
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Item 39
B. 7 Fatigue: Clarify the following issues:

(a) Provide additional information on how the fatigue evaluation has been performed.
Confirm that the procedure follows NE 3221.5 (for components) and NE-3232.3
(for bolts).

(b) Since DET loads are the principal concern of the staff, the fatigue evaluation can
be limited to this load case if it is shown that the corresponding usage factors are
significantly smaller than 1. 0.

(c) Explain whether the "allowed cycles" (Table B-5, last column) are obtained from
the S-N curves in ASME Code Fig 1-9, for the appropriate material and
temperature.

(d) Explain whether the stresses listed in Table B-5 are "peak stresses," including
the effects of stress concentrations, as indicated in NE 3221.5 and Fig. NE-3221-
2.

(e) Since GEH has not developed stress time-histories for the DET load case,
provide the technical basis for assuming that stresses fluctuate between zero
and peak stress, as inferred from the alternating stresses listed in Table B-5.
See examples of strain (and by extension stress) time-histories in Ref. 3 to the
L TR.

(f) An estimate of the number of cycles generated by DET loads should be provided,
especially for the case of bolts. Corresponding usage factors should be
computed to demonstrate that sufficient fatigue life remains for non-DET load
cases.

(g) Condensate drain should be added to Table B-5.

(h) Explain if there is a missing footnote (1) to Table B-5 (see bottom row, third
column from the right).

Item 40
Appendix C: Pending review.

Item 41
Provide markup for Chapter 16 B3.5.5. This markup was missed during the initial
submittal.

Item 42
Appendix B of the LTR no longer has a materials table. Restore table in LTR and
consider consistency with DCD Tier 2 Table 6.1-1.
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Item 43
In regard to Figure B-2b of the LTR, what is the material of the flange bolted to bottom
of the pool floor?

Item 44
Are there any dissimilar metal welds? Discuss and address this as appropriate.
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GEH Response

Items A through G below are the unaltered responses to the original RAI 6.2-202
S01 (reference MFN 10-044, Supplement 1, dated May 22, 2010). Items H through
KK and i through iii have been appended to the original response set and
constitute the first revised response to RAI 6.2-202 S01 (reference MFN 10-044
Supplement 1, Revision 1, dated August 2, 2010). Items 1 through 44 have also
been appended to the original response set and constitute the second revised
response to RAI 6.2-202 S01 (this letter). All responses related to RAI 6.202 S01
are provided in this letter for completeness.

The possible accumulation of hydrogen and oxygen in the PCCS and the ICS is
addressed through individual component design and automatic control design changes.
The PCCS condensers are strengthened to withstand multiple deflagrations and
detonations while maintaining containment pressure boundary and heat removal
capacity. The PCCS vent lines are equipped with catalyst modules that maintain their
hydrogen accumulation below the lower flammability limit (greater than 80% steam
concentrations). More discussion and a schematic on the addition of catalyst modules
are provided in Section 2.2.4.2 of LTR. These catalyst modules are of similar design as
described in AREVA's U.S. EPR Final Safety Analysis Report, Subsection 6.2.5 in
which their detailed description and testing is incorporated by Reference 8 in Section
6.2.8, ANP-10268P, Revision 0.

The ICS is automated to isolate during LOCA events and to vent during non-LOCA
events such as station-blackout. Venting is accomplished by opening the lower header
vent line on a six hour time delay after ICS initiation and isolation is accomplished by
closing the ICS containment isolation valves on any two DPV's opening.

A.

The title is changed to "ESBWR ICS AND PCCS CONDENSER COMBUSTIBLE GAS
MITIGATION AND STRUCTURAL EVALUATION."

B.

To prevent the accumulation of hydrogen during non-LOCA events such as Station
Blackout, the ICS is automated to vent through the lower header vent line at a six hour
time delay after ICS is initiated. Analysis has shown that at around ten hours hydrogen
accumulation will exceed the lower flammability limit, but by opening the vent line at six
hours a four hour margin is maintained.

The vent line is equipped with a flow restricting orifice of flow area 0.167 cm 2 to reduce
the loss of RPV inventory. It is located down stream of valve F010, See markups for
DCD Tier 2, Figure 5.1-3. Revised water levels for Station Blackout are reported in
DCD Tier 2, Subsection 15.5.5.3 and Table 15.5-10b, which show that level is still
maintained above Level 1. These results are based on an orifice flow area of 0.667
cm2 , which provides conservative results for RPV inventory losses.
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During LOCA events, the ICS is isolated after any of two DPV's opening. This provides
sufficient time for the ICS condensate to drain into the RPV. Results reported in DCD
Tier 2 Sections 6.2 and 6.3 credit the additional makeup during LOCA events but heat
transfer from the ICS to the ICS/PCCS pools is not credited. A Main Steam Line Break
analysis crediting ICS heat transfer with ICS isolation after the DPV's open demonstrate
prior-to-isolation steam fractions that remain above the limit needed to inhibit ignition
(steam fractions above 80%). After isolation, the total ICS pressure drops below 103.4
kPa (15 psia) within 2000 seconds, and steam fractions do not drop below 0.37. This is
still high enough to prevent ignition. A discussion on how ICS mitigates the possibility of
hydrogen combustion after isolation is given in Section 4.2 of the LTR. Figure 6.2-202
S01.1 provides ICS total pressure before and after isolation. The offsite power case for
Main Steam Line Break was chosen to maximize any build up of noncondensable
gases; DPV's do not open until 1060 seconds.

B.1

The design pressure of the ICS during its normal operation is 8618 kPaG (1250
psig) and will not be exceeded due to any possible combustion of hydrogen as
discussed above.

B.2

Heat transfer is not credited during LOCA events as analyzed in DCD Tier 2,
Chapter 6 and is therefore able to be isolated before the lower flammability limit
of hydrogen is exceeded. But for the purpose of analyzing the impact of
noncondensable gases on ICS, the heat transfer function is assumed to occur.
The build up of gases can only result from steam condensation.

The addition of automated opening of vent lines and closing of containment isolation
valves for the ICS is described in markups of DCD Tier 2, Section 5.4.6. An analysis of
venting after six hours of ICS initiation during non-LOCA events demonstrates the lower
flammability limit is not reached. See Figure 6.2-202 S01.2.

The analysis for the limiting LOCA scenario for hydrogen accumulation shows that
closing the ICS containment isolation after any two DPV's opening prevents the lower
flammability limit from being exceeded before isolation. After isolation, the total
pressure drops in the ICS, thereby maintaining any pressure due to a postulated
combustion below the design pressure of the ICS.
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C.

As discussed in Part B of this response, the ICS has automated vent line opening that
purges the ICS during RPV isolation (non-LOCA events) and automated ICS
containment isolation valve closing that limits the buildup of hydrogen to below the lower
flammability limit during LOCA events. In addition, nonsafety-related temperature
sensors are located inside the ICS (see markups for DCD Tier 2, Subsection 5.4.6.5).
Operators can use these temperature sensors to determine if noncondensable gases
have accumulated and take appropriate action to vent or isolate. Automatic opening of
the lower header vent line at six hours post ICS initiation is still required.

C.1

It is not intended that hydrogen level inside the IC tubes and drums will be
monitored. Nonsafety-related temperature sensors are located inside the ICS,
which give an indication of noncondensable gas buildup. Operators may take
steps to mitigate the buildup during the time prior to the automatic action.

C.2

Automatic actions to mitigate hydrogen accumulation are described in Part B of
this response. Operators can take manual action to vent during the time prior to
the vent valves automatic opening or manually isolate prior to automatic isolation
of the ICS. Temperature sensors will provide indication to the operator of
hydrogen accumulation.

C.3

DCD Tier 2, Section 5.4.6 will be revised. Markups of the section are enclosed.

D.

D.1

ICS initial pressure and temperature are higher compared to the PCCS at the
start of a LOCA due to its direct connection to the RPV. But, the pressure is
quickly brought down as the LOCA break depressurizes the RPV and soon after
the ADS is activated. Prior to isolation, hydrogen accumulation does not exceed
the lower flammability limit. After isolation, the pressure and temperature
dramatically drops well below the pressures and temperatures seen by the PCCS
during post-72 hour LOCA. See Section 4.2 of the LTR for a more detailed
discussion of mitigating combustible build up after isolation.

D.2

Peak pressure ratios used for PCCS are not applicable to ICS prior to their
isolation during a LOCA event. The lower flammability limit is not exceeded.
After isolation, peak pressure ratios take credit for steam inside the ICS. See
Section 4.2 of the LTR for a discussion on ICS peak pressure ratios after ICS has
been isolated.
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D.3

The automated venting function during non-LOCA events is accomplished
through the existing vent line on the lower header of the ICS. Vent valves F009
and F010 are opened and restricting flow orifice is placed downstream of valve
F010. See markups of DCD Tier 2, Figure 5.1-3.

E.

E.1

A complete analysis has been incorporated in Revision 1 of the LTR.

E.2.a

A finite element analysis of the condenser is performed and results are shown in
Revision of the LTR. Although results shown are compared to acceptance
criteria for Service Level D, most of the components meet Service Level C
acceptance criteria. Those components that are not within the Service Level C
acceptance criteria can be brought into compliance by reducing conservatism in
the pressure load definition or other conservatisms or by making further design
changes. Appendix B of the LTR provides additional discussion. The goal of the
improved PCCS condenser design is to keep the component within the analyzed
elastic range.

E.2.b

Because of its passive design, the PCCS condenser does not rely on the
functionality of mechanical components to provide its heat removal functionality.
If the condenser retains its pressure integrity while remaining in the elastic range,
then by extension it retains its heat removal capability. A Service Level C
allowable will be used to assure components remain in the elastic range. See
Appendix B of the LTR for further discussion on the application of Service Level
C.

E.2.c

The goal of the improved PCCS condenser design is to keep the component
within the elastic range for the analysis.

E.3

Twelve detonation cycles are postulated in the 72 hour period associated with a
LOCA. Assuming the initial postulated detonation occurs after six hours of the
LOCA (it takes approximately six hours to relocate the remaining nitrogen in the
drywell to the wetwell via the PCCS vents lines), it will take about 6.8 hours to
accumulate the bounding load mixture within the PCCS. Then subsequent
detonations are postulated at a 6.8-hour interval, which gives a total of 10
detonations. The 12 detonations assumed in the analysis provides additional
margin.
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The refilling time of the PCCS is based on conservatively assuming radiolytic
gases are only available to fill the PCCS. Figure 6.2-202 S01.3 shows radiolytic
production of hydrogen and oxygen for ESBWR post-LOCA.

E.3.a

New mitigation strategies have been described in the LTR such that the
approach to Section 3.0 in Rev. 0 of the LTR is no longer necessary. Instead of
tabulating an array of different DLFs in Section 3.0, a more detailed discussion
has been provided in Section 2.0 that discusses the new mitigation strategies,
and how they are justified.

E.3.b

The LTR has been revised to include a discussion of the topic of delayed DDT.

E.3.c

Please refer to the revised LTR for more detailed discussion of DDT.

E.3.d

Reflected waves are a factor that was considered and accounted for by the 2.5
multiplication factor in Revision 0 of the LTR. This is unchanged in Revision 1 of
the LTR.

E.3.e

The presence of diluents in the gas mixture is discussed in more detail in the
LTR, particularly as is relates to delayed DDT.

E.3.f

A discussion of the effects of initial temperature on peak pressure was provided
in Revision 0 of the LTR (Section 2.2.1.2), and is included in Revision 1.

E.3.g

The assumption that reflections take place within the PCCS, bounds the effects
of geometry on amplification of peak detonation pressures. A factor of 2.5 is
used to account for reflections. The LTR notes the use of dynamic load factors
on PCCS components affected by detonations when they apply.

E.3.h

The modified PCCS will be included in Appendix B of the final response. Note
that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and
unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev.
2 will be provided.

E.4

Revision 1 of the LTR has been updated with additional details and results. Note
that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and
unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev.
2 will be provided.
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E.5.a

Finite element analysis is used for the PCCS condenser components to evaluate
detonation loads statically with dynamic load factors for the PCCS tubes, PCCS
tube-to-header connections, the PCCS lower header, and the PCCS lower
header connection to pool floor. The PCCS condenser as a whole with its
supporting structure is evaluated using finite element analysis with load
combinations as given in Appendix B of the LTR. Note that the version of
Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and unverified. Once the
results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will be provided.

E.5.b

The effects of detonations on the entire PCCS assembly including its supporting
structure are bounded by the seismic loading. An alternate calculation, which
takes into account the dynamic nature of detonation, shows the reaction forces
on the anchoring due to a detonation are bounded by the reaction forces due to
seismic loading. The alternate calculation was conducted using LS-DYNA,
which through partnership, has been adopted into the ANSYS Software suite
under the trade name ANSYS LS-DYNA. The details related to this calculation
are currently been prepared, and will be provided in Appendix C of the LTR when
results are verified and released.

E.5.c

The 40 percent margin commitment made in the previous response to RAI 6.2-
202 was made to account for uncertainties in the dynamic response of the PCCS
supporting structures. The margin is not applicable, since a dynamic analysis
has shown the seismic loading is bounding. The margin previously provided was
based on a Service Level D allowable, which is not applicable due to the change
to Service Level C.

E.5.d

The meshing used in the FE models is sufficient to capture stress concentrations
in the locations of concern such as pipe and tube bends, and the weld junction of
the tubes to the drums.
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F.

F.1

Section 5.0 of the LTR has been revised to more clearly state the requirements
for the ICS and PCCS condensers.

F.2

Section III Subsection NC-5000 of the ASME Code allows the substitution of UT
and PT for RT under certain circumstances. This is described more clearly in the
revised Section 5.0 of the LTR.

F.3

Section 5.0 of the LTR has been revised to more clearly state the tube bending
requirements for the ICS.

F.4

Section 5.0 of the LTR has been revised to more clearly state the acceptable
weld filler metal for the ICS tube to header welds.

G.

The qualification of TRACG for calculations involving noncondensable gases is
documented in NEDE-32177, NEDE-33083 Supplement 0, NEDC-32725 and NEDC-
33080. Important phenomenon considered in the qualification, include light
noncondensables, and purging of noncondensables (Table 3.2-1 NEDE-33083
Supplement 0). The code includes documented models which cover these
phenomenon as shown on Table 3.3-1 of NEDE-33083 Supplement 0. The code is
qualified against specific tests which cover these phenomenon identified in Tables 3.3-3
and 3.3-4 of NEDE-33083 Supplement 0. The scaling of TRACG to the tests has been
documented in NEDC-33082.

Evaluations of combustible concentrations with TRACG are consistent with the models
used for containment pressure calculations. Radiological generation of hydrogen and
oxygen is determined with a conservative G-factor. No credit is taken for dilution of
combustible gas by nitrogen, the total noncondensable gas fraction is assumed to be
consistent of hydrogen and oxygen with no nitrogen component. TRACG is not relied
on to determine the exact location of non-condensables in the tube bundle; it is used
only to determine which components have high concentrations.

The ICS/PCCS pool temperature is also used to bound the lowest steam partial
pressure inside the PCCS through the use of steam tables. The steam/gas mixture
temperature inside the condenser can not be lower than the outside pool temperature.
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The PCCS configuration is compared to the PANTHERS prototype below.

Tube Tube Inner Tube MaterialTubes Thickness, Diameter, mm Thermal
mm Conductivity1 , W/m-K

PANTHERS [ R 1[] 16.5

DCD Rev. 7 560 R] 16.5

Current
Configuration 12.8
(NEDE-33572)

1. Values at a temperature of 121 'C. TRACG analyses use temperature dependent thermal
conductivities for the specific material specified.

Based on the code's ability to predict PCCS performance the PANTHER's prototype
tests as well as single tube tests, PANDA and GIRAFFE integral tests, the current
configuration is within the application range of the TRACG code to accurately calculate
PCCS performance.

Items H through KK below are responses to the requests for additional
information that have been appended to the RAI 6.2-202 S01 original response
and constitute the first revised response to RAI 6.2-202 S11 (reference MFN 10-
044 Supplement 1, Revision 1, dated August 2, 2010). Some statements are made
in reference to, and in context with, the originally submitted response (reference
MFN 10-044, Supplement 1, dated May 22, 2010).

H.

Catalytic recombination involving coated metallic substrates, is a dependable and
widespread technology that is applied in everyday usage such as chemical refining and
pollution control for internal combustion engines (i.e., passenger automobiles). These
devices provide years of predictable and efficient service with little if any degradation
even with exposure to harsh environments and imprecise process streams. The use of
this technology for combustible gas control (passive autocatalytic recombiners or PARs)
during postulated accidents in commercial nuclear power plants has been investigated
and studied since the early 1990's. Multiple test results and reports indicate that PARs
offer an effective, passive solution for neutralizing potentially combustible atmospheres.
The chief uncertainty in the use of PARs lies with their questioned capability to
appreciably influence general areas of a large and somewhat compartmentalized
containment structure under dynamic and uncertain accident conditions. This is not the
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case with the application of catalytic recombination in the PCCS, where the combustible
gases are focused and directed through the catalyst vent module. Catalytic
recombination offers the added benefit of returning hydrogen and oxygen back into the
form of water, which enhances heat removal, and thereby aids in reducing containment
pressure which is not credited in the containment response.

The EPRI evaluation of passive autocatalytic recombiners (PARs) is applicable to the
ESBWR in that its evaluation of poisons and inhibitors on PAR performance bounds
both design basis accident (DBA) and severe accident conditions of ESBWR.
Generation of significant quantities of poisons and inhibitors (other than steam) is not
credible in the ESBWR containment for either condition.

The EPRI evaluation demonstrated that PARs continue to function when subjected to
poisons generated under beyond DBA conditions (such as CO gas from core-concrete-
interaction and particulates from fires) and to poisons generated under DBA conditions
(such as iodine from fuel failures).

In order for poisons or inhibitors to become relevant in the evaluation of the ESBWR
PCCS vent catalyst, they first must be generated and then transported to the vent
catalyst in the form of gases or aerosols. In the drywell and wetwell containment
compartments, potential sources exist in the form of organic compounds such as
coatings and cabling insulation. For ESBWR containment, all of these materials are
qualified for harsh DBA environments (elevated temperatures and high humidity).
Coatings meet Regulatory Guide 1.54 and the standards of ASTM D 5144 where
required (DCD Tier 2, Section 6.1.2). Cable insulation meets standards specified in
DCD Tier 2, Section 3.11 and Subsection 8.3.3.2. Therefore the generation of gases or
aerosols from these sources is not credible.

The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) provides the only other potential source of poisons
and inhibitors (fission products from fuel damage and steam) inside containment.
During all DBA LOCA's, the ESBWR core remains covered (DCD Tier 2, Section 6.3)
thereby preventing any fuel damage and generation of poisons and inhibitors in the form
of fission products. Steam becomes the only credible inhibitor that is continuously
supplied to the drywell making it available to the PCCS where it is mostly condensed.

H.1

The low gas velocities at the entrance of the vent catalyst hood preclude
carryover of water droplets. Velocities are kept below the threshold for droplet
carryover into the catalyst region given the final design configuration of the
condensate hood and the analyzed volumetric flow rates. Condensate will enter
the lower drum in the form of a steady stream, or as "large" droplets. Atomization
of the condensate does not occur as it exits the bottom of the tubes due to the
very low gas velocities through each individual tube. Condensate that falls
directly onto the hood will puddle and stream or drip from the drip edge of the
hood, which is below the active surface elevation of the catalyst module. The
annular gap between the drip edge of the hood and the main module body will be
sufficiently large and thus gas velocities low enough such that any water stream
or droplet will not be carried upward and into the catalyst area, effectively acting
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as a moisture separator. Velocities will average around 0.01 m/s with peak
values not exceeding 0.1 m/s. Conservatively high peak volumetric flow rates
are assumed when sizing the critical hood dimensions.

For DBA conditions no performance inhibitors will exist in the vicinity of the
catalyst module with the exception of small amounts of liquid water (steam and
water vapor are not performance inhibitors due to their inability to condense onto
the surface of the catalyst). At the time when hydrogen and oxygen are
introduced to the lower drum, the steady state temperature of the PCCS vent
components is expected to be above the saturation temperature of the steam
and therefore any water that might be locally deposited on the catalyst surface
will be quickly driven off as vapor by the exothermic reaction, with virtually no
impact upon recombination efficiency.

H.2

During the early stages of a LOCA (first three hours), significant amounts of
nitrogen and steam from the drywell pass through the vent line to the
suppression pool, effectively preheating the vent module and catalyst plates, so
that by the time hydrogen and oxygen begin to accumulate, the catalyst is at or
near the lower end of the operating temperature band. Due to the design of the
condensate hood,' the only inhibitor present during a DBA will be very limited and
localized areas of water. The vast majority of the catalyst surface area will be
unimpeded by water and therefore recombination will commence in immediate
response to the introduction of hydrogen and oxygen. (Note that the vent module
contains twice as much catalyst surface area as required for complete
recombination.) The relatively small surface area where the catalyst may have
been wetted by water will quickly clear by evaporation from the heat of the
exothermic reaction of recombination (the Julich tests indicate that significant
heatup occurred within 2 minutes with a 4% hydrogen mixture). The catalyst
plate temperature will quickly reach nominal operating conditions and any small
amounts of continued moisture carryover will evaporate prior to settling on the
catalyst. The catalyst will remain at nominal or higher temperatures for as long
as hydrogen and oxygen remain at recombinable concentrations and the
exothermic reaction proceeds. The large metal mass of the module and
conductive heat transfer from the drywell below will assist in maintaining catalyst
temperatures elevated during those periods when vent flow is minimal.
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H.3

New section 2.2.4.2.4 has been added to the LTR to discuss the impact of
aerosols generated during severe accident conditions, including in-vessel core
melt progression. Section 2.2.4.2.4 concludes that neither the recombination
efficiency nor the venting capacity is significantly affected by this severe accident
scenario.

1.1

The required recombination rate of hydrogen for ESBWR will be 1 g/(m2-sec),
which is an analyzed peak value, with average required rates less than one-third
that value. The Julich tests demonstrate that the recombination capacity of the
wash-coated catalyst plate increases linearly with increasing hydrogen and
oxygen concentration, with test data showing actual recombination rates as high
as 7.5 g/(m2-sec). The test duration is not a critical parameter since the catalyst
does not deplete. The inlet flow rates for the ESBWR are not a function of
temperature, in contrast to PAR's that depend on temperature induced
convective currents to attain operational flow rates. ESBWR flow rates are a
function of drywell pressure and wetwell pressure where the higher drywell
pressure provides the inlet flow rates. And as previously stated, inlet hydrogen
flow rates do not exceed 1 g/(m2-sec) which is significantly lower than the test
data presented by Julich.

1.2
While the hydrogen concentrations in the tests were not as high as for ESBWR
conditions, the total hydrogen removal rates were significantly higher than will be
required in the PCCS and the flow velocities were more than 50 percent higher
than the peak velocities that are predicted through the PCCS catalyst module.

1.3

The test duration is not a critical parameter since the catalyst does not deplete.
The Julich tests demonstrated recombination rates that exceeded the hydrogen
mass flow rates that are predicted in the PCCS vent stream.

J.

ESBWR Specific parameters relative to catalyst performance (note that the reviewer's
second and third bullets have been combined into bullet number two in the response
below):

Nominal Efficiency - The Julich tests demonstrated complete recombination of a
4% hydrogen mixture when velocities were maintained at or below 0.25 m/s.
Also, the 4% hydrogen mixture for Julich, yielded a recombination flux rate of 1.8
g/(m2-s) as compared to the PCCS catalyst module design peak rate of onlyl.0
g/(m2-s). The nominal or average catalyst module recombination flux rate will
be less than 0.1 g/(m2-s), and therefore the nominal recombination efficiency for
the PCCS catalyst module is expected to be 100% or complete recombination for
the amount of catalyst area available.
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Warm-up time and minimum hydrogen concentration - Warm-up or startup time
as is applied to PARs relates to their mode of operation in which convective
currents induced by the exothermic recombination process are relied upon to
draw in or introduce hydrogen and oxygen to the active catalyst. Therefore some
minimum quantities of hydrogen (and oxygen) are required to begin the reaction
and subsequently achieve the flow rates needed to affect "large" general areas
inside containment. In the case of the PCCS catalyst module, hydrogen and
oxygen are introduced to the catalyst by the differential pressure that exists
between the drywell and wetwell such that a "warm-up" time is not required. All
of the hydrogen and oxygen that is vented in a stoichiometric ratio will recombine
in the presence of the catalyst.

* Maximum efficiency operating temperature - At the peak recombination flux rate
for ESBWR (1.0 g/m 2-sec), the temperature of the catalyst is expected to reach a
minimum of 3700C. Although it is not expected that the catalyst surface
temperature will reach the point of autoignition, such an event would not be
detrimental to the vent module or the PCCS condenser.

* Influence of liquid droplet carry-over - Given the condensate hood design and
the low volumetric flow rates of the vented gasses, very little liquid droplet carry-
over is expected. For the small amounts of liquid that may be introduced, the
steady state temperature of the PCCS vent components is expected to be above
the saturation temperature of the steam and therefore any water that might be
locally deposited on the catalyst surface will be quickly driven off as vapor by the
exothermic reaction, with virtually no impact upon recombination efficiency.

K.

To address the possibility of the drain lines not fully flowing with condensate during the
post-72 hour period of LOCA, the drain thickness shall be designed to withstand a
detonation using design by formula with the applicable ASME Section III, Subsections
NE and NC. By using design by formula, the drain line will meet acceptance criteria for
Service Levels A and B, which bound both Service Levels C and D and will assure an
elastic response by the drain line. A design pressure of 38.7 MPa will be used (407 kPa
x 19 x 2 x 2.5).

The LTR Section 2.2.4.4 has been modified to include these design details as
discussed above.
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L.

As discussed in Item K above, the drain line shall be designed to withstand a detonation
load of the same magnitude as the lower drum. The maximum pressure for the vent
line has been re-evaluated based on the response to Item Y. Table 3-2 of the LTR has
been updated accordingly.

M.

M.1

* The qualification tests (PANTHERS and PANDA - NEDC 32725P Rev 1)
for TRACG validation are still applicable to the new PCCS design
considering the different tube material, tube thickness, tube internal
diameter and different number of tubes.

" The overall changes to the PCCS design have a relatively small impact on
the overall heat transfer and PCCS performance as shown below in the
comparisons of overall heat transfer coefficient, thermal resistance, fluid
transport time and thermal time constant of the tube wall.

Table 6.2-202 M1 summarizes the differences between the modified PCCS
design and the DCD Rev 7 PCCS design. The scaling report (NEDC-33082P
Rev 2) evaluated the DCD Rev 7 design relative to the PANTHERS prototype.
The PANTHERS PCCS test component or module is identical to the DCD Rev 7
PCCS design with only [[ ]] and there is no scaling distortions.

Table 6.2-202 M1 Comparisons of PCCS Designs

Modified Design vs DCD
DCD Rev 7 PCCS Design Modified PCCS Design Rev 7 (%Change)

Tube Material Stainless Steel 304 XM-19 -22%1
Number of Tubes 560

Tube Outer Diameter
(mm)

Tube Inner Diameter
(mm)

Tube Thickness (mm)
Individual Tube Flow

Area (mm2)

Total Flow Area (mm2)
Individual Tube Inside

Surface Area (mm 2)
Total Inside Surface

Area (mm2)

Tube Length (mm) No changes were made to the tube lengths. 0%
Note 1: Percentage change in material thermal conductivity.
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The thermal properties of XM-19 are similar to stainless steel 304 with a small
decrease in thermal conductivity. The increase in the tube thickness causes
some effect on the conduction through the tube wall, discussed below. TRACG is
qualified for calculating conduction heat transfer through the tube wall used in the
PCCS analysis. The local effect of reduced heat transfer per PCCS tube due to
the thicker XM-19 wall is compensated by the increase in the number of tubes
from 560 (in the DCD Rev 7 PCCS design) to [[ ]] in the modified PCCS
design. The change to the tube inner diameter is small and therefore will have a
small impact on the convective/condensation heat transfer inside the tube due to
the change in tube flow area. This is particularly true since the thermodynamic
conditions including the non-condensable gas fractions entering the PCCS tubes
remain approximately the same and are not affected by the PCCS design
change. The overall change to the heat transfer from PCCS tubes is small, and
therefore, the TRACG qualification tests including the PANTHERS tests related
to PCCS heat transfer are still applicable.

An evaluation of the local or "bottom-up" scaling of the PCCS tube heat transfer
has been performed to validate that the PANTHERS prototype test data is still
applicable. With respect to the changes in geometry from the DCD Rev 7 PCCS
design to the new design, the total flow area and total inside surface area of all
PCCS tubes are kept relatively the same. There is a small decrease in the total
flow area and a small increase in the total inside surface area as shown in Table
6.2-202 M1. The number of tubes is increased by [[ ]] and the tube wall
thickness has been increased by [[ ]] to maintain the heat transfer out of
the PCCS to be about the same as in DCD Rev 7 PCCS design.. From a scaling
perspective, all of these changes are within the same order of magnitude (i.e.,
within the range of [[ ]]) of the DCD Rev 7 and PANTHERS PCCS
designs.

The evaluations below consider the thermal resistances at the PCCS inside and
outside tube walls, and through the tube wall material. The thermal resistances,
heat transfer coefficients, fluid transport time and thermal time constants are from
the Design Basis LOCA Main Steamline Break with Offsite Power analyses for
the DCD Rev 7 PCCS design and for the modified design at 6, 16, 34 and 72
hours averaged over the length of the tube unless otherwise noted. These values
are used for the evaluation purposes since PCCS heat transfer is most important
for the long-term containment response following a LOCA.

A comparison of the PCCS overall heat transfer coefficient based on the inner
tube wall, between the DCD Rev 7 and modified design, is presented in Table
6.2-202 M2. The overall heat transfer coefficient for the PCCS is calculated from
the following equation/definition where U is based on the inner surface area of
the tube:
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I
Ui =

hi~
2.)zkL +( A0 h)

Where
Ui = PCCS Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Based On Inner Tube Wall
hi = Inner Tube Wall Heat Transfer Coefficient

A = Inner Tube Wall Surface Area
r = Tube Inner Radius

= Tube Outer Radius
k = Tube Material Thermal Conductivity
L = Tube Length [[ ]]
A, = Outer Tube Wall Surface Area
ho = Outer Tube Wall Heat Transfer Coefficient

As shown in Table 6.2-202 M2, the change in the overall heat transfer coefficient
per tube between the DCD Rev 7 and modified design is approximately [[ 1]
in the beginning of the long term transient, i.e, at 6 hours, very close after 16
hours and is almost zero after 34 hours. The reduction in the overall heat
transfer coefficient in the early period shown in Table 6.2-202 M2 is
compensated by an increase number of tubes and surface area such that the
necessary decay heat removal function is met.

Table 6.2-202 M2 Comparison of PCCS Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Tube Overall Heat Transfer
Time Coefficient Based On Inner

(hours) Area (W/m2 K)
DCD Rev 7 Modified Design

6 __

16
34
72

A comparison of the PCCS tube thermal resistances, between the DCD Rev 7
and modified design, is presented in Table 6.2-202 M3. The thermal resistances

i
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are the terms in the denominator of the equation for the of overall heat transfer
coefficient, U, discussed above.

Inner Tube Wall Convective Thermal Resistance:

Ri = I
hi

Where
Ri = Inner Tube Wall Convective Thermal Resistance

hi =Calculated Inner Tube Wall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Outer Tube Wall Convective Thermal Resistance:

R,, 
A

Where
R,, Outer Tube Wall Convective Thermal Resistance

k Calculated Inner Tube Wall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Ai Inner Tube Wall Surface Area

A,= Outer Tube Wall Surface Area

Tube Wall Conduction Thermal Resistance:

Ai In

R,, -
21&L

Where
R,,, = Tube Wall Conduction Thermal Resistance

Ai Inner Tube Wall Surface Area

Tube Inner Radius

Tube Outer Radius

k =Tube Wall Thermal Conductivity

L = Tube Length

Table 6.2-202 M3 shows that although the conduction thermal resistance for the
tube wall increased by a factor of 3, the conduction thermal resistance is still one
order of magnitude less than the thermal resistances at the inner surface
(convection/condensation) and outer wall surface (convection/boiling). The DCD
Rev 7 design tube wall conduction thermal resistance is only about [[ ]] of the
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total thermal resistance. The modified design has a tube wall thermal conduction
resistance of only [[ ]] of the total thermal resistance. Also, the thermal-
hydraulic conditions of the PCCS pool, the ultimate heat sink, are unchanged.
The tube side convection/condensation heat transfer remains limiting. Thus the
overall heat removal and steam condensation capacities of the two PCCS
designs remain approximately the same.

Table 6.2-202 M3 Comparisons of Thermal Resistances

Inner Tube Wall Outer Tube Wall
Convective Convective Tube Wall

Thermal Thermal Conduction
Resistance (K- Resistance (K- Thermal Resistance

m2/W) m2/W (Km2 /W)
Time DCD Rev Modified DCD Modified DCD Modified

(hours) 7 Design Rev 7 Design Rev 7 Design
6 [[
16
34
72

A comparison of the fluid transport times through the PCCS tubes,
DCD Rev 7 and modified design, is presented in Table 6.2-202 M4.
fluid/gas transport times are calculated from the following equation:

Ltube

Vfg

Where
T =Transport Time
L,,,be =Tube Length
Vf, = Average Velocity of Fluid/Gas in PCCS Tube Inlet

between the
The average

As shown in Table 6.2-202 M4, the transport times are approximately the same
for both the DCD Rev 7 design and the modified design.
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Table 6.2-202 M4 Comparisons of PCCS Tube Transport Times

Fluid Transport Time Based
Time on Inlet Velocity (s)

(hours) DCD Rev 7 Modified Design
6 [_
16
34
72 ]]

A comparison of the PCCS tube thermal time constants, between the DCD Rev 7
and modified PCCS design, is presented in Table 6.2-202 M5. The time
constants for the PCCS tube wall are calculated with the following definition:

pc = ,plv
hA1

Where
t, = Time Constant

p, = Tube Wall Material Density

cps = Tube Wall Material Specific Heat Capacity

V = Half Volume of Tube Wall

hi= Tube Inner Wall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Ai = Tube Inner Wall Surface Area

As shown in Table 6.2-202 M5, the PCCS tube wall thermal time constants have
increased from the DCD Rev 7 values of [[ ]] seconds to the modified
design values of [[ ]] seconds. However this change in thermal time
constant is insignificant for the very slow long-term containment pressure
response. As discussed in Chapters 7 and 8 of ESBWR Scaling Report, Rev 2,
NEDC-33082P, April 2008, the "system" or "top-down" characteristic time of the
drywell and wetwell pressure change is on the order of 100,000 seconds or
several hours. Thus there is virtually no change in the total PCCS heat removal
capability and containment pressure as discussed below. This also reinforces the
validity of the "system" or "global" or "top-down" scaling of containment pressure
and the global scaling parameters or Pi-groups for the drywell and wetwell
pressure rates presented in the ESBWR scaling report. Therefore, no change is
necessary in the ESBWR Scaling Report because of the modified PCCS heat
exchanger design.
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Table 6.2-202 M5 Comparisons of PCCS Tube Wall Time Constants

Tube Wall Time
Constant (s)

Time Modified
(hours) DCD Rev 7 Design

6 1 L[
16
34
72 ]]

The qualification of models for the highly ranked PCCS heat transfer
phenomenon is documented in Tables 3.3-2, 3.3-3, and 3.3-4 in NEDC-33083-P-
A for Separate effects, component and integral tests respectively. In addition to
PANTHERS Component tests, the qualification includes GIRAFFE & PANDA
PCCS component qualification and GIRAFFE & PANDA integral qualification.
The tests include a varying number of PCCS tubes and confirm that TRACG
accurately calculates containment pressure with the varying number of tubes and
is slightly conservative in its calculation of PCCS heat transfer rate. TRACG's
capabilities and qualification are broader than the PANTHERS PCCS design.
Table 3.3-1 "High Ranked ESBWR Containment/LOCA Phenomena and TRACG
Model Capability Matrix", in NEDC-33083-P-A indicates the code contains
models for all of the highly ranked PCCS heat transfer phenomenon (PCCS
section of the table).

TRACG incorporates qualified models that show that TRACG can accurately
calculate the containment response with the design modifications being made in
response to this RAI.

M.2

The results of the TRACG analysis that includes the change in tube material,
number of tubes, tube thickness and tube inner diameter is presented in Figures
6.2-202 M1 and 6.2-202 M2. Figure 6.2-202 M1 presents the containment
pressure response for the updated TRACG analysis vs. the containment
pressure for the TRACG analysis in the DCD Tier 2 R7 Figure 6.2-14jl. They are
approximately the same and the modified analysis has a slightly lower maximum
pressure than the DCD Rev 7 analysis. Figure 6.2-202 M2 presents the PCCS
power for the updated TRACG analysis. The PCCS power is similar to the PCCS
power presented in the DCD Tier 2 R7 Figure 6.2-1411 (Figure 6.2-202 M3). The
difference in the curves in each of these figures is due to uncondensed steam
flowing to the wetwell from the drywell in the early blow down and from the PCCS
in the long term. The figures show that the difference between the decay heat
and PCC power in the LOCA transient is similar for the DCD Rev 7 and modified
design.

)
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M.3

The data used to validate TRACG covers the expected conditions of the new
design.

A comparison of the PCCS tube exit average non-condensable gas fraction,
between the DCD Rev 7 and modified PCCS design, is presented in Table 6.2-
202 M6. As shown in the Table, the change in the non-condensable gas fraction
between the DCD Rev 7 and modified design is small. This indicates that the
amount of condensation is approximately the same.

Table 6.2-202 M6

Non Condensable Gas
Fraction at PCCS Tube

Exit
Time DCD Rev Modified

(hours) 7 Design
6 _ [[
16
34
72

M.4

The local or "bottom-up" scaling discussed in section M1 shows that PANTHERS
tests for PCCS are still applicable to the new design since the PCCS overall heat
transfer has not changed. Therefore the Pi-groups for the "top-down" scaling
groups remain the same and no change is necessary to the scaling groups.

N.

* The PCCS heat transfer rate in the modified design of the PCCS component
is nearly the same as the DCD Rev 7 design. Therefore the integral PANDA
tests are still applicable to the modified PCCS design.

As seen in Figure 6.2-202 M1, the changes to the PCCS did not affect the TRACG
results for containment pressure. The updated analysis shows that the long term LOCA
response remains approximately the same as the previous analysis. This is because the
wall thermal conductivity decrease offset the surface area increase. The PCCS
continues to operate below its 100% steam capacity rating (47 MW total rated capacity
for 6 PCCS condensers) in the long term (6-72 hour period) DBA LOCA as indicated by
the Total PCCS Power in Figure 6.2-202 M2. It is operating below its 47 MW (7.8 MW
per unit) capacity during the DBA LOCA. The integral PANDA tests included all of the
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features required for an integral system simulation for a long term LOCA response.
Figure 6.2-202 M2 shows the PCCS power, which in comparison to the DCD R7 PCCS
power (Figure 6.2-202 M3) is similar, and therefore, the integral long term LOCA
response of the system will remain the same and PANDA tests are still applicable..

0.

The configuration of the IC has not changed in response to RAI 6.2-202 S01 and
therefore a table has not been provided comparing the IC configuration to the
PANTHERS prototype.

P.

In LTR Section 4.2, it is described how the ICS is isolated during a LOCA to prevent
accumulation of high amounts of combustible gas. A TRACG evaluation of the ICS
behavior during such an event determined that the minimum steam concentration inside
the condenser was 37%. As described in the LTR, the presence of steam is credited
with reducing the CJ pressure. In order to bound this effect, it was assumed that the
steam concentration was 20%, which is conservatively lower than the minimum value
determined by TRACG. The LTR cites a table in a research report (Ref. 17 of the LTR)
in which the thermo-chemical properties of stoichiometric mixtures of hydrogen and
oxygen are computed for various concentrations of steam dilution. This table is used as
the basis for CJ velocities and CJ pressures for a mixture with 20% steam.

It is also true that the presence of steam can also impact the detonation velocity, which
factors into the justification of a DLF of 2. Refer also to the response to Item CC.1 in
this RAI Supplement. An additional discussion will be added to the LTR Section 4.2 to
demonstrate that the ICS remains bounded by a DLF of 2 for the full range of possible
steam concentrations. The justification is similar to what is presented in the response to
item V.

Q.

The temperature sensors were added as a defense-in-depth measure only, and with the
exception of their pressure boundary impact, they are nonsafety-related. The safety-
related means for mitigating a detonation in the ICS is described in Section 4 of the
LTR. The temperature sensors will be retained in the design as defense in depth.

R.

The LTR Section 2.6.6 will be revised to consistently and clearly state that the Service
Level C criteria will be applied for detonation loading. A statement will also be included
emphasizing that although Service Level C allows for local stresses slightly higher than
the yield limit, the response of each component remains essentially elastic and
ratcheting and other undesirable plastic instabilities are precluded. The linearized
stresses that are compared against ASME allowables are within the elastic range.

The PCCS condenser analysis is currently being revised to implement the design
changes required for all components to meet the Service Level C requirements. The
LTR Appendix B has been updated with preliminary results of this reanalysis. Note that
the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and unverified. Once
the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will be provided.
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S.

In response to the original RAI 6.2-202, DCD Appendix 3G.1.5.4.1.5 was modified to
refer to the LTR, which contains the details and results of the analysis. The DCD
contains the requirement that the PCCS be constructed in accordance with the ASME
Code requirements for the load combinations described in Table 3.8-4 (which includes
detonation loads). The ITAAC requirements in Tier 1 Table 2.15.4-2 also require that
the PCCS be designed in accordance with the ASME Code.

T.

A detailed description of the LS-DYNA alternate calculation will be included in revision 2
of the LTR as Appendix C, which demonstrates that the global affect of a detonation on
the PCCS structure is less than that of the seismic loading. Since the load combination
for detonation includes seismic loading, the seismic loading will be doubled in order to
bound the global effects of detonation.

The amplification at the tube bend is the limiting stress area and the membrane stress is
275 MPa (as reported in Table B-2b of the LTR). The stresses decrease significantly
(below 150 MPa) throughout the tube transition as it approaches the interface with the
surface of the lower drum. The tube submodel extends all the way to the inner surface
of the lower drum. Note that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is
preliminary and unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-
33572P Rev. 2 will be provided.

U.

The term "elastic-plastic analysis" is valid for this discussion. An "elastic-plastic
analysis" is performed to show that the components stay within the elastic range as
established by the ASME Code criteria. Clarifying statements will be added to the LTR
so that this is made clear. Refer to Item R.

V.

Reference 17 in the LTR contains data that is more directly applicable to the discussion
of detonation velocities (DCJ) as they relate to the DLF. Instead of relying on a
comparison with argon data, Table 5.1.8 of Ref. 17 will be cited as the basis for
detonation velocity data. This table contains the calculated thermo-chemical properties
resulting from a detonation of stoichiometric hydrogen and oxygen in the presence of
varying concentrations of steam. The DCJ velocity follows the predicted trend -
decreasing with increasing steam concentration. The maximum steam concentration
presented in this table is 72% at which the corresponding DCJ value is 1815 m/s.
Although the range of steam data in this table does not reach all the way to 80%, the
data on CJ Pressure (PCJ) indicates that at a steam concentration of 65%, the CJ
Pressure ratio has dropped to 9.3:1 (compared to the assumed 19:1 ratio at low steam
concentrations). At this level of dilution and higher, a DLF of 4 is offset by a CJ
Pressure that is less than half of what was assumed at low steam concentrations.

W.

Section 2.2.3 of the LTR will be revised to focus on how the loads related to a DDT
event are bounded by the dynamic factors already being applied.
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X.

Because the lower drum is being evaluated in the context of a CJ detonation, the
discussion related to constant volume combustion is not considered necessary and will
be removed from Section 2.2.4.1 of the LTR.

Y.

LTR Section 2.2.5 will be revised to consider a dynamic factor of 2. Credit will also be
taken for pressure reduction due to volumetric expansion. Table 3-2 has been updated
accordingly as described in Item BB below.

Z.

The LTR will be revised to consistently and clearly state that the Service Level C criteria
will be applied for detonation loading, and consistent with the DCD and revised RAI
response (refer to Item R above).

AA.

Table 3-1 of the LTR will be revised to clarify that the drain pipe contains both NC and
NE portions, consistent with figure Ic.

BB.

Table 3-2 of the LTR will be revised to indicate the revised design pressure of the vent
pipe as detailed in item Y above. Likewise this table will be updated to indicate the
revised design pressures of the vent and drain pipe as described in Items K and Y
above.

cc.

CC.1 (1st Paragraph)

The discussion in Section 4.2 of the LTR will be clarified to include a justification
for the DLF of 2, and to indicate that the referenced data is based on thermo-
chemical calculations that are representative of the experimental mixtures of
steam and radiolytic gases. As described in Item P above, these data indicate
that a multiplication factor of 13.3 is an appropriate CJ pressure ratio considering
the initial starting temperature and assumed dilution of 20% steam. The data
presented in this table is not dependent on the experimental geometry.

CC.2 (2nd Paragraph)

The FEM described in Appendix B (and will eventually be supported by new
Appendix C) addresses the dynamic response of the entire PCCS condenser
structure and the reaction loads that are imposed on the anchor bolts.

Section B.7 has been added to Appendix B to address fatigue. Note that the
version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and unverified.
Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will be
provided.

DD.

DD.
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Detonation loads determined in the Tube Submodel and Lower Drum Submodel
were combined with other loads as a direct summation of maximum stresses.
This is now explained in Section B.3.

DD.2

The forces at the boundary conditions were defined to equalize the internal
pressure assumed for the Tube Submodel. This is now explained in Section
B.1.1. The pressure is applied to the inside of the tube extending all the way to
the inner surface of the lower drum.

DD.3

Detonations in the lower drum are not assumed to occur simultaneously with a
detonation in the tube. Therefore the displacements associated with the Lower
Drum Submodel are not factored into the boundary condition of the Tube
Submodel. The displacement resulting from a detonation in the lower drum does
not impose significant stress on the tubes, because the design of the PCCS
support structure allows for expansion in the vertical direction.

DD.4

The amplification at the tube bend is the limiting stress area and is 275 MPa (as
reported in Table B-2b of the LTR). The stresses decrease significantly
throughout the tube transition as it approaches the interface with the inner
surface of the lower drum.

Note that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and
unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will
be provided.

EE.

EE.1

Detonation loads determined in the Tube Submodel and Lower Drum Submodel
were combined with other loads as a direct summation of maximum stresses.
This is now explained in Section B.3.

EE.2

The Lower Drum Submodel has been expanded to include the interface between
the drain nozzle and the pool liner plate. Tables B-3a/b and B-4a/b have been
added to describe the stress imparted to the anchor bolts on the PCCS supports.
These loads will be used to design the seal and anchor bolts that secure the
connection to the pool liner. The contribution of detonation loads will be
accounted for by doubling the seismic loads (to be justified in Appendix C of the
LTR).

EE.3
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The connections were modeled and accounted for as described above in item
EE.2. Figures lb and B-lb in the LTR will be updated to clarify that there is a
bolted connection between the drain line and the pool liner at the penetration of
the top slab.

EE.4

Figures lb and B-l b of the LTR has been updated to clarify that there is a bolted
connection between the drain and the pool liner. Therefore, any reactions due to
seismic or detonations would not impose loads directly to the pool liner.

The Lower Drum Submodel has been expanded to include the upper portion of
the annular drain and its connection to the lower drum condensate nozzle. The
stresses included in Table B-2a and B-2b include those stresses associated with
this interface.

Note that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and
unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will
be provided.

FF.

FF.1

Detonation loads determined in the Tube Submodel and Lower Drum Submodel
were combined with other loads as a direct summation of maximum stresses.
This is now explained in Section B.3.

FF.2

The PCCS Analysis Model was used for all loads other than DET. These loads
were then combined with the DET loads from the sub models. This is now
explained in Section B.3.

FF.3

The Lower Drum Submodel has been extended to include the interface between
these two components is discussed in Item EE.4 above.

The RCCV liner is outside the scope of this evaluation. In the next revision of the
LTR, Figures lb and B-lb will be clarified to show a bolted connection between
the drain pipe and the top slab. Loads that are transmitted through this
connection will not be imparted to the liner, but rather to the anchorage in the
concrete. The structural analysis of the PCCS has determined the loads to be
accommodated by these bolts (this information has been provided in Tables B-
3a/b and B-4a/b), and this connection to the top slab penetration will be sized
accordingly in detailed design.

Note that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and
unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will
be provided.
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GG.

The LTR will be revised to consistently and clearly state that the Service Level C criteria
will be applied for detonation loading, and will be consistent with the DCD and revised
RAI response (refer to Item R above).

LOCA and SRV loads described in Table B-1 are consistent with DCD Table 3.8-4.
These loads are not considered at the same time as DET loads, because a detonation
is not possible in the earliest stages of a LOCA. Therefore, there are effectively two
separate load combinations considered for Service Level C, the most bounding of which
is reported in Table B-2b. Live loads (L) and pipe reactions (Ra) were considered but
determined to be insignificant in the context of the PCCS condenser. A footnote will be
added to LTR Table B-1 to provide this clarification. Note that the version of Appendix
B included in this submittal is preliminary and unverified. Once the results are verified,
the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will be provided.

HH.

HH.1 and 2

LTR section B.5 will be revised. After changing the detonation load to Service
Level C, there are no load combinations unique to Service Level D, therefore that
row is deleted from the table. The headings in Table B-2b will be modified
accordingly to delete columns for Service Level D.

HH.3

The discussion in Items EE.2, EE.3, and EE.4 addresses the concern identified
here.

HH.4

The DET load will be bounded by doubling the SSE load. When the results for
Appendix C are available, they will be added to the LTR to demonstrate how the
Seismic load bounds the DET load.

HH.5

This subject has been addressed in response to item CC.2, (2nd paragraph)
above.

Note that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary and
unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2 will
be provided.
I1.

A reanalysis has been performed using the design modifications proposed in Rev. 1 of
the LTR (Section B.6). The results are provided in an updated Appendix B in this
submittal. Note that the version of Appendix B included in this submittal is preliminary
and unverified. Once the results are verified, the final version of NEDE-33572P Rev. 2
will be provided.
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JJ.

DCD Tier 2, Section 3.8.2.6 has been revised to change the form specification to SA-
182 in accordance with the attached markup. The LTR has been changed to include
weld material ER209 to provide the required strength.

KK.

The time delay following DPV opening is no longer in the design. Refer to the attached
DCD Tier 2, section 5.4.6.1.1 markup.

Additional Related DCD or LTR Impacts

In addition to the concerns described in the formal RAI, the following items have
resulted in DCD or LTR changes:

i.

In a teleconference between GEH and NRC, GEH agreed to update NEDO-33306
(SAMDA report) to address the concerns pertaining to hydrogen detonation. NEDO-
33306 will be updated with reference to the latest PRA. None of the conclusions or
insights have changed.

ii.

In correspondence between GEH and NRC, it was pointed out that the ICS heat
removal capacity is not a significant input parameter to the ECCS-LOCA analysis. As a
result, DCD Tier 2, Table 6.3-1 has been revised to remove the ICS heat removal
capacity in accordance with the attached markup.

iii.

GEH identified that the ITAAC in Tier 1, Table 2.4.1-3, item 19 prohibited manual
opening of the ICS vent valves during normal operation. In order to allow for the
necessary inservice testing, this ITAAC will be deleted. The deletion of this ITAAC does
not adversely affect plant safety.

iv.

The below listed DCD Tier 2, Chapter 7 subsections, tables and figures were revised to
facilitate the ICS isolation and vent valve logic changes.

GEH Response to RAI 6.2-202 S01 Open Items 1 through 44

Items 1 through 44 below are responses to the requests for additional information
that have been appended to the RAI 6.2-202 S01 original response, and first
revised response, and constitute the second revised response to RAI 6.2-202 S01
(this letter). Some statements are made in reference to, and in context with, the
originally submitted RAI, the GEH response (reference MFN 10-044, Supplement
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1, dated May 22, 2010), and the GEH first revised response (reference MFN 10-044
Supplement 1, Revision 1, dated August 2, 2010).

(Items 1 thru 4 covered by Items 24 thru 38)

Item 5
To provide confirmation that the revised PCCS design provides adequate heat transfer
under DBA conditions with radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen present, a type test will be
conducted, using helium and air to simulate hydrogen and oxygen.

A description of the type test has been added to the LTR as Section 2.4.1. PCCS
ITAAC Item 7 in Tier 1, Table 2.15.4-2 will be revised to include the type test. See
attached markups.

Item 6
Addressed via markups for Chapter 3, Chapter 6 (Section 6.2.2.2.2), and the LTR
Revision 2 section 2.2.4.2.5. Sixty year design life discussed in markups provided for
6.2.2.2.2. Markups were provided in revised response to RAI 6.2-202 S01 sent in letter
MFN 10-044 Supplement 1 Revision 1, dated August 2, 2010.

Item 7
The PCCS assumption of 0% steam was part of the initial strategy taken to define
detonation loads when data for hydrogen, oxygen and steam mixtures was not
available. Data since then has become available and credit for steam in the ICS is
being taken. There is less uncertainty in the ICS evaluation for steam and
noncondensable mixtures since steam is directly fed from the RPV. As stated in the
question, the expected steam concentration is 37% but only 20% steam is taken credit
for reducing detonation pressure.

The maximum possible detonation pressure load exists soon after ICS isolation during a
LOCA during the transient period of higher total pressures. Section 4.2 of the LTR has
been revised to include this discussion and the resultant maximum possible detonation
load for the ICS soon after LOCA isolation. The maximum detonation pressure is still
below the ICS design pressure of 1250 psia.

All of ICS components are designed with a pressure rating of 1250 psia and can
therefore withstand the detonation load as applied to the ICS condenser. Section 4.2.1
of the LTR has been added to provide this discussion.

Item 8
DDT discussion is added for ICS in LTR as new Section 4.4.

Item 9
The ICS is an ASME Code Section III Class 2 component and no fatigue evaluation is
required by this section of the ASME code.
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Item 10
Support design will be determined in detailed design.

Item 11
Section 4.1.1 added to LTR, which provides NCG concentrations. The NCG
concentrations added as Figure 4 in the LTR show all concentrations are below 0.2
except for Node 3 which shows oscillations between 2 and 4 hours that exceed 0.2 by
approximately 0.08. All other nodes are below values of 0.2. Nodes 1 through 20
represent the full length of the drain line in the TRACG model where node 1 is at the top
of the drain line and 20 is at the bottom and where nodes 1 through 4 represent a
vertical run of the line.

Item 12
Section 2.2.5 has been changed to Section 2.2.6. The vent line thickness was
increased to address detonation external pressure loading. The allowable internal
pressure is now greater than the detonation pressure load.

Item 13
Section 2.2.7 was added to the LTR, which provides a qualitative justification for the
thermal stresses being bound by the stresses due to detonation loading. The basis for
this statement is provided in Reference 3 of the LTR. The PCCS components have
been designed for stresses due to detonation loading and have therefore bounded any
stresses caused by thermal effects.

Item 14
Figure 2 of the LTR has been updated.

Item 15
Less heat is removed per tube due to the change in material heat conductivity and
increased tube wall thickness. Additional tubes were added to the design to
compensate for this effect.

Item 16
The question states the "blip" occurs at 24 hours, but it actually occurs at about 14
hours.

The small "blip" in drywell pressure (Figure 6.2-202 S01.4) at about 14 hours
corresponds to a small reduction in PCC heat removal (Figure 6.2-202 S01.5) and a
slight redistribution of non-condensable gas as indicated by the change in non-
condensable gas partial pressures (e.g. PA870006). The reduction in PCC heat
removal coincides with a slight increase in non-condensable gas partial pressure in the
lower cells of the PCC tubes in the TRACG PCC model. An increase in non-
condensable gas leads to a reduction in heat removal and subsequent increase in
drywell pressure.
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Similar "blips" in drywell pressure were observed in previous versions of DCD
calculations. The DCD Rev 7 (Figure 6.2-14al) calculation has a very slight inflection at
14 hrs. The DCD Rev 4 (Figure 6.2-14al) calculation has a "blip" at 18 hours with
similar magnitude.

Item 17
The values of 11 MW and 7.8 MW represent the "rated condition" of the PCCS
condenser before and after the changes related to RAI 6.2-202. This rated condition
exists when pure saturated steam is continuously supplied at a pressure of 308 kPa and
when there is saturated pool water on the outside of the tubes. The reduction from 11
MW to 7.8 MW is indicative of a reduced heat transfer coefficient through the tubes
resulting from the change in material and tube thickness.

Note that this "rated condition" is a special case that does not exist during a design
basis accident. The rated condition was defined for the purpose of benchmarking the
PCCS performance to a satisfy an ITAAC requirement (see Tier 1 Table 2.15.4-2, Item
7). In the LOCA analysis the PCCS performance was modeled with TRACG based on
this benchmark condition, but it can be seen from Figure 6.2-202 M3 that the PCCS
power never quite reaches 7.8 MW (i.e. 46.8 MW for all 6 condenser). This was also
true when the rated condition was 11 MW. Early in the LOCA (when the decay heat is
high enough to support the PCCS benchmark condition), there is a high concentration
of nitrogen in the condenser as well as heat rejection through the suppression pool
vents. Later in the event, the heat generation rate from the core is not sufficient to
support the rated condition for all six condensers even if there was a pure steam
environment (which there is not). Ultimately, the reduction in PCCS margin is shown to
be acceptable based on the comparison of containment pressure response curves (see
Figure 6.2-202 M1).

Figures plotted on the same scale are not provided. References to figures in above two
paragraphs were provided in revised response to RAI 6.2-202 S01 sent in letter MFN
10-044 Supplement 1 Revision 1, dated August 2, 2010.

Item 18
To provide confirmation that the revised PCCS design provides adequate heat transfer
under DBA conditions with radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen present, a type test will be
conducted, using helium and air to simulate hydrogen and oxygen.

A description of the type test has been added to the LTR as Section 2.4.1. PCCS
ITAAC Item 7 in Tier 1, Table 2.15.4-2 will be revised to include the type test. See
attached markups.

Item 19
Heat transfer coefficient values (hi, ho) used in response to item M are provided below,
within round off error. All information needed to determine these values has already
been provided in the response. The values are provided here for convenience.
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Inner Tube Wall Heat Outer Tube Wall Heat
Transfer Coefficient, hi Transfer Coefficient, hoTime (W/ m 2-K) (W/m 2-K)

DCD Rev 7 Modified Modified
Design Design

6 [[
16
34
72 ]]

Item 20
To provide confirmation that the revised PCCS design provides adequate heat transfer
under DBA conditions with radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen present, a type test will be
conducted, using helium and air to simulate hydrogen and oxygen.

A description of the type test has been added to the LTR as Section 2.4.1. PCCS
ITAAC Item 7 in Tier 1, Table 2.15.4-2 will be revised to include the type test. See
attached markups.

Item 21
Supplement 0 refers to the base document.

Item 22
To provide confirmation that the revised PCCS design provides adequate heat transfer
under DBA conditions with radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen present, a type test will be
conducted, using helium and air to simulate hydrogen and oxygen.

A description of the type test has been added to the LTR as Section 2.4.1. PCCS
ITAAC Item 7 in Tier 1, Table 2.15.4-2 will be revised to include the type test. See
attached markups.
Item 23
Time delay statements made in the TS Bases have been deleted. A time delay for ICS
isolation after the DPV's does not exist. Markups for TS Bases are provided.

Item 24
Section 2.6.5 has been updated to replace the argon discussion with discussion for
hydrogen, oxygen, and steam data.

Item 25
Bases for 6 hour time delay has been added to LTR as Section 4.1.1.

Item 26
The external loading on the vent line has been evaluated and the vent line wall
thickness as has been increased to withstand an external pressure load of 38.293 MPa
(38.7 MPa - 0.407 MPa). See LTR Section 2.2.5.
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Item 27
(a) Section 2.2.7 was added to the LTR, which provides a qualitative justification for
thermal stresses being bound by stresses due to detonation loading. The basis for this
statement is provided in Reference 3 of the LTR. The PCCS components have been
designed for detonation stresses and have therefore bounded any stresses caused by
thermal effects.

(b) A bounding calculation, which assumes all the heat generation due to complete
combustion of a pure mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is deposited in the tube, shows
tube stresses to due heating from the expanded gases of post detonation are bounded
by the stresses reported in the LTR.

The following describes the methodology and assumptions used.

Methodology
The heat capacity Equation 1 is used to derive the temperature change due to heat
addition from a detonation consistent with assumption 1. The temperature change used
to find the total elongation or deflection of the tube. The tube is assumed to deflect
axially (no bowing) and impart the full deflection to the tube bends at each end (i.e. each
tube bend deflects by one half the calculated axial direction). The deflection at the tube
bend is used to determine the maximum bending stress at the tube-to-drum connection.

AT - Qcombsio (1)
mC,

Where:
Qcombusion = Total heat (J) generated by the complete combustion of the

stoichiometric content of hydrogen with oxygen that can be
contained in one condenser tube under worse case temperature
and pressure accident conditions.

m = mass of a short condenser tube (kg) from equation (3) below and
per assumption #4.

Cp = Specific heat capacity for condenser tube material, (J/(kg-OK))

Assumptions
1. The total heat of complete combustion for the maximum amount of hydrogen that

can be contained in one condenser tube at worse case accident conditions, is
assumed to be input to the tube uniformly and instantaneously.

2. The specific heat capacity for the condenser tube material, XM-19, is assumed to
be the same as that for type 304 stainless steel.

3. Hydrogen and oxygen are assumed to be present in the condenser tube in their
stoichiometric ratio of two hydrogen atoms to every one oxygen atom such that
the number of hydrogen moles is 2/3 of the total number of gas moles. The
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conservative assumption is also made that no steam or water vapor exists inside
the tube at the time of detonation. This maximizes the heat generated during a
detonation and transferred to the tube. The number of moles of hydrogen is
calculated for worse case accident temperature and pressure conditions,
saturated state.

4. The tube mass that will yield the greatest DT is for the shortest possible tube
length. This length is taken as the distance between the outer diameters of the
upper and lower drums.

5. The tube length that will yield the greatest Qcombustion is the longest possible tube,
since it will contain the greatest amount of hydrogen and oxygen. This length is
conservatively taken as the upper and lower drum centerline-to-centerline
dimension. This tube length is also used in calculating the maximum tube
elongation due to tube heatup.

6. Since the total axial elongation of the tube is small as compared to the total tube
length, the theoretical highest stresses are induced at the tube-to-drum
connection point if it is assumed that "buckling" of the tube does not occur and
the full effects of elongation are imparted at the tube bends. It is assumed that
one-half of the total axial elongation translates perpendicular to the tube "stub"
ends. The tube stub end is modeled as a cantilevered beam. Figure (2) below
illustrates these assumptions.

7. The steady-state metal temperatures for material properties is assumed to be
100°C (212°F) since the PCCS/ICS pools are boiling at atmospheric pressure
conditions.

\(I1/2 ),

Figure (2)

Table 6.2-202 S01.27 Results
Parameter Value Unit Comments

s
Min. Tube Shortest possible tube length
Length [[ ]] m

Max. Tube [[ ]] m Longest possible tube length
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Length

Heat of combustion from maximum
Qcombustion kJ amount of hydrogen and oxygen

calculated from longest possible tube.
m [ ] kg Mass of shortest possible tube.
AT ]C

Tube elongation calculated from longest
[[ ]] m possible tube.

Bending stress due to deflection (D) of a
Cyb 94.8 MPa simple cantilevered beam (deflection is

halved per assumption #6).

Compressive stress of shortest possible
tube length, assumed to be straight, that is
restrained at both ends to prevent

47.5 MPa elongation of 0. All tubes have a bend at
the top and bottom before the tube-to-
header connection with a smallest angle of
[[ ]] and largest of angle of [[ I].

(c) Stresses for Part a are not calculated.

Item 28
Section 2.6.5 has been updated to replace the argon discussion with discussion for
hydrogen, oxygen, and steam data.

Item 29
The impact of "circumferential" expansion of the lower header on the tube-to-header
connections has been assessed. The lower header submodel has been updated to
include tube-to-header connections. Appendix B has been updated with stress results
and submodel description. The stress (PL + Pb) slightly increased for the tube but still
remained below the allowable.

Item 30
Section B.1.2 of the LTR has been updated. The lower header covers and bolts are not
included in the submodel. A new Section B1.4 has been added for the covers and
bolts.

Item 31
The flange dimensions are given in Figure B-2b of Appendix B of the LTR. The material
for the drain line is SA 336 F316 as given in Figure B-2a of Appendix B of the LTR.

See Item 38(c) for a discussion of maximum stress intensities in the drain line
(condensate line).
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Item 32
The table below lists changes in component thicknesses between revision 1 and
revision 2 of LTR.

Component LTR Revision 1 LTR Revision 2
Thickness (m) Thickness (m)

Lower Header Covers 0.100 0.150
Drain Pipe Nozzle (lower See Figure B-2b See Figure B-2b
header)
Drain Pipe Flange (connection See Figure B-2b See Figure B-2b
to pool floor)
Drain Pipe Annular
Drain Pipe 3"
Drain Pipe 4"
Vent Line in Annular Region

Item 33
Explanation is added in fifth and sixth bullets of Section B.1.3 of the LTR.
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Item 34
The double-asterisk footnote was added to clarify load combinations evaluated in the
LTR that did not include pipe reaction loads due to events inside the drywell. These
reaction loads are expected to be negligible due to the difference in size of piping
connected to the drain line penetration. The drain line outer diameter, from LTR Section
2.2.4.4, is approximately 16 inches while the largest pipe connected is 4 inches. Also
the design of the piping will minimize operational loads such as thermal expansion by
allowing the pipe routing to have flexible expansion of the piping segments without
loading the anchor points.

Item 35
A statement has been added to Section B.3 of the LTR.

Item 36
Figure B-1 a did not change; the figure was refreshed and was tracked as a change.

For Figure B-1 b, the drain line nozzle penetration changed and the flange connection to
the pool floor was added.

For Figure B-1 c, the four vertical, the upper horizontal, and the middle horizontal square
tube was changed to [[ ]] from The thickness for the end covers for
lower header was increased.

Item 37
Figures have been updated to be consistent with current dimensions.

Item 38
(a) The calculated stress for the steel frame support structure includes doubling of the
seismic load to bound the effects of detonation.

(b) The term "lower header ligaments" represents the drum material in and around the
tube holes.

(c) The term "condensate lines" represents the drain line nozzle and flange assembly
that includes the class MC portion of the inner drain line. The maximum stress intensity
that is given in the table occurs in the nozzle to flange transition area (i.e., the neck of
the outer flange). The "upper" class MC portion of the condensate drain and the nozzle
flange is designed as an integral class MC assembly. The "lower" class 2 portion of the
drain line will be welded to this assembly.

Separate stresses have been added to Table B-2b of the LTR for the condensate drain
line as condensate line head fitting, condensate line sleeve, and condensate line flange.
Figure B-Ild to Appendix B of the LTR has been added show location of these stresses.
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Item 39
(a) The fatigue evaluation has been performed in accordance with NE-3221.5 and NE-
3232.3 for components and bolts, respectively.

(b), (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) Section B.7, Fatigue of LTR has been revised to provided
discussion on expected number of cycles, derivation of alternating stresses due to
detonation loading, and allowed cycles per component subject to detonation loading.
Table B-5 of the LTR has also been updated to include usage factors for components
subject to detonation loading.

(h) The missing footnote is a description of the stress intensity multiplication factor for
the lower drum cover bolting and has been added to the LTR.

Item 40
LS-DYNA has been replaced with results from an analysis using ANSYS with transient
loading in the form of a detonation wave in the lower header. See Appendix C of the
LTR.

Item 41
Markup is provided.

Item 42
Updated material table is added to LTR in Figure B-2a, Appendix B.

Item 43
The material of the flange is SA 336 F316.

Item 44
There are no dissimilar metals welds. Section 5.4 of the LTR has been updated with
this statement.
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DCD/LTR Impact

DCD Impact

DCD Tiers 1 and 2 will be revised as noted in the attached markups (Enclosure 3). The
applicable sections, tables, and figures are identified below. Changes from revision 1 of
this response (MFN 10-04 Supplement 1 Revision 1) to revision 2 (this letter) are
enclosed within boxes:

Tier 1

Table 2.2.10-1

Table 2.2.13-2

Subsection 2.2.15

Table 2.2.15-1

Subsection 2.4.1

Table 2.4.1-1

Table 2.4.1-2

Table 2.4.1-3

Figure 2.4.1-1

Table 2.15.1-1a

Table 2.15.1-1d

Subsection 2.15.4

Table 2.15.4-1

Table 2.15.4-2

Figure 2.15.4-1

Subsection 3.2

Table 3.2-1

Table 3.8-1

Tier 2

Figure 1.1-2

Subsection 1.2.2.4.1

Subsection 1.2.2.15.4

Table 1.3-2
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Table 1.6-1

Table 3.2-1

Subsection 3.8.2.6

Subsection 3.8.7

Table 3.8-4

Figure 3.8-7

Table 3.9-8

Table 3.11 -1

Subsection 3G.1.6

Figure 5.1-3

Subsection 5.4.6.1.1

Subsection 5.4.6.2.2

Subsection 5.4.6.2.3

Subsection 5.4.6.5

Subsection 5.4.16

Table 5.4-1

Figure 5.4-4b

Table 6.1-1

Subsection 6.2.1.1.10.2

Subsection 6.2.2.1

Subsection 6.2.2.2.2

Subsection 6.2.2.2.3

Subsection 6.2.2.4

Subsection 6.2.4.3.1.1

Subsection 6.2.5.5.1

Subsection 6.2.9

Table 6.2-6a

Table 6.2-10

Table 6.2-24

Table 6.2-26

Table 6.2-28
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Table 6.2-30

Figure 6.2-15

Figure 6.2-16

Table 6.3-1

Subsection 7.1.2

Subsection 7.1.2.8

Subsection 7.1.2.8.1

Subsection 7.1.2.8.3

Subsection 7.1.2.8.3.1.3

Subsection 7.1.2.8.9 (new)

Subsection 7.1.6.6

Subsection 7.1.6.6.1

Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.1

Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.17

Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.18

Table 7.1 -1

Table 7.1-2

Figure 7.1-1

Figure 7.1-3

Subsection 7.3.1.2.2

Subsection 7.3.1.2.3

Subsection 7.3.1.2.5

Subsection 7.3.2

Subsection 7.3.3

Subsection 7.3.7 (New)

Subsection 7.3.8 (renumbered to 7.3.9)

Figure 7.3-5

Subsection 7.4.4.1

Subsection 7.4.4.3

Subsection 7.8.1

Subsection 7.8.1.2.5
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Table 7.8-3

Table 713-1

Table 15.2-23

Subsection 15.5.5.3

Table 15.5-1 Oa

Table 15.5-1 Ob

Chapter 16 Section 3.3.5.3

Chapter 16 B3.3.5.3

Chapter 16 Section 3.3.5.4

Chapter 16 B3.3.5.4 ,

Chapter 16 Section 3.3.6.3

Chapter 16 B3.3.6.3

Chapter 16 B3.3.6.4

Chapter 16 B3.5.4

Chapter 16 B3.5.5

Chapter 16 Section 3.6.1.7

Chapter 16 B3.6.1.7

Subsection 19.3.2.1

Subsection 19.3.2.4

Subsection 19.3.4.2.8

Subsection 19A.5

Subsection 19A.6.1.3.1

Subsection 19A.8.4.3

Subsection 19A.8.4.10

Table 19A-2

Section 19B.6

Table 1913-11

Chapter 19 AC 3.3.4, Table 3.3.4-1

Chapter 19 AC B3.3.4

Chapter 19 AC B3.6.3

Chapter 19 AC 3.6.4 (new)
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Chapter 19 AC B3.6.4 (new)

LTR Impact

Revision 2 of LTR NEDE-33572P (Enclosure 4) and NEDO-33572 (Enclosure 5) has
been provided.

Markups are included (Enclosure 6) for LTR NEDO-33251, Rev 2.
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6Dw
Figure 6.2-202 SOI.1. lCS Pressure During Main Steam Line Break LOCA with lCS Isolation at 1060 Seconds.
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Notes: 0.2 NC gas fractions correspond to 80% steam concentration.

Figure 6.2-202 S01.2. Noncondensable (NC) Gas Fractions in ICS During SBO with Venting (Orifice Flow Area of 0.167 cm 2)
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Figure 6.2-202 S01.3. ESBWR Post-LOCA Radiolytic Gas Production of Hydrogen and Oxygen in RPV
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Figure 6.2-202 S01.4. Modified PCC Tube NCG Partial Pressure and Drywell Pressure
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Figure 6.2-202 S01.5. Modified Total PCC Power
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Table 2.2.10-1

Q-DCIS Platforms

Platform Software projects

Reactor Trip & Isolation System RTIF
Function Neutron Monitoring

System (RTIF/NMS) NMS

Safety System Logic & Control / SSLC/ESF
Engineered Safety Features

(SSLC/ESF) Platform

Independent Control Platform Vacuum Breaker
(ICP) Isolation Function

(VBIF)

ATWS/SLC

HP CRD Isolation
Bypass Function

ICS DPV Isolation
Function

2.2-95
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Table 2.2.13-2

SSLC/ESF Automatic Functions, Initiators, and Associated Interfacing Systems

Function Initiator Interfacing System

ADS RPV reactor water level low (Level 1) NBS

Drywell pressure high CMS

GDCS Injection RPV reactor water level low (Level 1) NBS, GDCS

Drywell pressure high CMS

GDCS Equalizing RPV reactor water level low (Level 1) NBS, GDCS
Lines

ICS RPV reactor water level low (Level 1) NBS, ICS

Steam Supply Line and Drain Line Isolation NBS, ICS
(Any 2 DPVs Open)

SLC RPV reactor water level low (Level 1) NBS, SLC,
ATWS/SLC

CRHAVS CRHA inlet air supply radiation high from PRMS, CRHAVS
emergency filtration Process Radiation Monitoring System
mode (PRMS)

CRHAVS CRHA high room temperature Nonsafety-related
temperature control MCR N-DCIS Load

Groups A, B and C

I

2.2-112
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2.2.15 Instrumentation & Control Compliance With IEEE Std. 603

Design Description

IEEE Std. 603 establishes the minimum functional and design requirements for the power,
instrumentation, and control portions of safety systems. ESBWR divides safety systems into two
parts: the safety-related distributed control and information system (Q-DCIS) platforms, and the
associated functional systems that contain the sensors and actuators used by the Q-DCIS
platforms.

In accordance with the software development process described in Section 3.2 and the defense-
in-depth and diversity strategy described in Subsection 2.2.14, the protection systems are
executed as software projects on particular Q-DCIS platforms. The software projects are named
RTIF, NMS, SSLC/ESF, Vacuum Breaker Isolation Function(VBIF), ATWS/SLC, afA-HP CRD
Isolation Bypass Function, and ICS DPV Isolation Function.

Table 2.2.10-1 shows the relationship between the Q-DCIS platforms and their corresponding
software projects. As shown, the RTIF-NMS platform has two software projects: RTIF and
NMS. The SSLC/ESF platform has one software project: SSLC/ESF. The Independent Control
Platform has dhreefour software projects: VBIF, ATWS/SLC, and-HP CRD Isolation Bypass
Function and ICS DPV Isolation Function.

Demonstration of compliance with IEEE Std. 603 means the Q-DCIS documentation includes
design bases that make appropriate reference to IEEE Std. 603 design criteria and that the
resulting as-built equipment has been inspected, tested, or analyzed to show that the Q-DCIS will
be capable of performing in accordance with the design bases. The choice of whether an
inspection, test, or analysis is required to close a particular ITAAC is defined in the
documentation associated with the { {Design Acceptance Criteria} } ITAAC closure report for the
software projects in response to ITAAC defined in Section 3.2.

IEEE Std. 603 divides the Q-DCIS into three features: sense, command, and execute features.
Sense features comprise sensors. Command features comprise the Q-DCIS platforms. Execute
features comprise actuators. Each of these features is treated differently within Tier 1 because of
influences outside of the scope of IEEE Std. 603.

As a result of these differences, Table 2.2.15-1 was developed to group the software projects
with their associated functional system(s), if any, and to define how the various IEEE Std. 603
criteria will be demonstrated by an ITAAC for each software project.

Table entries marked with an R means the IEEE Std. 603 criterion compliance report(s) for the
indicated 'software projects (i.e., RTIF, NMS, SSLC/ESF, VBIF, ATWS/SLC, and-HP CRD
Isolation Bypass Function, and ICS DPV Isolation Function) include(s) the associated parts of
the functional systems marked with a C or string of Cs, if any, immediately to the right of the R.
Table entries marked with a C means compliance with the IEEE Std. 603 criterion is documented
by one or more reports written against the first software projects marked with an R, to the left of
the C(s). For example, the report(s) for the RTIF software projects will demonstrate compliance
to IEEE Std. 603 criterion 5.1 for RPS, LD&IS MSIV, Containment Monitoring System (CMS)-
Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring (SPTM), NBS, and CRD. The report(s) may be

2.2-125
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referenced or attached to a software project lifecycle phase summary baseline review record
(BRR) reference described in Subsection 3.2 to close the Table 2.2.15-2 ITAAC.

Table headings contain the software projects or the functional system identifier and a
parenthetical reference to the section or subsection where additional information about the
software projects or functional system can be found. These parenthetical references are reverse
references that point back to the originating system. The IEEE Std. 603 criteria apply only to
those structures, systems, or components (SSCs) directly associated with the performance of the
safety-related function of the software projects. Complete lists of applicable SSCs and functions
are defined in the documentation associated with the { {Design Acceptance Criteria} } ITAAC
closure report for each software project in response to ITAAC defined in Section 3.2. These lists
along with the information in the tables associated with a software project or functional system
in each column define the scope of the IEEE Std. 603 ITAAC.

Refer to Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, as described, for ITAAC associated with the IEEE
Std. 603 criteria that do not appear in Table 2.2.15-1.

When the IEEE Std. 603 design criteria are applied to platforms relying on the use of software to
perform their safety-related functions, additional criteria from IEEE Std. 7-4.3.2, which
augments the IEEE Std. 603 criteria, also apply to the software projects as described under the
applicable IEEE Std. 603 criterion. The evaluation of Q-DCIS platforms for compliance with
IEEE Std. 603 and IEEE Std. 7-4.3.2 criteria includes consideration of the effects that the
associated sensors and actuators have on the performance of the safety-related function.

IEEE Std. 603, Criteria 4.2, 4.3, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12, are not included as ITAAC because
NUREG 0800, Section 14.3.5, and RG 1.206, Section C.II.1, do not include these criteria as
ITAAC.

IEEE Std. 603, Criterion 5.3, Quality, requires that the Q-DCIS be of a quality that is consistent
with minimum maintenance requirements and low failure rates and be designed, manufactured,
inspected, installed, tested, operated, and maintained in accordance with a prescribed quality
assurance (QA) program. The QA program for Q-DCIS is not addressed in Tier 1.

The following paragraphs provide references to the tables associated with the software projects
and their associated functional systems. For example, RPS refers to Subsection 2.2.7, which
associates Tables 2.2.7-1, 2.2.7-2, and 2.2.7-3 with RPS.

Process sensors and actuators that provide sense and execute functions associated with the
software projects in Table 2.2.15-1 are found in Tables 2.1.2-2, 2.2.2-6, 2.2.4-5, 2.4.1-2, 2.4.2-2,
2.15.1 - I c, and 2.15.7-1, and marked "Yes" in the Control Q-DCIS column.

Functional arrangement of the software projects platforms (except VBIF and ICS DPV Isolation
Function) are found in Tables 2.2.5-1, 2.2.7-1, 2.2.13-1, 2.2.14-1, and 2.2.16-1.

The independent control platforms associated with the VBIF and ICS DPV Isolation Function
software projects are found in Table 2.15.1-ic and Table 2.4.1-2 respectively.

Functions, initiators, and interfacing systems associated with the software projects (except for the
functional system LD&IS) are found in Tables 2.2.5-2, 2.2.7-2, 2.2.13-2, 2.2.14-2, and 2.2.16-2.

The isolation functions and monitored variables associated with the functional system LD&IS
are found in Table 2.2.12-2.
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Table 2.2.15-1
IEEE Std. 603 Criterion System Applicability Matrix (1)(2)

RTIF-NMS Platform lCP

i,

Software ,,
projects • L)

S(A FL > LA .

Cý

- L

1 . C C CRRCC C R R R

0* V) 0
0 00

2RC C
L6 2ý U - 15 0

W > 0 C C R _

5 0. R C C- C C C R R C

C~~~i LL l L. 60 L

6r4 C 0 N > R R _
V, N -.

7.( (A R Cn C C C R C C C R 0:7N Li- W Na N V) ( L
m W -a -J oV~(l nC) ~~> 00

Z L J0 2 C) Z 0 -J 0. U. z (n fL ) C.) > Z.

1 4.1 R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

2 4.4 R C CC OCCR R C00000CC C C 0 R R R R

3 4-5 R CCC OC R RCC OC O CC C C R R R R

4 4.6 R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

5 4. R C COC OC R R OCC OC OC CO C C R R R R

6 4.8 R COO OC R R OCC OC OC COC C C R. R R R

7 4.9 R C CC OCCR R OCC OC OC COC C C R R R R

8 5.1 R COO OCCR R OCC OC OC CO C C R R R R

5.2
9 and R CO OC C CR R OCC OC OC CO C C R R R R

7.3

5.6
10 and R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

6.3

5.7
11 and R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

6.5

12 5.9 R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

13 5.10 R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

14 5.11 R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

15 5.12 R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R
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Table 2.2.15-1
IEEE Std. 603 Criterion System Applicability Matrix (1)(2)

RTIF-NMS Platform ICP

L-

Software ,,
projects ED C")

- .2.I

tyz (A F. > V) X CO

'S.

0 0

= U_0 i- . _ _
0 ,-

6J• ) 0 •.J• 0JZU .<2

C C .
0 .1E 00Nw

U7.2

-. C- - 0jz-U
U)i 0

U_ r- .-ý'r
0 -j

18 6. R C C C C C R R Ci C' C R R _

7.5, _V) r V)o a.-
_U -U) NV- 0

LU 0. 00' > ( )

6.1 R C OC R R C CCCCC C C R R R _

7.1

216 and R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R _R

6.2 C C
17 and R C C OCCR R 0 0 0 0 0 0 C C C R R R R

7.2 1 1 1

18 6.4 R C C C C C R R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

6.6
19 and R C C C C CD R C C C C C C C C C R R R R

7.4 1 1111

6.7,

20 a5d, R e C C C C R R C C C C C 0 0 C C R R R R

8.3

21 6.8 R C CsC OCCR R C eCmC CC CC 0 C C R R R R

22 8.1 1R C C C C C R IR OC C OC OC COC C C I R R R

23 8.2 R C C C C C R IR C C C C C C C C C R IR R R

Notes:

(1) R means the IEEE Std. 603 criterion compliance report(s) for the indicated software projects (i.e., RTIF, NMS, SSLC/ESF, VB Isolation Function,
ATWS/SLC, and HP ORD Isolation Bypass Function) include(s) the associated parts of the functional systems marked with a C or string of Cs, if
any, immediately to the right of the R. C means compliance with the IEEE Std. 603 criterion is documented by one or more reports written against
the first software projects marked with an R, to the left of the C(s). For example, the report(s) for the RTI F software projects will demonstrate
compliance to IEEE Std. 603 criterion 5.1 for RPS, LD&IS MSIV, CMS-SPTM, NBS, and CRD.

(2) IEEE Std. 603 criteria apply only to the safety-related portions of the functional systems that perform sense, command, or execute functions.

(3) LD&IS non-MSIV functions control the safety-related actuators (isolation valves and isolation dampers) in the following nonsafety-related
systems: RWCU/SDC, FAPCS, EFDS, CIS, CWS, HPNSS, SAS, RBVS, CBVS, FBVS, CRD.

(4) CMS (non-SPTM) provides sensor inputs for both LD&IS MSIV and LD&IS non-MSIV functions.

(5) CBVS includes the safety-related CB isolation dampers (see Note 3), EFU and CRHAVS. SSLC/ESF platform executes the CRHS function

logic for the safety-related CBVS subsystems, CRHAVS and EFU.
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2.4 CORE COOLING SYSTEMS USED FOR ABNORMAL EVENTS

The following subsections describe the core cooling systems in response to Abnormal Operating
Occurrences (AOOs) and accidents.

2.4.1 Isolation Condenser System

Design Description

The Isolation Condenser System (ICS) removes decay heat from the RPV when the reactor is
isolated. Decay heat removal keeps the RPV pressure below the SRV pressure setpoint. ICS
consists of four independent trains, each containing a heat exchanger that condenses steam on
the tube side and transfers heat by heating and boiling water in the Isolation Condenser/Passive
Containment Cooling System (IC/PCCS) pools, which is then vented to the atmosphere. The
ICS is as shown in Figure 2.4.1-1.

The environmental qualification of ICS components is addressed in Section 3.8; and the
environmental and seismic qualification of digital instrumentation and controls equipment is
addressed in Section 3.8.

The containment isolation portions of the ICS are addressed in Subsection 2.15.1.

ICS software is developed in accordance with the software development program described in
Section 3.2.

Conformance with IEEE Standard 603 requirements by the safety-related control system
structures, systems, or components is addressed in Subsection 2.2.15.

The ICS alarms, displays, controls, and status indications in the main control room are addressed
in Section 3.3.

(1) The functional arrangement of the ICS is as described in the Design Description of this
Subsection 2.4.1, Table 2.4.1-1, Table 2.4.1-2, and as shown in Figure 2.4.1-1.

(2) al. The components identified in Table 2.4.1.-1 as ASME Code Section III are designed in
accordance with ASME Code Section III requirements.

a2. The components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code Section III shall be
reconciled with the design requirements.

a3. The components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code Section III are fabricated,
installed, and inspected in accordance with ASME Code Section III requirements.

bl. The piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code Section III is designed in
accordance with ASME Code Section III requirements.

b2. The as-built piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code Section III shall be
reconciled with the piping design requirements.

b3. The piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code Section III is fabricated,
installed, and inspected in accordance with ASME Code Section III requirements.

(3) a. Pressure boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code
Section III meet ASME Code Section III non-destructive examination requirements.
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b. Pressure boundary welds in piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code Section
III meet ASME Code Section III non-destructive examination requirements.

(4) a. The components identified in Table 2.4.1 -1 as ASME Code Section III retain their
pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure.

b. The piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME Code Section III retains its pressure
boundary integrity at its design pressure.

(5) The equipment identified in Table 2.4.1-1 and Table 2.4.1-2 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

(6) a. Each of the ICS divisions (or safety-related loads/components) identified in Table
2.4.1-2 is powered from its respective safety-related division.

b. In the ICS, independence is provided between safety-related divisions, and between
safety-related divisions and non-safety related equipment.

(7) a. Each mechanical train of the ICS located outside the containment is physically
separated from the other train(s) so as not to preclude accomplishment of the intended
safety-related function.

b. Each mechanical train of the ICS located inside the containment is physically separated
from the other train(s) so as not to preclude accomplishment of the intended safety-
related function.

(8) (Deleted)

(9) Re-positionable (NOT squib) valves designated in Table 2.4.1-1 open, close, or both open
and close, under differential pressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions.

(10) The pneumatically operated valve(s) designated in Table 2.4.1-1 fail in the mode listed if
either electric power to the valve actuating solenoid is lost, or pneumatic pressure to the
valve(s) is lost.

(11) (Deleted)

(12) (Deleted)

(13) Each condensate return valve, listed in Table 2.4.1-1, opens to initiate the ICS.

(14) The normally open ICS isolation valves in the steam supply and condensate return lines, listed in
Table 2.4.1-1, close automatically on receipt of high vent line radiation from the Process
Radiation Monitoring System (PRMS).

(15) The normally open ICS isolation valves in the steam supply and condensate return lines, listed in
Table 2.4.1-1, close ..onauten.atiea1.y-ei. receipt of the following automatic actuation signals:
40M t4he

* LD&IS

" Open position on two or more DPVs

(16) Each ICS train normally closed condensate return valve, listed in Table 2.4.1-1, opens upon
receipt of the following automatic actuation signals:

*RPV high pressure following a time delay
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oRPV water level below level 2 following a time delay

oRPV water level below level 1

*Loss of power to 2 of 4 reactor feed pumps with the reactor mode switch in RUN

*MSIVs in 2 of 4 steam lines less than fully open with the reactor mode switch in RUN

(17) Each ICS train normally closed condensate return bypass valve, listed in Table 2.4.1-1, opens
upon receipt of the following automatic actuation signals:

oRPV high pressure following a time delay

.RPV water level below level 2 following a time delay

oRPV water level below level 1

*Loss of power to 2 of 4 reactor feed pumps with the reactor mode switch in RUN

oMSIVs in 2 of 4 steamlines less than fully open with the reactor mode switch in RUN.

(18) The two series, solenoid oper-ated lower ývent line valves, listed in Table 2.4.1 1, openh igh
PPNT pr~essur-e -afterF time delay following condensate r-eturn or- condensate bypass valve
.peg--sigIsa. The lower IC header vent valve (V-9) opens upon an ICS initiation signal

generated by the SSLC/ESF platform followed by a time delay.

b. The lower IC header vent valve (V-10) opens upon an ICS initiation signal generated by the DPS
platform followed by a time delay.

(19) The three vent lines w; ith e- series, s.lenoid operated upper a.. d lower vent line valves, listed in

Table 2.4.1 1, open on manual actuation only if condensate return or condensate bypass valve is
not-el 3ese(Deleted)

(20) The accumulators for the pneumatic isolation valves, shown in Table 2.4.1-1, in the ICS steam
supply and condensate return valves have the capacity to close the valves three times with the
DW at the DW design pressure.

(21) Upon loss of pneumatic pressure to the condensate bypass valve (V-6), the valve strokes to the
fully open position.

(22) Each ICS train has at least the minimum heat removal capacity assumed in analysis of
Abnormal Events with reactor at or above normal operating pressure.

(23) Each ICS train provides at least the minimum drainable liquid volume available for return
to the RPV assumed in analysis of Abnormal Events.

(24) The Equipment Pool and Reactor Well provide sufficient makeup water volume to the
IC/PCCS expansion pool to support operation of the ICS and PCCS for the first 72 hours.

(25) The IC/PCCS pools are safety-related and Seismic Category I.

(26) Each ICS flow path is constrained to a maximum flow area at transitions between Class 1
piping from containment to Class 2 piping outside containment in order to limit flow in the
event of a break.

(27) (Deleted)
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(29) a. Valves on lines attached to the RPV that require maintenance have maintenance valves
such that freeze seals will not be required.

b. The as-built location of valves on lines attached to the RPV that require maintenance
shall be reconciled to design requirements.

(30) The Lower IC-Header Vent Line restricting orifices shown in Table 2.4.1-1 are sized so
that the water level in the RPV during station blackout events does not reach the Level 1
setpoint within 72 hours of the blackout event.

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Table 2.4.1-3 provides a definition of the inspections, test and analyses, together with associated
acceptance criteria for the Isolation Condenser System.
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Table 2.4.1-1

ICS Mechanical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment ASME Code Seismic Cat. I RCPB Containment Remotely Loss of
EupetIsolation Operated Motive

Identifier Section III Component Valve Power
(Description)VavPoe

See Figure Position

2.4.1-1

Lower IC (A) Header Vent V-9(A) Yes Yes No YesNo Yes GosedOpen
Line Valve
Lower IC (A) Header Vent V-10(A) Yes Yes No YeNNo Yes GlesedOpen
Line Valve
Lower IC (A) Header Vent V- I (A) Yes Yes No Yes No -

Line Valve
Lower IC (A) Header Vent V-12(A) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Open
Line Valve
Lower IC (A) Header Vent RO(A) Yes Yes No
Line Restricting Orifice
Train B Isolation
Condenser
IC (B) Heat Exchanger - Yes Yes No - - -

Inline Vessel (B) - Yes Yes Yes - - -

IC (B) Steam Supply Line P-I(B) Yes Yes Yes - - -

IC (B) Steam Supply Line V-1 (B) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Isolation Valve
IC (B) Steam Supply Line V-2(B) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Isolation Valve
IC (B) Condensate Return P-2(B) Yes Yes Yes No
Line
IC (B) Condensate Return V-3(B) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Line Isolation Valve
IC (B) Condensate Return V-4(B) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Line Isolation Valve
IC (B) Condensate Return V-5(B) Yes Yes Yes No Yes As-Is
Line Valve
IC (B) Condensate Return V-6(B) Yes Yes Yes No Yes Open
Line Bypass Valve
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Table 2.4.1-1

ICS Mechanical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment ASME Code Seismic Cat. I RCPB Containment Remotely Loss of
EupetIsolation Operated Motive

Identifier Section III Component Valve Power
(Description)VavPoe

See Figure Position

2.4.1-1

Upper IC (B) Header Vent - Yes Yes No -

Line
Upper IC (B) Header Vent V-7(B) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Closed
Line Valve
Upper IC (B) Header Vent V-8(B) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Closed
Line Valve
Lower IC (B) Header Vent - Yes Yes No - - -

Line
Lower IC (B) Header Vent V-9(B) Yes Yes No YesNo Yes GlosedOpen
Line Valve
Lower IC (B) Header Vent V-10(B) Yes Yes No YesNo Yes GlasedOpen
Line Valve
Lower IC (B) Header Vent V-I1 (B) Yes Yes No Yes No NA-
Line Valve
Lower IC (B) Header Vent V-12(B) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Open
Line Valve
Lower IC (B) Header Vent RO(B) Yes Yes No - - -

Line Restricting Orifice
Train C Isolation .......
Condenser
IC (C) Heat Exchanger - Yes Yes No - - -

Inline Vessel (C) - Yes Yes Yes -

IC (C) Steam Supply Line P-I(C) Yes Yes Yes - - -

IC (C) Steam Supply Line V-I(C) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Isolation Valve
IC (C) Steam Supply Line V-2(C) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Isolation Valve
IC (C) Condensate Return P-2(C) Yes Yes Yes No - -

Line I I
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Table 2.4.1-1

ICS Mechanical Equipment
~ CB Containment Remotely Loss of

Equipment Name Equipment ASME Code Seismic Cat. I RCPBOperated Motive

Identifier Section III Component Valve Power
(Description)VavPoe

See Figure Position

2.4.1-1

IC (C) Condensate Return V-3(C) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Line Isolation Valve
IC (C) Condensate Return V-4(C) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Line Isolation Valve
IC (C) Condensate Return V-5(C) Yes Yes Yes No Yes As-Is
Line Valve
IC (C) Condensate Return V-6(C) Yes Yes Yes No Yes Open
Line Bypass Valve
Upper IC (C) Header Vent - Yes Yes No - - -

Line
Upper IC (C) Header Vent V-7(C) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Closed
Line Valve
Upper IC (C) Header Vent V-8(C) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Closed
Line Valve
Lower IC (C) Header Vent - Yes Yes No - -

Line
Lower IC (C) Header Vent V-9(C) Yes Yes No YesNo Yes C-esdOpen
Line Valve
Lower IC (C) Header Vent V-10(C) Yes Yes No Ye&No Yes -osedpen
Line Valve
Lower IC (C) Header Vent V- 11(C) Yes Yes No Yes No -

Line Valve
Lower IC (C) Header Vent V-12(C) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Open
Line Valve
Lower IC (C) Header Vent RO(C) Yes Yes No - - -

Line Restricting Orifice
Train D Isolation .......
Condenser
IC (D) Heat Exchanger - Yes Yes No No -
Inline Vessel (D) - Yes Yes Yes No -
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Table 2.4.1-1

ICS Mechanical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment ASME Code Seismic Cat. I RCPB Containment Remotely Loss of
Isolation Operated Motive

Identifier Section III Component Valve Power
(Description)VavPoe

See Figure Position

2.4.1-1

IC (D) Steam Supply Line P-1 (D) Yes Yes Yes No - -

IC (D) Steam Supply Line V- I(D) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Isolation Valve
IC (D) Steam Supply Line V-2(D) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Isolation Valve
IC (D) Condensate Return P-2(D) Yes Yes Yes No
Line
IC (D) Condensate Return V-3(D) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Line Isolation Valve
IC (D) Condensate Return V-4(D) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes As-Is
Line Isolation Valve
IC (D) Condensate Return V-5(D) Yes Yes Yes No Yes As-Is
Line Valve
IC (D) Condensate Return V-6(D) Yes Yes Yes No Yes Open
Line Bypass Valve
Upper IC (D) Header Vent - Yes Yes No No - -

Line
Upper IC (D) Header Vent V-7(D) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Closed
Line Valve
Upper IC (D) Header Vent V-8(D) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Closed
Line Valve
Lower IC (D) Header Vent - Yes Yes No No
Line
Lower IC (D) Header Vent V-9(D) Yes Yes No -esNo Yes GlesedO~en
Line Valve
Lower IC (D) Header Vent V-10(D) Yes Yes No YesNo Yes C-esedOpen
Line Valve
Lower IC (D) Header Vent V-I 1(D) Yes Yes No Yes No -

Line Valve
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ICS Mechanical Equipment

Design Control Document/Tier 1

Equipment Name Equipment ASME Code Seismic Cat. I RCPB Containment Remotely Loss of
Isolation Operated Motive

Identifier Section III Component Valve Power(Description)VavPoe
See Figure Position

2.4.1-1

Lower IC (D) Header Vent V-12(D) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Open
Line Valve
Lower IC (D) Header Vent RO(D) Yes Yes No - - -

Line Restricting Orifice

Pool Cross-Connect Valve V-13(A) Yes Yes No No Yes As-is

(Squib)

Pool Cross-Connect Valve V-14(A) Yes Yes No No Yes As-is

(Pneumatic)

Pool Cross-Connect Valve V-13(B) Yes Yes No No Yes As-is

(Squib)

Pool Cross-Connect Valve V-14(B) Yes Yes No No Yes As-is

(Pneumatic)
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Table 2.4.1-2

ICS Electrical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment Control Seismic Safety- Safety- Remotely Containment
(Description) Identifier Q-DCIS / Category Related Related Operated Isolation Valve

See Figure DPS I Display Valve Actuator
2.4.1-1

IC (A) Steam Supply V-1 (A) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
IC (A) Steam Supply V-2(A) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
IC (A) Condensate V-3(A) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
IC (A) Condensate V-4(A) Yes/No Yes Yes *Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
IC (A) Condensate V-5(A) Note I Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Valve
IC (A) Condensate V-6(A) Note I Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Bypass
Valve
Upper IC (A) Header V-7(A) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Upper IC (A) Header V-8(A) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (A) Header V-9(A) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes YesNo
Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (A) Header V-10(A) Y-esgeNo/ Yes Yes t&-sionN Yes YesNo
Vent Line Valve Yes o
Lower IC (A) Header V-12(A) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Pool Cross Connect V-13(A) Yes/Yes Yes Yes Position Yes No
Valve (Squib)
Pool Cross Connect V-14(A) Yes/Yes Yes Yes Position Yes No
Valve (Pneumatic)
IC (B) Steam Supply V- I (B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
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Table 2.4.1-2

ICS Electrical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment Control Seismic Safety- Safety- Remotely Containment
(Description) Identifier Q-DCIS / Category Related Related Operated Isolation Valve

See Figure DPS I Display Valve Actuator
2.4.1-1

IC (B) Steam Supply V-2(B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
IC (B) Condensate V-3(B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
IC (B) Condensate V-4(B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
IC (B) Condensate V-5(B) Note 1 Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Valve
IC (B) Condensate V-6(B) Note 1 Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Bypass
Valve
Upper IC (B) Header V-7(B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Upper IC (B) Header V-8(B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (B) Header V-9(B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes YesNo
Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (B) Header V-1O(B) YesgNeNo/ Yes Yes PtoitionN Yes Ye-sNo
Vent Line Valve Yes o
Lower IC (B) Header V-12(B) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Pool Cross Connect V-13(B) Yes/Yes Yes Yes Position Yes No
Valve (Squib)
Pool Cross Connect V-14(B) Yes/Yes Yes Yes Position Yes No
Valve (Pneumatic)
IC (C) Steam Supply V-I(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
IC (C) Steam Supply V-2(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
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Table 2.4.1-2

ICS Electrical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment Control Seismic Safety- Safety- Remotely Containment
(Description) Identifier Q-DCIS / Category Related Related Operated Isolation Valve

See Figure DPS I Display Valve Actuator
2.4.1-1

IC (C) Condensate V-3(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
IC (C) Condensate V-4(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
IC (C) Condensate V-5(C) Note 1 Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Valve
IC (C) Condensate V-6(C) Note I Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Bypass
Valve
Upper IC (C) Header V-7(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Upper IC (C) Header V-8(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (C) Header V-9(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes YesNo
Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (C) Header V-10(C) -es,•ýeNo/ Yes Yes Pe4tienN Yes Y-esNo
Vent Line Valve Yes o
Lower IC (C) Header V-12(C) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
IC (D) Steam Supply V-I(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
IC (D) Steam Supply V-2(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Line Isolation Valve
IC (D) Condensate V-3(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
IC (D) Condensate V-4(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Return Line Isolation
Valve
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Table 2.4.1-2

ICS Electrical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment Control Seismic Safety- Safety- Remotely Containment
(Description) Identifier Q-DCIS / Category Related Related Operated Isolation Valve

See Figure DPS I Display Valve Actuator
2.4.1-1

IC (D) Condensate V-5(D) Note 1 Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Valve
IC (D) Condensate V-6(D) Note 1 Yes Yes Position Yes No
Return Line Bypass
Valve
Upper IC (D) Header V-7(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Upper IC (D) Header V-8(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes __sNo

Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (D) Header V-9(D) Yes/NNo/ Yes Yes P04fkmN Yes YesNo
Vent Line Valve Yes o
Lower IC (D) Header V-10(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
Lower IC (D) Header V-12(D) Yes/No Yes Yes Position Yes Yes
Vent Line Valve
ICS DPV Isolation - Yes/No Yes Yes No Yes No
Function Independent
Control Platform

Note 1: Valve pair V-5 and V-6 must have a total of four control inputs to the pair. The minimum control inputs for this pair must include two

different Q-DCIS divisions to one of the valves and a third different Q-DCIS division and DPS to the other valve. The design is such that any

combination of two of four divisions or DPS can initiate ICS flow in all four ICS trains.
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Table 2.4.1-3

ITAAC For The Isolation Condenser System

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

14. The normally open ICS isolation valves An isolation valve closure test will be The ICS isolation valves close upon
in the steam supply and condensate performed using simulated signals. receipt of signals from the PRMS.
return lines, listed in Table 2.4.1-1, close
automatically on receipt of high vent
line radiation from the Process
Radiation Monitoring System (PRMS).

15. The normally open ICS isolation valves Valve closing tests will be performed The ICS isolation valves close upon
in the steam supply and condensate using simulated automatic actuation receipt of automatic actuation signals-fr-em
return lines, listed in Table 2.4.1-1, close signals.An iolation valve clos",.re test will the- D&IS.
upon at.e.n.aiea1.y-en.receipt of the be pefcrmed using simwlated sign
following automatic actuation signals:
0 _sigaa•s from the-LD&IS.
* Open position on two or more DPVs
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Table 2.4.1-3

ITAAC For The Isolation Condenser System

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

17. Each ICS train normally closed Valve opening tests will be performed using The condensate return valves open upon
condensate return bypass valve, listed in simulated automatic actuation signals. receipt of automatic actuation signals.
Table 2.4.1-1, opens upon receipt of the
following automatic actuation signals:

" RPV high pressure following a time
delay

" RPV water level below level 2
following a time delay

• RPV water level below level 1
• Loss of power to 2 of 4 reactor feed

pumps with the reactor mode switch
in RUN

" MSIVs in 2 of 4 steamlines less than
fully open with the reactor mode
switch in RUN.

18. The two parallel, solenoid oper-ated A valve openting test vgill be peirfore The two series, solcnoid operated ventlin
lower- vent line valves, listed in Table using simlated high r-eactor- pr-essure aftei valves open on a simulaed highP2
2.4.1 1, open on high RPV pressure a time delay following condensate r-eur e prss4 sinlaftterf a tim-e delay following
after- tim.e delay foll.wing c.ndensate . . ndensat. bypass valve epening signalsA condensate r-eturn or c.nden.a.e byTpss
return or condensate bypass valve valve-opening test will be performed on valve pening sign alsThe lower IC header
epengl 8a. The lower IC header vent the lower IC header vent valve (V-9) using vent valve (V-9) opens upon an ICS
valve (V-9) opens upon an ICS a simulated SSLC/ESF platform ICS initiation signal generated by the SSLC/ESF
initiation signal generated by the initiation signal, platform followed by a time delay.
SSLC/ESF platform followed by a
time delay.
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Table 2.4.1-3

ITAAC For The Isolation Condenser System

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1 8b. The lower IC header vent valve (V- 10) A valve-opening test will be performed on The lower IC header vent valve (V- 10) opens
opens upon an ICS initiation signal the lower IC header vent valve (V-10) upon an ICS initiation signal generated by the
generated by the DPS platform using a simulated DPS platform ICS DPS platform followed by a time delay.
followed by a time delay, initiation signal.

19. The thr-ee vent lines with tosre, A test(s) will be performed that manually The three vent lines with tW sfis
soleneid eperated upper- afnd lwerv~e vent opens the vent valves dufing pr-e solenoid operated vent line valves eaeh,
line valv;•, ltd in- Table 2.4.1 1, open operational testing following condensate opens ont a mnaniual initiation following
on manual actuationt only if condensate r-eturn or- condensate bypass valve opening confdensate return or condensate bypass
r-eturn or- condensate bypass valve is not signals. valve opening signals only if the condensiate
elosed.(Deleted) return or condensate bypass valve is eot

elesed.

20. The accumulators for the pneumatic A test and analysis or test will be Isolation valve accumulators have the
isolation valves, listed in Table 2.4.1 - 1, in performed to demonstrate the capacity of capacity to close the valves three times with
the ICS steam supply and condensate the isolation valve accumulators. the DW pressure at the design pressure.
return valves have the capacity to close
the valves three times with the DW at
the DW design pressure.

21. Upon loss of pneumatic pressure to the Tests will be performed to demonstrate The condensate bypass valve fully opens
condensate bypass valve (V-6), the valve that the condensate bypass valve will when pneumatic pressure is removed from
strokes to the fully open position. stroke to the full open position upon the the condensate bypass valve.

loss of pneumatic pressure to the
condensate bypass valve accumulator.

22. Each ICS train has at least the Using prototype test data and as-built IC The ICS train unit heat removal capacity
minimum heat removal capacity unit information, an analysis will be is greater than or equal to 33.75 MWt
assumed in analysis of Abnormal Events performed to establish the heat removal (assumed in the analysis of Abnormal
with reactor at or above normal operating capacity of the IC unit with IC pool at Events) with the reactor at or above normal
pressure. atmospheric saturated conditions. operating pressure.
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Table 2.4.1-3

ITAAC For The Isolation Condenser System

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

23. Each ICS train provides at least the An analysis will be performed for the as- The as-built ICS train provides at least
minimum drainable liquid volume built isolation condenser system. 13.88m 3 (490.1 ft3) (assumed in the
available for return to the RPV analysis of Abnormal Events) of the
assumed in analysis of Abnormal liquid volume available for return to the
Events. RPV.

24. The Equipment Pool and Reactor Well i. A valve-opening test will be i. The pneumatic valves open on a
provide sufficient makeup water performed on the pneumatic valves simulated low-level water signal from
volume to the IC/PCCS expansion pool using simulated low-level water signal the IC/PCCS expansion pool.
to support operation of the ICS and from the IC/PCCS expansion pool.
PCCS for the first 72 hours. ii. A physical measurement will be ii. Measurements show that the

performed on the dimensions and combined water volume of the
water level in the IC/PCCS pools, IC/PCCS pools, Equipment Pool, and
Equipment Pool, and Reactor Well to Reactor Well is no less than 6,290 m3

demonstrate that the required water (222,000 ft3).
volume is achieved.

iii. A type test will be performed on the iii. The squib valves open on a simulated
squib valve, open signal.

25. The IC/PCCS pools are safety-related Inspections, tests, type tests, and The IC/PCCS pools are safety-related
and Seismic Category I. analyses for the IC/PCCS pools confirm and Seismic Category I.

that they are safety-related and Seismic
Category I.
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Table 2.4.1-3

ITAAC For The Isolation Condenser System

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

26. Each ICS flow path is constrained to a Inspection will be performed to confirm Each steam supply branch line contains a
maximum flow area at transitions that the flow area at these transition flow limiter which is no greater than 76.2
between Class 1 piping from locations is limited. mm (3 in) in diameter, and that the
containment to Class 2 piping outside condensate branch lines are no greater
containment in order to limit flow in than 101.6 mm (4 in) in diameter.
the event of a break.

27. (Deleted)

28. (Deleted)

29a. Valves on lines attached to the RPV Inspections of piping design isometric A review of piping design isometric
that require maintenance have drawings will be conducted. drawings confirms that maintenance
maintenance valves such that freeze { {Design Acceptance Criteria} } valves are included such that freeze seals
seals will not be required. will not be required.

I {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

29b. The as-built location of valves on lines A reconciliation evaluation of valves on A design reconciliation has been
attached to the RPV that require lines attached to the RPV using as- completed for the as-built location of
maintenance shall be reconciled to designed and as-built information will be valves relative to the design
design requirements. performed. requirements.

30. The Lower IC Header Vent Line Inspections of the as-built Lower IC The diameter of the Lower IC Header
restricting orifices shown in Table Header Vent Line restricting orifice will Vent Line restricting orifices shown in
2.4.1-1 are sized so that the water level be conducted. table 2.1.4-1 is 4.60 mm (0.181 in)
in the RPV during station blackout ±0.025 mm (0.001 in).
events does not reach the Level 1
setpoint within 72 hours of the
blackout event.
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iI Figure 2.4.1 -1. Isolation Condenser System Schematic
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Table 2.15.1-1a

Containment System Penetrations' and Equipment

Loss of
ASME Remote Containment Post- Motive

Equipment Name Code Seismic Safety- Normal ccident MotiveCat. I anual elated Isolation PoionAcd t Pwe

Section III Operation Related Signal Position Position
Position

(Deleted, ........... nd..n..r lwcr

(Deleted)Outbeard-cond=ewr lower- Yes Y-es ¥-es Yes No c-esed elesed, eles ...header inuboar'd vent valve (4 valves) e d e.......... w

(Deleted)ubyasd londenseader lboard
headler outboard vent valve (4 valves) Ys e Ys YsN osdesspe

Inboard bypass lower header inboard Yes Yes No Yes No closed open/closed -

vent valve (4 valves)

Outboard byass lower header Yes Yes Yes Yes No closed open/closed open
outboard vent valve (4 valves)

Standby Liquid Control

Total 2 Penetrations (One penetration per SLC injection line)

SLC injection line squib valve (4 Yes Yes No Yes No closed open as-is
valves)

SLC injection line outboard check Yes Yes No Yes No closed open/closed -
valve (2 valves)

SLC injection line inboard check Yes Yes No Yes No closed open/closed N/A
valve (2 valves)

Process Radiation Monitoring

Total 2 Penetrations (One penetration per DW Fission Product Monitoring Line)

DW Fission Product Monitoring Line Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes open open as-is
Inboard isolation Valve (1 valve)

DW Fission Product Monitoring Line Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes open open as-is
Outboard isolation Valve (1 valve)
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Table 2.15.1-1d

Containment System Penetration Isolation Valve Closure Times

Equipment Name Closure
Time (sec) 1

Nuclear Boiler

Inboard main steam isolation valve (MSIV) (4 valves) 3 - 5 sec

Outboard MSIV (4 valves) 3 - 5 sec

Inboard MSIV upstream drain line inboard containment isolation valve (1 15 sec max
valve)

Inboard MSIV upstream drain line outboard containment isolation valve (1 15 sec max
valve)

Outboard MSIV upstream drain line outboard containment isolation valve (4 15 sec max
valves)

FW supply line second outboard containment isolation valve (2 valves) 10 - 15 sec

FW supply line outboard containment isolation valve (2 valves) 10 - 15 see

FW supply line inboard containment isolation valve (2 valves)

RWCU/SDC to Feedwater outboard containment isolation valve (2 valves)

Isolation Condenser

Steam supply line inboard isolation valve (4 valves) 60 sec max

Steam supply line outboard isolation valve (4 valves) 60 sec max

Condensate return line inboard isolation valve (4 valves) 35 sec max

Condensate return line outboard isolation valve (4 valves) 35 see max

Condenser upper header inboard vent valve (4 valves) 15 see max

Condenser upper header outboard vent valve (4 valves) 15 see max

Bypass lower header inboard vent valve (4 valves)

Bypass lower header outboard vent valve (4 valves) 15 see max
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(9) The elevation of the PCCS vent line discharge point is submerged in the suppression pool
at an elevation below low water level and above the uppermost horizontal vent.

(10) The PCCS will be designed to limit the fraction of containment leakage through the
condensers to an acceptable value.

(11) The PCCS vent fans flow rate is sufficient to meet the beyond 72 hours containment
cooling requirements following a design basis LOCA.

(12) The PCCS vent fans can be remotely operated from the MCR.

(13) The PCCS drain piping is installed to allow venting of non-condensable gases from the
PCCS drain lines to the PCCS condenser vent lines to prevent collection in the PCCS drain
lines.

(14) The elevation of the PCCS vent fan discharge point is submerged within the drain pan
located in the GDCS pool at an elevation below the lip of the drain pan.

(15) PCCS vent catalyst modules are mounted within each PCCS vent line.

(16) To reduce hydrogen accumulation in the PCCS vent lines, vent line catalyst modules
recombine hydrogen at a required minimum rate at a minimum allowed velocity.

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Table 2.15.4-2 provides a definition of the inspections, tests and analyses, together with
associated acceptance criteria for the Passive Containment Cooling System.
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Table 2.15.4-1

Passive Containment Cooling System Mechanical Equipment

Equipment Name Equipment ASME Seismic RCPB Containment Remotely Loss of

(Description) Identifier Code Cat. I Component Isolation Operated Motive
see Figure Section Valve Valve Power

2.15.4-1 III Position

PCCS Heat PCCS Yes Yes No - -

Condenser Condenser

PCCS Inlet Line P-I(A1) Yes Yes No - -

Condensate Drain P-2(A') Yes Yes No - -

Line

Vent Fan Cheek-Vent Yes Yes No -No -Yes -As-Is
C-heeksolation Fan Isolation
Valve Valve

Non-Condensables P-3(A') Yes Yes No - - -

Vent Line

Vent Fan Vent Fan No No No - - -

Non-Condensables Sparger No Yes No - - -
Vent Line Sparger

PCCS Inlet Pipe - No Yes No - - -
Debris Filter

PCCS Vent Fan P-4 (A') Yes No No - - -
Line

PCCS Vent Catalyst - Yes Yes No - -

Module

1 Train A; Typical for Trains B, C, D, E & F.
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Table 2.15.4-2

ITAAC For The Passive Containment Cooling System

Design Commitment Incnnnf'nnc Tacfc A no+hcoo Aý nnonfo a d'ruwruavi
IllI. dl.tLklJIIl. A t . CtIflllV Ot,, nt.tt.pna llt.. .1 lWlal fl .. --

7. The PCCS together with the pressure
suppression containment system will
limit containment pressure to less
than its design pressure for 72 hours
after a LOCA.

A PCCS Unit Heat Removal Capability
Type test will be performed on a U4sing
pr-etotype test data and as built PCC unit
infermation, an analysis will be per-ferd
to establish the heat removal capability
under design basis accident conditionsof

Analyzed containment pressure for 72
hours after a LOCA is less than
containment design pressure, and the PCC
unit heat removal capacity exceeds heat
removal calculated in the design basis
accident analysis following reactor

the PGG tinit. depressurization below containment
i,~,.. +l*..,.-. 1 1 '7 Q

-f ~ -

MXXt given the fcllewing conditions:-
i Fure Saur..... s.eam. int fin. i..eS at

20 LR~a (41151 !7 flrjpý ALP"Uitia AIn

1A4-• (27,F-)

a-tm•osnhric ,nr eI and 102'C
.(26...) Ir

8. (Deleted)

9. The elevation of the PCCS vent A visual inspection will be performed of The elevation of the discharge on the
discharge point is submerged in the the PCCS vent discharge point relative to PCCS vent line is > 0.85 m (33.5 in) and
suppression pool at an elevation the horizontal vents. < 0.90 m (35.4 in) above the top of the
below low water level and above the uppermost horizontal vent.
uppermost horizontal vent.

10. The PCCS will be designed to limit A pneumatic leakage test of the PCCS The combined leakage from each of the
the fraction of containment leakage will be conducted. PCCS heat exchangers is :50.01% of
through the condensers to an containment air weight per day.
acceptable value.
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Table 2.15.4-2

ITAAC For The Passive Containment Cooling System

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

11. The PCCS vent fans flow rate is For each PCCS vent fan line, a flow rate * The tested and analyzed flow rates
sufficient to meet the beyond 72 test will be performed with the are greater than or equal to the
hours containment cooling containment at pre-operational ambient flow rates of the design basis
requirements following a design conditions. Flow measurements will be LOCA containment analysis
bases LOCA. taken on flow to the GDCS pools. An model for the PCCS vent fan lines

analysis of the test configuration will be at containment pre-operational
performed. ambient conditions.

12. The PCCS vent fans can be remotely PCCS vent fans will be started using The PCCS vent fans start and the block
operated from the MCR. manually initiated signals from the MCR. valves open when the PCCS vent fans are

manually initiated signals aes ifrom
the MCR.

13. The PCCS drain piping is installed to Inspection(s) will be conducted of as-built Based on inspection(s) of as-built PCCS
allow venting of non-condensable PCCS drain piping to ensure there are no drain piping, the as-built piping conforms
gases from the PCCS drain lines to elevated piping loops or high-point traps to a design that allows venting of non-
the PCCS condenser vent lines to in piping runs to the GDCS pools. condensable gases from the PCCS drain
prevent collection in the PCCS drain lines to the PCCS condenser vent lines.
lines.

14. The elevation of the PCCS vent fan A visual inspection will be performed of The elevation of the discharge on the
discharge point is submerged within the PCCS vent fan discharge point relative PCCS vent fan line is 24 cm (9.4 in)
the drain pan located in the GDCS to the lip of the drain pan. below the top of the drain pan lip with a
pool at an elevation below the lip of tolerance of 1.4 cm (0.6 in).
the drain pan.

15. PCCS vent catalyst modules are Inspection will be performed of the as- A total of 12 PCCS vent catalyst modules
mounted within each PCCS vent line. built installation of PCCS vent catalyst are installed with one module per PCCS

modules in each PCCS vent line. vent line.
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Table 2.15.4-2

ITAAC For The Passive Containment Cooling System

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

16. To reduce hydrogen accumulation in Type tests will be performed to verify a Type tests show that the as-built catalyst
the PCCS vent lines, vent line minimum required hydrogen module will recombine hydrogen at a
catalyst modules recombine hydrogen recombination rate at a minimum allowed minimum rate of 1.66 kg/h (3.66 lbm/h)
at a required minimum rate at a velocity, when exposed to a test stream consisting
minimum allowed velocity, of 4% hydrogen in its stoichiometric ratio

with oxygen, the balance being inert gas,
and whose minimum velocity through the
module is 0.166 m/s (0.545 ft/s).
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Figure 2.15.4-1. Passive Containment Cooling System Schematic
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3.2 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria Summary

Design Description

The safety-related Distributed Control and Information Systems (Q-DCIS) comprise the
platforms that are defined in Table 2.2.10-1. A subset of the nonsafety-related Distributed
Control and Information Systems (N-DCIS) comprise the network segments that are defined in
Table 2.2.11-1. These platforms and network segments comprise systems of integrated software
and hardware elements. Software projects are developed for the various platforms and network
segments.

Each platform and network segment software projects follows a development process that
comprises the following 3-stages:

(1) Develop the platform and network segment software plans and cyber security programs
for each platform. { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

* Software Management Program Manual (SMPM)

- Software Management Plan (SMP)

- Software Development Plan (SDP)

- Software Integration Plan (SintP)

- Software Installation Plan (SIP)

- Software Operation and Maintenance Plan (SOMP)

- Software Training Plan (STrngP)

* Software Quality Assurance Program Manual (SQAPM)

- Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP)

- Software Safety Plan (SSP)

- Software Verification & Validation Plan (SVVP)

- Software Configuration Management Plan (SCMP)

- Software Test Plan (STP)

* Cyber Security Program Plan (CySPP)

- Cyber Security Program (CySP)

(2) Implement the software projects for each platform and network segment in accordance
with the approved platform and network segment software plans and cyber security
programs to ensure the process produces adequate software products at the conclusion of
each software life-cycle phase baseline as documented by the life-cycle phase Summary
Baseline Review Records (BRR).

(3) Perform a multiple-phase test process as part of the installation phase to confirm that the
as-built platform and network segment performs as designed.

In support of the above described software development process, the following 3-stage software
design commitments. are made:

)
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lal. The SMP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

1a2. The SMP is developed for the NMS software projects.

la3. The SMP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

la4. The SMP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

la5. The SMP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

la6. The SMP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

la7. The SMP is developed for the PIP software projects.

la8. The SMP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

la9. The SMP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

ibl. The SDP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

lb2. The SDP is developed for the NMS software projects.

lb3. The SDP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

1b4. The SDP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

Mb5. The SDP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

1b6. The SDP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

1b7. The SDP is developed for the PIP software projects.

lb8. The SDP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

lb9. The SDP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

1cl. The SlntP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

lc2. The SIntP is developed for the NMS software projects.

lc3. The SIntP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

1c4. The SIntP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

1c5. The SIntP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

1c6. The SIntP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

1c7. The SIntP is developed for the PIP software projects.

lc8. The SlntP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

lc9. The SintP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

ldl. The SIP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

ld2. The SIP is developed for the NMS software projects.

ld3. The SIP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

ld4. The SIP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

ld5. The SIP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

3.2)
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ld6. The SIP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

Id7. The SIP is developed for the PIP software projects.

Id8. The SIP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

Id9. The SIP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

lel. The SOMP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

1 e2. The SOMP is developed for the NMS software projects.

1e3. The SOMP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

1 e4. The SOMP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

1e5. The SOMP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

1 e6. The SOMP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

1e7. The SOMP is developed for the PIP software projects.

1 e8. The SOMP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software
projects.

1e9. The SOMP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

Ifl. The STrngP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

1 f2. The STrngP is developed for the NMS software projects.

13. The STrngP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

lf4. The STrngP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

1f5. The STrngP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

1f6. The STrngP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

1f7. The STrngP is developed for the PIP software projects.

IfI. The STrngP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software
projects.

1 fR. The STrngP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

lgi. The SQAP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

Ig2. The SQAP is developed for the NMS software projects.

Ig3. The SQAP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

1g4. The SQAP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

1g5. The SQAP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

1g6. The SQAP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

Ig7. The SQAP is developed for the PIP software projects.

Ig8. The SQAP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

1 g9. The SQAP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.
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lhl. The SSP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

lh2. The SSP is developed for the NMS software projects.

lh3. The SSP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

lh4. The SSP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

Ih5. The SSP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

Ih6. The SSP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

Ih7. The SSP is developed for the PIP software projects.

lh8. The SSP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

Ih9. The SSP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

lil. The SVVP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

1 i2. The SVVP is developed for the NMS software projects.

1 i3. The SVVP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

1 i4. The SVVP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

Ii5. The SVVP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

li6. The SVVP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

1 i7. The SVVP is developed for the PIP software projects.

1i8. The SVVP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

1 i9. The SVVP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

lj 1. The SCMP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

Ij2. The SCMP is developed for the NMS software projects.

1j3. The SCMP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

1j4. 'The SCMP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

1j5. The SCMP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

1j6. The SCMP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

lj7. The SCMP is developed for the PIP software projects.

1j8. The SCMP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software
projects.

lj9. The SCMP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

IkI. The STP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

lk2. The STP is developed for the NMS software projects.

Ik3. The STP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

Ik4. The STP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

lk5. The STP is developed for the VBIF software projects.
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lk6. The STP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

1k7. The STP is developed for the PIP software projects.

lk8. The STP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

lk9. The STP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

111. The CySP is developed for the RTIF software projects.

112. The CySP is developed for the NMS software projects.

113. The CySP is developed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

114. The CySP is developed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

115. The CySP is developed for the VBIF software projects.

116. The CySP is developed for the GENE DPS software projects.

117. The CySP is developed for the PIP software projects.

118. The CySP is developed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

119. The CySP is developed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

2al. The planning phase activities detailed in the RTIF software plans and CySP are
completed for the RTIF software projects.

2a2. The planning phase activities detailed in the NMS software plans and CySP are
completed for the NMS software projects.

2a3. The planning phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF software plans and CySP are
completed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

2a4. The planning phase activities detailed in the ATWS/SLC software plans and CySP
are completed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

2a5. The planning phase activities detailed in the VBIF software plans and CySP are
completed for the VBIF software projects.

2a6. The planning phase activities detailed in the GENE DPS software plans and CySP are
completed for the GENE DPS software projects.

2a7. The planning phase activities detailed in the PIP software plans and CySP are
completed for the PIP software projects.

2a8. The planning phase activities detailed in the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function
software plans and CySP are completed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function
software projects.

2a9. The planning phase activities detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation Function software
plans and CySP are completed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

2b1. The requirements phase activities detailed in the RTIF software plans and the CySP
are completed for the RTIF software projects.

2b2. The requirements phase activities detailed in the NMS software plans and the CySP
are completed for the NMS software projects.
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2b3. The requirements phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF software plans and the
CySP are completed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

2b4. The requirements phase activities detailed in the ATWS/SLC software plans and the
CySP are completed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

2b5. The requirements phase activities detailed in the VBIF software plans and the CySP
are completed for the VBIF software projects.

2b6. The requirements phase activities detailed in the GENE DPS software plans and the
CySP are completed for the GENE DPS software projects.

2b7. The requirements phase activities detailed in the PIP software plans and the CySP are
completed for the PIP software projects.

2b8. The requirements phase activities detailed in the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function
software plans and the CySP are completed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass
Function software projects.

2b9. The requirements phase activities detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation Function
software plans and the CySP are completed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function
software projects.

2cl. The design phase activities detailed in the RTIF software plans and the CySP are
completed for the RTIF software projects.

2c2. The design phase activities detailed in the NMS software plans and the CySP are
completed for the NMS software projects.

2c3. The design phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF software plans and the CySP
are completed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

2c4. The design phase activities detailed in the ATWS/SLC software plans and the CySP
are completed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

2c5. The design phase activities detailed in the VBIF software plans and the CySP are
completed for the VBIF software projects.

2c6. The design phase activities detailed in the GENE DPS software plans and the CySP
are completed for the GENE DPS software projects.

2c7. The design phase activities detailed in the PIP software plans and the CySP are
completed for the PIP software projects.

2c8. The design phase activities detailed in the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function
software plans and the CySP are completed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass
Function software projects.

2c9. The design phase activities detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation Function software plans
and the CySP are completed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

2dl. The implementation phase activities detailed in the RTIF software plans and CySP
are completed for the RTIF software projects.

2d2. The implementation phase activities detailed in the NMS software plans and CySP
are completed for thfe-NMS software projects.
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2d3. The implementation phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF software plans and
CySP are completed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

2d4. The implementation phase activities detailed in the ATWS/SLC software plans and
CySP are completed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

2d5. The implementation phase activities detailed in the VBIF software plans and CySP
are completed for the VBIF software projects.

2d6. The implementation phase activities detailed in the GENE DPS software plans and
CySP are completed for the GENE DPS software projects.

2d7. The implementation phase activities detailed in the PIP software plans and CySP are
completed for the PIP software projects.

2d8. The implementation phase activities detailed in the HP CRD Isolation Bypass
Function software plans and CySP are completed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass
Function software projects.

2d9. The implementation phase activities detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation Function
software plans and CySP are completed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software
projects.

2el. The test phase activities detailed in the RTIF software plans and CySP are completed
for the RTIF software projects.

2e2. The test phase activities detailed in the NMS software plans and CySP are completed
for the NMS software projects.

2e3. The test phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF software plans and CySP are
completed for the SSLC/ESF software projects.

2e4. The test phase activities detailed in the ATWS/SLC software plans and CySP are
completed for the ATWS/SLC software projects.

2e5. The test phase activities detailed in the VBIF software plans and CySP are completed
for the VBIF software projects.

2e6. The test phase activities detailed in the GENE DPS software plans and CySP are
completed for the GENE DPS software projects.

2e7. The test phase activities detailed in the PIP software plans and CySP are completed
for the PIP software projects.

2e8. The test phase activities detailed in the HP CRD software plans and CySP are
completed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

2e9. The test phase activities detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation Function and CySP are
completed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

3al. The installation phase activities detailed in the RTIF software plans and CySP are
completed for the RTIF software projects.

3a2. The RTIF software projects performs as designed.

3a3. The RTIF software projects is cyber secure.
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311. The SSLC/ESF software projects performs as designed.

312. The SSLC/ESF software projects is cyber secure.

3ml. The ATWS/SLC software projects performs as designed.

3m2. The ATWS/SLC software projects is cyber secure.

3nl. The VBIF software projects performs as designed.

3n2. The VBIF software projects is cyber secure.

3ol. The GENE DPS software projects performs as designed.

3o2. The GENE DPS software projects is cyber secure.

3pl. The PIP software projects performs as designed.

3p2. The PIP software projects is cyber secure.

3ql. The HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects performs as designed.

3q2. The HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects is cyber secure.

3rl. The installation phase activities detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation Function software
plans and CySP are completed for the ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects.

3r2. The ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects performs as designed.

3r3. The ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects is cyber secure.

3sl. The ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects performs as designed.

3s2. The ICS DPV Isolation Function software projects is cyber secure

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Table 3.2-1 defines the inspections, tests and analyses, together with associated acceptance
criteria, which will be applied to the software and hardware platforms and network segments.
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1a6. The SMP is developed for the GENE Inspection of the SMP for the GENE DPS The SMP for GENE DPS software projects
DPS software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criterial }

la7. The SMP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the SMP for the PIP software The SMP for PIP software projects
software projects. projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
la8. The SMP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SMP for the HP CRD The SMP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass

CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

I a9. The SMP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SMP for the ICS DPV The SMP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed, contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} I f lDesign Acceptance Criteria} I

lbl. The SDP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the SDP for the RTIF The SDP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.
I{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

/
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1b7. The SDP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the SDP for the PIP software The SDP for PIP software projects
software projects. projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criterial } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

lb8. The SDP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SDP for the HP CRD The SDP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass
CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

Ilb9. The SDP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SDP for the ICS DPV The SDP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed. contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance CriteriaU } I {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

Icl. The SIntP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the SIntP for the RTIF The SIntP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

lc2. The SIntP is developed for the NMS Inspection of the SIntP for the NMS The SIntP for NMS software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

lc8. The SIntP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SIntP for the HP CRD The SIntP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass
CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criterial } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

*c9. The SIntP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SIntP for the ICS DPV The SIntP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed. contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } I IDesign Acceptance Criterial }

1dl. The SIP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the SIP for the RTIF software The SIP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
1d2. The SIP is developed for the NMS Inspection of the SIP for the NMS software The SIP for NMS software projects

software projects. projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

Ild3. The SIP is developed for the Inspection of the SIP for the SSLC/ESF The SIP for SSLC/ESF software projects
SSLC/ESF software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.
I{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

ld4. The SIP is developed for the Inspection of the SIP for the ATWS/SLC The SIP for ATWS/SLC software projects
ATWS/SLC software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) }
ld5. The SIP is developed for the VBIF Inspection of the SIP for the VBIF The SIP for VBIF software projects

software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

Id6. The SIP is developed for the GENE Inspection of the SIP for the GENE DPS The SIP for GENE DPS software projects
DPS software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
Id7. The SIP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the SIP for the PIP software The SIP for PIP software projects complies

software projects. projects will be performed. with the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

1d8. The SIP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SIP for the HP CRD The SIP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass
CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

I d9. The SIP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SIP for the ICS DPV The SIP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed, contained in the SMPM.

f fDesign Acceptance Criteriall I { Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1 e6. The SOMP is developed for the Inspection of the SOMP for the GENE The SOMP for GENE DPS software
GENE DPS software projects. DPS software projects will be performed. projects complies with the criteria

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
Ie7. The SOMP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the SOMP for the PIP The SOMP for PIP software projects

software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criterial }
1 e8. The SOMP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SOMP for the HP CRD The SOMP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass

CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

1e9. The SOMP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SOMP for the ICS DPV The SOMP for ICS DPV Isolation
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be Function software projects complies with
projects. performed, the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance CriteriaU I { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

1fl. The STmgP is developed for the Inspection of the STrngP for the RTIF The STrngP for the RTIF software projects
RTIF software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SMPM.
f{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1fT. The STrngP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the STrngP for the PIP The STmgP for PIP software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) } SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) )

lf8. The STrngP is developed for the HP Inspection of the STrngP for the HP CRD The STrngP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass
CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SMPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) I { {Design Acceptance Criteria) I

lf9. The STmgP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the STrngP for the ICS DPV The STrngP for ICS DPV Isolation
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be Function software projects complies with
projects. performed. the criteria contained in the SMPM.

I 4Design Acceptance Criteria} } { 4Design Acceptance Criteria} I

igl. The SQAP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the SQAP for the RTIF The SQAP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{Design Acceptance Criteria) ) SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) )

lg2. The SQAP is developed for the NMS Inspection of the SQAP for the NMS The SQAP for NMS software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) ) SQAPM.
I{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) }
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

Ig8. The SQAP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SQAP for the HP CRD The SQAP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass
CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
1,9. The SOAP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SOAP for the ICS DPV The SOAP for ICS DPV Isolation Function

DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed, contained in the SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

lhl. The SSP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the SSP for the RTIF The SSP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
Ih2. The SSP is developed for the NMS Inspection of the SSP for the NMS The SSP for NMS software projects

software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{{Design Acceptance Criteria}l} SQAPM.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

Wh3. The SSP is developed for the Inspection of the SSP for the SSLC/ESF The SSP for SSLC/ESF software projects
SSLC/ESF software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.
I{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1h9. The SSP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SSP for the ICS DPV The SSP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed. contained in the SOAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} I

lil. The SVVP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the SVVP for the RTIF The SVVP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

1i2. The SVVP is developed for the NMS Inspection of the SVVP for the NMS The SVVP for NMS software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

li3. The SVVP is developed for the Inspection of the SVVP for the SSLC/ESF The SVVP for SSLC/ESF software
SSLC/ESF software projects. software projects will be performed. projects complies with the criteria

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } contained in the SQAPM.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

1 i4. The SVVP is developed for the Inspection of the SVVP for the The SVVP for ATWS/SLC software
ATWS/SLC software projects. ATWS/SLC software projects will be projects complies with the criteria

performed. contained in the SQAPM.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

i5. The SVVP is developed for the VBIF Inspection of the SVVP for the VBIF The SVVP for VBIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
1i6. The SWVP is developed for the Inspection of the SVVP for the GENE DPS The SVVP for GENE DPS software

GENE DPS software projects. software projects will be performed. projects complies with the criteria

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } contained in the SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
li7. The, SVVP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the SVVP for the PIP The SVVP for PIP software projects

software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
li8. The SVVP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SVVP for the HP CRD The SVVP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass

CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

I i9. The SVVP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SVVP for the ICS DPV The SVVP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed. contained in the SOAPM.

f fDesign Acceptance Criteria} I I IDesign Acceptance Criterial I
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development
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lj6. The SCMP is developed for the Inspection of the SCMP for the GENE The SCMP for GENE DPS software
GENE DPS software projects. DPS software projects will be performed. projects complies with the criteria

{ {Design Acceptance Criterial } contained in the SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
lj7. The SCMP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the SCMP for the PIP The SCMP for PIP software projects

software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
lj8. The SCMP is developed for the HP Inspection of the SCMP for the HP CRD The SCMP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass

CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
1j9. The SCMP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the SCMP for the ICS DPV The SCMP for ICS DPV Isolation

DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be Function software projects complies with
projects. performed, the criteria contained in the SOAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance CriteriaL f { fDesign Acceptance CriteriaU I

Ikl. The STP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the STP for the RTIF The STP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.
I{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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Ik7. The STP is developed for the PIP Inspection of the STP for the PIP software The STP for PIP software projects
hardware and software projects. projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } SQAPM.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

1 k8. The STP is developed for the HP Inspection of the STP for the HP CRD The STP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass
CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
hardware and software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the SQAPM.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

lk9. The STP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the STP for the ICS DPV The STP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function hardware Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
and software projects. performed. contained in the SQAPM.

{ LDesign Acceptance Criteria} I I {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

111. The CySP is developed for the RTIF Inspection of the CySP for the RTIF The CySP for the RTIF software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } CySPP.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

112. The CySP is developed for the NMS Inspection of the CySP for the NMS The CySP for NMS software projects
software projects. software projects will be performed. complies with the criteria contained in the

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } CySPP.
I{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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118. The CySP is developed for the HP Inspection of the CySP for the HP CRD The CySP for HP CRD Isolation Bypass
CRD Isolation Bypass Function Isolation Bypass Function software Function software projects complies with
software projects. projects will be performed. the criteria contained in the CySPP.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} } { {Design Acceptance Criteria) }

119. The CySP is developed for the ICS Inspection of the CySP for the ICS DPV The CySP for ICS DPV Isolation Function
DPV Isolation Function software Isolation Function software projects will be software projects complies with the criteria
projects. performed. contained in the CySPP.

{ {Design Acceptance CriteriaU I { {Design Acceptance Criterial I

2al. The planning phase activities The planning phase outputs are inspected Planning Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and
detailed in the RTIF software plans and analyzed for the RTIF software conclude that the RTIF software projects
and CySP are completed for the projects. planning phase activities were performed
RTIF software projects. { {Design Acceptance Criteria) I in compliance with the RTIF software

plans and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) )

2a2. The planning phase activities The planning phase outputs are inspected Planning Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and
detailed in the NMS software plans and analyzed for the NMS software conclude that the NMS software projects
and CySP are completed for the projects. planning phase activities were performed
NMS software projects. { {Design Acceptance Criteria) ) in compliance with the NMS software

plans and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

I{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) I
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2a9. The planning phase activities The planning phase outputs are inspected Planning Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and
detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation and analyzed for the ICS DPV Isolation conclude that the ICS DPV Isolation
Function software plans and CySP Function software projects. Function software projects planning phase
are completed for the ICS DPV I {Design Acceptance Criterial I activities were performed in compliance
Isolation Function software projects. with the ICS DPV Isolation Function

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SOAPM, and CySPP.

f fDesign Acceptance Criteria} }

2b 1. The requirements phase activities The requirements phase outputs are Requirements Phase Summary BRR(s)
detailed in the RTIF software plans inspected and analyzed for the RTIF exist and conclude that the RTIF software
and CySP are completed for the software projects. projects requirements phase activities were
RTIF software projects. { {Design Acceptance Criteria} } performed in compliance with the RTIF

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

2b2. The requirements phase activities The requirements phase outputs are Requirements Phase Summary BRR(s)
detailed in the NMS software plans inspected and analyzed for the NMS exist and conclude that the NMS software
and CySP are completed for the software projects. projects requirements phase activities were
NMS software projects. { {Design Acceptance Criteria) } performed in compliance with the NMS

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria) }
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2b9. The requirements phase activities The requirements phase outputs are Requirements Phase Summary BRR(s)
detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation inspected and analyzed for the ICS DPV exist and conclude that the ICS DPV
Function software plans and CySP Isolation Function software projects. Isolation Function software projects
are completed for the ICS DPV f {Design Acceptance Criterial I requirements phase activities were
Isolation Function software projects. performed in compliance with the ICS

DPV Isolation Function software plans and
CySP as derived from SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.
I {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

2c . The design phase activities detailed The design phase outputs are inspected and Design Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and
in the RTIF software plans and CySP analyzed for the RTIF software projects. conclude that the RTIF software projects
are completed for the RTIF software { {Design Acceptance Criteria} } design phase activities were performed in
projects. compliance with the RTIF software plans

and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }

2c2. The design phase activities detailed The design phase outputs are inspected and Design Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and
in the NMS software plans and CySP analyzed for the NMS software projects. conclude that the NMS software projects
are completed for the NMS software { {Design Acceptance Criteria} } design phase activities were performed in
projects. compliance with the NMS software plans

and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.
{ {Design Acceptance Criteria} }
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2c9. The design phase activities detailed The design phase outputs are inspected and Design Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and
in the ICS DPV Isolation Function analyzed for the ICS DPV Isolation conclude that the ICS DPV Isolation
software plans and CySP are Function software projects. Function software projects design phase
completed for the ICS DPV Isolation { {Design Acceptance Criterial I activities were performed in compliance
Function software projects. with the ICS DPV Isolation Function

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

I IDesign Acceptance Criteria} }

2dl. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are implementation Phase Sumfnmary BRR(s)
detailed in the RTIF software plans inspected and analyzed for the RTIF exist and cenclude that the RTIF software
and CySP are completed for the software projects. projects implementation phase activities
RTIF software projects. were performed in compliance with the

RTIF software plans and CySP as derived
from SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

2d2. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are Implementatie.n Phase Summa. y BRR...
detailed in the NMS software plans inspected and analyzed for the NMS exist and cenclude that the NMS software
and CySP are completed for the software projects. projects implementation phase activities
NMS software projects. were performed in compliance with the

NMS software plans and CySP as derived
from SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.
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2d3. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are implemen.tati.n Phase Summary .. R(s)
detailed in the SSLC/ESF software inspected and analyzed for the SSLC/ESF ei"it and enlu-•de that SSLC/ESF
plans and CySP are completed for software projects. software projects implementation phase
the SSLC/ESF software projects. activities were performed in compliance

with the SSLC/ESF software plans and
CySP as derived from SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.

2d4. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are implementati.n Phase Summar.y BRR(s)
detailed in the ATWS/SLC software inspected and analyzed for the ATWS/SLC exist and cenclude that the ATWS/SLC
plans and CySP are completed for software projects. software projects implementation phase
the ATWS/SLC software projects. activities were performed in compliance

with the ATWS/SLC software plans and
CySP as derived from SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.

2d5. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are implementation Phase Summary BRR(s)
detailed in the VBIF software plans inspected and analyzed for the VBIF exist and cenclude that the VBIF software
and CySP are completed for the software projects. projects implementation phase activities
VBIF software projects. were performed in compliance with the

VBIF software plans and CySP as derived
from SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.
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2d6. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are implementation Phase Summary BRR(. )
detailed in the GENE DPS software inspected and analyzed for the GENE DPS exist and cnc,:lude that the GENE DPS
plans and CySP are completed for software projects. software projects implementation phase
the GENE DPS software projects. activities were performed in compliance

with the GENE DPS software plans and
CySP as derived from SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.

2d7. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are implementation Phase Summ.. ary. BRR(s)
detailed in the PIP software plans inspected and analyzed for the PIP exist and cnclude that the PIP software
and CySP are completed for the PIP software projects. projects implementation phase activities
software projects. were performed in compliance with the PIP

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

2d8. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are implementation Phase Su.mma. y BRR.(.)
detailed in the HP CRD Isolation inspected and analyzed for the HP CRD exist and cenclude that the HP CRD
Bypass Function software plans and Isolation Bypass Function software Isolation Bypass Function software
CySP are completed for the HP CRD projects. projects implementation phase activities
Isolation Bypass Function software were performed in compliance with the HP
projects. CRD Isolation Bypass Function software

plans and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.
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2d9. The implementation phase activities The implementation phase outputs are ICS DPV Isolation Function software
( detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation inspected and analyzed for the ICS DPV projects implementation phase activities

Function software plans and CySP Isolation Function software projects, were performed in compliance with the
are completed for the ICS DPV ICS DPV Isolation Function software plans
Isolation Function software projects. and CySP as derived from SMPM,

SOAPM, and CySPP.

2el. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Test Phase Summary BRR(, ) eiist and
the RTIF software plans and CySP analyzed for the RTIF software projects. cenelude that the RTIF software projects
are completed for the RTIF software test phase activities were performed in
projects. compliance with the RTIF software plans

and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

2e2. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Test Phase Sum.mary BRR(s) exist and
the NMS software plans and CySP analyzed for the NMS software projects. cenclude that the NMS software projects
are completed for the NMS software test phase activities were performed in
projects. compliance with the NMS software plans

and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

2e3. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Test Phase Summafy BRR(s) exist • •d-
the SSLC/ESF software plans and analyzed for the SSLC/ESF software conclude that the SSLC/ESF software
CySP are completed for the projects. projects test phase activities were
SSLC/ESF software projects. performed in compliance with the

SSLC/ESF software plans and CySP as
derived from SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.
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2e4. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Tt Pha-se Summar. y BRR(s) exist and
the ATWS/SLC software plans and analyzed for the ATWS/SLC software ccneluIe that the ATWS/SLC software
CySP are completed for the projects. projects test phase activities were
ATWS/SLC software projects. performed in compliance with the

ATWS/SLC software plans and CySP as
derived from SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

2e5. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Test Phase Summar-y BRR(s) exist
the VBIF software plans and CySP analyzed for the VBIF software projects. ecnclude that the VBIF software projects
are completed for the VBIF software test phase activities were performed in
projects. compliance with the VBIF software plans

and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

2e6. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Test Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and
the GENE DPS software plans and analyzed for the GENE DPS software eenclude that the GENE DPS software
CySP are completed for the GENE projects. projects test phase activities were
DPS software projects. performed in compliance with the GENE

DPS software plans and CySP as derived
from SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

2e7. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Test Phase Summar.y BRR(s) exist an
the PIP software plans and CySP are analyzed for the PIP software projects. cenclude that the PIP software projects test
completed for the PIP software phase activities were performed in
projects. compliance with the PIP software plans

and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.
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2e8. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and Test Phase Sum.mary BRR(s) exist an
the HP CRD Isolation Bypass analyzed for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass conclude that the HP CRD Isolation
Function software plans and CySP Function software projects. Bypass Function software projects test
are completed for the HP CRD phase activities were performed in
Isolation Bypass Function software compliance with the HP CRD Isolation
projects. Bypass Function software plans and CySP

as derived from SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

2e9. The test phase activities detailed in The test phase outputs are inspected and ICS DPV Isolation Function software
the ICS DPV Isolation Function analyzed for the ICS DPV Isolation projects test phase activities were
software plans and CySP are Function software projects. performed in compliance with the ICS
completed for the ICS DPV Isolation DPV Isolation Function software plans and
Function software projects. CySP as derived from SMPM, SOAPM,

and CySPP.

3al. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the RTIF Installation Phase Su.mm.a.y BRR(s) e.i
detailed in the RTIF software plans software projects, including RTIF FAT and and conclude that the RTIF software
and CySP are completed for the RTIF Cyber Security FAT, are inspected projects installation phase activities were
RTIF software projects. and analyzed. performed in compliance with the RTIF

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3a2. The RTIF software projects performs FAT is performed on the RTIF software R-TIF FAT reprt(s) exist and .onclud
as designed. projects. that the-RTIF software projects is in

compliance with the RTIF software plans as
derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.
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3a3. The RTIF software projects is cyber A cyber security FAT will be performed RTIF cyber" secur.ity FAT rep(s) e&it
secure. for the RTIF software projects. and conclude that the RTIF software

projects is in compliance with the RTIF
cyber security program requirements as
derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3bl. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the NMS Inf-stal 1ationH Phase Summa BRR(s) exit

detailed in the NMS software plans software projects, including NMS FAT and and concludes that the NMS software
and CySP are completed for the NMS Cyber Security FAT, are inspected projects installation phase activities were
NMS software projects. and analyzed. performed in compliance with the NMS

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3b2. The NMS software projects performs FAT is performed on the NMS software NMS FAT r.epeir(s) ex.ist anad cnclude that
as designed. projects. the-NMS software projects is in

compliance with the NMS software plans
as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3b3. The NMS software projects is cyber A cyber security FAT will be performed N,,S cyber. sectu-rity FAT .•,ei4(s) exist
secure. for the NMS software projects. and conclude that the NMS software

projects is in compliance with the NMS
cyber security program requirements as
derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.
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3cI. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the installation Phase Summ.ar-y BRR(s)-e*xis
detailed in the SSLC/ESF software SSLC/ESF software projects, including and cenclude that the SSLC/ESF software
plans and CySP are completed for SSLC/ESF FAT and SSLC/ESF Cyber projects installation phase activities were
the SSLC/ESF software projects. Security FAT, are inspected and analyzed. performed in compliance with the

SSLC/ESF software plans and CySP as
derived from SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3c2. The SSLC/ESF software projects FAT is performed on the SSLC/ESF SSLCAESF FA,•,-epe-4(s) e-ist and-
performs as designed. software projects. cenelude that the SSLC/ESF software

projects is in compliance with the
SSLC/ESF software plans as derived from
the SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3c3. The SSLC/ESF software projects is A cyber security FAT will be performed SS.CGT SF , yber- seufrity FAT- r"epe"" (s)-
cyber secure. for the SSLC/ESF software projects. exist and conclude that the SSLC/ESF

software projects is in compliance with the
SSLC/ESF CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3dl. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the Installati* Phase Summar. y BRR(s) exist
detailed in the ATWS/SLC software ATWS/SLC software projects, including and cenclude that the ATWS/SLC software
plans and CySP are completed for ATWS/SLC FAT and ATWS/SLC Cyber projects installation phase activities were
the ATWS/SLC software projects. Security FAT, are inspected and analyzed. performed in compliance with the

ATWS/SLC software plans and CySP as
derived from SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.
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3d2. The ATWS/SLC software projects FAT is performed on the ATWS/SLC ATWS/SLC FAT report exist and cenclude
performs as designed. software projects. that- 4th-ATWS/SLC software projects is in

compliance with the ATWS/SLC software
plans as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.

3d3. The ATWS/SLC software projects is A cyber security FAT will be performed ATWS/SL, cyber see"uity FAT r.eport(s)•
cyber secure. for the ATWS/SLC software projects. exist and conclude that the ATWS/SLC

software projects is in compliance with the
ATWS/SLC CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3el. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the VBIF Installation Phaste Slummary BRR(s)exist•
detailed in the VBIF software plans software projects, including VBIF FAT and cenclude that the VBIF software
and CySP are completed for the and VBIF Cyber Security FAT, are projects installation phase activities were
VBIF software projects. inspected and analyzed. performed in compliance with the VBIF

software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3e2. The VBIF software projects performs FAT is performed on the VBIF software N rBIF FAT r.epcr(s) exist and conclude
as designed. projects. that--he-VBIF software projects is in

compliance with the VBIF software plans
as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.
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3e3. The VBIF software projects is cyber A cyber security FAT will be performed VBtF eyber- secur"ity FAT r.epe,,s) exist.
secure. for the VBIF software projects. and cenclude that the VBIF software

projects is in compliance with the VBIF
CySP as derived from the SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

3fl. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the installation Phase Summar;y BRR(s) .W A,

detailed in the GENE DPS software GENE DPS software projects, including and conclude that the GENE DPS software
plans and CySP are completed for GENE DPS FAT and GENE DPS Cyber projects installation phase activities were
the GENE DPS software projects. Security FAT, are inspected and analyzed. performed in compliance with the GENE

DPS software plans and CySP as derived
from SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3f2. The GENE DPS software projects FAT is performed on the GENE DPS GENE DPS FAT r.epe-(s) exist and
performs as designed. software projects. eonelude that the GENE DPS software

projects is in compliance with the GENE
DPS software plans as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3f3. The GENE DPS software projects is A cyber security FAT will be performed GENE DPS cy.ber" se..urity FAT frepe"4(s)
cyber secure. for the GENE DPS software projects. exist and cenclude that the GENE DPS

software projects is in compliance with the
GENE DPS CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.
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3gl. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the PIP Intallatio n PhaSe- Su•mm•.ary . .RR(s)x-
detailed in the PIP software plans software projects, including PIP FAT and and cnclude that the PIP software projects
and CySP are completed for the PIP PIP Cyber Security FAT, are inspected and installation phase activities were performed
software projects. analyzed. in compliance with the PIP software plans

and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

3g2. The PIP software projects performs FAT is performed on the PIP software PIP FAT r"eports) exist and ccn"lude that
as designed. projects. the-PIP software projects is in compliance

with the PIP software plans as derived
from the SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3g3. The PIP software projects is cyber A cyber security FAT will be performed PIP cyber securiity FAT- r.epor(s) eXiSt andA

secure. for the PIP software projects. cenclude that the PIP software projects is
in compliance with the PIP CySP as
derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3hl. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the HP Installation Phase Su•mm'a• y BRR(s) eit
detailed in the HP CRD Isolation CRD Isolation Bypass Function software and conclude that the HP CRD Isolation
Bypass Function software plans and projects, including HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects
CySP are completed for the HP CRD Bypass Function FAT and HP CRD installation phase activities were performed
Isolation Bypass Function software Isolation Bypass Function Cyber Security in compliance with the HP CRD Isolation
projects. FAT, are inspected and analyzed. Bypass Function software plans and CySP

as derived from SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.
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3h2. The HP CRD Isolation Bypass FAT is performed on the HP CRD 1P R 1,ela-tie Bypass ...... FAT
Function software projects performs Isolation Bypass Function software rep4ot(s) exi•t and ,eoelude that the HP
as designed. projects. CRD Isolation Bypass Function software

projects is in compliance with the HP CRD
Isolation Bypass Function software plans
as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3h3. The HP CRD Isolation Bypass A cyber security FAT will be performed H4P CRD islatifn Bypass Functie.n .yber
Function software projects is cyber for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function sccur-.ty FAT r"epc,(s) exist and conclude
secure. software projects. *at--4he-HP CRD Isolation Bypass

Function software projects is in
compliance with the HP CRD Isolation
Bypass Function CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3i. The complete ESBWR An overlapping and encompassing SAT is The Installation Phase Summary BRR foi
instrumentation and control systems performed on the as-built platforms and the . .mplete ESBAIR instrumentation and
with sensors and actuators is capable network segments. control system SAT exiSt and conc-ludes
of operating as designed. that4The complete ESBWR

instrumentation and control system with
sensors and actuators is capable of
operating as designed and is in compliance
with the software projects plans and CySP
as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM and
CySPP.
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3j 1. The RTIF software projects performs A RTIF software projects SAT is RTIF cyber- securit, SAT rep•ft(s) exi)t
as designed. performed. and cnclu-de that tThe RTIF software

projects is in compliance with the RTIF
CySP as derived from the SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

3j2. The RTIF software projects is cyber A RTIF software projects cyber security RTIF cyber ... u.ity SAT rep..,(s) exist
secure. SAT is performed. and cenclude that the RTIF software

projects is in compliance with the RTIF
CySP as derived from the SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

3kl. The NMS software projects performs A NMS software projects SAT is NMS SAT rcpFo(s) exist and conclude that
as designed. performed. the-NMS software projects is in

compliance with the NMS software plans
as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3k2. The NMS software projects is cyber A NMS software projects cyber security NM4S "yber security SAT ."epo )•( ,i"t
secure. SAT is performed. and cenclude that the NMS software

projects is in compliance with the NMS
CySP as derived from the SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.

311. The SSLC/ESF software projects A SSLC/ESF software projects SAT is SS L/ESF- SAT .-epei4(,-•) e•ist4
performs as designed. performed. c,,nclude that the SSLC/ESF software

projects is in compliance with the
SSLC/ESF software plans as derived from
the SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

312. The SSLC/ESF software projects is A SSLC/ESF software projects cyber SSLCESF cyber- seur•ity SAT repef•(s)
cyber secure. security SAT is performed. exist and cenclude that the SSLC/ESF

software projects is in compliance with the
SSLC/ESF CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3ml. The ATWS/SLC software projects An ATWS/SLC software projects SAT is ATWS"/SL SAT r"ep..•4() exist and
performs as designed. performed. conclude that the ATWS/SLC software

projects is in compliance with the
ATWS/SLC software plans as derived
from the SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3m2. The ATWS/SLC software projects is An ATWS/SLC software projects cyber ATPtS, R .•/SLC cyber" se. . ;ity SAT repaA(s)
cyber secure. security SAT is performed. exist and cenclude that the ATWS/SLC

software projects is in compliance with the
ATWS/SLC CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3nl. The VBIF software projects performs A VBIF software projects SAT is VBIF SAT repe,(s) exist and nl•u.;"de
as designed. performed. that4he-VBIF software projects is in

compliance with the VBIF software plans
as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3n2. The VBIF software projects is cyber A VBIF software projects cyber security VBIF cyber se,,u rity SAT repr•-t(s) exist
secure. SAT is performed. and cnclude that the VBIF software

projects is in compliance with the VBIF
CySP as derived from the SMPM,
SQAPM, and CySPP.
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

3ol. The GENE DPS software projects A GENE DPS software projects SAT is GENE DPS SAT rep.to(s) exist and
performs as designed. performed. cenelude that the GENE DPS software

projects is in compliance with the GENE
DPS software plans as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3o2. The GENE DPS software projects is A GENE DPS software projects cyber GENE P cyber- seeur.it. SAT rep,,o(s)
cyber secure. security SAT is performed. exist and co-PnclVude that the GENE DPS

software projects is in compliance with the
GENE DPS CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3pl. The PIP software projects performs A PIP software projects SAT is performed. PIP SAT re• po(s) e*ist and ••n•lude that
as designed. -he-PIP software projects is in compliance

with the PIP software plans as derived
from the SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3p2. The PIP software projects is cyber A PIP software projects cyber security PIP cyber- s.eur.ity SAT r epeo.(s) exist and-
secure. SAT is performed. cenceude that the PIP software projects is

in compliance with the PIP CySP as
derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

3ql. The HP CRD Isolation Bypass A HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function H4P CRP isolation Bypass Fun.-ti-e-n- SAT
Function software projects performs software projects SAT is performed. r-,p•'r(s) eýE;•t and • n•.lude that the HP
as designed. CRD Isolation Bypass Function software

projects is in compliance with the HP CRD
Isolation Bypass Function software plans
as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM, and
CySPP.

3q2. The HP CRD Isolation Bypass A HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function 14P GRD 1r ltiton .Bypa-s*sneen -eybe.
Function software projects is cyber software projects cyber security SAT is, eeuf-ty ST-,epei4(•)•e•ist-an -eeie•,,.
secure. performed. that4he-HP CRD Isolation Bypass

Function software projects is in
compliance with the HP CRD Isolation
Bypass Function CySP as derived from the
SMPM, SQAPM, and CySPP.

3rl. The installation phase activities The installation phase outputs for the ICS ICS DPV Isolation Function software
detailed in the ICS DPV Isolation DPV Isolation Function software projects, proiects installation phase activities were
Function software plans and CySP including ICS DPV Isolation Function performed in compliance with the ICS
are completed for the [CS DPV FAT and ICS DPV Isolation Function DPV Isolation Function software plans and
Isolation Function software projects. Cyber Security FAT, are inspected and CySP as derived from SMPM, SOAPM,

analyzed. and CySPP.

3r2. The ICS DPV Isolation Function FAT is performed on the ICS DPV ICS DPV Isolation Function software
software projects performs as Isolation Function software projects. proiects is in compliance with the ICS
designed. DPV Isolation Function software plans as

derived from the SMPM, SOAPM, and
CySPP.
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Table 3.2-1
ITAAC For Software Development

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

3r3. The ICS DPV Isolation Function A cyber security FAT will be performed ICS DPV Isolation Function software
software projects is cyber secure. for the ICS DPV Isolation Function projects is in compliance with the ICS

software projects. DPV Isolation Function CySP as derived
from the SMPM, SOAPM, and CySPP.

3sl. The ICS DPV Isolation Function A ICS DPV Isolation Function software ICS DPV Isolation Function software
software projects performs as projects SAT is performed, projects is in compliance with the ICS
designed. DPV Isolation Function software plans as

derived from the SMPM, SOAPM, and
CySPP.

3s2. The ICS DPV Isolation Function A ICS DPV Isolation Function software ICS DPV Isolation Function software
software projects is cyber secure. projects cyber security SAT is performed, projects is in compliance with the ICS

DPV Isolation Function CySP as derived
from the SMPM, SOAPM, and CySPP.
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Table 3.8-1

Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification

Required Qualification
Components Quantity Location Function Operation Program

(note 5) (note 1) (note 2) Time
(note 3) (note 4)

Isolation Power Center
Supply Breaker to Division
250 VDC Normal Battery
Charger

Electrical Modules and
Cable

Raceway System

12 RB

All CV, CB,
RB, TB

All CV

CV, CB,
All RB, TB,

FB

ISOL

ESF

100 Days

100 Days

100 Days

100 Days

E

E

Electrical Penetrations

Conduit, Cable Trays and
Supports

Containment System

Vacuum Breakers

Vacuum Breaker Isolation
Valves

Instrumentation and Cables

Basemat Internal Melt
Arrest Coolability
(BiMAC) Temperature
Element

BiMAC Temperature
Switch

PB

ESF

EH

EH

3

3

CV

CV

All CV

ESF

ESF

ESF

ESF

ESF

100 Days

72 hr

100 Days

100 Days

100 Days

MH

MH

EH

EH

EH

ALL

ALL

CV

CV

Passive Containment Cooling System

Vent Fan Cheek-Isolation
Valves

Passive Containment
Cooling System (PGGS)
Vent Fan

Vent Line Catalyst Module

6

6

CV

CV

ESF

ESF

ESF

100 Days

100 Days

100 Days

MH

EH

MH12 CV
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NO1M : THE COMPONEITS ATTACHED TO THE OCC
COUDEUlSEIt A AN MITIEHYSLAL PART OF THE
CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY AaOVE THE ORYWELL.

-Conanmn Boundan

Figure 1.1-2. Safety System Configuration (not to scale)

Legend for figure:

DPV

IC

RPV

SRV

Depressurization Valve

Isolation Condenser

Reactor Pressure Vessel

Safety Relief Valve

GDCS

PCC

SLCS

Gravity-Driven Cooling System

Passive Containment Cooling

Standby Liquid Control System
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" A single channel radiation monitor continuously monitors the Technical Support Center
Ventilation intake duct. Upon detection of radioactivity at the outside air intake, the Air
Handling Unit outdoor air damper is closed and a filter train fan is started.

* The Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust Air Handling Unit Radiation Monitoring
Subsystem consists of four channels that monitor the radiation level of the air entering the
Fuel Building Ventilation unit area exhaust Air Handling Units.

* The Fuel Building Combined Ventilation Exhaust Radiation Monitoring Subsystem
continuously monitors halogens, particulates and noble gases releases from the Fuel
Building Vent to the Fuel/Reactor Building stack for both normal and accident
conditions.

" Separate radiation monitoring subsystems are provided for the Reactor Building/Fuel
Building, Turbine Building and Radwaste Building stacks to monitor particulate, iodine
and gaseous concentrations in the stack effluent for both normal and accident plant
conditions. These stack monitoring subsystems are composed of three sampling channels
that are designed to meet the requirements of both 10 CFR 20 for low level effluent
releases and Regulatory Guide 1.97 for accident effluent releases. Provisions for
monitoring tritium are also provided.

1.2.2.3.2 Area Radiation Monitoring System

The Area Radiation Monitoring System (ARMS) continuously monitors the gamma radiation
levels within various key areas throughout the plant and provides an early warning to operating
personnel when high radiation levels are detected so the appropriate action can be taken to
minimize occupational exposure.

The ARMS consists of a number of channels, each consisting of a Radiation Detection Assembly
and a Signal Conditioning Unit. When required, a local Auxiliary Unit with a display and
audible alarm is also provided. Each ARMS radiation channel has two independently adjustable
trip alarm circuits. One circuit is set to trip on high radiation and the other is set to trip on
downscale indication (loss of sensor input). ARMS alarms in both the MCR and at plant local
areas. Each ARMS Signal Conditioning Unit is equipped with a test feature that monitors for
gross failures and activates an alarm on loss of power or when a failure is detected.

This system is nonsafety-related. The radiation monitors are powered from the nonsafety-related
120 VAC sources.

The trip alarm setpoints are established in the field following equipment installation at the site.
The exact settings are based on sensor location, background radiation levels, expected radiation
levels, and low occupational radiation exposures.

1.2.2.4 Core Cooling Systems Used For Abnormal Events

1.2.2.4.1 Isolation Condenser System

The Isolation Condenser System (ICS) removes decay heat after any reactor isolation during
power operations. Decay heat removal limits further pressure rise and keeps the RPV pressure
below the SRV pressure setpoint. It consists of four independent trains, each containing a heat
exchanger that condenses steam on the tube side and transfers heat by heating/evaporating water
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in the Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling System (IC/PCCS) pools, which are
vented to the atmosphere.

The ICS is initiated automatically on a high reactor pressure, MSIV closure or a low water
level signal. To start an IC into operation, a condensate return valve and condensate return
bypass valve are opened, whereupon the standing condensate drains into the reactor and the
steam-water interface in the IC tube bundle moves downward below the lower headers to a point
in the main condensate return line. The ICS can also be initiated manually from the MCR. A
fail-open nitrogen piston-operated condensate return bypass valve is provided for each IC, which
opens if power is lost, or on a low reactor water level signal.

An in-line vessel is located on the condensate return line, downstream of the nitrogen motor
operated valve. The in-line vessel is located on each ICS train to provide additional condensate
volume for the RPV.

The ICS is isolated automatically when either a high radiation level or excess flow is detected in
the steam supply line or condensate return line. The ICS is also automatically isolated after two
or more DPV's have been opened.

The Equipment Storage Pool and Reactor Well are designed to have sufficient water volume to
provide makeup water to the IC/PCCS expansion pools for the initial 72 hours of a LOCA. This
water is supplied via ICS pool cross-connect valves that open on a low level condition in either
IC/PCCS inner expansion pool.

The IC/PCCS pool is divided into subcompartments that are interconnected at their lower ends to
provide full use of the water inventory for heat removal by any IC. The Fuel and Auxiliary
Pools Cooling System (FAPCS) performs cooling and cleanup of IC/PCCS pool water. During
IC operation, IC/PCCS pool water can boil, and the steam produced is vented to the atmosphere.
This boil-off action of non-radioactive water is a safe means for removing and rejecting all
reactor decay heat.

The IC/PCCS pool has an installed capacity that provides at least 72 hours of reactor decay heat
removal capability. The heat rejection process can be continued indefinitely by replenishing the
IC/PCCS pool inventory. A safety-related FAPCS makeup line is provided to convey emergency
makeup water into the IC/PCCS expansion pool from the Fire Protection System or from a valve
connection point in the yard area just outside of the reactor building. The flow path for this
makeup can be established independent of FAPCS operation, simply by manually opening the
isolation valve on the FAPCS makeup line located at grade level in the yard area external to the
reactor building.

The ICS passively removes heat from the reactor (i.e., heat transfer from the IC tubes to the
surrounding IC/PCCS pool water is accomplished by natural convection, and no forced
circulation equipment is required) when the normal heat removal system is unavailable following
any of the following events:

" Sudden reactor isolation at power operating conditions;

* During station blackout (i.e., unavailability of all AC power);

* Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS); and

* Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA).
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The ICs are sized to remove post-reactor isolation decay heat with 3 of 4 ICs operating and to
reduce reactor pressure and temperature to safe shutdown conditions, with eeasieonal venting of
radiolytically generated noncondensable gases to the suppression pool. The heat exchangers
(ICs) are independent of station AC power and function whenever normal heat removal systems
are unavailable to maintain reactor pressure and temperature below limits.

The portions of the ICS (including isolation valves), which are located inside the containment
and on the steam lines out to the IC flow restrictors, are designed to ASME Code Section III,
Class 1, Quality Group A. Other portions of the ICS are ASME Code Section III, Class 2,
Quality Group B. The IC/PCCS pools are safety-related and Seismic Category I.

The control room operators can perform periodic surveillance testing of the ICS valves via
manual switches that actuate the isolation valves and the condensate return valves. Status
indicators on the valves verify the opening and closure of the valves.

The safety-related monitored parameters for the IC/PCCS pools are pool water level and pool
radiation. IC/PCCS pool water level monitoring is a function of the FAPCS, which is addressed
in Subsections 1.2.2.6.2 and 9.1.3. IC/PCCS pool radiation monitoring is a function of the
PRMS, which is addressed in Subsection 1.2.2.3.1 and Section 11.5.

1.2.2.4.2 Emergency Core Cooling System - Gravity-Driven Cooling System

Emergency core cooling is provided by the Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) in
conjunction with the ADS in case of a LOCA. When an initiation signal is received, the ADS
depressurizes the reactor vessel and the GDCS injects sufficient cooling water to maintain the
fuel cladding temperatures below temperature limits defined in 10 CFR 50.46.

In the event of a severe accident that results in a core melt with the molten core in the lower
drywell region, GDCS floods the lower drywell cavity region with the water inventory of the
three GDCS pools and the suppression pool.

The GDCS is an engineered safety feature (ESF) system. It is classified as safety-related and
Seismic Category I. GDCS instrumentation and DC power supply are safety-related.

Basic system parameters are:

* Three independent subsystems

- Short-term cooling (injection)

- Long-term cooling (equalization)

- Deluge (drywell flooding)

* Initiation signal: see Subsection 7.3.1

* A time delay between initiation and actuation for short-term water injection

* A time delay between initiation and actuation for long-term water injection

- Permissive: Interlocked to RPV water level

* Deluge system initiated on high lower drywell floor temperature
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1.2.2.15.4 Passive Containment Cooling System

The Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) maintains the containment within its pressure
limits for design basis accidents such as a LOCA. The system is passive, and requires no
moving components for initiation or operation.

The PCCS consists of six low pressure, independent steam condenser modules (passive
containment cooling condensers) that condense steam on the tube side and transfer heat from the
drywell to water in a large cooling pool (IC/PCCS pool), which is vented to the atmosphere.

Each PCCS condenser is located in a subcompartment of the IC/PCCS pools. The IC/PCCS pool
subcompartments on each side of the Reactor Building communicate at their lower ends to
enable full use of the collective water inventory, independent of the operational status of any
given PCCS condenser.

Each condenser, which is an integral part of the containment, contains a drain line to the GDCS
pool and a vent discharge line, the end of which is submerged in the pressure suppression pool.

The PCCS condensers are driven by the pressure difference created between the containment
drywell and the wetwell during a LOCA. Consequently, they require no sensing, control, logic
or power actuated devices for operation.

PCCS vent fans are teed off of each PCCS vent line and exhaust to the GDCS pools. The fans
aid in the long-term removal of non-condensable gas from the PCCS for continued condenser
efficiency.

The PCCS is classified as safety-related and Seismic Category I.

Together with the pressure suppression containment system, the six PCCS condensers limit
containment pressure to less than its design pressure. The initial .IC/PCCS pool volume,
combined with the additional water volume that is tied in automatically from the Equipment
Storage Pool and Reactor Well, provides sufficient water volume for at least 72 hours after a
LOCA without external make-up to the IC/PCCS pools.

A passive catalyst recombiner module is installed at the intake of the PCCS vent in the lower
drum of the condenser. The catalyst functions to recombine radiolytically-generated hydrogen
and oxygen that would otherwise accumulate in the vent line.

The PCCS condensers are an integral part of the containment boundary. Therefore, there are no
containment isolation valves and they are always in "ready standby".

The PCCS can be periodically pressure-tested as part of overall containment pressure testing.
The PCCS condensers can be isolated for individual pressure testing during maintenance.

During refueling outages, in-service inspection (ISI) of PCCS condensers can be performed, if
necessary. Ultrasenic testing of tube to dfum welds and cddy current testing of tube- a be
donie with PCCS condeniser-s in place.

The safety-related monitored parameters for the IC/PCCS pools are pool water level and pool
radiation. IC/PCCS expansion pool water level monitoring is a function of the FAPCS, which is
addressed in Subsections 1.2.2.6.2 and 9.1.3. IC/PCCS expansion pool radiation monitoring is a
function of the PRMS, which is addressed in Subsection 1.2.2.3.1 and Section 11.5.

j
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Table 1.3-2

Comparison of Emergency Core Cooling Systems and

Safety-Related Containment Cooling Systems

System Units ESBWR ABWR

High Pressure ECC Systems

High Pressure Core Flooder (HPCF)

Number of loops None 2

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)

Number of loops None I

Automatic Depressurization System (Section 6.3)

Number of SRVs 10 8

Number of DPVs 8 None

Capacity of SRVs kg/hr 4.5 to 5.19 x 106 2.9 x 106

(lbm/hr) (9.8 to 11.44 x 106) (6.4 x 106)

Capacity of DPVs kg/hr 6.9 x 106 N/A
(Ibm/hr) (15.2 x 106)

Low Pressure ECC Systems (Section 6.3)

Low Pressure Flooder (LPFL) mode of Residual Heat Removal (RHR)

Number of loops None 3

Number of pumps N/A 3

Minimum rated flow per loop m3/s N/A 0.265
(gpm) (4,200)

Gravity-Driven Cooling System

Number of loops 4(1) None

Number of pumps 0 N/A
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Table 1.3-2

Comparison of Emergency Core Cooling Systems and

Safety-Related Containment Cooling Systems

System Units ESBWR ABWR

Capacity per division m3/s 0.139 (2) N/A
(gpm) (2200)

Containment Cooling System (Section 6.2)

Residual Heat Removal (RIHR)

Number of loops None 3

Number of pumps N/A 3

Number of heat exchangers N/A 3

Heat exchanger type N/A Horizontal
U-Tube/Shell

Passive Containment Cooling System

Number of pumps 0 N/A

Number of heat exchangers 6 N/A

Heat exchanger type Vertical Tubes connected
to Horizontal Drums

N/A

Heat transfer/unit MW 7.84--0 (3) N/A
(Btu/s) (7.3934-.ýx 1041)

Number of cooling pools 6 (4) N/A

Cooling pool capacity 72 hrs decay heat N/A

Notes for Table 1.3-2:

(1) Interfacing with 3 GDCS pools.
(2) Reported GDCS flow rate is after quasi steady-state is reached with a 13.8 kPa (2 psid) back pressure.
(3) The heat transfer is based on (a) pure saturated steam condensing in the tubes at 308 kPa (45 psia), and (b) pool

water at 101°C (214'F) and open to atmosphere.
(4) The PCCS pools are arranged in two sets of three subcompartments. All IC/PCCS pool subcompartments

communicate at their lower ends to allow full use of the collective water inventory.
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Table 1.6-1

Referenced GE / GEH Reports

Report No. Title Section No.

NEDE-33516P [GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Qualification 3.11
Plan Requirements for a 72-Hour Duty Cycle Battery, "
NEDE-33516P, Class III (Proprietary), Revision 2,
December 2009.]*

NEDE-33536P [GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "Control Building and 3H
NEDO-33536 Reactor Building Environmental Temperature Analysisfor ESBWR, " NEDE-33536P, Class III (Proprietary),

Revision 0, December 2009, NEDO-33536, Class I
(Non-proprietary), Revision 0, December 2009.]*

NEDE-33564P GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "Leakage Detection 6.2

NEDO-33564 Instrumentation Confirmatory Test for the ESBWR
Wetwell-Drywell Vacuum Breakers," NEDE-33564P,
Class II (Proprietary), Revision 0, March 2010;
NEDO-33564, Revision 0, Class I (Non-proprietary),
March 2010.

NEDE-33572P GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR ICS and PCCS 3G. 1, 3.8,

NEDO-33572 Condenser Combustible Gas Mitigation and Structural 5.4, 6.2
Evaluation," NEDE-33572P, Class II (Proprietary),
Revision-_01, Mar-ehy 2010; NEDO-33572, Revision
01, Class I (Non-proprietary), Mare-hy 2010.

* References that
designated as Tier 2*.

are bracketed and italicized with an asterisk following the brackets are
Prior NRC approval is required to change Tier 2* information.
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Table 3.2-1

Classification Summary

Safety-
Safety Quality Related Seismic

Principal Components' Class. 2 Location 3 Group 4 Classification5 Category6  Notes

18. Components (piping, valves, fittings) N TB D S NS (5) c
for the above-valve-seat main steam Analyzed to demonstrate structural integrity
drain piping from downstream of the under SSE conditions.
seismic restraint, and also for the
main steam low-point drain piping
from the second drain isolation
valve, to the condenser nozzle
connection.

19. Electrical modules, cables and N CV, RB, TB - S II (5) c, (5) i, (5)j
instrumentation supporting diverse
protection functions

B32 Isolation Condenser System (ICS)

1. Steam supply line piping and valves 1 CV, RB A Q I
(including supports) from the reactor
up to and including the venturis
outside containment and purge line
returning to main steamline

2. Isolation condenser and piping 2 RB B Q I
outside containment from the supply
line venturis to the condensate return
line tee.

3. Condensate return line piping and 1 CV, R-B A Q I
valves (including supports) from the
reactor to the tee connection outside
containment

4. Vent piping and valves (including 2 CV, RB B Q I
supports) to suppression pool
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Table 3.2-1

Classification Summary

Safety-
Safety Quality Related Seismic

Principal Components' Class. 2 Location 3 Group 4 Classification5 Category 6  Notes

5. Electrical modules and cable with 3 CV, RB - Q I
safety-related function

6. Pneumatic accumulators 3 CV, RB C Q I

7. Electrical modules and cables N CV, RB - S II (5) c, (5) i, (5)j
supporting diverse protection
functions

8. Pool cross-connect valves 3 RB C Q I

9. Electrical modules and cables N RB - S II (5)c
supporting ICS lower header
temperature monitoring

C CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS

ClI Rod Control and Information N RB, CB S / N NS (5) j
System (RC&IS)

C12 Control Rod Drive (CRD) System

1. CRD primary pressure boundary 1 CV A Q 1
2. CRD intemals 3 CV Q I
3. Hydraulic control unit (HCU) 2 RB Q 1 (8)

4. Piping including supports - insert 2 CV, RB B Q I
line

5. High pressure makeup piping 2 RB B Q I CRD piping classification is consistent with
including supports, from and piping to which it connects.
including the check valve and test
valve in the common line, isolation
valves and isolation bypass valves
up to the connection to RWCU/SDC
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Table 3.2-1

Classification Summary

Safety-
Safety Quality Related Seismic

Principal Components' Class. 2 Location 3 Group 4 Classification 5 Category6  Notes

T15 Passive Containment Cooling
System (PCCS)

1. All components other than vent fans 2 CV B Q I
and vent fan piping

2. Vent fans and vent fan piping N CV B S II (5) b, (5) c, (5) h

3'. Vent Line Catalyst Module 2 CV B Q I
T31 Containment Inerting System

. 1. Piping and valves (including 2 RB B Q I
supports) forming part of the
containment boundary

2. Electrical modules and cables with 3 RB, CB - Q I
safety-related function

3. Other mechanical modules N RB, 00 - N NS
(including nitrogen storage tanks,
and vaporizers), piping, valves, and
electrical modules and cables with
no safety function

4 Hardened containment vent line to N RB - S NS (5) k
RB/FB stack

T41 Drywell Cooling System (DCS) N CV S II (5) c
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boundary. Figure 3.8-7 shows the typical configuration for these passages through the RCCV
Top Slab and Table 3.8-17 lists each of these passages and their function.

The PCCS condenser is anchored to the RCCV Top Slab and is laterally supported by a 3D steel
frame structure that transmits the horizontal dynamic forces to the RCCV Top Slab.

The PCCS condenser is subjected to various combinations of piping reactions, mechanical,
thermal, detonation pressure, and seismic loads including sloshing. The resulting forces due to
various load combinations are combined with the effects of differential pressures.

A finite-element analysis model supplemented with hand calculation is used to determine the
stresses in the different components of the PCCS condenser and supports. Details of this
analysis, including relevant drawings and results, can be found in Reference 3.8-1. The PCCS
condenser parts conform to the design requirements of Subarticles NE-3200 and NE-3300 of
ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NE (Class MC). The PCCS condenser support is evaluated
in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF.

3.8.2.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

[The structural acceptance criteria for the steel components of the RCCV (i.e., the basis for
establishing allowable stress values, the deformation limits, and the factors of safety) are
established by and in accordance with ASME Code Section III, Subsection NE.

In addition to the structural acceptance criteria, the RCCV is designed to meet maximum
leakage rate requirements discussed in Section 6.2. Those leakage requirements also apply to
the steel components of the RCCV.

The combined loadings designated under "Normal ", "Construction ", "Severe Environmental",
"Extreme Environmental", "Abnormal", "Abnormal/Severe Environmental" and
"Abnormal/Extreme Environmental" in Table 3.8-2 are categorized according to Level A, B, C
and D service limits as defined in NE-3113. The resulting primary and local membrane,
bending, and sebondary stress intensities, including compressive stresses, are calculated and
their corresponding allowable limit is in accordance with Subarticle NE-3220 of ASME Code
Section III.

In addition, the stress intensity limits for testing, design and Level A, B, C and D conditions are
summarized in Table 3.8-4.

Stability against compression buckling is assured by an adequate factor of safety.

The allowable stress limits used in the design and analysis of non-pressure-resisting components
are in accordance with Subsection 3.8.2.2.1 Item (2).]*

*Text sections that are bracketed and italicized with an asterisk following the brackets are

designated as Tier 2*. Prior NRC approval is required to change.

3.8.2.6 Materials, Quality Control, and Special Construction Techniques

[The steel pressure retaining components of the RCCV meet the requirements of Article NE-2120
ofASME Section III. The principal materials for the RCCV locks, hatches, penetrations, drywell
head, and PCCS condensers are as follows.:

* - Plate (SA-240 type 304L, SA-516 grade 60 or 70)
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" Pipe (seamless SA-333 grade 1 or 6; or SA-106 grade B or SA-312 type 304L or Welded
SA-671 Gr CC70)

1 Forgings (S4 182F 304L SA-182 grade FXM-19, SA-336 F316)

* General Tubing (SA-213 grade TP304L)

* PCCS Condenser Tubing (SA-312 grade XM-19)

" Bolting (SA-193-B8_-oeF SA-437 Gr B4B bolts or SA-564 Gr 630. Nuts shall conform to
SA-194 or to the requirements for nuts in the specification for the bolting material to be
used.)

* Clad (SA-240 type 304L)]*

*Text sections that are bracketed and italicized with an asterisk following the brackets are

designated as Tier 2*. Prior NRC approval is required to change.

3.8.2.7 Testing and In-service Inspection Requirements

Testing and In-service Inspection Requirements of the containment vessel, including the steel
components, is described in Subsection 3.8.1.7.

3.8.2.7.1 Welding Methods and Acceptance Criteria

Welding activities conform to requirements of Section III of the ASME Code. The required
NDE and acceptance criteria are provided in Table 3.8-5.

3.8.2.7.2 Shop Testing Requirements

The shop tests of the personnel air locks include operational testing and an overpressure test.
After completion of the personnel air locks tests (including all latching mechanisms and
interlocks), each lock is given an operational test consisting of repeated operating of each door
and mechanism to determine whether all parts are operating smoothly without binding or other
defects. All defects encountered are corrected and retested. The process of testing, correcting
defects, and retesting is continued until no defects are detectable.

For the operational test, the personnel air locks are pressurized with air to the maximum
permissible code test pressure. All welds and seals are observed for visual signs of distress or
noticeable leakage. The lock pressure is then reduced to design pressure and a thick bubble
solution is applied to all welds and seals and observed for bubbles or dry flaking as indications of
leaks. All leaks and questionable areas are clearly marked for identification and subsequent
repair.

During the overpressure testing, the inner door is blocked with holddown devices to prevent
unseating of the seals. The internal pressure of the lock is reduced to atmospheric pressure and
all leaks are repaired. Afterward, the lock is again pressurized to the design pressure with air and
all areas suspected or known to have leaked during the previous test are retested by the bubble
technique. This procedure is repeated until no leaks are discernible.
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Table 3.2-1

Classification Summary

Safety-
Safety Quality Related Seismic

Principal Components1  Class. 2 Location 3 Group 4 Classification 5 Category6  Notes

T49 Passive Autocatalytic Recombiner N - S 1 (5)645
System (PARS)

1. PARS units N CV S 1(5) c, (5)h
2. Igniters in lower drum of PCCS N CV - S II (5)c

condensers
Electrical penetration for igniters 3 CVRB - Q I

T62 Containment Monitoring System
1. Mechanical components involved in 2 CV, RB B Q I

containment isolation function

2. Other safety-related mechanical 3 CV, RB, CB C Q I
components

3. Safety-related electrical modules, 3 CV, RB, CB - Q I
cables and instrumentation

4. Electrical modules, cables and N CV, RB, S I (5) c, (5) j
instrumentation supporting diverse CB
protection functions

5. Other nonsafety-related portions of N CV, RB, CB - N NS
system

T64 Environmental Monitoring System N OL - N NS

U STRUCTURES AND SERVICING SYSTEMS
U31 Cranes, Hoists, and Elevators
1. Reactor building cranes, fuel N RB, FB - S 1 (5) a

building crane Cranes - The reactor building and fuel

building cranes are designed to maintain
their position and hold up their loads under
conditions of an SSE.
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3.8.7 References

3.8-1 GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR ICS and PCCS Condenser Combustible Gas
Mitigation and Structural Evaluation," NEDE-33572P, Class II (Proprietary), Revision
01, Mafehy 2010; NEDO-33572, Revision 0, Class I (Non-proprietary), Maehy 2010.
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[ Table 3.8-4

Load Combination, Load Factors and Acceptance Criteria for Steel Containment Components of the RCCV a), (2), (3)

Service Level No Load Combination (o) Acceptance Criteria

D L P, P. P. T, 7T,, T, E' W W' R R. y(
4) SRP'2) DET72) LOCA (5)(12). P. PL PL+Phb PL+Pb+Q

Test Condition 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.75S, 1.15Sy I.15Syt
(" N/A(1)

Design 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 lo l.O S_, 1.5 S_ 1.5 S,,, N/ACondition

3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Level A, B(9) 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .Sm 1.5 S&1 1.5 S_, 3.0 ,&1

5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Level C (6) 8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 S_, 1.8 S_, 1.8 S- N/A

9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 or* l.OS, or* 1.5S. or* 1.5S,

12(") 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Level D (7) 11 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Sf 1.5Sf 1.5Sf N/A

4-2- 4-0 440 4,0 4,0 -Deleted-0

Notes:
(t) The loads are described in Subsection 3.8.1.3.
(2) For any load combination, if the effects of any load component (other than D) reduces the combined load, then the load component is deleted from the

load combination.
(3) P , Ta, SR V and LOCA are time-dependent loads. The sequence of occurrence is given in Appendix 3B.
(4) Y includes Yj, Ym and Yr.
(5) LOCA loads include CO, CHUG and PS. They are time-dependent loads. The sequence of occurrence is given in Appendix 3B. LOCA loads include

hydrostatic pressure (with a load .factor of 1. 0) due to containment flooding.
(6) Limits identified by (*) indicate a choice of the larger of the two.
(7) Sf is 85% of the generalprimary membrane allowable permitted in Appendix F, ASME B&PV Code, Section III. In the application of Appendix F, Si1, if

applicable, is as specified in Section 1I, Part D, Subpart 1, Tables 2A and 2B ofASME B&PV Code, which is the same as Sn
8) Values shown are for a rectangular section. See NE-3221.3(d) for other than a solid rectangular section.
(9) The allowable stress intensity S,,, is the S,, listed in Section 11, Part D, Subpart 1, Tables 2A and 2B of the ASME B&PV Code. The allowable stress

intensity Smc is 1.1 times the S,, listed in Section II, Part D, Subpart 1, Tables (A and 1B of the ASME B&PV Code, except that S, does not exceed 90% of
the material's yield strength at temperature shown in Section IH, Part D, Subpart 1, Tables Y-] of the ASME B&P V Code.

(1]) N/A = No evaluation required.
(I Bending and General Membrane P,,+Pb.
(12) The peak responses of dynamic loads do not occur at the same instant. SRSS method to combine peak dynamic responses is acceptable for steel

structures.]*
(13) These loads are applicable only to the PCCS condenser.
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Figure 3.8-7. Typical RCCV Top Slab Penetration and PCCS Passages
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Table 3.9-8

Inservice Testing

U .

U~ W 6.

F008 4 Condenser upper header vent GB SO 2 A A C C C Y L App J
valve P 2 yrs

SC 3 mo
FC 3 mo

F009 4 Condenser lower header vent GB SO 2 A A C O/C GO YN L App J
valve P 2 yrs

SC 3 mo

FC 3 mo

F010 4 Condenser lower header vent GB SO 2 A A C O/C GO YN L App J
valve P 2 yrs

SC 3 mo
FC 3 mo

FO 1 4 Bypass lower header vent RV SA 2 A A C O/C N/A Y R 10 yrs
valve L App J
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Table 3.9-8

Inservice Testing

L 2 yrs

0 0 ,

U , Z

F002 3 Drywell wetwell vacuum VB SA 2 A, C A C 0/C N/A -- so RO
breaker valve (g3) SC RO

L 2 yrs;
P 2 yrs

R RO

T15 Passive Containment Cooling System Valves

FOO1 6 Vent fan ehee isolation QýOBL &AN 2 A,-G AP C O/C NLAAs -- L 2 yrs
valves 0 -Is so RO

8G R-0

T31 Containment Inerting System Valves

F012 1 Suppression pool exhaust QBF AO 2 A A C C C Y L App J
line outboard isolation valve P 2 yrs
(019) SC RO

FC RO

F007 1 Air/Nitrogen supply line to QBF AO 2 A A C C C Y L App J

suppression pool outboard P 2 yrs
isolation valve (g09) SC RO

FC RO
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Table 3.11-1

Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification

Required Qualification

Components Quantity Location Function Operation Program
(note 1) (note 2) Time

(note 3) (note 4)

Isolation Power Center
Supply Breaker to Division 12 RB ISOL 100 Days E
250 VDC Normal Battery
Charger

Electrical Modules and All CV, CB, ESF 100 Days E
Cable RB, TB

R31 Raceway System

Electrical Penetrations All CV PB 100 Days EH

Conduit, Cable Trays and CV, CB,Con t, All RB, TB, ESF 100 Days EH
Supports FB

T1O Containment System

Vacuum Breakers 3 CV ESF 100 Days MH

Vacuum Breaker Isolation
Valves 3 CV ESF 72 hr MH

Instrumentation and Cables All CV ESF 100 Days EH

Basemat Internal Melt
Arrest Coolability
(BiMAC) Temperature ALL CV ESF 100 Days EH
Element

BiMAC Temperature ALL CV ESF 100 Days EH
Switch

T15 Passive Containment Cooling System

Vent Fan GheekIsolation
Valves 6 CV ESF 100 Days MH

Passive Containment
Cooling System (PCCS) 6 CV ESF 100 Days EH
Vent Fan

Vent Line Catalyst Module 12 CV ESF 100 Days MH
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3G.1.5.5.4 Foundation Settlement

The basemat design is checked against the normal and differential settlement of the RB/FB. It is
found that the basemat can resist the maximum mat foundation corner settlement of 103 mm
(4.0 in) and the settlement averaged at four corners of 65 mm (2.6 in). The relative displacement
between two corners along the longest dimension of the building basemat calculated under linearly
varying soil stiffness is 77 mm (3.0 in). The estimated differential settlement between buildings
(RB/FB and CB) is 85 mm (3.3 in). These values are specified as maximum settlements in
Table 2.0-1.

3G.1.5.6 Tornado Missile Evaluation

The minimum thickness required to prevent penetration, concrete spalling and scabbing is
evaluated. The methods and procedures are shown in Subsection 3.5.3.1.1. The minimum
thickness required is less than the minimum 1000 mm (39.4 in) and 700 mm (27.6 in) thickness
provided for the RB external walls and roof respectively.

3G.1.6 References

3G.1-1 Burns & Roe, "State-of-the-Art Report on High Temperature Concrete Design,"
prepared for US. Department of Energy, Document No. DOE/CH/94000-1, November
1985.

3G. 1-2 Tseng, W.S. and Liou, D.D., "Simplified Methods for Predicting Seismic Basemat Uplift
of Nuclear Power Plant Structures, Transactions of the 6th International Conference on
SmiRT", Paris, France, August 1981.

3G.1-3 GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR ICS and PCCS Condenser Combustible Gas
Mitigation Structural Evaluation, " NEDE-335 72P, Class II (Proprietary), Revision 10
Marfehy 2010; NEDO-335 72, Revision OL Class I (Non-proprietary), Marehy 2010.
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Figure 5.1-3. Isolation Condenser System Schematic
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* GDC 54 as it relates to piping systems penetrating primary containment being provided
with leak detection and isolation capabilities.

* GDC 55 as it relates to isolation for piping systems that are part of RCPB and penetrate
containment; and

* 10 CFR 50, §50.63, "Loss of All Alternating Current (AC) Power," as related to design
provisions to support the plant's ability to withstand and recover from a Station Black-
Out of a specified duration.

The ESBWR passive decay heat removal systems (Isolation Condensers) are capable of
achieving and maintaining safe stable conditions for at least 72 hours without operator action
following non-LOCA events. Operator action is credited after 72 hours to refill Isolation
Condenser pools or initiate non-safety shutdown cooling.

5.4.6.1 Design Bases

5.4.6.1.1 Safety Design Bases

Functions

The ICS removes residual sensible and core decay heat from the reactor, in a passive way and
with minimal loss of coolant inventory from the reactor, when the normal heat removal system is
unavailable, following any of the following events:

* Station blackout (i.e., unavailability of all AC power);

* Anticipated transient without scram (See Subsection 15.5.4.3); and

" Loss-of-coolant-accident.

The ICS functions to avoid unnecessary use of other engineered safety features (ESFs) for
residual heat removal (RHR)._-anad-in the event of a LOCA,_.---4the ICS also provides additional I
liquid inventory upon opening of the condensate return valves to initiate the system. In the event
of ICS initiation by reactor level below Level 2, the ICS also removes core heat causing initial
depressurization of the reactor before the ADS initiates. Because of this vessel pressure
reduction with return of condensed steam plus the additional initial ICS stored condensate
inventory, the ADS can initiate from a lower reactor water level to complete the vessel
depressurization.

The ICS is designed as a safety-related system to remove reactor decay heat following reactor
shutdown and isolation. It also prevents unnecessary reactor depressurization, and operation of
other ESFs, that can also perform this function.

In the event of a LOCA, the ICS provides additional liquid inventory upon opening of the
condensate return valves to initiate the system. Upon the opening of any two DPVs, the ICS
isolation valves are automatically signaled to close. Closing the ICS isolation valves when the
RPV is depressurized mitigates the accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen (see
Reference 5.4-3). The ICS also provides initial depressurization of the reactor before ADS in
event of loss of feed water, such that the ADS can take place from a lower water level.

In order to ensure an adequate inventory of cooling water is available for at least 72 hours
following an accident, each IC/PCCS pool is connected to the equipment storage pool by two

55.4-11
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valves in parallel where one valve is a pneumatic-operated valve with an accumulator and the
other is a squib valve. These valves, which are shown in the valve rooms depicted on Figure 6.2-
2,- open on a low level condition in either of the IC/PCCS inner expansion pools and allow the
water volume in the equipment storage pool and reactor well to communicate with the IC/PCCS
pools.

General System Requirements

The ICS is designed to remove post-reactor isolation decay heat with 3 out of 4 isolation
condenser heat exchangers operating and to reduce Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
temperature to safe shutdown conditions in 36 hours (and NSSS pressure below containment
design conditions in 72 hours) with eeeasinal automatic and continuous venting of
radiolytically generated noncondensable gases from the lower header to the suppression pool &f
adil.t•4ially gener.ated n.ne.ndensable gases beginning feo-six hours after isolation (see

Table 5.4-1). The isolation condenser heat exchangers are independent of plant AC power, and
they function whenever normal heat removal systems are unavailable, to maintain reactor
pressure and temperature below limits.

The ICS is designed and qualified as a safety-related system.

The ICS provides isolation valves for containment isolation (Subsection 6.2.4).

Performance Requirements

The heat removal capacity of the ICS (with three of four isolation condenser trains in service) at
reactor pressure with saturated steam is presented in Table 5.4-1. The condensate return valve
stroke-open time and logic delay time is presented in Table 5.4-1.

5.4.6.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases

The ICS automatically limits the reactor pressure and prevents SRV operation following an
AOO.

The ICS removes excess sensible and core decay heat from the reactor, in a passive way and with
minimal loss of coolant inventory from the reactor, when the normal heat removal system is
unavailable, following AGOs and any event that results in reactor isolation.

5.4.6.2 System Description

5.4.6.2.1 Summary Description

The ICS consists of four independent trains, each containing an isolation condenser that
condenses steam on the tube side and transfers heat to the IC/PCCS pool, which is vented to the
atmosphere as shown on Figure 5.1-3.

The isolation condenser, connected by piping to the RPV, is placed at an elevation above the
source of steam (vessel) and, when the steam is condensed, the condensate is returned to the
vessel via a condensate return pipe.

The steam side connection between the vessel and the isolation condenser is normally open and
the condensate line is normally closed. This allows the isolation condenser and drain piping to
fill with condensate, which is maintained at a subcooled temperature by the pool water during
normal reactor operation.

5.4-12
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The isolation condenser is started into operation by opening condensate return valves and
draining the condensate to the reactor, thus causing steam from the reactor to fill the tubes which
transfer heat to the cooler pool water.

5.4.6.2.2 Detailed System Description

The ICS consists of four high-pressure, independent trains, each containing a steam isolation
condenser as shown on the ICS schematic (Figure 5.1-3 and 5.4-4a & b).

Each isolation condenser unit is made of two identical modules (see Table 5.4-1). The units are
located in subcompartments adjacent to a large water pool (IC/PCCS expansion pool) positioned
above, and outside, the ESBWR containment (drywell).

The isolation condenser is configured as follows:

" The steam supply line (properly insulated and enclosed in a guard pipe which penetrates
the containment roof slab) is vertical and feeds two horizontal headers through four
branch pipes. Each pipe is provided with a built-in flow limiter, sized to allow natural
circulation operation of the isolation condenser at its maximum heat transfer capacity
while addressing the concern of isolation condenser breaks downstream of the steam
supply pipe. Steam is condensed inside Inconel 600 vertical tubes and condensate is
collected in two lower headers. To achieve an adequate heat transfer coefficient, each
module contains approximately 135 tubes. Two pipes, one from each lower header, take
the condensate to the common drain line, which vertically penetrates the containment
roof slab.

* A vent line is provided for both upper and lower headers to remove the noncondensable
gases away from the unit, during isolation condenser operation. The vent lines are routed
to the containment through a single penetration.

* A purge line is provided to assure that, during normal plant operation (ICS standby
conditions), an excess of noncondensable gases does not accumulate in the isolation
condenser steam supply line, thus assuring that the isolation condenser tubes are not
blanketed with noncondensables when the system is first started. The purge line
penetrates the containment roof slab.

* Containment isolation valves are provided on the steam supply piping and the condensate
return piping. The valve designs are the same for all four valves, either gate valves or
quarter-turn ball valves. For two of the valves (one per line), the actuators are nitrogen-
powered piston operators, which are similar to piston air operators. Nitrogen is supplied
from accumulators. For the other two valves, the actuators are electro-hydraulic
operators, which use an electric motor-driven pump to drive the piston.

* Located on the condensate return piping just upstream of the reactor entry point is a loop
seal and a parallel-connected pair of valves: (1) a condensate return valve (electro-
hydraulic operated, fail as is) and (2) a condensate return bypass valve (nitrogen piston
operated, fail open). Two different valve actuator types are used to assure an open flow
path by eliminating common mode failure. Therefore, the condensate return valves are
single failure proof for each unit. Because the steam supply line valves are normally
open, condensate forms in the isolation condenser and develops a level up to the steam
distributor, above the upper headers. To place an isolation condenser into operation, the
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electro-hydraulic operated condensate return valve and condensate return bypass valves
are opened, whereupon the standing condensate drains into the reactor and the steam-
water interface in the isolation condenser tube bundle moves downward below the lower
headers to a point in the main condensate return line. The fail-open nitrogen piston-
operated condensate return bypass valve opens if the DC power is lost.

* System controls allow the reactor operator to manually open both of the condensate
return valves at any time.

* Located on the condensate return line, downstream from the second inboard containment
isolation valve is an in-line vessel. The inline vessel is located on each ICS train to
provide the additional condensate volume for the RPV. The volume of each vessel is no
less than 9 m3 (318 ft3). This in-line vessel contributes a large portion of the total
drainable water volume in the condensate return piping of each ICS train (see
Table 6.3-1). The added inventory of the inline vessel supports:

- Use of a single level logic for emergency core cooling system (ECCS) initiation, and

- Reactor vessel level that does not fall below the Level 1 setpoint during a loss of
feedwater or loss of preferred power.

* The equipment storage pool and reactor well are designed to have sufficient water
volume to provide makeup water to the IC/PCCS expansion pools for the initial 72 hours
of a LOCA response. This water is provided through ICS pool cross-connect valves
between the equipment storage pool and IC/PCCS inner expansion pools. The pool
cross-connect valves open when the level in the IC/PCCS inner expansion pool to which
they are connected reaches a low set point. The IC/PCCS pools, equipment storage pool,
and reactor well have a minimum combined water inventory of no less than 6,290 cubic
meters (222,130 cu ft) to be used for 72 hours of post-accident decay heat removal.

* A loop seal at the RPV condensate return nozzle assures that condensate valves do not
have superheated water on one side of the disk and subcooled water on the other side
during normal plant operation, thus affecting leakage during system standby conditions.
Furthermore, the loop seal assures that steam continues to enter the isolation condenser
preferentially through the steam riser, irrespective of water level inside the reactor, and
does not move counter-current back up the condensate return line.

During ICS normal operation, noncondensable gases collected in the isolation condenser are
vented from the isolation condenser top and bottom headers to the suppression pool. Venting is
controlled as follows:

* Two parallel, normally closed, fail-elesedopen, solenoid-operated lower header vent
valves are located in the vent line from the lower headers. They eaff-beare actuated both
automatically (when RPV pressure is high and either of condensate return valves is open
or six hours after either of the condensate return valves is opened). They can also be
opened--and manually by the control room operator. The lower header vent valves are
energized-to-close, and therefore will fail open on loss of power. There is a bypass line
around the lower header vent valves, which contains one relief valve a-din series with
one normally closed, fail-open solenoid valve. The valves are designed to open
automatically (with or without power) at a pressure set point higher than that of the
primary lower header-vent valves and at a lower pressure that what is needed to lift the
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SRVs. The bypass flow path for the lower header vent does not contain a flow restricting
orifice.

" The vent line from the upper headers is provided with two normally closed, fail-closed,
solenoid-operated upper header vent valves to permit opening of this noncondensable gas
flow path by the operator, if necessary.

* All the vent valves are located in vertical pipe run near the top of the containment. The
vent piping is sloped to the suppression pool to prevent accumulation of condensate in the
piping.

The cross-tie between isolation condenser steam line and depressurization valves (DPVs) in the
ESBWR produces no significant negative impact on the loads and safety margins. The key
details are as follow:

* During a LOCA event, the peak operation of ICS occurs during the early part of the
depressurization and before the DPV openings.

" At the time of first DPV opening, there is no subcooled water inside the isolation
condenser drain line and in the downcomer region. The total dynamic head (DPV flow +
isolation condenser steam flow) inside the stub tube is small and does not induce back
flow into the isolation condenser tubes.

* Failure of one isolation condenser drain valve or one DPV valve does not prevent the
operation of the other system connecting to the common stub line.

" Based on first and third bullets above, the common-tie between the ICS and DPVs on the
stub line has no significant impact on the safety margins [refer to fifth bullet below].
Therefore, the physical separation of these two systems is not necessary.

* Parametric studies were performed with and without the function of the isolation
condenser heat transfer (i.e., no isolation condenser condensation). The results indicate
that the long-term containment pressure is slightly higher for the case without the
function of isolation condenser heat transfer.

During ICS standby operation, discharge of excess hydrogen or air is accomplished by a purge
line that takes a small stream of gas from the top of the isolation condenser and vents it
downstream of the RPV on the main steamline upstream of the MSIVs.

Each isolation condenser is located in a subcompartment of the IC/PCCS pool, and all pool
subcompartments communicate at their lower ends to enable full utilization of the collective
water inventory, independent of the operational status of any given isolation condenser train. A
valve is provided at the bottom of each IC/PCCS pool subcompartment that can be closed so the
subcompartment can be emptied of water to allow isolation condenser maintenance.

When the heat exchanger goes into operation, the pool water can heat up to about 101 'C (214'F)
and start to boil; steam formed, being nonradioactive and having a slight positive pressure
relative to station ambient, vents from the steam space above each isolation condenser segment
where it is released to the atmosphere through large-diameter discharge vents.

A moisture separator is installed at the entrance to the discharge vent lines to preclude excessive
moisture carryover.
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IC/PCCS pool makeup clean water supply for replenishing level during normal plant operation
and level monitoring is provided from the Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System (FAPCS)
(Subsection 9.1.3).

A safety-related independent FAPCS makeup line is provided to convey emergency makeup
water into the IC/PCCS expansion pool, from piping connections located at grade level in the
reactor yard external to the reactor buildings.

Four radiation monitors are provided in the IC/PCCS pool steam atmospheric exhaust passages
for each isolation condenser train. They are shielded from all radiation sources other than the
steam flow in the exhaust passages for a specific isolation condenser train. The radiation
monitors are used to detect isolation condenser train leakage outside the containment. Detection
of a low-level leak (radiation level above background - logic 2/4) results in alarms to the
operator. At high radiation levels (exceeding site boundary limits - logic 2/4), isolation of the
leaking isolation condenser occurs automatically by closure of steam supply and condensate
return line isolation valves.

Four sets of differential pressure instrumentation are located on the isolation condenser steam
line and another four sets on the condensate return line inside the drywell. Detection of
excessive flow beyond operational flow rates in the steam supply line or in the condensate return
line (2/4 signals) results in alarms to the operator, plus automatic isolation of both steam supply
and condensate return lines of the affected isolation condenser train.

5.4.6.2.3 System Operation

Normal Plant Operation

During normal plant operation, each isolation condenser train is in "ready standby," with both
steam supply isolation valves and both isolation valves on the condensate return line in a
normally open position, condensate level in the isolation condenser extending above upper
headers, condensate return valve-pair both closed, and with the small vent lines from the
isolation condenser top and bottom headers to the suppression pool closed. Steam flow is
induced from the steam distributor through the purge line by the pressure differential caused by
flow in the main steamline.

The valve status, failure mode, actuation mode, pipe size, valve type, and line are shown in
Tables 3.9-8 and 6.2-23 through 6.2-30.

Plant Shutdown Operation

During refueling, the isolation condenser is isolated from the reactor, with all steam supply and
condensate return isolation valves closed. The isolation condenser lower and upper header vent
valves are also closed.

Isolation Condenser Operation

Any of the following sets of signals generates an actuation signal for ICS to come into operation:

* Two or more MSIV positions indicating < 92% open, in separate main steamlines
(MSLs), with Reactor Mode Switch in "run" only (% open values are those used in the
safety analyses);

* RPV dome gauge pressure > 7.447 MPa (1080 psig) for 10 seconds;
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" Reactor water level below Level 2, with time delay;

" Reactor water below Level 1;

" Loss of Feed Water (loss of power to 2-out-of-4 feed water pumps) in Reactor Run
Mode; and

* Operator manual initiation.

When one of these ICS initiation signals occurs, condensate return valves open within required
stroke time (Table 5.4-1), which starts isolation condenser operation. if, during isolation
ccndenser oper-ation and after- the initial transient, the RPVM prsueiceases above 7.516 MPa
...... t (1090 pig)After a six-hour time delay following initiation, the lower headerbetteom vent
valves (F009 and F0101) automatically open; and when theRPM• pr..su. decreases b.lw
7.4147 MPa gaugc (1080 psig) (reset valuie) and after- a time dlytoaod teo many eycles, these
• a1-ves--elese to prevent the accumulation of radiolytically generated hydrogen and oxygen (see

Reference 5.4-3). If the pressure increases above 7ý929 MPa gauge (1150 psig), the lower
header vent bypass valves (F01 1 and F012) automatically open.

In the early stages of RCS depressurization (0 - 500 seconds, before the opening of DPVs), the
ICS is in operation and condenses significant steam flow (- 36 kg/s (79.4 Ibm/s) per isolation
condenser, MSL break case) from the RPV. The steam flow to the ICS reduces as the RPV
pressure decreases and the downcomer water level drops. The first group of ADS valves open
after the downcomer level drops below the Level 1 setpoint (Table 6.3-1, Item B.5; NOTE:
Level 1 is representatively shown on Figure 7.7-1). Consequently, both the RPV pressure and
the steam flow to the ICS reduce further after the first ADS valve opening. The first group of
DPV valves opens at 50 seconds after the first ADS valve opening. At this time, the RPV
pressure decreases to about 700 kPa (100 psia), the DPV flow is about 7.5 kg/s (16.5 Ibm/s) per
DPV and the isolation condenser steam flow reduces to about 4 kg/s (8.8 lbm/s) per isolation
condenser. The total velocity inside the stub tube is in the range of 35 m/s (114.8 ft/s). The
dynamic head is in the range of 2.2 kPa (0.3 psia), which is small compared to the static head of
two-phase mixture in the vertical portion of the isolation condenser drain line.

At the time of DPV opening, the RPV downcomer as well as the isolation condenser drain lines
are filled with saturated two-phase mixture due to the fast depressurization resulting from the
opening of ADS valves. As the result of additional depressurization from the DPV opening, the
downcomer two-phase level could swell up a few meters from the Level 1 position, and get
closer to or below the stub line elevation. However, there is no subcooled water inside the
isolation condenser drain line, or inside the downcomer near by the nozzle elevations of the
isolation condenser drain line or the stub line.

In addition, there are loop seals at the lowest elevation of the isolation condenser drain lines, near
by the injection nozzles. The loop seal provides extra static head; in addition to the 15 meters
(49.2 feet) of static head of the two-phase mixture inside the vertical portion of the isolation
condenser drain line, to prevent any flow reversal in the isolation condenser drain line and steam
inlet line due to the DPV opening.

AfRef r .feaeetr• isolation and automatic 1IS operation, the controel room operatoer- an contr-ol the

veniting of neneendensable gases from the isolation eondenser-, to enable it to hold reaetor
11 1 1, A ].-.+
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The ICS is also designed to provide makeup water to the RPV during LOCA event by draining
the isolation condenser and condensate return line standby inventory into the RPV. The ECCS,
see Section 6.3, and the ICS are designed to flood the core during a LOCA event to provide
required core cooling. By providing core cooling following a LOCA, the ECCS and ICS, in
conjunction with the containment, limits the release of radioactive materials to the environment
following a LOCA. The ICS isolation valves are automatically signaled to closed upon receipt
of an open signal from any two DPV's. Closing the ICS isolation valves mitigates the
accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen (see Reference 5.4-3), and there is sufficient
time allotted for the water stored in the ICS condensate line to drain to the RPV prior to the
isolation.

5.4.6.3 Safety Evaluation

The ICS is used to transfer decay and residual heat from the reactor after it is shutdown and
isolated. This function can also be performed by the RWCU/SDC system or other ESF of the
ADS, Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS), and GDCS which back up the ICS. The
ICS is designed and qualified as a safety-related system to comply with 10 CFR 50 Appendix A,
Criterion 34 and to avoid unnecessary use of other ESFs for residual heat removal.

The ICS parts (including isolation valves) which are located inside the containment and out to
the isolation condenser flow restrictors are designed to ASME B&PV Code Section III, Class 1,
RG 1.26, Quality Group A. The ICS parts, which are located outside the containment
downstream of the flow restrictor, are designed to ASME B&PV Code Section III, Class 2,
RG 1.26, Quality Group B. The electrical design systems are designed to comply with safety-
related requirements per RG 1.153, and the entire system is designed to Seismic Category I per
RG 1.29.

Three out of four ICS trains remove post-reactor isolation decay heat and depressurize the
reactor to safe shutdown conditions when the reactor is isolated after operation at 100% power.

As protection from missile, tornado, and wind, the ICS parts outside the containment (the
Isolation Condenser itself) are located in a subcompartment of the safety-related IC/PCCS pool
to comply with 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, Criteria 2, 4, and 5.

For its function to provide makeup water to the RPV during a LOCA, the ICS is designed to
meet the requirements of GDC 2, 17, 35, 36, and 37 and 10 CFR 50.46 in conjunction with the
other ECCS. Conformance to these criteria is discussed in Section 6.3, Emergency Core Cooling
Systems.

The isolation condenser steam supply pipes include flow restrictors with an inner diameter no
greater than 76 mm (3 in). The isolation condenser condensate drain pipes are limited to an inner
diameter no greater than 100 mm (4 in) so that, in the event of an isolation condenser piping or
tube rupture in the IC/PCCS pool, the resulting floW-induced dynamic loads and pressure
buildup in the IC/PCCS pool are limited. Penetration sleeves are used at the locations where the
isolation condenser steam supply and condensate return pipes enter the pool at the containment
pressure boundary. These penetration sleeves are designed and constructed in accordance with
the requirements specified in Section 3.6. The ICS valve actuators inside the drywell are
qualified for continuous service during normal conditions and to be for service in a DBA
environment. Thereafter, the valves are required to remain in their last position.
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The isolation valves are tested periodically, one at a time.

If a system actuation signal occurs during the test, all the valves automatically align to permit the
isolation condenser to start operation.

Each vent valve is periodically tested.

The valves which are located in series are opened one at a time during normal plant operation. A
permissive is provided for that (the operator can open one vent valve if the other one in series is
closed).

The purge line root valve is periodically tested.

5.4.6.5 Instrumentation Requirements

Control logic for ICS system is addressed in Subsection 7.4.4 and instrumentation in Subsection
7.5.5. The following paragraphs give a brief description of the instrumentation for each of the
isolation condenser subsystems shown on Figure 5.1-3.

Four radiation sensors are installed in each isolation condenser pool exhaust passage to the
outside vent lines that vent the air and evaporated coolant (vapor) to the environment. These
sensors are part of the LMIS described in Subsection 5.2.5.2. On high radiation signal coming
from any two of the four radiation monitors installed near each isolation condenser compartment,
all the lines from/to the isolation condenser are isolated. This means closure of all steam supply
and condensate return isolation valves. The high radiation can be due to a leak from any
isolation condenser tube and a subsequent release of noble gas to the air above the IC/PCCS pool
surface.

Four sets of differential pressure instrumentation on each steam supply line and another four sets
on each condensate return line are used to detect a possible LOCA.

High differential pressure transmitter signal, coming from two of four differential pressure
transmitter sensors on the same line (steam or condensate), closes all isolation valves and
therefore renders the isolation condenser inoperable.

The operator cannot override either the high radiation signals from the isolation condenser
atmosphere vents or the high differential pressure isolation condenser isolation signals.

A temperature element is provided in each vent line, downstream of the valves, to confirm vent
valve function. These temperature elements send a signal to the control room.

A temperature element is provided in the condensate return line, downstream of the second
inboard containment isolation valve and at the bottom and top of the condensate line at the RPV
connection. Each temperature element is connected to the main control room. These
temperature measurements provide information on temp erature stratification in the piping.

A temperature element is also provided in the upper part of the isolation condenser steam supply
line in the drywell that can be used to confirm the steam line is near the steam saturation
temperature in the RPV and is therefore largely free of noncondensable gases.

A test connection with an end cap is provided at the upstream side of the outer steam supply
isolation valve on the steam supply line, to mount a test pressure indicator and perform leak tests
on steam supply isolation valves.
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Nonsafety-related temperature sensors are provided in the lower header of the ICS condenser.
Operators can use temperature and pressure inside the lower header to determine if
noncondensable gases have accumulated. Automatic opening of the lower header vent line six
hours post ICS initiation is still required; see Subsection 5.4.6.2.3.

A test connection with an end cap is provided at the downstream side Of the outer condensate
return isolation valve, on the condensate return line to mount a test pressure indicator and
perform leak tests on condensate return isolation valves.

A test connection with an end cap is provided upstream of the solenoid-operated isolation valve
and manual operated valve to mount a test pressure indicator and perform leak tests on purge line
excess flow valve.

5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System

The ESBWR is a passive plant and does not have the traditional RHR system. For normal
shutdown and cooldown, residual and decay heat is removed via the main condenser and the
RWCU/SDC system as discussed in Subsection 5.4.8. The ICS provides cooling of the reactor
when the RCPB becomes isolated following a scram during power operations. The ICS
(Subsection 5.4.6) automatically removes residual and decay heat to limit reactor pressure within
safety limits when the reactor isolation occurs.

Additional reactor heat removal capability and cooling is provided by ESFs. The ADS function
of the NBS depressurizes the reactor should the ICS be unable to maintain coolant level
(Subsection 6.3.3). Depressurization allows the GDCS to add cool water to the RPV
(Subsection 6.3.2). The GDCS is operational at low reactor vessel pressure following pressure
reduction by the LOCA or the ADS.

The systems that deal with accomplishing the RHR function meet the requirements of the
following regulations as presented in the referenced subsections as follows:

" GDC 1, as it relates to the quality standards and records for structures, systems and
components important to safety;

" GDC 2 with respect to the seismic design of Systems, Structures and Components (SSCs)
whose failure could cause an unacceptable reduction in the capability of the RHR
function based on meeting position C-2 of RG 1.29 or its equivalent;

* GDC 3, as it relates to fire protection for structures, systems and components important to
safety;

* GDC 4, as related to dynamic effects associated with flow instabilities and loads. (e.g.,
water hammer);

" GDC 5, which requires that any sharing among nuclear power units of safety-related
SSCs does not significantly impair their safety function;

* GDC 19 with respect to control room requirements for normal operations and shutdown;
and

" GDC 34, which specifies requirements for systems for RHR (see Subsection 5.4.6).
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5.4.14.2 Description

The use and location of rigid-type supports, variable or constant spring-type supports, snubbers,
and anchors or guides are determined by flexibility and seismic/dynamic stress analyses. Direct
weldment to thin wall pipe is avoided where possible.

5.4.14.3 Safety Evaluation

The flexibility and seismic/dynamic analyses are performed for the design of adequate
component support systems under all loading conditions, including temporary and transient
conditions, expected by each component. Provisions are made to provide spring-type supports
for the initial dead weight loading due to flooding of steam system piping to prevent damage to
this support type.

5.4.14.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

After completion of the installation of a support system, all hangers and snubbers are visually
examined to assure that they are in correct adjustment to their cold setting position. Upon hot
startup operations, thermal growth is observed to confirm that spring-type hangers and snubbers
can function properly between their hot and cold setting positions. Final adjustment capability is
provided on all hanger and snubber types.

Weld inspections and standards are in accordance with ASME B&PV Code Section III. Welder
qualifications and welding procedures are in accordance with ASME B&PV Code Section IX
and Subsection NF-4300 of ASME B&PV Code Section III.

5.4.14.5 Instrumentation Requirements

None

5.4.15 COL Information

None.

5.4.16 References

5.4-1 (Deleted)

5.4-2 GE Nuclear Energy, "Depressurization Valve Development Test Program Final Report,"
GEFR-00879, October 1990

5.4-3 GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR ICS and PCCS Condenser Combustible Gas
Mitigation and Structural Evaluation," NEDE-33572P, Class II (Proprietary), Revision
01, Mafehy 2010; NEDO-33572, Revision 01, Class I (Non-proprietary), Mar-ehy 2010.
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Table 5.4-1

Component and Subsystem Design Controls

Component/Subsystem Control(s)

Feedwater Branch Isolation Valve Nominally 300 mm (12in) diameter
size:

Feedwater Branch Isolation Greater than 34.5 kPaD (5 psid) and less than
Testable-Check Valve Cracking or equal to 69 kPaD (10 psid)
Pressure:

Feedwater Branch Isolation
Testable-Check Valve Full-Open No greater than 138 kPa (20 psi)
Pressure:

Allowable leak rate shall be defined under thecontainment isolation leak rate testing program
Testable-Check Valve Leakage: per Section 6.2.6.

FWIV/FWCV/Branch Isolation Designed to accommodate demineralized,
deWiV C Isolation deaerated condensate at feedwater system
design envelope: operating conditions.

MSIV/FWIC/FWCV/Branch 60 years service at operating conditions.
Isolation Valve design life:

MSIV/FWIC/FWCV/Branch
Isolation Valve corrosion allowance:

MSIVs, FWIVs, FWCVs, and
Branch Isolation Valves are designed
to remain closed under long-term _ 100 days.
post-accident environmental
conditions:

Number of Isolation Condenser Four
Trains:

ICS station blackout (i.e.,
unavailability of all AC power) _ 72 hours
capability:

Sized to remove post-reactor isolation decay
heat with three out of four isolation condensers

Isolation condenser sizing: operating and to reduce reactor pressure and
temperature to safe shutdown conditions, in
36 hours, with oeeasioena venting of
noncondensable gases to the suppression pool.
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Table 6.1-1

Containment System Including PCCS, and ECCS Component Materials

Containment

Div 2, Plate Carbon Steel See Subsection 3.8.1.6.4
Subsection CC

Containment
Vessel Liner

Div 2, Plate Stainless Steel See Subsection 3.8.1.6.4
Subsection CC

Div 1, Plate Carbon Steel See Subsection 3.8.2.6Penetrtions Subsection NE
Penetrations

Div 1,Subsection NE Pipe Carbon Steel See Subsection 3.8.2.6

GDCS and Div 2, See Subsection 3.8.1.6.4
Suppression Pool Subsection CC Plate Stainless Steel See Subsection 3.8.1.6.4
Liner and Subsection 3.8.3.6.5
(Deleted)

Drywell Head, Div 1, Sec See Subsection
Personnel Lock, Subsection NE Subsection See Subsection 3.8.2.6
Equipment Hatch 3.8.2.6

Strucural teel Div 1,
Structural Steel Subsection NE Shapes Carbon Steel A 36, A 572 Gr 50

Vent Pipe Div 1, Plate Stainless Steel SA-240 Gr 304L
PSubsection NE

PCCS

Condenser and SA-182GrF304L SA-
associated piping Forging Stainless Steel. 182 Gr FXM-19, SA-336
that are part of Div 1, F316
the containment Subsection NE Tube Stainless Steel SA-312 Gr XM- 19pressure
boundary Pipe Stainless Steel SA-312 Gr TP304L

Nuts and Bolts Bar Stainless Steel SA-564 Gr 630
- P:.;..• ,".. n:.,; 1

drywell) Subsection NC
Pipe Stainless Steel SA-312 Gr TP304L

FlangesDiv 1,1
Flanges Subsection NC Forging Stainless Steel SA-182 Gr F304L

Nuts and Bolts Div 1, Bar Stainless Steel SA-194 Gr 8, SA-193 Gr
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6.2.1.1.10 Severe Accident Conditions

Severe Accident considerations are in the design of the ESBWR. The ESBWR design
philosophy is to continue to maintain design flexibility in order to allow for potential
modifications.

This section reviews the design approach and ESBWR design features for the prevention and
mitigation of severe accidents.

6.2.1.1.10.1 Layered Defense-in-Depth Approach

The ESBWR utilizes the concept of defense-in-depth as a basic design philosophy. This is an
approach that relies on providing numerous barriers. These barriers include both physical
barriers (for example, fuel pellet, fuel cladding, reactor vessel and ultimately the containment),
as well as layers that emphasize accident prevention and accident mitigation. The ESBWR
considers beyond design basis events in its design approach. It provides for additional
defense-in-depth by considering a broad range of events, including those with very low estimated
frequency of occurrence (< 1.OE-5 per reactor year) and by incorporating design features to
mitigate significant containment challenges.

Using this layered defense-in-depth approach, the following are the main elements in the design
against severe accidents:

* Accident prevention;

* Accident mitigation; and

* Containment performance including design features to address containment challenges
during a severe accident.

6.2.1.1.10.2 ESBWR Design Features for Severe Accident Control

Several features are designed into the ESBWR that serve either to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a severe accident. Key ESBWR features, their design intent, and the
corresponding issues are summarized in Table 6.2-9. For each feature listed in Table 6.2-9, brief
discussion is made below.

(1) ICS

The isolation condensers support both reactor water level and pressure control and are the first
defense against a severe accident. The ESBWR is equipped with four isolation condensers,
which conserve RPV inventory in the event of RPV isolation. Basically, the isolation condensers
take steam from the RPV and return condensate back to the RPV. The isolation condensers
begin operation when the condensate lines open automatically on diverse signals including RPV
level dropping to Level 2. After operation begins, the isolation condensers are capable of
keeping the RPV level above the setpoint for ADS actuation. The design mitigates
noncondensable buildup in the isolation condensers (that can impair heat removal capacity) by
temporarily opening a small vent line connecting the isolation condensers to the suppression
pool. The vent line is operated automatically when high RPV pressure is maintained for more
than a set time. The vent line valves re-close automatically when RPV pressure is decreased
below the setpoint pressure. The lower header vent line is also automatically opened post six

/1
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hours ICS initiation. This mitigates accumulation of noncondensables during long term use of
ICS (e.g, station blackout for 72 hours).

The RPV depressurizes in the event of a break in the primary system or after ADS actuation.
Furthermore, the ESBWR design does not require the operation of the isolation condensers to
prevent containment pressurization and containment pressure control function is served by the
PCCS.

(2) ADS

The ESBWR reactor vessel is designed with a highly reliable depressurization system. This
system plays a major role in preventing core damage. Furthermore, even in the event of core
damage, the depressurization system can minimize the potential for high pressure melt ejection
and lessen the resulting challenges to containment integrity. If the reactor vessel fails at elevated
pressure, fragmented core debris could be transported into the upper DW. The resulting heatup
of the upper DW atmosphere could overpressurize the containment or cause over temperature
failure of the DW head seals. The RPV depressurization system decreases the uncertainties
associated with this failure mechanism by minimizing the occurrences of high pressure melt
ejection.

(3) Compact Containment Design

The RB volume is reduced by relocating selected equipment and systems to areas outside of the
RB. The major portion of this relocation is to remove non-safety items from the Seismic Class 1
structure and to place them in other structures that are classified as Non-Seismic. Along with
other system design simplifications and the above described relocation of non-safety items, a
compact containment design is achieved with the characteristic of having a minimum number of
penetrations. This reduces the leakage potential from the containment.

(4) PCCS Heat Exchangers

The basic design of the ESBWR ensures that any fission products from fuel damage following a
severe accident are not released outside the plant. One such removal mechanism is the PCCS
heat exchanger tubes. These tubes act like a filter for the aerosols. They essentially "filter out"
any aerosols that are transported into the PCCS units along with the steam and noncondensable
gas flow. Aerosols that are not retained, in the DW or the PCCS heat exchangers, get transported
via the PCCS vent line to the suppression pool where they are efficiently scrubbed.

The PCCS heat exchanger not only cools the containment by removing decay heat during
accident, but also provides fission product retention within the containment.

(5) Lower Drywell Configuration

The floor area of the lower DW has been maximized to improve the potential for ex-vessel debris
cooling. There is a drain sump incorporated into the lower DW floor intended to prevent water
buildup on the floor. The location of the sump has been maximized to place it as far away from
the RPV as possible. The sump has channels at floor level to allow water to flow into the sump.
The channels are long enough that any molten debris from a severe accident will solidify before
it exits the channels and reaches the sump.
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(6) Manual Containment Overpressure Protection Subsystem

In the event that containment heat removal fails or core-concrete interaction continues unabated,
the Containment Inerting System lines are used to manually vent the containment to control
pressure, preventing the overpressure failure of containment. The vent path used to preclude
containment overpressure failure is constructed to maintain structural integrity when exposed to
the containment pressures present during severe accident conditions. The vent path incorporates
manually operated isolation valves located outside of the Reactor Building.

(7) Deluge Lines Flooder System

The lower DW deluge lines flooder system has been included in the ESBWR to provide
automatic cavity flooding in the event of core debris discharge from the reactor vessel. This
system is actuated on high lower DW floor temperature. The system consists of multiple lines
that connect each of the GDCS water pools to the lower DW. The volume of water in the GDCS
pools is capable of flooding the RPV and lower DW to the top of active fuel.

The deluge flooder lines from the GDCS pools provide sufficient water to quench all core debris.
The deluge lines originating from the GDCS provide water to the Basemat-Internal Melt Arrest
and Coolability (BiMAC) device embedded into the lower DW floor to cool the ex-vessel core-
melt debris from top and bottom sides. By flooding the lower DW after the introduction of core
material, the potential for energetic fuel-coolant interaction is minimized. Additionally, covering
core debris provides for debris cooling and scrubbing of fission products released from the debris
due to core-concrete interaction. From an overall containment performance point of view, the
flooder provides a significant benefit for accident mitigation.

(8) PCCS

The PCCS is designed to remove decay heat from the containment. The PCCS heat exchangers
receive a steam-gas mixture from the DW atmosphere, condense the steam and return the
condensate to the RPV via GDCS pools. The noncondensable gas is drawn to the suppression
pool through a submerged vent line driven by the differential pressure between the DW and
WW.

Igniters (glow plugs) in the lower drums of the PCCS condensers recombine the hydrogen and
oxygen at low concentrations, thereby keeping the resultant internal pressure of the PCCS
condensers within acceptable limits to ensure there is no plastic deformation during a detonation
under severe accident conditions. During the initial stages of a severe, accident, there is
essentially no water in the vicinity of the core, so radiolysis is greatly reduced. However, large
quantities of hydrogen are released into the drywell due to metal-water reactions. The high
abundance of hydrogen relative to oxygen effectively reduces the potential for detonation in the
PCCS. Later in the postulated event, after the core melts through the vessel and interacts with
the concrete, the deluge valves open and the core once again has the potential to resume
radiolysis. Thereafter, relative concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen trend closer to a
stoichiometric ratio at pressures much higher than during a DBA. The igniters are nonsafety-
related and are activated by the existing GDCS deluges (BiMAC) control system implemented in
a nonsafety-related technology programmable logic controller.
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10 CFR 52.47(a)(2)(iv), and GDC 19 of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, as the PCCS is
designed to maintain containment pressure boundary following deflagrations or
detonations within PCCS from hydrogen accumulation.

6.2.2.1 Design Basis

Functions

PCCS removes the core decay heat rejected to the containment after a LOCA. It provides
containment cooling for a minimum of 72 hours post-LOCA, with containment pressure never
exceeding its design pressure limit, and without makeup to the IC/PCCS pools, equipment pool,
and reactor well.

The PCCS is an ESF, and therefore a safety-related system.

General System Level Requirements

The PCCS condenser is sized to maintain the containment within its pressure limits for DBAs.
The PCCS is designed as a passive system without power actuated valves or other components
that must actively function in the first 72 hours. Also, it is constructed of stainless steel to design
pressure, temperature and environmental conditions that equal or exceed the upper limits of
containment system reference severe accident capability.

Performance Requirements

The PCCS consists of six PCCS condensers. Each PCCS condenser is made of two identical
modules and each entire PCCS condenser two-module assembly is designed for a minimum
7.84-4- MWt capacity-,*en4ia1 at the following conditions:

" Pure saturated steam in the tubes at 308 kPa absolute (45 psia) and 134°C (273°F); and

* Pool water temperature at atmospheric pressure and 102'C (216'F).

Design Pressure and Temperature

The PCCS design pressure and temperature are provided in Table 6.2-10.

The PCCS condenser is an integral part of the containment pressure boundary. Therefore,
ASME Code Section III Class MC, Seismic Category I, and Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers
Association Class R apply. Material is nuclear grade stainless steel or other material, which is
not susceptible to Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC).

6.2.2.2 System Description

6.2.2.2.1 Summary Description

The PCCS consists of six independent closed loop extensions of the containment. Each loop
contains a heat exchanger (PCCS condenser) that condenses steam on the tube side and transfers
heat to water in a large pool, which is vented to atmosphere.

The PCCS operates by natural circulation. Its operation is initiated by the difference in pressure
between the DW and the WW, which are parts of the ESBWR pressure suppression type
containment system. The DW and WW vacuum breaker must fully close after each demand to
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support the PCCS operation. If the vacuum breaker does not close, a backup isolation valve
closes.

The PCCS condenser, receives a steam-gas mixture supply directly from the DW. The
condensed steam is drained to a GDCS pool and the gas is vented through the vent line, which is
submerged in the pressure suppression pool.

The PCCS condensers do not have valves, so the system is always available.

6.2.2.2.2 Detailed System Description

The PCCS maintains the containment within its pressure limits for DBAs. The system is
designed as a passive system with no components that must actively function in the first 72 hours
after a DBA, and it is also designed for conditions that equal or exceed the upper limits of
containment reference severe accident capability.

The PCCS consists of six, low pressure, independent sets of two steam condenser modules
(Passive Containment Cooling Condensers), as shown Figure 6.2-16. Each PCCS condenser is
designed for a minimum 7.8-1-1- MWt capacity and is made of two identical modules. Together
with the pressure suppression containment (Subsection 6.2.1.1), the PCCS condensers limit
containment pressure to less than its design pressure. The Equipment Storage pool and Reactor
Well are designed to have sufficient water volume to provide makeup water to the IC/PCCS
pools for at least the initial 72 hours after a LOCA without makeup. The Equipment Storage
pool and Reactor Well are connected to Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling
System (IC/PCCS) pools via pool cross-connect valves (see Figure 6.2-2), which open upon low
level in IC/PCCS inner expansion pool. The PCCS relies on the'water in the Equipment Storage
pool and Reactor Well to perform its safety-related function for the first 72 hours of a DBA. The
pool cross-connect valves reside within the ICS described in Subsections 5.4.6, 7.4.4, and 7.5.5.
Long-term effectiveness of the PCCS (beyond 72 hours) credits pool makeup and an active gas
recirculation system, which uses in-line fans to pull DW gas through the PCCS condensers.

The PCCS condensers are located in a large pool (IC/PCCS pool) positioned above the ESBWR
DW.

Each PCCS condenser- is conifigur-ed as follows (Figur-es 3G.1 71a and 3G.1 71b)

A central steam supply pipe is provided which is open to the DW airspace at its lower end. The
open end of this pipe is provided with a debris filter with holes no greater than 25 mm (1 inch).
The maximum inlet velocity during a LOCA is estimated to be no greater than 106 m/s (348 ft/s).
The steam supply feeds two horizontal headers through two branch pipes at its upper end. Steam
is condensed inside vertical tubes and the condensate is collected in two lower headers.

The vent and drain lines from each lower header are routed through the DW through a single
passage per condenser module as shown on the figures.

The condensate drains into an annular duct around the vent pipe and then flows in a line that
connects to a large common drain line, which also receives flow from the other header. The vent
line goes to the suppression pool and is submerged below the water level.

When the drywell pressure is higher than the combined wetwell pressure and vent line
submergence, noncondensable gases vent to the suppression pool. When the drywell pressure is
equal to or lower than the combined wetwell pressure and vent line submergence,
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noncondensable gases including hydrogen and oxygen (created by radiolytic decomposition in
the core) accumulate in the lower drum of the PCCS condenser thereby producing a potentially
flammable/detonable mixture. As such, the PCCS condensers are designed to withstand the
overpressure and dynamic effects produced by deflagrations or detonations of these mixtures.
Reference 6.2-14 provides details regarding hydrogen accumulation in the PCCS and their
design to withstand deflagrations and detonationsthe stress analysis ef the ..ndenser eand
suppefts.

To prevent the accumulation of combustible gas in the PCCS vent lines, catalyst modules
containing metal parallel plates coated with platinum/palladium catalyst are placed at the
entrance to the vent line, within each lower drum. These safety-related vent line catalyst
modules are seismic category I and are environmentally qualified for the harsh post-accident
environment in combination with the operating conditions of catalytic recombination, given their
60 year design life. The vent line catalyst modules are designed and built to withstand
detonation loading in combination with other applicable dynamic loads, without losing their
catalytic recombination functionality or negatively impacting the venting capability of the
condenser. Reference 6.2-14 provides details regarding the detonation loading and structural
response of the modules. The catalyst recombination performance requirements are given in
Table 6.2-10. The vent line catalyst modules and catalyst plates are designed with provisions for
surveillance testing and wholesale changeout of the module assembly or catalyst plates if so
desired.

A Passive Containment Cooling vent fan is teed off of each PCCS vent line and exhausts to the
GDCS pool. The fan aids in the long-term removal of noncondensable gas from the PCCS for
continued condenser efficiency. The minimum fan performance requirements are shown in
Table 6.2-49. The fans are operated by operator action and are powered by a reliable power
source which has a diesel generator backed up by an ancillary diesel, if necessary, without the
need to enter the primary containment. The discharge of each PCCS vent fan is submerged
below the GDCS pool water level to prevent backflow that could otherwise interfere with the
normal venting of the PCCS. The vent fan discharge line terminates in a drain pan within the
GDCS pool so that the gas seal is maintained after the GDCS pool drains. The vent fan
discharge line is 24 cm (9.4 in) below the top of the drain pan lip with a tolerance of 1.4 cm (0.6
in). To further prevent reverse flow through an idle fan, a normally closed isolation valve is
installed upstream of the fan. The valve is opened by operator action and relies on the same
power source as the fana check valve is installed dewnstream of the fan. Since the PCCS
condensers and vent piping have the potential for containing hydrogen and oxygen, the vent fans
are designed and constructed so as to not be ignition sources for combustion in accordance with
NFPA 69 and AMCA 99-03.

The PCCS condensers receive a steam-gas mixture supply directly from the DW. The PCCS
condensers are initially driven by the pressure difference created between the DW and the
suppression pool during a LOCA and then by gravity drainage of steam condensed in the tubes,
so they require no sensing, control, logic or power-actuated devices to function. In order to
ensure the PCCS can maintain the DW to WW differential pressure to a limit less than the value
that causes pressure relief through the horizontal vents, the vent line discharge point is set at an
elevation submerged below low water level and at least 0.85 m (33.5 in) and no greater than
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0.900 m (35.4 in) above the top of the uppermost horizontal vent. The PCCS condensers are an
integral part of the safety-related containment and do not have isolation valves.

The drain line is submerged in the GDCS pool to prevent back-flow of steam and gas mixture
from the DW to the vent line, which would otherwise short circuit the flow through the PCCS
condenser to the vent line. It also provides long-term operational assurance that the PCCS
condenser is fed via the steam supply line. The drain line terminates in the same drain pan as the
vent fan discharge to replace any evaporation loss in the drain pan after the GDCS pool drains.

Each PCCS condenser is located in a subcompartment of the IC/PCCS pool, and all pool
subcompartments communicate at their lower ends to enable full use of the collective water
inventory independent of the operational status of any given IC/PCCS sub-loop.

A valve is provided at the bottom of each PCCS subcompartment that can be closed so the
subcompartment can be emptied of water to allow PCCS condenser maintenance.

Pool water can heat up to about 102'C (2167F); steam formed, being non-radioactive and having
a slight positive pressure relative to station ambient, vents from the steam space above each
PCCS condenser where it is released to the atmosphere through large-diameter discharge vents.

A moisture separator is installed at the entrance to the discharge vent lines to preclude excessive
moisture carryover and loss of IC/PCCS pool water.

IC/PCCS expansion pool makeup clean water supply for replenishing level is normally provided
from the Makeup Water System (Subsection 9.2.3).

Level control is accomplished by using a pneumatic powered or equivalent Power Operated
Valve in the make-up water supply line. The valve opening and closing is controlled by water
level signal sent by a level transmitter sensing water level in the IC/PCCS expansion pool.

Cooling and cleanup of IC/PCCS pool water is performed by the FAPCS (Subsection 9.1.3).

The FAPCS provides safety-related dedicated makeup piping, independent of any other piping,
which provides an attachment connection at grade elevation in the station yard outside the RB,
whereby a post-LOCA water supply can be connected.

6.2.2.2.3 System Operation

Normal Plant Operation

During normal plant operation, the PCCS condensers are in "ready standby."

Plant Shutdown Operation

During refueling, the PCCS condenser maintenance can be performed, after closing the locked
open valve, which connects the PCCS pool subcompartment to the common parts of the
IC/PCCS pool, and drying the individual partitioned PCCS pool subcompartment.

Passive Containment Cooling Operation

The PCCS receive a steam-gas mixture supply directly from the DW; it does not have any
valves, so it immediately starts into operation, following a LOCA event. Noncondensables,
together with steam vapor, enter the PCCS condenser; steam is condensed inside PCCS
condenser vertical tubes, and the condensate, which is collected in the lower headers, is
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discharged to the GDCS pool. The noncondensables are purged to the WW through the vent
line. The PCCS vent catalyst recombines radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen entering the vent line.

The PCCS vent fan can be started to assist the natural venting action to remove noncondensable
gases that could accumulate in the PCCS condensers. TRACG studies have shown that the
PCCS meets its design function without the use of the PCC vent fan for at least 72 hours.

6.2.2.3 Design Evaluation

The PCCS condenser is an integral part of the containment DW pressure boundary and it is used
to mitigate the consequences of an accident. This function classifies it as a safety-related ESF.
ASME Code Section III, Class MC and Section XI requirements for design and accessibility of
welds for inservice inspection apply to meet 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criterion 16. Quality
Group B requirements apply per RG 1.26. The system is designed to Seismic Category I per
RG 1.29. The common cooling pool that PCCS condensers share with the ICs of the Isolation
Condenser System (ICS) is a safety-related ESF, and it is designed such that no locally generated
force (such as an IC system rupture) can destroy its function. Protection requirements against
mechanical damage, fire and flood apply to the common IC/PCCS pool.

The PCCS components located in a subcompartment of the safety-related IC/PCCS pool are
protected by the IC/PCCS pool subcompartment from the effects of missiles tornados to comply
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criteria 2 and 4.

The PCCS condenser cannot fail in a manner that damages the safety-related IC/PCCS pool
because it is designed to withstand induced dynamic loads, which are caused by combined
seismic, DPV/ SRV or LOCA conditions in addition to PCCS operating loads.

In conjunction with the pressure suppression containment (Subsection 6.2.1.1), the PCCS is
designed to remove heat from the containment to comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
Criterion 38. Provisions for inspection and testing of the PCCS are in accordance with
Criteria 39, 52 & 53. Criterion 51 is satisfied by using nonferritic stainless steel in the design of
the PCCS.

The intent of Criterion 40, testing of containment heat removal system is satisfied as follows:

* The structural and leak-tight integrity can be tested by periodic pressure testing;

* Functional and operability testing is not needed because there are no active components
of the system; and

* Performance testing during in-plant service is not feasible; however, the performance
capability of the PCCS was proven by full-scale PCCS condenser prototype tests at a test
facility before their application to the plant containment system design. Performance is
established for the range of in-containment environmental conditions following a LOCA.
Integrated containment cooling tests have been completed on a full-height
reduced-section test facility, and the results have been correlated with TRACG computer
program analytical predictions; this computer program is used to show acceptable
containment performance (Reference 6.2-10 Section 5.3, and Reference 6.2-11, Section
13), which is reported in Subsection 6.2.1.1 and Section 15.4.
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6.2.2.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

The PCCS is an integral part of the containment, and it is periodically pressure tested as part of
overall containment pressure testing (Subsection 6.2.6). Also, the PCCS condensers can be
isolated using spectacle flanges for individual pressure testing during maintenance.

The performance of a representative sample of PCCS vent catalyst is tested on a staggered basis
at a frequency of 24 months.

PCCS condenser removal for routine inspection is not required.

Refer to Reference 6.2-14 for inspection requirement for the PCCS condenser.

6.2.2.5 Instrumentation Requirements

The PCCS does not have instrumentation. Control logic is not needed for its functioning. There
are no sensing and power actuated devices except for the vent fans. Containment System
instrumentation is described in Subsection 6.2.1.7.

6.2.3 Reactor Building Functional Design

Relevant to the function of a secondary containment design, this subsection addresses (or
references to other DCD locations that address) the applicable requirements of GDC 4, 16, and
43 and Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 discussed in SRP 6.2.3 R2. The plant meets the relevant and
applicable requirements of:

* GDC 4 as it relates to safety-related structures, systems and components being designed
to accommodate the effects of normal operation, maintenance, testing and postulated
accidents, and being protected against dynamic effects (for example, the effects of
missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids) that may result from equipment failures;

* GDC 16 as it relates to reactor containment and associated systems being provided to
establish an essentially leak-tight barriers against the uncontrolled release of radioactive
material to the environment;

* GDC 43 as it relates to atmosphere cleanup systems having the design capability to
permit periodic functional testing to ensure system integrity, the operability of active
components, and the operability of the system as a whole and the performance of the
operational sequence that brings the system into operation; and

* 10 CFR 50, Appendix J as it relates to the secondary containment being designed to
permit preoperational and periodic leakage rate testing so that bypass leakage paths are
identified.

This subsection applies to the ESBWR RB design. The RB structure encloses penetrations
through the containment (except for those of the main steam tunnel and IC/PCCS pools). The
RB:

" Provides an added barrier to fission product released from the containment in case of an
accident;

* Contains, dilutes, and holds up any leakage from the containment; and

* Houses safety-related systems.
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CIVs be locked closed. Powered or non-powered CIVs in the ESBWR design that are defined as
passive valves (Table 3.9-8) are designed to have their position administratively controlled or are
prudently inhibited from being repositioned (for example, by inadvertent operator control
action). For these valves, the Combined License (COL) Holder may use any of the
administrative methods that apply, including but not limited to, wire locks, tab locks, chain or
bar and padlocks, secured or covered switches, deenergized and locked-out electrical breakers,
removed fuses, or closed-and-locked fluidic power supply valves, in conjunction with alignment
control procedures. These administrative controls meet the requirements of RG 1.141 and satisfy
the standards of ANS-56.2/ANSI N271-1976. Where applicable, and using technically reliable
design(s), check valves are equipped with a means for position indication. Excess flow check
valves, typically used in instrument line isolation, are also equipped with position indication
devices. If a safety or relief type valve is used as a Containment Isolation Valve (CIV), a
position indication device is included in the design to indicate that the valve is open, either by
direct sensing of disk position (e.g., follower rod with inductive sensor) or indirect means (e.g.,
tailpipe thermal sensor).

6.2.4.3 Design Evaluation

A discussion of the main objectives of the containment, the arrangements, the redundancies and
the position control of all non-powered isolation valves and all power operated isolation valves is
included in Subsection 6.2.4.2.5.

6.2.4.3.1 Evaluation Against General Design Criterion 55

The RCPB, as defined in 10 CFR 50, Section 50.2, consists of the RPV, pressure-retaining
appurtenances attached to the vessel, valves and pipes which extend from the RPV up to and
including the outermost isolation valves. The lines of the RCPB, which penetrate the
containment, include functions for isolation of 'the containment, thereby precluding any
significant release of radioactivity. Similarly, for lines which do not penetrate the containment
but which form a portion of the RCPB, the design ensures that isolation of the RCPB can be
achieved.

The following paragraphs summarize the basis for ESBWR compliance with the requirements
imposed by General Design Criterion 55.

6.2.4.3.1.1 Influent Lines

GDC 55 states that each influent line, which penetrate the containment directly to the RCPB, be
equipped with at least two isolation valves, one inside the containment and the other as close to
the external side of the containment as practical._ Table 6.2-13 lists the influent pipes that
comprise the RCPB and penetrate the containment. The table summarizes the design of each line
as it satisfies the requirements imposed by General Design Criterion 55.

Feedwater Line

The feedwater line is part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary as it penetrates the
containment to connect with the RPV (Figure 5.1-2). It has three containment isolation valves,
the inboard isolation is a simple check valve with process-actuated closure, and the two outboard
valves are gate valves with automatic closure. There is a branch connection to each feedwater
line on the outboard side of the penetration and between the penetration and the inner outboard
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feedwater isolation valve. The branch connection is isolated by a testable check valve. An
additional simple check valve is located outboard of the feedwater containment isolation valves
for function redundancy. Two check valves redundantly isolate the feedwater line or branch
connection line in the event of an outboard feedwater pipe or branch connection pipe rupture
(feedwater HELB). Two gate valves, isolate the line in the event of an inboard feedwater pipe
rupture or other LOCA, or vessel overfill event. The inboard and outboard isolation valves are
located as close as practicable to the containment wall. More detail about the feedwater lines
isolation configuration is provided in Subsection 5.4.5.

Isolation Condenser Condensate and Venting Lines

The containment isolation provisions for the ICS condensate, vent, and purge lines constitute an
alternative design basis beyond what is described by GDC 55. Instead of efne isolation valve!
ettts~ae the containment andJ one isolation valve inside the containiment, the WCS iniftluent ifnes
rely upon two valves inside eontainment as well as a closed system outside the containtment-.The
following rationale support this alternative design:

The isolation condenser condensate lines contain two valves in series inside containment which,
combined with a closed loop outside containment provide sufficient containment isolation.
pcnetratc the .ontainmf.ent and oeci...t directly to the , R. 1 . The isolation condenser venting
lines extend from the isolation condenser through the containment and connect together. The
containment isolation provisions for the vent lines are all inboard of containment and are all

I

associated with a closed loop outside containment in addition to a submerged discharge point
inside containment (in the suppression pool). In addition, the vent lines are configured as
follows:

* Upper header vent line is equipped with two normally closed, fail closed, safety-related
solenoid valves in series (F007 and F008).

* Lower header vent line is equipped with a flow restricting orifice. The flow restricting
orifice has a hole size of 0.167 cm2 (0.0259 in2), which is equivalent to a hole diameter of
4.60 mm (0.181 in).

* Lower header vent bypass line is equipped with a safety-related high-pressure relief valve
(FO 11) in series with a safety-related normally closed, fail open solenoid valve (FO 12) for
the lower header vent bypass line.

down.stream of two tandem installed normally closed stop valves. The venting lines described
above connect together downstream of these containment isolation provisions and terminates
below the minimum drawdown level in the suppression pool. An isolation condenser purge line
also penetrates the containment and it contains an excess flow check valve and a normally open
shutoff valve. Each IC condensate line has two open condensate return line isolating shutoff
valves (F003 and F004) located in the containment where they are protected from outside
environmental conditions, which may be caused by a failure outside the containment. The
condensate lines are automatically isolated when leakage is detected.

The IC condensate line isolation valves and the pipes penetrating the containment are designed in
accordance to ASME Code Section III, Class 1 Quality Group A, Seismic Category I.
Penetration sleeves used at the locations where the condensate return pipes exit the pool at the
containment pressure boundary are designed and constructed in accordance with the
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requirements specified within Subsection 3.6.2.1. In addition, the IC System outside the
containment consists of a closed loop designed to ASME Code Section III, Class 2, Quality
Group B, Seismic Category I, which is a "passive" substitute for an open "active" valve outside
the containment. The c.ntainm.ent isolation+ for the vent lines is very sim.ila in design toh
coenldenasate lines. instead of automatic isolation valves inside containment the vent lines utilize
two normally closed fail clesed valves in series. The vent lines are 20 mm (0.75 inch) in
diameter, and their inboard isolation valves (and restricting orifice) are designed to ASME Code
Section III, Class 2 Quality Group B, Seismic Category I. The IC purge line isolation valves and
the pipes penetrating the containment are designed in accordance to ASME Code Section III,
Class I Quality Group A, Seismic Category I. The purge line is a 20 mm (0.75 inch) line that
utilizes a closed system outside containment, and a fail closed isolation valve in series with an
excess flow check valve inside containment. The combination of an already closed loop outside
the containment plus the two series automatic isolation valves inside the containment comply
with the requirements of isolation functions of US NRC Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A, Criteria 55. It is more practical to locate both valves inside containment because a
valve outside containment would be submerged in the IC/PCCS pool. The isolation valves shall
be located as close to the containment boundary as possible, and the pipe between the outermost
isolation valve and the containment shall be designed to the requirements of SRP 3.6.2 to
minimize the chances of a break in this area. A break on any of these influent lines could be
contained by either of the redundant isolation valves. Furthermore, a break between the isolation
valves and the containment would still be contained by the closed system outside containment,
and would require an additional break before a radioactive release could occur. Therefore, this
design can accommodate a single failure.

Standby Liquid Control System Line

The SLC system line penetrates the containment to inject directly into the RPV. In addition to a
simple check valve inside the containment, a check valve, together with two parallel squib-
activated valves are located outside the DW. Because the SLC line is normally closed, rupture of
this non-flowing line is extremely improbable. However, should a break occur subsequent to the
opening of the squib-activated valves, the check valves ensure isolation. All mechanical
components required for boron injection are at least Quality Group B. Those portions which are
part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are classified Quality Group A.

6.2.4.3.1.2 Effluent Lines

GDC 55 states that each effluent line, which form part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
and penetrate the containment, be equipped with two isolation valves; one inside the containment
and one outside, located as close to the containment wall as practicable.

Table 6.2-14 lists those effluent lines that comprise the reactor coolant pressure boundary and
which penetrate the containment.

Main Steam and Drain Lines

The main steam lines, which extend from the RPV to the main turbine and condenser system,
penetrate the containment. The main steam drain lines connect the low points of the steam lines,
penetrate the containment and are routed to the condenser hotwell. For these lines, isolation is

I ~)
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6.2.5.5 Post-A ccident Radiolytic Oxygen Generation

For a design basis LOCA in the ESBWR, the ADS would depressurize the reactor vessel and the
GDCS would provide gravity driven flow into the vessel for emergency core cooling. The safety
analyses show that the core does not uncover during this event and as a result, there is no fuel
damage or fuel clad-coolant interaction that would result in the release of fission products or
hydrogen. Thus, for design basis LOCA, the generation of post-accident oxygen would not
result in a combustible gas condition and a design basis LOCA does not have to be considered in
this regard.

For the purposes of post-accident radiolytic oxygen generation for the ESBWR, a severe accident
with a significant release of iodine and hydrogen is more appropriate to consider.

Because the ESBWR containment is inerted, the prevention of a combustible gas deflagration is
assured in the short term following a severe accident. In the longer term there would be an
increase in the oxygen concentration resulting from the continued radiolytic decomposition of
the water in the containment. Because the possibility of a combustible gas condition is oxygen
limited for an inerted containment, it is important to evaluate the containment oxygen
concentration versus time following a severe accident to assure that there is sufficient time to
implement Severe Accident Management actions. It is desirable to have at least a 24 hour period
following an accident to allow for Severe Accident Management implementation. This section
discusses the rate at which post-accident oxygen is generated by radiolysis in the ESBWR
containment following a severe accident, and establishes the period of time that would be
required for the oxygen concentration in containment to increase to a value that would constitute
a combustible gas condition (5% oxygen by volume) in the presence of a large hydrogen release,
thus de-inerting the containment in the absence of mitigating Severe Accident Management
actions.

6.2.5.5.1 Background

The rate of gas production from radiolysis depends upon the power decay profile and the amount
of fission products released to the coolant. Appendix A of SRP Subsection 6.2.5 provides a
methodology for calculation of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen generation. The analysis results
discussed herein were developed in a manner that is consistent with the guidance provided in
SRP 6.2.5 and RG 1.7.

There are unique design features of the ESBWR that are important with respect to the
determination of post-accident radiolytic gas concentrations. In the post-accident period, the
ESBWR does not utilize active systems for core cooling and decay heat removal. As indicated
earlier, for a design basis LOCA, the ADS would depressurize the reactor vessel and the GDCS
would provide gravity driven flow into the vessel for emergency core cooling. The core would
be subcooled initially and then it would saturate resulting in steam flow out of the vessel and into
the containment. The PCCS heat exchangers would remove the energy by condensing the steam.
This would be the post-accident mode and the core coolant would be boiling throughout this
period. Although the process of steam condensation has the effect of concentrating the
radiolytically generated hydrogen and oxygen within the IGS and PCCS condensers these
components have been designed to accommodate the loads resulting from combustion. The
accumulation of hydrogen and oxygen in the ICS is mitigated by continuously venting the lower
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header during non-LOCA scenarios and closing the isolation valves once the ICS inventory has
drained into the RPV during LOCA scenarios with the DPVs opening.

A similar situation would exist for a severe accident that results in a core melt followed by
reactor vessel failure. In this case, the GDCS liquid would be covering the melted core material
in the lower DW, with an initial period of subcooling followed by steaming. The PCCS heat
exchangers would be removing the energy in the same manner as described above for a design
basis LOCA.

In order to prevent noncondensable related termination of steam condensation, the PCCS heat
exchangers are provided with a vent which transfers any noncondensable gases which
accumulate in the heat exchanger tubes to the suppression pool vapor space, driven by the DW to
suppression pool pressure differential. In this way, the majority of the noncondensable gases are
in the suppression pool. The calculation of post-accident radiolytic oxygen generation accounts
for this movement of noncondensable gases to the suppression pool after they are formed in the
DW.

The effect of the core coolant boiling is to strip dissolved gases out of the liquid phase resulting
in a higher level of radiolytic decomposition. This effect was accounted for in the analysis.

6.2.5.5.2 Analysis Assumptions

The analysis of the radiolytic oxygen concentration in containment was performed consistent
with the methodology of Appendix A to SRP 6.2.5 and RG 1.7. Some of the key assumptions
are as follows:

* Reactor power is 102% of rated;

* G (02) = 0.25 molecules/1O0eV;

* Initial containment 02 concentration = 4%;

* Allowed containment 02 concentration = 5%;

* Stripping of DW noncondensable gases to WW vapor space;

* Fuel clad-coolant reaction up to 100%; and

* Iodine release up 100%.

6.2.5.5.3 Analysis Results

The analysis results show that the time required for the oxygen concentration to increase to the
de-inerting value of 5% is significantly greater than 24 hours for a wide range of fuel
clad-coolant interaction and iodine release assumptions up to and including 100%. The results
support the conclusion that there is sufficient time available to activate the emergency response
organization and implement the Severe Accident Management actions necessary to preclude a
combustible gas deflagration.

Also, the potential combustion of radiolytically generated gas inside the PCCS and ICS
condensers has been considered as described in Reference 6.2-14.
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6.2.6.5 (Deleted)

6.2.7 Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary

The reactor containment system includes the functional capability of enclosing the reactor
system and of providing a final barrier against the release of radioactive fission products
attendant postulated accidents.

Fracture prevention of the containment pressure boundary is assured. The ESBWR meets the
relevant requirements of the following regulations:

* General Design Criterion 1 (as it relates to the quality standards for design and
fabrication) - See Subsection 3.1.1.1.

* General Design Criterion 16 (as it relates to the prevention of the release of radioactivity
to the environment) - See Subsection 3.1.2.7.

" General Design Criterion 51 (as it relates to the reactor containment pressure boundary
design) - See Subsection 3.1.5.2.

To meet the requirements of GDC 1, 16 and 51, the ferritic containment pressure boundary
materials meet the fracture toughness criteria for ASME Section III Class 2 components. These
criteria provide for a uniform review, consistent with the safety function of the containment
pressure boundary within the context of RG 1.26, which assigns correspondence of Group B
Quality Standards to ASME Code Section III Class 2.

6.2.8 COL Information

6.2-1-H (Deleted)
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Table 6.2-6a

Summary of ESBWR TRACG Nodalization Changes

From the Design in Ref. 6.2-1 to the DC Design)
Due to Addressing

# Description Change Design Ref. 6.2-1
Change SER Conditions

1 Core Power 4000 MW to 4500 MW V/
2 Number of 1020 to 1132 ,

bundles
3 Core shroud OD + 0.328 m (1.076 ft) "
4 Number of CRDs 121 to 269 "
5 GDCS pool and Connection changed from WW to

air space location DW; Eliminated the GDCS air " ,
space vent pipes to WW.

6 GDCS pool air For bounding calculation, two pipes
space and DW are used to simulate the connection
connection between the GDCS pool air space

and the DW, to purge residual
noncondensable gases in this air
space.

7 Total PCCS 4x13.5 MW to 6x-1-1-7.8 MW ,
capacity

8 Total IC capacity 4x30 MW to 4x33.75 MW "
9 Pressure relief 12 ADS valves to ,

system 10 ADS valves + 8 SV
10 Containment 10 to 12 V

vents
11 Spill-over Changed from ten horizontal holes

connection to twelve horizontal holes; hole
(DW annulus to inlet elevation raised to V
vertical vent approximately 2.5 m (8.2 ft) above
module) the suppression pool normal water

level.
12 SLC System Yes for the DCD design.

activated on ADS
13 Credit for water Yes for the DCD design.

added by HCUs V
during scram

14 Credit for IC Yes for the DCD design.
inventory for V
RPV analysis

15 Integrated Combined the RPV and
TRACG input containment input decks into one V
deck consistent, detailed deck.
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Table 6.2-10

Passive Containment Cooling Design Parameters

Number of PCCS Condensers Six (6)

Heat Removal Capacity for Each 4-1-7.8 MWt NenfnA.Minimum for pure
Condenser saturated steam at a pressure of 308 kPa

(absolute) (45 psia) and temperature of 134°C
(273.2 'F) condensing inside tubes with an
outside pool water temperature of 102'C
(216°F).

System Design Pressure 758.5 kPa(G) (110 psig)

System Design Temperature 171-C (340°F)

PCCS Vent Line Catalyst Modules

Number (one per vent line) 12

Catalyst Type Platinum/Paladium Coating on metal plate
substrate

Minimum Hydrogen Recombination 1.66 kg/h (3.66 lbm/h)

Capability Rate (per module)

With a test stream consisting of 4%
hydrogen in its stoichiometric ratio
with oxygen, the balance being inert
gas, and whose minimum velocity
through the module is 0.166 m/s
(0.545 ft/s)
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Table 6.2-24

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop A

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-0009(2 ) B32-MPEN-0009(31 B32-MPEN-00011 2
1

Valve Number F007A F008A FOOA•Delet IOI4 -LDelet F011A F012A F013A F014A
ed ed)

Valve Location Upper Upper LoweL owe Lower Lower Header Purge line Excess
Header Vent Header NdeaIer Vent Header-Veat Header Bypass Vent Flow

Vent Bypass Vent Purge

Applicable Basis GDC 55(1) GDC 55(1) GDC--5-5 GDC-50 GDC 55(1) GDC 55(1) GDC 55(1) GDC 55(l)

Tier 2 Figure 5.1-3 5.1-3 ---3 54 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3

ESF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fluid Cond/Steam Cond/Stea Cena&S-team CendaStea Cond/Steam Cond/steam Cond/Steam Cond/Stea

/Non Cond m ,,ene nad /Nen- end /Non Cond /Non Cond /Non Cond m

Gases /Non Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases /Non
Cond Cond

Gases Gases

Line Size* 20mm 20mm 20Mm 2Omm 20mm 20mm 20mm 20mm
(0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75-in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in)

Type C Leakage Test Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

(Deleted)

Leakage Through Packing(a) N/A N/A N/A NWA N/A N/A N/A N/A

Leakage Past Seat(b) b6(4) b 6 (4) b6(4) b6" b6 (4) b6(4) b 6(4) b6(4)

Location Inboard Inboard habeafd !aboard Inboard Inboard Inboard Inboard

(Deleted)
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Table 6.2-24

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop A

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-0009t2 ) B32-MPEN-0009t 3' B32-MPEN-0001(21

Valve Number F007A F008A FO049A(Deelt F4-OI.Delet F011A F012A F013A F014A
ede__

(Deleted)

Normal Position Closed Closed Closed GCosed Closed Closed Open Open

Shutdown Position Closed Closed C-esed Glesed Closed Closed Open Open

Post-Accident Position Closed Closed Glosed @1.esed Open/Closed Open/Closed Open/Close Open

Power Fail Position Closed Closed Closed Clesed N/A Open Closed N/A

Containment Isolation P P R R Q P I, K Q
Signal(d)

Primary Actuation Remote Remote Re•ate- R-emote- Pressure Remote Automatic Diff
manual manual Manual manual manual Pressure

Secondary Actuation N/A N/A NeA N4A N/A N/A Remote N/A
Manual

Closure Time (sec) < 15 < 15 • 4-1 '-l-4 < 15 < 15 < 15 < 15

Power Source Div. 1 Div. 1 Div.-2, 4 P-2,4 N/A Div. 1 Div. 1, 2, 3 N/A

The piping and valve arrangement for these lines meet the requirement of 10 CFR 50, App. A, GDC
series in the line that leads from the suppression chamber back to the closed IC loop outside the con

(2) Two in-series valves
(3) Two in series v'alves (F009,'F OO) in parallel with tTwo in series valves (FO 11/F012)
(4) Closed barrier outside containment
* Nominal pipe size diameter
Note: For explanation of codes, see legend on Table 6.2-15. See Table 3.9-8 for valve and actuator types.

55 because there are two normally closed valves in
tainment.
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Table 6.2-26

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop B

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-001O0 2
1 B32-MPEN-0010t 3 ) B32-MPEN-000212

1

Valve Number F007B F008B F009B(dele F]4"-0IDele F011B F012B F013B F014B
ted) ted)

Valve Location Upper Upper ewef Lowef Lower Lower Purge line Excess Flow
Header Vent Header Vent H4eader-Vent M A de Header Header Purge

Vent Bypass Vent Bypass Vent

Applicable Basis GDC 55(1) GDC 55(') G •D544 GDC-5-gm GDC 55(l) GDC 55(') GDC 55(I) GDC 55(1)

Tier 2 Figure 5.1-3 5.1-3 54-3 4--3 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3

ESF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fluid Cond/Steam Cond/Steam Cend/Steam, ,,n4Lgteam Cond/Steam Cond/steam Cond/Steam Cond/Steam
/Non Cond /Non Cond /Nen-CGnd ,4en-Cend /Non Cond /Non Cond /Non Cond /Non Cond
Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases

Line Size* 20mm 20mm 20mO mmn 20mm 20mm 20mm 20mm
(0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (O-75-in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in)

Type C Leakage Test Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

(Deleted)

Leakage Through N/A N/A N4A N4A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Packing(a)

Leakage Past Seat(b) b6 (4) b6 (4) )a{44 1)614 b6(4) b 6(4) b6(4) b6(4)

Location Inboard Inboard Inbeared Iaboad Inboard Inboard Inboard Inboard

(Deleted)
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Table 6.2-26

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop B

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-0010(2" B32-MPEN-0010(3 1 B32-MPEN-0002(2"

Valve Number F007B F008B F]O9BL(dele F4-0BfRDele F011B F012B F013B F014B
ted) ted)

(Deleted)

Normal Position Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Open Open

Shutdown Position Closed Closed Closed Glesed Closed Closed Open Open

Post-Accident Position Closed Closed Glesed Cled Open/Closed Open/Closed Open/Close Open

Power Fail Position Closed Closed Glesed CIA;e4 N/A Open Closed N/A

Containment Isolation P P P P Q P 1, K Q
Signal(d)

Primary Actuation Remote Remote Remoe Remate- Pressure Remote Automatic Diff Pressure
manual manual mn+;a1 mai+a4u manual

Secondary Actuation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Remote N/A
Manual

Closure Time (sec) < 15 < 15 <4-5-- <4-5- < 15 < 15 < 15 < 15

Power Source Div. 2 Div. 2 Div.-1,-3" Div. -; 3 N/A Div. 2 Div. 2, 3, 4 N/A

(I) The piping and valve arrangement for these lines meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, App. A, GDC 55 because there are two normally closed valves in
series in the line that leads from the suppression chamber back to the closed IC loop outside the containment.

(2) Two in series valves
(3) Two in ,,fies valves (F009-T/n• O) in parallel -ith tTwo in series valves (FO1 l/F012)
(4) Closed barrier outside containment (IC piping outside containment is Quality Group B Design)
* Nominal pipe size diameter
Note: For explanation of codes, see legend on Table 6.2-15. See Table 3.9-8 for valve and actuator types.
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Table 6.2-28

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop C

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-0011(2) B32-MPEN-001 1(3 B32-MPEN-0003("2

Valve Number F007C F008C (DeletedW- (Deleted)" FO0IC F012C F013C F014C

Valve Location Upper Upper owe L-owe Lower Lower Purge line Excess Flow
Header Vent Header Vent Header-Vent HeaderpLent Header Header Purge

Bypass Vent Bypass Vent

Applicable Basis GDC 55(1) GDC 55(1) GDC-5-50' GIDC-5-50 GDC 55(1) GDC 55(1) GDC 55(1) GDC 55(1)

Tier 2 Figure 5.1-3 5.1-3 54- -5-4-4 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3

ESF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fluid Cond/Steam Cond/Steam CendAteem ,e4ndSteam Cond/Steam Cond/steam Cond/Steam Cond/Steam
/Non Cond /Non Cond Wen -enCd A.Rn Cend /Non Cond /Non Cond /Non Cond /Non Cond
Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases

Line Size* 20mm 20mm 20nffn 20nim 20mm 20mm 20mm 20mm

(0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75--in) 0.5in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in)

Type C Leakage Test Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

(Deleted)

Leakage Through Packing(a) N/A N/A N-A NWA N/A N/A N/A N/A

Leakage Past Seat(b) b6(4) b6(4) b64 bý" b 6 (4) b 6(4) b6(4) b6(4)

Location Inboard Inboard Inboard inbeaf- Inboard Inboard Inboard Inboard

(Deleted)
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Table 6.2-28

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop C

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-001 1(2) B32-MPEN-001 113 B32-MPEN-00031 2
1

Valve Number F007C F008C (DeletedW4 (DeletedW4 FolJC F012C F013C F014C

(Deleted)

Normal Position Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Open Open

Shutdown Position Closed Closed Glesed Closed Closed Closed Open Open

Post-Accident Position Closed Closed Closed Closed Open/Closed Open/Closed Open/Close Open

Power Fail Position Closed Closed Closed Closed N/A Open Closed N/A

Containment Isolation Signal(d) P P F F Q P 1, K Q

Primary Actuation Remote Remote Remote- Remote- Pressure Remote Automatic Diff
manual manual mam•el Mal manual Pressure

Secondary Actuation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Remote N/A
Manual

ClosureTime (sec) < 15 < 15 <-4 <-4- < 15 < 15 < 15 < 15

Power Source Div. 3 Div. 3 Div. 2,4 Div.-2-4 N/A Div. 3 Div. 3, 4, 1 N/A

(1) The piping and valve arrangement for these lines meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, App. A, GDC 55 because there are two normally closed valves in
series in the line that leads from the suppression chamber back to the closed IC loop outside the containment.

(2) Two in series valves
(3) Twe in series valves (F009,FOI• .•) in parallel with tTwo in series valves (FO l/F012)
(4) Closed barrier outside containment (IC piping outside containment is Quality Group B)
* Nominal pipe size diameter
Note: For explanation of codes, see legend on Table 6.2-15. See Table 3.9-8 for valve and actuator types.
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Table 6.2-30

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop D

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-0012t 2 ) B32-MPEN-001213  B32-MPEN-0004t2 )

Valve Number F007D F008D (DeletedW0 (Deleted)FO F011D F012D F013D F014D
WD 4meD

Valve Location Upper Upper Lowe bewe Lower Header Lower Header . Excess FlowHeader Vent Header Vent Header Vent Header- Vent Bypass Vent Bypass Vent Purge

Applicable Basis GDC 55(') GDC 55(") Q 5 GD)-5-5( GDC 55(') GDC 55(') GDC 55o() GDC 55"()*

Tier 2 Figure 5.1-3 5.1-3 5 3- 54-3 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3 5.1-3

ESF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cond/Steam Cond/Steam Cead'iSteam GevgSteam Cond/Steam Cond/steam Cond/Steam Cond/Steam
Fluid /Non Cond /Non Cond tNoen end 1Nen Cend /Non Cond /Non Cond /Non Cond /Non Cond

Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases Gases

Line Size* 20mim 20mm 20mM 20nm 20mm 20mm 20mm 20mm(0.75 in) (0.75 in) (.744nt (0.75in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in) (0.75 in)

Type C Leakage Test Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

(Deleted)

Leakage Through Packing(a) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Leakage Past Seat(b) b 6(4) b6(4) b4-4 b4(', b6(4) b 6(4) b6(4) b6(4)

Location Inboard Inboard inboard !aboar-d Inboard Inboard Inboard Inboard

(Deleted)
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Table 6.2-30

Containment Isolation Valve Information for the Isolation Condenser System Loop D

Penetration Identification B32-MPEN-001212
1 B32-MPEN-0012 3, B32-MPEN-0004(2)

F007D F008D (DeletedffO (DeletedYFO F011D F012D F013D F014D
Valve Number 944D

(Deleted)

Normal Position Closed Closed P I a Closed Closed Closed Open Open

Shutdown Position Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Open Open

Post-Accident Position Closed Closed Closed Ctese4 Open/Closed Open/Closed Open Open

Power Fail Position Closed Closed Closee Closed N/A Open Closed N/A

Containment Isolation P P Q p 1, K Q
Signal(')

Actuation Remote Remote RefuOte- Remote- Remote Diff
Primary manual manual mana alPressure manual Automatic Pressure

Secondary Actuation N/A N/A N-A N/A N/A N/A Remote N/A

Manual

Closure Time (sec) < 15 < 15 --44 < 15 < 15 < 15 < 15

Power Source Div. 4 Div. 4 Div.4--4 Div. 1-4 N/A Div. 4 Div. 4, 1, 2 N/A
(1) The piping and valve arrangement for these lines meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, App. A, GDC 55 because there are two normally closed valves in

series in the line that leads from the suppression chamber back to the closed IC loop outside the containment.
(2) Two in series valves
(3) T".,Er in seriesvales (FOO..0.10) in parallel with tTwo in series valves (FOIl /FO12)
(4) Closed barrier outside containment (IC piping outside containment is Quality Group B)
* Nominal pipe size diameter
Note: For explanation of codes, see legend on Table 6.2-15. See Table 3.9-8 for valve and actuator types.
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MOfl I T:h COMPONENTS ATTACKED TO THE PCCS
CONDENSER ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE
CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY ABOVE THE ORYWILL
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NOTE I T E COMPONENTS ATTACKED TO THE PCCS
COODENSER ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE
CONTAINMENT iOUNOARV ABOVE THE DRYWELL

Figure 6.2-15. Summary of Severe Accident Design Features
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DRAIN LINE

LEGEND

A, B. C, D = QUALITY GROUP A, B. C. D

I -SEISC CATEGORY I

II = SEISMIC CATEGORY 11

NSC = NON-SEISMIC CATEGORY

= SPECTACLE FLANGE

-= REOVABLE BLIND FLANGE

- CHECK VALVE

NOTE 1: THE COMPONENTS ATTACHED TO THE PCCS
CONDENSER ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE
CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY ABOVE THE DRYWELL

ITRAIN A SO WN

I TYPICAL OF TRAIN B C, D, E & F I
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Figure 6.2-16. PCCS Schematic Diagram
PCC - Passive Containment Cooling System
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Table 6.3-1

Significant Input Variables to the ECCS-LOCA Performance Analysis

B.2b Gravity-Driven Cooling System (Long-Term)
Variable Units Value
Permissive Signal Delay Time after
Level 1
Initiation Signal Level 0.5 after meters (above TAF) 1.00
Permissive Signal [ft] (above TAF) [3.28]

B.3 Isolation Condenser System
Variable Units Value
Initiating Signal Loss of feedwater
Maximum Sensor Response Time sec 2
(Deleted)Hea .Removal Capacity per MW

Minimum Drainable Liquid Volume m3  13.88
per System [ft3] [490.1]
Isolation Condenser Water Inventory - Credited

B.4 Standby Liquid Control System
Variable Units Value
Initiating Signal DPV actuation

from B. l a
Liquid Volume per Tank m3  7.8

[ft3] [275.4]
B.5 Automatic Depressurization Subsystem

Variable Units Value
Initiating Signal _Confirmed initiating

signal (See B.la, B.lb)

Valve Actuation Sequence:
5 ADS sec 0
5 ADS sec 10
3 DPVs sec 50
2 DPVs sec 100
2 DPVs sec 150
1 DPVs sec 200

Total Number of Safety Relief 10
Valves With ADS Function

kg/s 1,380
Total Min. ADS Flow Capacity at MPa (gauge) 8.618
Vessel PressureM1) [lbm/hr] [1.093 x 107]

[psig] [1250]
Total Number of Depressurization 8
Valves

i
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The Q-DCIS and N-DCIS architectures, their relationships, and their acceptance criteria are
further described throughout Section 7.1.

The Q-DCIS and N-DCIS functions are implemented with diverse power and sensors as
indicated in Figure 7.1-3, and diverse hardware and software architectures as shown in
Figure 7.1-4. These are discussed in Reference 7.1-4, the Licensing Topical Report (LTR),
"ESBWR I&C Diversity and Defense-In-Depth Report," NEDO-33251.

The Q-DCIS comprise the platforms that are defined in Table 7.1-1. The N-DCIS comprise the
network segments that are defined in Table 7.1-1. These platforms or network segments
comprise systems of integrated software and hardware elements. Software projects are developed
for the various platforms or networks segments. The software development process is described
in Appendix 7B.

7.1.2 Q-DCIS General Description Summary

The Q-DCIS, which performs the safety-related control and monitoring functions of the DCIS, is
organized into four physically and electrically isolated divisions. The Q-DCIS uses three diverse
platforms that operate independently of each other: Reactor Trip and Isolation Function-Neutron
Monitoring System (RTIF-NMS), Safety System Logic and Control/Engineered Safety Features
(SSLC/ESF), and the Independent Control Platform (ICP). The ICP provides independent logic
control of the Anticipated Transient Without Scram mitigation and Standby Liquid Control
(ATWS/SLC) functions, vacuum breaker (VB) isolation function, and-the High Pressure Control
Rod Drive (HP CRD) isolation bypass function, and the Isolation Condenser System (ICS) DPV
Isolation Function (IDIF). The ICP platform that-is diverse from the other two safety-related
platforms; RTIF-NMS platform and he--SSLC/ESF. The ICP platform is implemented in a
system composed of custom programmable logic devices (CPLDs) and does not execute or run
any active software (either operating system or application code) to perform its safety-related
control function. The ICP control functions implemented in the CPLDs are 100% testable.
Since the ICP does not run software to perform its control function and it is 100% testable
therefore it is and-not susceptible to a common-cause failure (CCF) with respect to other control
platforms and systems.

The Q-DCIS major cabinets are Reactor Trip and Isolation Function (RTIF) cabinet, Neutron
Monitoring System (NMS) Function cabinet and the SSLC/ESF cabinet. These cabinets include
the following systems and functions:

* RTIF Platform Systems and Functions

- Reactor Protection System (RPS) (Refer to Subsection 7.2.1);

- Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) functions of the Leak Detection and Isolation
System (LD&IS) (Refer to Subsection 7.3.3); and

- Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring (SPTM) function of the Containment
Monitoring System (CMS) (Refer to Subsection 7.2.3).

ICP SySItRIS and FU,,.ioTS

1. 1B iSoA-lationfl function of the containment system (Refer- to Subscction 7.3.6); an

ATW14S,'SL-C functions (Refer to Subsection 7.4.1 and 7.8.1).
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H4P GRP isolation Bypass funetion (Refer to Section 41.6 as well as Subsections 7.1.2.8.8,
73.3.3, •and1 .A •

* NMS Functions:

NMS is implemented using the same hardware/software platform as RTIF systems; NMS
includes the following systems and functions:

- Startup Range Neutron Monitor (SRNM) functions and

- Power Range Neutron Monitor (PRNM) functions that include:

" Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM) functions,

" Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) functions, and

" Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) functions.

* Safety System Logic and Control/Engineered Safety Features (SSLC/ESF) Platform,
systems. and Functions

- Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) functions that include:

* Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) functions,

" Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) functions,

" Isolation Condenser System (ICS) functions, and

" SLC system functions.

- LD&IS Functions (except the MSIV functions);

- Control Room Habitability System (CRHS) functions; and

- Safety-related information systems.

" ICP Platform, Systems, and Functions

- VB isolation function of the containment system (Refer to Subsection 7.3.6 for
additional information): and

- ATWS/SLC functions (Refer to Subsection 7.4.1 and 7.8.1 for additional
information).

- HP CRD Isolation Bypass function (Refer to Section 4.6 as well as
Subsections 7.1.2.8.8, 7.3.3, and 7.4.5 for additional information).

- ICS DPV Isolation Function (Refer to Subsection 7.3.7 for additional information).

Space consideration may dictate locating the ICP hardware in separate cabinets.

The Q-DCIS major components include:

* Fiber-optic cable and hardwired networks,

* System control processors,

* Non-microprocessor based logic,

* Remote multiplexer units (RMUs),
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* Load drivers (discrete outputs),

* Communication interface modules (CIMs),

* Video display units (VDUs),

" Hard controls/indicators (for monitoring), and

* Cabinets for housing devices such as power supplies.

The Q-DCIS provides the interface functions for the RTIF, NMS, SSLC/ESF, and ICP protection
systems. These functions include data acquisition, monitoring, communication, and control
functions. As a safety-related system, Q-DCIS is qualified for the environments and conditions
that exist before, during, and following the abnormal events identified in Table 15.0-2. Each
division of the Q-DCIS is electrically isolated from other Q-DCIS divisions and from the
N-DCIS. Data communication is controlled between the Q-DCIS divisions and between the Q-
DCIS and the N-DCIS. Communication between Q-DCIS divisions and between the Q-DCIS
and the N-DCIS is via fiber-optic cable. Data communication between the Q-DCIS and the N-
DCIS is managed by isolation devices, which are safety-related components within the Q-DCIS,
via datalinks and N-DCIS gateways. The RTIF, NMS, and-SSLC/ESF, and ICP protection
systems are designed so that no safety-related function depends on the existence or function of
any nonsafety-related component, data, or communication channel. The ICP has no data
communications interface to nonsafety-related components.

The Q-DCIS uses RMUs for data acquisition for the RTIF, NMS, and SSLC/ESF protection
systems and for safety-related displays in the Main Control Room (MCR) and Remote Shutdown
System (RSS). These data acquisition and network communication units are either distributed
within the division or reside in specific chassis and are not dedicated to specific RTIF, NMS, or
SSLC/ESF protection systems.

For added reliability and diversity, the architecture of the RTIF and NMS protection systems is
different from the architecture of the SSLC/ESF protection system (refer to Figure 7.1-3 and
Figure 7.1-4). These systems operate automatically under normal conditions, without operator
input.

The RTIF and NMS status is monitored on the divisional Q-DCIS safety-related MCR and RSS
VDUs that are connected to the SSLC/ESF (the N-DCIS VDUs also have the capability to
independently monitor the RTIF and NMS statuses but only after isolation and with no capability
to control the Q-DCIS). The RTIF and NMS process and status data are sent per division
through the required safety-related isolation and via a one-way dedicated communication path
for display on the corresponding divisional safety-related VDU. The RTIF, NMS, and
SSLC/ESF operate independently of the VDUs. They continue to perform their safety-related
functions if there is a failure of the VDU network. The VDUs have no capability to control the
RTIF or the NMS. Safety-related VDUs are provided in the MCR and at the RSS panels and
operate independently of one another. The safety-related VDUs provide data display capability
for the RTIF, NMS, and SSLC/ESF safety-related systems but manual control capability only for
the SSLC/ESF safety-related systems in the same division as the safety-related VDU, all in a
Human Factors Engineering (HFE) approved format.
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power supplies or communications paths within a division fails, the division and VDU operation
continue automatically, without operator intervention. Failures in three divisions are required
before there is a loss of a safety-related function.

The Q-DCIS indications and alarms provided in the MCR, as a minimum, are:

" Q-DCIS MCR alarms for Division 1, 2, 3, and 4 trouble; and

* Q-DCIS MCR indications for Division 1, 2, 3, and 4 diagnostic displays.

7.1.2.7 Q-DCIS Boundary Summary

There are no Q-DCIS components in the N-DCIS. The Q-DCIS does not include the sensors or
the sensor wiring to the RMUs or the RMU output wiring to the actuators.

7.1.2.8 Q-DCIS Major Systems Description Summary

The Q-DCIS systems and components include equipment for the Reactor Trip System (RTS),
and Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). The RTS includes the RPS
function, the SRNM and PRNM functions of the NMS, and the SPTM function of the CMS. The
SSLC/ESF is the designated ESFAS. The automatic decision-making and trip logic functions
associated with the safety-related RTS and ESFAS are accomplished by independent, separate,
and diverse protection logic platforms, each using four logic-processing divisions. Input signals
from redundant channels of safety-related instrumentation are used to perform logic operations
that result in decisions for safety-related action through the associated actuation devices (for
example, pilot solenoid valves, squib valves, and air operated valves). The Q-DCIS also
includes the ICP platform and systems which include the ATWS/SLC functions, the-VB isolation
function, and-HP CRD isolation bypass function, and ICS DPV isolation function.

7.1.2.8.1 Reactor Protection System Description Summary

The RPS implements the reactor trip functions. The RPS is the overall complex of instrument
channels, trip logics, trip actuators, manual controls and scram logic circuitry that initiates rapid
insertion of control rods to shut down the reactor in situations that could result in unsafe reactor
operations. This action prevents or limits fuel damage and system pressure excursions,
minimizing the release of radioactive material.
The RPS also establishes appropriate logic for different reactor operating modes, provides
monitoring and control signals to other systems, and actuates alarms.

The RPS overrides selected operator actions and process controls and is based on a fail-safe
design philosophy. The RPS design provides reliable, single failure-proof capability to
automatically or manually initiate a reactor scram while maintaining protection against
unnecessary scrams resulting from single failures. This is accomplished through the
combination of fail-safe and fault-tolerant equipment design, and a two-out-of-four voting logic
algorithm.

Although-4The RTIF cabinets house the-RPSICP platform systems, which include the
ATWS/SLC functions, the VB isolation function, and the HP CRD isolation bypass function, the
logics for the ATWS/SLC functions, VB isolation function, and-the HP CRD isolation bypass
function, and ICS DPV isolation function.f-nctions Space consideration may dictate locating the
ICP hardware in separate cabinets. The ICP uses diverse hardware from the other two O-DCIS
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platforms: RTIF-NMS and SSLC/ESF. The ICP logic functionand-thei designs are not fail-safe.
The RPS hardware/software platform is diverse from the SSLC/ESF hardware/software, from the
ICP hardware platform, the oB isolation function, the ATWS/SLC , the HP GRP isolation
bypass•m•deien- . .and from the Diverse Protection System (DPS) hardware/software platforms.. T
the RPS and DPS sensors are diverse and RPS sensors are not shared with other Q-DCIS or N-
DCIS systems.

7.1.2.8.2 Neutron Monitoring System Description Summary

The NMS monitors neutron flux in the reactor core from the startup source range to beyond rated
power. The NMS provides logic signals to the RPS to automatically shut down the reactor when
a condition necessitating a reactor scram is detected. The system provides indication of neutron
flux that can be correlated with thermal power level for the entire range of flux conditions that
can exist in the core. The NMS comprises the following systems.

The SRNM system monitors thermal neutron flux levels from very low average power
levels to a power level above 15% of rated power. Between 1% and 15% of rated power
the monitoring function overlaps the LPRM/APRM systems functions to assure
continuous monitoring of thermal neutron flux levels. The SRNM channel is able to
provide local power information up to 100% of rated power. The SRNM system
generates trip signals to prevent fuel damage resulting from abnormal positive reactivity
insertions under conditions that are not covered by the APRMs. The SRNMs generate
trips on high neutron flux and high rate of increase in neutron flux (i.e., high startup rate
or short reactor period).

* The PRNM system includes the LPRM, the APRM, and the OPRM functions. The
outputs of the individual LPRMs are averaged to provide the average power level of the
reactor core, and the OPRM System provides monitoring of neutron flux and core
thermal hydraulic instabilities.

* The Automatic Fixed In-core Probe (AFIP) is a nonsafety-related component of the NMS
system and does not provide information to the Q-DCIS. It calibrates the LPRM system
by providing neutron flux information to 3D MONICORE.

* The Multi-Channel Rod Block Monitor (MRBM) is a nonsafety-related component of the
NMS system and is completely isolated from the Q-DCIS by one-way communication
through qualified safety-related isolation devices and via fiber-optic cable
communication. It provides control rod blocks to the Rod Control and Information
System (RC&IS) to prevent core thermal limit violations.

7.1.2.8.3 SSLC/ESF System Description Summary

The SSLC/ESF is the overall cmplexcollection of instrument channels, trip logics, trip
actuators, manual controls, and actuation logic circuitry that initiates protective action to mitigate
the consequences of design basis events (DBEs). Input signals from redundant channels of
safety-related instrumentation are used to make trip decisions and perform logic operations that
result in accident mitigating actions. The SSLC/ESF provides the automatic decision-making
and trip logic to actuate:

* The various ECCS;

2
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" Leak detection, containment isolation, and radioactivity release barrier defense; and

* Control room habitability

7.1.2.8.3.1 Emergency Core Cooling System Description Summary

The ECCS provides emergency core cooling for events that threaten reactor coolant inventory,
such as a Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA). The ECCS comprises the ADS, the GDCS, the
ICS, and the SLC system. The ECCS function is discussed further in Subsection 7.3.1.

7.1.2.8.3.1.1 Automatic Depressurization System Description Summary

The ADS resides within the Nuclear Boiler System (NBS) and comprises Safety Relief Valves
(SRVs), Depressurization Valves (DPVs), and associated I&C. The ADS depressurizes the
reactor to allow the low head GDCS to provide makeup coolant to the reactor. The ADS logic
resides in the SSLC/ESF portion of the Q-DCIS.

7.1.2.8.3.1.2 Gravity-Driven Cooling System Description Summary

Following the receipt of an actuation signal, the GDCS provides emergency core cooling when
the reactor has been depressurized. The GDCS is capable of injecting large volumes of water
into the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) to keep the core covered for at least 72 hours following a
LOCA. The GDCS also performs a deluge function that drains the GDCS pools to the lower
drywell if a severe accident core melt sequence occurs. The GDCS deluge logic, which is
nonsafety-related except for permissives to avoid inadvertent actuation, is separate and diverse
from the Q-DCIS. The basic components of the GDCS are within the containment. The GDCS
pools, piping, and valves are in the drywell. The suppression pool is on the outer periphery of
the drywell within the containment envelope. The GDCS I&C is designed to:

* Automatically initiate the GDCS to prevent fuel cladding temperatures from reaching
their limits;

* Respond to a need for emergency core cooling following reactor depressurization;

" Be completely automatic in operation. Manual initiation of the GDCS is possible at any
time providing protective permissive conditions have been satisfied; and

" Prevent the inadvertent actuation of the deluge valves, thus preventing inadvertent
draining of the GDCS pools.

7.1.2.8.3.1.3 Isolation Condenser System Description Summary

The ICS removes reactor decay heat following reactor shutdown and isolation. It also prevents
unnecessary reactor depressurization and operation of the ECCS. The primary function of the
ICS is to limit reactor pressure and prevent SRV operation following an isolation of the main
steam lines. The ICS, together with the water stored in the RPV, provides sufficient reactor
coolant volumes to avoid automatic depressurization caused by low reactor water level. The ICS
passively removes excess sensible and core decay heat from the reactor, with minimal loss of
coolant inventory from the reactor, when the normal heat removal systems are unavailable. The
primary ICS logic resides in the SSLC/ESF platformefieon of the Q-DCIS. Refer to Subsection
7.4.4 for additional information.
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The ICS DPV isolation function control logic is implemented in the ICP. Refer to Subsection
7.3.7 for additional information.

The nonsafety-related ICS vent function control logic is implemented in the DPS. Refer to
Subsection 7.8.1.1 for additional information.

7.1.2.8.3.1.4 Standby Liquid Control System Description Summary

The SLC system performs dual functions. In its ECCS mode, it provides additional coolant
inventory to respond to a LOCA. It is also a backup method for bringing the nuclear reactor to
subcriticality, by adding soluble poison, and then maintaining subcriticality as the reactor cools.

The SLC system bases are discussed in Subsection 7.4.1. The SLC logic resides in the
SSLC/ESF and the ATWS/SLC portions of the Q-DCIS.

7.1.2.8.3.2 Leak Detection and Isolation System Description Summary

The LD&IS monitors leakage sources from the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB). It
automatically initiates closure of the appropriate valves to isolate the source of the leak if
monitored system variables exceed preset limits. This limits coolant release from the RCPB and,
therefore, the release of radioactive materials into the environment. Refer to Subsection 7.3.3 for
additional information.

The MSIV isolation logic of the LD&IS is fail-safe and therefore performed as part of the RTIF
logic platform. The non-MSIV isolation logic of the LD&IS is performed as part of the
SSLC/ESF logic platform.

7.1.2.8.3.3 Control Room Habitability System Description Summary

The primary function of the CRHS is to provide a safe environment for the operators to control
the nuclear reactor and its auxiliary systems. The CRHS monitors the Control Room
Habitability Area (CRHA) inlet ventilation air and actuates logic to isolate and filter the CRHA
on detection of hazardous environmental conditions. The CRHS logic resides in the SSLC/ESF
portion of the Q-DCIS.

7.1.2.8.4 ATWS/SLC System Description Summary

The ATWS mitigation logic provides a diverse means of reducing power excursions from certain
transients and a diverse means of emergency shutdown. The ATWS mitigation logic, which uses
the soluble boron injection capability of the SLC system as a diverse means of negative
reactivity insertion, is implemented using the ICP as safety-related logic (designated as
ATWS/SLC), and is diverse from the RTIF-NMS platform and the SSLC/ESF platform and
therefore not susceptible to a common-cause failure. The ATWS/SLC logic also provides a
feedwater run-back signal to attenuate power excursions.

In the event that the control rods cannot provide sufficient negative reactivity insertion, the SLC
system provides the capability of an orderly and safe shutdown by a diverse means. In addition
to providing hot shutdown capability, the SLC is sized to counteract the positive reactivity that
results from shutting down from rated power to a cold shutdown condition. The SLC system can
be initiated manually, or automatically via the ATWS mitigation logic or the SSLC/ESF logic as
an ECCS function. (Refer to Subsection 7.1.2.8.3.1.4.) The SLC logic resides on the SSLC/ESF
and ATWS/SLC portions of theNQ-DCIS.
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RTIF-NMS platform and the SSLC/ESF platform and not susceptible to a common-cause failure.
Refer to Section 4.6 as well as Subsections 7.3.3 and 7.4.5 for additional information.

7.1.2.8.9 ICS DPV Isolation Function

The ICS DPV isolation function ensures that, upon detection of DPV open position, there is no
loss of long-term containment integrity. It is implemented in the ICP platform. Refer to Section
7.3.7 for additional information.

7.1.3 Q-DCIS Specifics

The Q-DCIS architecture, its relationships, and its acceptance criteria are described below. The
Q-DCIS data communication systems are embedded in the DCIS, which performs the data
communication functions that are part of or support the systems described in Sections 7.2
through 7.8. A simplified network functional diagram of the DCIS appears as Figure 7.1-1,
which shows the elements of the Q-DCIS and the N-DCIS, and is a functional representation of
the design.

7.1.3.1 Q-DCIS Design Bases

7.1.3.1.1 Q-DCIS Safety-Related Design Bases

The safety-related design bases applicable to the Q-DCIS are found in IEEE Std. 603,
Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12. These sections specify that
the Q-DCIS:

* Reads signals from the safety-related instrumentation locally and through RMUs;

* Performs required signal conditioning, if this function is required, and then digitizes and
formats the input signals into messages for transmission on the Q-DCIS network or data
path;

" Transmits the data signals and commands onto the Q-DCIS network or data path for
interface with other safety-related systems;

* Supports safety-related system monitoring and operator input to and from the MCR and

RSS VDUs;

* Performs safety-related logic functions;

" Performs closed loop control and logic independently of the VDUs;

* Transmits the actuation signals to safety-related equipment via load drivers or contactors;

" Provides self-diagnostic and process alarm information to the operator; and

* Isolates data communication to and from the N-DCIS.

7.1.3.1.2 Q-DCIS Power Generation (Nonsafety-Related) Design Bases

The power generation design basis for the Q-DCIS is to transmit plant parameters and other
safety-related system data through qualified safety-related isolation devices to the N-DCIS for
use by nonsafety-related system logic and displays for power generation.
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included in Section 7.8, and specifically addresses the issues of defense-in-depth and diversity
and defense against common mode failures.

BTP HICB-16, Guidance on the Level of Detail Required for Design Certification Applications
Under 10 CFR Part 52. BTP HICB-16 is applicable to all sections of Chapter 7 of the Design
Control Document and all sections conform to it.

BTP HICB-16 states that the application should:

" Describe the resolution of unresolved and generic safety issues applicable to the I&C
systems;

* Describe the interface requirements to be met by portions of the plant for which the
application does not seek certification and which are necessary to ensure proper
functioning of the I&C system; and

" Identify and describe the validation of innovative means of accomplishing I&C system
safety-related functions.

Applications that propose the use of computers for systems with safety-related uses should
describe the computer system development process. Applications that propose the use of
computers for RTS and ESFAS functions should also describe the design of the overall I&C
systems with respect to defense-in-depth and diversity requirements.

The I&C design has no unresolved or generic safety-related issues. The I&C related issues are
either not applicable to safety-related I&C systems or are addressed by the safety-related I&C
design. Within the scope of the DCD submitted for certification application, there are no
interface requirements described here that fall into this category.

The design uses the voluminous data available from operating plants and from the testing and
licensing efforts performed to license the predecessor designs and individual plants. The I&C
design does not use innovative means for accomplishing safety functions.

BTP HICB-17, Guidance on Self-Test and Surveillance Test Provisions. Refer to Subsection
7.2.1.3.5 and 7.3.4.3 discussions. The Q-DCIS design conforms to BTP HICB-17.

BTP HICB-18, Guidance on the Use of Programmable Logic Controllers in Digital Computer-
Based Instrumentation and Control Systems. The Q-DCIS design conforms to BTP HICB-18.

BTP HICB-19, Guidance for Evaluation of Defense-in-Depth and Diversity in Digital Computer-
Based Instrumentation and Control Systems (Item II.Q of SECY-93-087). The Q-DCIS, DPS
and associated N-DCIS interfacing systems design conform to BTP HICB-19. The
implementation of an additional diverse instrumentation and control system is described in
Section 7.8.

BTP HICB-21, Guidance on Digital Computer Real-Time Performance. The Q-DCIS design
conforms to BTP HICB-21.

7.1.6.6 Industry Standards

The safety evaluation subsections throughout Chapter 7 address the RGs identified by the SRP.
The IEEE standards that are endorsed by RGs are not addressed separately.
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Some codes or standards that are not mentioned in the SRP are used in specific system
applications. These are identified in the system description and the corresponding reference
section. In accordance with the SRP format, the following IEEE standards applicable to the I&C
equipment are addressed in other chapters.

IEEE Std. 323, "IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations." Safety-related systems are designed to meet the requirements of IEEE
Std. 323. Environmental qualification is addressed in Section 3.11.

IEEE Std. 344, "Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification of Safety-related Equipment
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." Safety-related I&C equipment is classified as Seismic
Category I and designed to withstand the effects of the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). It
remains functional during normal and accident conditions. Qualification and documentation
procedures used for Seismic Category I equipment and systems satisfy the provisions of IEEE
Std. 344 as indicated in Section 3.10.

IEEE Std. 379, "IEEE Standard for the Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear
Power Generating Station Safety Systems." The three Q-DCIS platforms, RTIF-NMS,
SSLC/ESF, AT-WS,/SLC logic ccntr-allers, UP CRD isolato byI . I gic centrOllefS, and
Vaeuum Breaker• 1, lation Funcietion (3vB',F) logic .. nt-ro..lers,and ICP are organized into four
physically and electrically isolated divisions that use principles of redundancy and independence
to conform to the single failure criterion.

IEEE Std. 383, "IEEE Standard for Type Test of Safety-related Electric Cables, Field Splices,
and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." Electric cable conforms to this
standard. Fiber-optic cable insulation/covering/jacketing also conforms to the requirements for
flame tests in IEEE Std. 383.

IEEE Std. 384, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Independence of Safety-related Equipment and
Circuits." See the discussion of RG 1.75 in Subsection 7.1.6.4.

IEEE Std. 497, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations." Accident monitoring instrumentation is discussed in Section 7.5.

IEEE Std. 518, "IEEE Guide for the Installation of Electrical Equipment to Minimize Electrical
Noise Inputs to Controllers from External Sources." The design conforms to IEEE Std. 518.

IEEE Std. 603, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations." Conformance to IEEE Std. 603 is discussed in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.

IEEE Std. 1050, "IEEE Guide for Instrumentation Control Equipment Grounding in Generating
Stations." The design conforms to IEEE Std. 1050.

7.1.6.6.1 IEEE Std. 603 - IEEE Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations

The scope of IEEE Std. 603 includes safety-related I&C systems that are described in
Sections 7.1 through 7.8. IEEE Std. 603 does not directly apply to nonsafety-related systems,
other than to require independence between nonsafety-related systems and safety-related
systems. IEEE Std. 603 provides design criteria for safety systems. ESBWR divides safety
systems into two parts: the Q-DCIS platforms, and the subsystems that contain the sensors and
actuators used by the Q-DCIS platforms. This section describes how the IEEE Std. 603 criteria
are allocated to the different Q;DCIS platforms and subsystems. For convenience, some ol"these
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requirements may also be adopted as design bases for some nonsafety-related I&C components
and systems such as for accident monitoring instrumentation, in accordance with RG 1.97.
Compliance with the requirements of IEEE Std. 603 is also identified as compliance with the
requirements and guidance contained within the federal regulations, GDC, SRM, and RGs, as
described throughout Section 7.1. The safety-related I&C design comprises the Q-DCIS which
includes the equipment in the RTIFT (which may include ICP unless space consideration dictates
locating the ICP hardware in separate cabinets), NMS, and SSLC/ESF cabinets. The design
conforms to IEEE Std. 603. ITAACs are provided for the major attributes for compliance with
IEEE Std. 603 and are not intended to limit the scope of compliance.

When the IEEE Std. 603 design criteria are applied to platforms relying on the use of software to
perform their safety-related functions, additional criteria from IEEE Std. 7-4.3.2, which
augments the IEEE Std. 603 criteria, also apply to the platform as described under the applicable
IEEE Std. 603 criterion. The evaluation of Q-DCIS platforms for compliance with IEEE
Std. 603 and IEEE Std. 7-4.3.2 criteria includes the examination of the effects that the associated
sensors and actuators have on the performance of the safety-related function.

In accordance with the software development process described in Appendix 7B and the defense-
in-depth and diversity strategy described in Section 7.8, the protection systems are executed as
software projects on particular Q-DCIS platforms. The software projects are named RTIF, NMS,
SSLC/ESF, VBIF, ATWS/SLC, and-HP CRD, and ICS DPV isolation function.

Table 7B-1 shows the relationship between the Q-DCIS platforms and their corresponding
software projects. As shown, the RTIF-NMS platform has two software projects: RTIF and
NMS. The SSLC/ESF platform has one software project: SSLC/ESF. The Independent Control
Platform has t-heefour software projects: VBIF, ATWS/SLC, and--HP CRD, and ICS DPV
isolation function.

7.1.6.6.1.1 Safety System Designation (IEEE Std. 603, Section 4, et al)

IEEE Std. 603, Section 4, requires that a specific basis be established for the design of each
safety-related system. The designs of the Q-DCIS platforms are based on the abnormal events in
Table 15.0-2.

Criterion 4.1 requires identification of the DBEs applicable to each mode of operation of the
plant along with the initial conditions and allowable limits of plant conditions for each such
event. Table 1.3-1 defines the reactor system design characteristics. Tables 15.0-3, 15.0-4,
15.0-5, and 15.0-6 define the safety-related analysis acceptance criteria for the anticipated
operational occurrence (AOOs), infrequent events, special events, and accidents. Table 15.1-2
defines the ESBWR operating modes for the entire operating envelope. Table 15.1-3 defines the
ESBWR abnormal events with applicable operating modes. Table 15.2-1 defines the input
parameters, initial conditions, and assumptions for AOO events and infrequent events. Table
15.5-2 defines the initial conditions and bounding limits for ATWS events. Credited systems,
interlocks, and functions for each DBE are described in Sections 15.2, 15.3, 15.4, and 15.5.
Additional details about the specific safety-related or nonsafety-related interfacing system design
bases, interlocks, and functions are found in Sections 4.6, 5.2, 5.4, 6.2, 6.3, 8.3, 9.1, 9.3, 9.4,
10.2, 10.3, and 10.4. Information provided for each design basis item enables the detailed design
of the system to be carried out. Safety-related system design basis descriptions are included in
the various sections of this chapter as indicated below.
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* Reactor Trip System;

- RPS (Subsection 7.2.1),

- NMS (Subsection 7.2.2), and

- Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring (Subsection 7.2.3).

* SSLC/ESF (Subsection 7.3.5);

- ECCS (Subsection 7.3.1):

0 ADS (Subsection 7.3.1.1),

* GDCS (Subsection 7.3.1.2),

0 ICS (Subsection 7.4.4), and

0 SLC system (Subsection 7.4.1).

* PCCS (Subsection 7.3.2);

* LD&IS non-MSIV functions (Subsection 7.3.3) (MSIV functions of the LD&IS are
located in the RTIF cabinets);

* CRHS (Subsection 7.3.4);

* RSS (Subsection 7.4.2);

* RWCU/SDC (Subsection 7.4.3);

* PAM system (Subsection 7.5.1);

* CMS (Subsection 7.5.2);

* PRMS (Subsection 7.5.3);

* ATWS/SLC (Subsection 7.8.1);

* CRHS (Subsection 7.5.2);

* VB isolation function (Subsection 7.3.6); and

* HP CRD (Subsection 7.4.5), and

* ICS DPV isolation function (Subsection 7.3.7).

Criterion 4.2 requires identification of the safety-related functions and corresponding protective
actions of the execute features for each event evaluated in the Nuclear Safety Operational
Analysis (NSOA). Table 15.1-5 defines the execute systems required to respond to each event.
Table 15.1-6 defines the automatic safety-related instrument trips in response to each event.
Additionally, safety-related design bases for each system are discussed in the Safety Evaluation
section for each applicable system as part of conformance to 10 CFR 50.55 a(h).

Criterion 4.3 requires identification of the permissive conditions for each operating bypass
capability that is to be provided. Additionally, the permissive conditions for each operating
bypass for each system are discussed in the Safety Evaluation section for each applicable system
as part of conformance to 10 CFR 50.55 a(h).
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The safety-related I&C that remains operable is qualified for the resulting temperature rise with
passive heat removal. This scheme protects the equipment and maximizes operator comfort.
Additional description of the HVAC design, including the use of room coolers powered by the
ancillary diesel generators is included in Subsection 9.4.1 and Appendix 19A.

7.1.6.6.1.14 Multi-Unit Stations (IEEE Std. 603, Section 5.13)

The multi-unit station criteria do not apply to the standard single unit plant design submitted for
NRC certification.

7.1.6.6.1.15 Human Factors Considerations (IEEE Std. 603, Section 5.14)

The I&C system design includes a HFE design process that is consistent with the requirements
outlined in NUREG-071 1, "Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model." The HFE
process defines a comprehensive, iterative design approach for the development of a human-
centered control and information infrastructure and is described in Chapter 18.

7.1.6.6.1.16 Reliability (IEEE Std. 603, Section 5.15)

The degree of redundancy, diversity, testability, and quality of the safety-related I&C design
achieves the necessary functional reliability. Safety-related equipment is provided under GEH's
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Quality Assurance Program. The BTP HICB-14 and IEEE 7-4.3.2 (as
endorsed by RG 1.152) guidance followed for software development processes achieves reliable
software design and implementation. The Design Reliability Assurance Program (D-RAP)
described in Section 17.4 confirms that any quantitative or qualitative reliability goals
established for the protection systems have been met. To achieve defense against common mode
failure, the design includes defense-in-depth and diversity measures including the incorporation
of the DPS described in Section 7.8. Reference 7.1-4 provides specific information on the
redundancy and diversity used in safety-related I&C systems. The Q-DCIS is included in the
consideration of the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). (Refer to Chapter 19.)

7.1.6.6.1.17 Automatic Control (IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.1 and 7.1)

The RTIF NMS, and AT-WS/SLC logie autcmatieally initiates rea.t.r trip and the RTIF for

LD&IS (non MSINV), SSLC/ESF and VBIF logic automatically actuates the ESF that mitigate
the censequcnces of DBEs. These ESBWR automatic protection actions are implemented
through two-out-of-four voting logic whenever one or more process variables reach their
actuation setpoint. Variables are monitored and measured by each of the RTIF - NMS,
ATW/$SC-, SSLC/ESF, and V-B-WICP divisions.

Plant-specific setpoint analyses determine the protection systems' instrument setpoints using the
methodology described in Reference 7.1-9. The GEH setpoint methodology uses plant-specific
setpoint analyses to ensure that the combination of characteristics of the instruments such as
range, accuracy and resolution provide the required high probability that the analytical limits in
Chapter 15 analyses are not exceeded for the safety-related control system components and
systems of the safety-related I&C. The response times of the I&C systems are assumed in the
safety-related analyses and verified by plant specific surveillance testing or system analyses.
The Q-DCIS application software, hardware processing rates, and internal and external
communication system design ensures that the real-time performance of the safety-related
control systems is deterministic.
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7.1.6.6.1.18 Manual Control (IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.2 and 7.2)

Each protective action can be manually initiated at the system level, in conformance to RG 1.62,
and at the division level in conformance to IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.2 and 7.2. The manual
initiation satisfies divisional rules for independence and separation. Two manual actions, each in
a separate division, are required in order to satisfy the two-out-of-two system logic or the two-
out-of-four division logic that initiates a reactor trip in the RPS and ESF functions in the
SSLC/ESF systems.

The operator can manually initiate the ESF and ICP functions by performing the appropriate
action in two-out-of-four divisions; thus, satisfying the two-out-of-two system initiation logic.
The ESF functions that use squib valves use a redundant two-step arm and fire sequence. This
prevents single failures from firing or from inhibiting the firing of the squib valves. The squib
valves are the GDCS pool injection valves, the suppression pool injection valves, the GDCS
deluge valves, the ADS DPV, and the SLC injection valves. To manually initiate the GDCS
short-term and long-term injection systems, a low-pressure signal must be present in the RPV.
This prevents inadvertent manual initiation of the system during normal reactor operation.

The operator can manually initiate reactor emergency shutdown, reactor trip, with control rods
by using any of three different methods using redundant or diverse controls. The manual reactor
trip occurs independently of the automatic trip logic and sensor status.

The two manual scram switches, the Reactor Mode Switch, and the four divisional manual trip
switches (per protective system) are located in the MCR and are easily accessible to the operator.

The two MCR manual scram switches, the RSS manual scram switches share no equipment with
the automatic controls and require no software for their operation, and the DPS manual scram
switches share a minimum of equipment with the automatic controls. The MCR and RSS
manual scram switches are directly connected to the power feed for the load drivers that are, in
turn, connected directly to the scram pilot valve solenoids. The DPS can manually scram by
controlling both the HCU scram solenoid valves (by interrupting the current in the 120 VAC
return from the solenoid) and the ARI scram air header dump valves.

After manual initiation, the protective actions go to completion in conformance to IEEE
Std. 603, Section 5.2 as described in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.3. The manual initiation of a
protective action performs actions carried out by automatic initiation.

In the Q-DCIS design, protective actions are automatic. There are also no manual actions
necessary to maintain safe conditions after the completion of protective actions for 72 hours after
a DBE.

The manual controls are designed so that the information provided, display content and location
are taken into consideration for operator access and action in the MCR. Further information
about the design of manual controls and HFE considerations, as well as plant manual operation
procedure requirements, are included in Chapter 18. Additionally, manual controls for each
system are discussed in the Safety Evaluation section for each applicable system as part of
conformance to 10 CFR 50.55 a(h).
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform
SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments

Platform
RTIF NMS

C

U) CC
Applicable Criteria I0 0) - 0 CO C - w 0I

Guidelines: u o > 0) Uh) oO Z 0.SRP NUREG-0800, _ M z z Z -, "- > b C D) 0- M M
_ 0 L U) X >) U) ) CD 0 a

Section 7.1 co co 's D° co
0)0 CO 1

a o o _o

IJ I Z

10 CFR

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

50.34(f)(1)(v) [11.K.3.13] X X X X

50.34(f)(1)(x) [l1.K.3.28] X

50.34(f)(2)(iii) [I.D.1] X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

50.34(f)(2)(iv) [I.D.2] X

50.34(f)(2)(v) [I.D.3] X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

50.34(f)(2)(viii) [ll.B.3] X X

50.34(f)(2)(x) [ll.D.1] X X

50.34(f)(2)(xi) [1l.D.3] X X

50.34(f)(2)(xiv) [11.E.4.2] X X X X
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments
Platform

RTIF NMS

C
0 )-L <i -. 0

-- T_ &3 -

Applicable Criteria )0 a ýz C
Guidelines:--L n) > ( ) 2> - a) 0 L ..- w 0- LL7,5 n,0 n- 0 U .)0 - La- 2 2: >0 0 LL > 0 _ m a
SRP NUREG-0800, of 2 z 0 a. 2 - >•D CO o-zL 0 -J 0 U) of Uo (l 0 FSection 7.1 0)=C CU O

76 ) 03 < )_
o J z

50.34(f)(2)(xv) [l1.E.4.4] X X X

50.34(f)(2)(xvii) [II.F.1] X X X X

50.34(f)(2)(xviii) [II.F.2] X X X

50.34(f)(2)(xix) [II.F.3] X X X X X

50.34(f)(2)(xxi) [11.K.1.22] X X X X X X

50.34(f)(2)(xxiii) X X X
[II.K.2.101

50.34(f)(2)(xxiv) X
[11.K.3.23]

50.34(f)(2)(xxvii) X X X X
[Ill.D.3.3]

50.34(f)(2)(xxviii) X X X
[111.D.3.4]

50.43(e)"') X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

50.44(c)(4) X X

50.49 Refer to Table 3.11-1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification)
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments
Platform

RTIF NMS

C C:>. H- •.. -• .
7E 0- > -. _

Applicable Criteria CO Ž O < 6 t • -

Guidelines: -n > ) .u- C" O uwn c MU--=0zUJ _ /on nO Z -
SRP NUREG-0800, Of =- " o Z o 6 0 n 0 (. -- m > CO M CO

- 0 1CO 0 0 W U) LL 0Section 7.1 CO CO CO S 0 0:
U) U ) (n -L U
0 2O CO 1
-• 0 -J z

-50.55a(a)(1 )x x X X X X X X X X X X X x X X X X X X X X X X X

50.55a(h) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

50.62 X X X X X X X

50.63 X X X X X X X X X

52.47(a)(21) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

52.47(b)(1) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

52.47(a)(25) N/A

52.47 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

52.47(c)(2)(") X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

1 X X X X X X X X X x x X X X x x x X X X X X X X X

2 X X X X X X X X X X x x x X x x X X X x X X X X x
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments
Platform

RTIF NMS

'0 C

-- 0> -- "Z
Applicable Criteria 0 W -i U < 76) -U 0
Guidelines: _ CO > W W 2 a - 0S n u

2~ 0. 0) C) C. U o- M aSRP NUREG-0800, o - z C 0 - - m af > / ) W U-
05 zw ri- - 0 0 USection 7.1 C U) C UC

U) U D 0 ) --T6 O .CO
-J 0 _-JZ

4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

10 X X X

12 X X X X

13 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

15'- X X X X X

16 X X X X X X

19 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

20 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

21 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

22 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

23 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMVS Platform
SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments

Platform
RTIF NMS

C0

Applicable Criteria 0 _) - U < -" "
>O E ) 2 U U) (l)G u id e lin e s : _0 -, 2 .9 T . _ a - u _

SRP NUREG-0800, rf W Of z 0 0 nJX > O 0 ,, Q
z 0 _1 C 75 0 CO 0 a-Section 7.1 U) O .9 U.

LnO O L O

0 2 0 CO
j 0 -- Z

24 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

25 X X X X

26 X X X X X X

27 X X X X X X

28 X X

29 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

30 X X X

33 X X X X X X

34 X X X

35 X X X X X X X

37 X X X X X X X
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments
Platform

RTIF NMS

C0

-E 2 0
0U LL CO < CApplicable Criteria C ce , CO-. o

> 2O E0 g U) U)2 U ) ) a ILL -LGuidelines: U_ a) co z z CO 0 .
SRP NUREG-0800, a_ z O - > (n3 L = 0 M-W f 2z o af .2 of nC . a-
Section 7.1 CO U CO CO

L) CO CO
o co D

-j CO) -Ja

38 X

41 X X X

42 X

43 X X X

44 X

63 X X

64 X X X X

Staff Requirements Memoranda on SECY 93-087

HI.Q X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

II.T X X X X

Regulatory Guides (RG)

1.22 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform
SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network SegmentsPlatform

RTIF NMS

z.. 0 _ "
>~ L) CC 0_ i)_ _ 0 _. (

Applicable Criteria 0 u_ ci) £ o *c " m
G uidelines: u _ co >) U) n U) 0) U C, CO

~U a) Li 0 C/ LLZUSRP NUREG-0800, of 2 -2- z -- n > 0- 0 W O. m n>
Section 7.1 X 0 0-

-- C)) O <
0o U) o-
-Jo 0 _ _J Z

1.45 X X X X

1.47 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.53 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.62 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.75 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.89 Refer to Table 3.11-1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification)

1.97(1) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.100 Refer to Table 3:11-1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification)

1.105 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.118 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.151 (8) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.152(71 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform Independent Control Network Segments
SSLC/ESF Platform Platform

RTIF NMS

-E n > 2 C O 0

Applicable Criteria '-' u ) CO 75 . "-
Guidelines: U_ > U) C 2 U) U U) CO 7J " c Z .2 zz O

0Z CO CO LL 0 Wz_SRPNUREG-0800, - z o z0-- > n > W a_
Section 7.1 CO CO C L) W- C

o6 COCO
--J C. ..J __ z

1.153 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.168 (7) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.6()X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
1.16970) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.170(7) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.172I(71 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.1723() X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.173(') X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1.180'9) Refer to Table 3.11-1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification)

1.204 X X X X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X X XI x x X I Xl x x X x X x X I X I X I I X I
1.209 Refer to Table 3.11-1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification)

Branch Technical Positions (BTP)

BTP HICB-3 N/A
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments
Platform

RTIF NMS

C C
-- n -> l) .- 0

-E 00 . ) c0 U) < CO '6 -Applicable Criteria 0 .- cf ) o C W "o
U) U)U) LLD IL u-Guidelines: u_ ) E g w) F / 0 -i ,, 0 .- Zj. oJ ) *) 0 en Q3CU) O o ) >> W o 0 0 -SRP NUREG-0800, o -W Z 0 C 3 0 O - Co an Of > ) U) CO W.9 -

Section 7.1 Co (•C • ..
U C) U)
06 U 06U
--J O _ __ _ _ -- Z

BTP HICB-6 N/A

BTP HICB-8 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTP HICB-9 X X X

BTP HICB-10•°) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTP HICB-11 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTP HICB-12 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTP HICB-13 N/A

BTP HICB-14(7 ) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTP HICB-16 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTP HICB-1717 ) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTPHICB-18(7 ) X X X X X X X X
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Table 7.1-1

I&C Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix

Q-DCIS N-DCIS

RTIF - NMS Platform
SSLC/ESF Platform Independent Control Network Segments

Platform
RTIF NMS

-• H- C O c--
Applicable Criteria O0 LL U *: Co
Guidelines: W~ >O Ž D U) 2 U) o) ac W cL

cc C 0 Q
_L > z CL CO ( L~CSRP NUREG-0800, Of Of 2 z W (n W) 0cc 0 z _J Q~0Section 7.1 cc U . c c -C ) cc

Q3 CO cc < 1 r _

-J) D~ __ j

BTP HICB-19(7) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

BTP HICB-21(7) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Notes:

(1) LD&IS (non-MSIV) controls the safety-related actuators (for the isolation valves and dampers) associated with the following nonsafety-related systems: RWCU/SDC, FAPCS, EFDS, CIS,
CWS, CMS, HPNSS, RBVS, and FBVS. RWCU/SDC provides safety-related sensor inputs to LD&IS (non-MSIV). The regulatory requirements associated with these actuators and sensors
are addressed as part of LD&IS.

(2) CBVS includes the CRHS and Control Room Habitability Area HVAC Subsystem (CRHAVS) and EFUs.
(3) SSLC/ESF includes RSS, MCRP and safety-related VDUs.
(4) Includes the NBS sensors associated with ATWS/SLC.
(5) SSLC/ESF platform column for CRD includes safety-related sensors associated with control rod separation detection.
) The following safety-related systems have logic implemented on multiple platforms in support of their protective functions: CMS, CRD, LD&lS, NBS and SLC. Refer to DCD Sections 7.2,

7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 for detailed descriptions of the system functions.
(7) These criteria are addressed with digital computer-related functions of the Q-DCIS and N-DCIS.
(8) Sections of the ISA standard that are not specific to safety-related systems, but provide guidance on design practices for tubing, vents and drains apply to the systems associated with the N-

DCIS network segments.
(9) Hardware associated with the N-DCIS network segments uses industrial methods for EMI/EMF/RFI/EMC compliance.
(10) The ESBWR I&C conforms to RG 1.97 and applies the guidance in IEEE std. 497. RG 1.97 endorses IEEE Std. 497 (with clarifications and exceptions stated in RG 1.97) and the use of the

HFE development process to determine the human actions during and following accident scenarios. Specific instruments credited for RG 1.97 compliance are determined as part of the HFE
development process as discussed in Section 7.5.

() The use of other innovative means as described in 10 CFR 52.47(c)(2) in the design of the three Q-DCIS platforms (RTIF-NMS, SSLC/ESF and ICP) may occur as part of the development
process. If it does, then the software projects executed per the software development process described in Appendix 7B will conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.43(e).
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Table 7.1-2

I&C Systems - IEEE Std. 603 Criteria Compliance Cross-Reference

Q-DCIS

RTIF - NMS PLATFORM

SSLC/ESF PLATFORM INDEPENDENT CONTROL PLATFORM

RTI F NMS

IEEE Std. "Functions [D&tS CMS LD&IS NBS HP CRD ICS DPV
603 i1 RTIF RPS (MSIV (includes NBS

5
) CORD

6
) NMS a0 SSLCIESF (Non- PRMS CMS "I (includes GDCS ICS SLC ") CBVS "s CRD VBIF ATWS I Isolation solution

Section Only SPTM"` M2IV) ADS) S )OFun s Function
cc(s Functionas io

4.1 Design basis 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7. 1,
events

4.2 Safety-related 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1
fintions 17.5.5.3.1 7.5.5.3.1

4.3 Permissive 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.61.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1
conditions for 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 T.3.6.3.1
operating 7.3.1.2.3.1
bypasses 7.3.3.3.1

7.3.5.3.1

4.4 Monitored 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 N.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1
variables, and
associated
analytical
limits,

4.5 Minimum 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1 .1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1
critera for
manual
actions

4.6 -. Spatially 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7 6.6.1.1
dependent 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.23.1 7.4A.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1
variables 7.3.1.2.3.1 7A.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.31
7.3.5.3.1

4.7 Range of 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6..1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1
nansient and
steady-state
conditions

4.8 Adverse 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 71641i
environmental
conditions

4.9 Reliability 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1..6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 71.6.611
methods

4.10 Abnormal 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1
Event critical
imest
conditions

4.11 Equipment 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 L2& i
protecti
provisions
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Table 7.1-2

I&C Systems - IEEE Std. 603 Criteria Compliance Cross-Reference

Q-DCIS

RTIF - NMS PLATFORM

SSLC/ESF PLATFORM INDEPENDENT CONTROL PLATFORM

RTIF NMS

IEESlL&S CUSLD&IS NBS HIP CRD ICS DIPV
IEEE Std. Functions LD&IS CMSSSLCIESF (Non- ATWS HP1CR0ation

603 it RTIF RPS (MSIV (includes NBSm CRD 
1

) NMS )m S CE PRMS CMS 11 (includes GDCS ICS SLC (" CBVS in CRD VBIF SLC in.(") B aFIsolntion
SectionMSIV) B FunctionSecionOnly)"( SPTM) (•(z•S) DS ) Function

4.12 Spec al design 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.1
basis

5.1 Single failure 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1..6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6,1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.1.2 7.1.6.6.7.2
crterion

52 Completon of 7.7.6.6.7.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3
protective 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7A.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1
action 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.3.1

7.3.3.3..1
7.3.5.3.1

5.3 Quality 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1A 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1.6.6.1.4 7.1 6_614

5.4 Equipment 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.7.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5 7.1.6.6.1.5
qualification

5.5 System 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.7.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6
Integrity

5.6 Independence 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7 7.1.6.6.1.7

5.7 Capabilityfor 7.1.6.6.1.8 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.7.6 7.1.6.6.7.8 7.1.6.6.1.8 7.1.6.6.7.6 7.1.6.6.1.8 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.8 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.1.6.6.1.8 7.1.6.6.1.8 7.1.6.6.1.6 7.7.6.6.1.8
test and 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.4
calibration 7.3.12.32.1 7.4.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.1
7.3.5.3.1

5.8 Information 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9 7.1.6.6.1.9
displays

5.9 Control of 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10 7.1.6.6.1.10
Access

5.10. Repair 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.14.6m.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.7 1 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6.1.11 7.1.6.6A.11

5.11 Identification 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.14.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.7.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12 7.1.6.6.1.12

5.12 Auoiliary 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.73 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6.6.1.13 7.1.6 7.7.6.6.1.13 LIAi113
features

5.13 Mult-unit 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.7.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6. 7 7.61.1 7..6.6.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.6.6.1.14 7.1.64.1.14 7,1 4
stations

5.14 Human factors 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.15 7.1.6.6.1.1
constderations

5.15 Reatt7 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.1. .. 16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.7.16 7.1.6.6.1.76 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.16

6.1 Automatic 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6..1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.7.6.6.1.77 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.77 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.7.17 7.1.6.6.1.17
Control
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Table 7.1-2

I&C Systems - IEEE Std. 603 Criteria Compliance Cross-Reference

Design Control Document/Tier 2

Q-DCIS

RTIF - NMS PLATFORM

SSLC/ESF PLATFORM

RTIF NMS

INDEPENDENT CONTROL PLATFORM

IEEE Std.- Functions 4 CMIS L S NBS IHP CRD ICS DPV
603 (u RTIF RPS (MSIV (includes NBS t" CRD0

76  
NMS ') SSLCIESF (Non- PRMS CMS 10 (includes GDCS ICSM SLCT' VBIF S AWS I Iops olahion

SectionOnly) SPTM)'
5  

MS(6) ADS)
6  

Function()

6.2 Manual contol 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 .1.6.6.1.1 7.1.6.6.1.18 1
7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4A.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.1

7.3.5.3.1

6.3 Interacdon 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1..6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19 7.1.6.6.1.19
between the
sense and
command
features and
other systems

6.4 Dervation of 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.120 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20) 7.16.6.120 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.126 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.1.20 7.1.6.6.120 7.1.6.20 71.6.6.1.20
- system inpats 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 722.23.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7A..1.31 7.3.6.3.1 723.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.71

7.3.3.3.1

7.3.5.3.1

6.5 Capabiliyfor 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.121 7.1.6.6.121 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21 7.1.6.6.1.21
testing and 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2..1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.17.3.1
calibration 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.1

7.3.5.3.1

6.6 Operaing 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.122 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.122 7.1.6.6.122 7.1.6.6.122
bypasses 72.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.23.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.31 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7A.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.1
7.3.5.3.1

6.7 Maintenance 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.2. 7.1.6.6.1-23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.123 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.12 7.1.6.6.123 7.1.6.6.1.23
bypass 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.23.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.63.11 7,73.

7.3.1.2.3.1 7.42.3.1

7.3.3.3.1
7.3.5.3.1

6.8 Setpoints 7.1.6.6.124 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.124 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.124 7.1.6.6.1.24 7.1.6.6.124 7.1.6.6.162.4 7.1.6.6.1244

7.1 Automadc 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 71 7 .6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.1.6.6.11 7.1.6.6.1.17 7.16,11
Control
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Table 7.1-2

I&C Systems - IEEE Std. 603 Criteria Compliance Cross-Reference

Design Control Document/Tier 2

Q-DCIS

RTIF - NMS PLATFORM

RTIF NMS

SSLCIESF PLATFORM INDEPENDENT CONTROL PLATFORM

IEEE Std. Fu LD&IS CMS LD&IS NBS HP CRD - ICS DPV
603 IRTIF RPS (MSIV (includes NBS0 w CRD() NMS M PREa (Nsn" PRMS CMSludes GDCS ICS SLCw CBVS '7 CRD) VBIF ATWS S ,(n-( Isolations

Section Only) ( SPTM) rMSIV) ADS) (6) FunctionOny) STIt4)a(6) Function

7.2 Manualconrol 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6..1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6 . 1 .1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6.1.16 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.1.6.6..18 7.1.6.6.1.18 7.t.AA8
7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7A.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7A.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.1
7.3.5.3.1

7.3 Complefion of 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3 7.1.6.6.1.3
protecsve 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1
action 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.31
7.3.5.3.1

7.4 Operating 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.122 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.6.1.22 7.1.6.8.1.22
bypass 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.31

7.3.5.3.1

7.5 Maintenance 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.14.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23 7.1.6.6.1.23
bypass 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.3.1
7.3.3.3.1

7.3.5.3.1

8.1 Electrical 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.8.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.8.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25 7.1.6.6.1.25
power sources

8.2 Non-eleclical 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26 7.1.6.6.1.26
power sources 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.1

7.3.5.3.1
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Table 7.1-2

I&C Systems - IEEE Std. 603 Criteria Compliance Cross-Reference

Design Control Document/Tier 2

Q-DCIS

RTIF - NMS PLATFORM

SSLC/ESF PLATFORM

RTIF NMS

INDEPENDENT CONTROL PLATFORM

IEEE Sd ni LO&IS CMS LD&IS NBS HP CRD ICS DPVLD&I CM SSL/ES NBSATW / solation
003 nctio RTIF RPS MSI (includes NBS(o

1 
CRD- NMS (Non- PRMS CMS "I (includes GDCS ICS SLC ") CBVS 0) CRD

101  
VBIF SLC '" IsltooS6Ii o n lIF SPE S L C ( B y p a s s F u n c t io n

Section /Only) ) SPTM)(;) PMS,) ADS) Function

8.3 Maintenance 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.127 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27 7.1.6.6.1.27
/ Bypass 7.2.1.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.2.3.3.1 7.2.1.3.1 7.2.2.3.1 7.3.5.3.1 7.3.3.3.1 7.5.3.3.1 7.5.2.3.1 7.3.1.2.3.1 7.4.4.3.1 7.4.1.3.1 7.3.6.3.1 7.3.7.3.1

7.3.1.2.3.1 7A.2.3.1

7.3.3.3.1
7.3.5.3.1

Notes:
() The IEEE Std. 603 criteria apply to the safety-reoated portions of the systems identified in this table.

(2) LD&IS (non-MSIV) controls the safety-related actuators (for the isolation valves and dampers) associated with the following nonsafety-related systems: RWCU/SDC, FAPCS, EFDS, CIS, CWS, CMS, HPNSS, RBVS. and FBVS. RWCU/SDC provides safety-related sensor inputs to LD&IS (non-

MSIV). The regulatory requirements associated with these actuators and sensors are addressed as part of LD&IS.
(3) NMS has Q and N parts. The Q parts are SRNM, LPRM, APRM, and OPRM. The N parts are AFIP and MRBM.

(') SSLCIESF includes the RSS, MCRP, and safety-related VDUs.
c) Includes the NBS sensors associate with ATWS/SLC.

tnt The fotlowing safety-related systems have logic implemented on multiple platforms in support of their protective functions: CMS, CRD, LD&IS, NBS and SLC. Refer to DCD Sections 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 for detailed descriptions of the system functions.

7 CBVS includes the CRHS and CRHAVS subsystems and EFUs.
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Figure 7.1-1. ESBWR DCIS Simplified Network and Functional Diagram
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SAFETY-RELATED' NONSAFETY-RELATED 2

MANUAL. IN ITIATION

SF I:CCS. CRIIS.
& lD&IS

(Non-MSIV) ILOGICSSI.C'/SF:

Sensors I)ivisional
Po~vcr

MANUAl. SCRAM
AND ISOLATION

(Nor-tincroprocessor)

RPS AND ID&IS
_ (MSIV) I.OGIC

(Inchldes NMS
RTI H protective Inlntiolls)

Sensors Divisional

Power

MANUAL INITIATION

ATWS/SI .C
(1cP)

AIWS/SI.('
Sensors l jDivisionalPower

MANUAL INITIATION

C) ~V (I I1,1
(ICP)

VBIF

Sensors Divisional
Power

MANUAl. INITIATION

I III CRD Isolation Bypass
(ICP)

I III CRD
Isolation Bypass Divisional

sensors Power

MANUIAIL INITIATION

ICS DIPV
Isolation Iuinaction

1(I(P)

WS I)PV
Isolation untiont I)ivisional

Sensors Power

load (jimp
A. 11. C Power

Load (;roup
A. B. C Power i

Load Group
A, B Power

Permissive SEVEIRI: ACCIDENT
Nonsalety-relatcd I(*I)IIlIJ[GIt INI7S

Sensors/l ogelc FI.1.)X) )IR SYSTI'M
S(G1IXS Deluge Subsystem)

I Load Group
It A. 13 Power

0 - -' Diverse -
Sulety-rclated Battery PIower

Sensors
NOTES:

I. SSLC/LSI:. R'lIF and CI' are diverse logic plattbrits.
2. For nonsaflcty-related systemis. segnmented systenms are

networked bht canl work independently.

3. AlIlhough ICP logic titnctions are represented as separate
boxes, sensors are permitted to be shared between
different ICI logic fturtciOts.

4. The nonsaftiy-rclated IIII CR) Isolution IBypass Valves
associated with PIP A and I ore sbown to depict the
safely-related IKP logic permissive.

Pcrmlissive a
N(nsallety-rclatd (N I fi I ..* IlP (RI)

Iower Isolation Bypass Valve

I ~PIP/RITNSS
Salkty-rclatcd A. 1, power

Sensors/Lstgic
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NONSAFETY-RELATED2SAFETY-RELATED'

NOTES:
I. SSLCIESF, RTIF and ICP arc divcme logic platfornis,
2. For nonsafety-rclatcd systems, segmented systems are

nvtwotkrO but can work independently,
3. Although ICP logic functions are reprcsented as separate

boxes. sensors are permitted to be shared between
different ICP logic functions.

4. The nontsatety-related HP CRD Isolation Bypass Valves
ossociatd with PIP A and are shown to depict the
safety-rclated ICP logic permissive.

Permissive SEVERE ACCIDENT
Nonsl'ettly-rchattd "I DELUGE LINES
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* Prevent the inadvertent actuation of the deluge valves thus preventing inadvertent
draining of the GDCS pools.

* Prevent any single control logic and instrumentation failure from inadvertently opening a
GDCS injection valve or equalizing valve.

" Display GDCS valve positions and GDCS pool levels on the mimic on the WDP in the
MCR.

7.3.1.2.2 System Description

The GDCS system comprises the GDCS injection and equalization functions as well as the
deluge subsystem. The injection and equalization functions are used to cool the core in the event
of a LOCA. The deluge system is used to flood the containment floor in the event of a core
breach.

The GDCS injection and equalization functions are implemented by four injection lines from the
three GDCS pools to the RPV and four equalization lines from the suppression pool to the RPV.
There are two valves on each injection line, with four squib initiators per valve (three divisional
initiators and one from the DPS [see Section 7.8]), for a total of eight GDCS injection valves and
32 squib initiators. There is one squib valve on each of the four equalizing lines and four squib
initiators per valve (three divisional initiators and one from the DPS [see Section 7.8]), for a total
of four equalizing valves and 16 squib initiators. The equalizing valves are used after reactor
core decay heat has boiled away sufficient vessel inventory added by the GDCS to again begin
lowering the RPV water level. With three divisional initiators per valve, the system can be
without two divisions of power and still perform its intended function.

The GDCS pools are located within the drywell at an elevation above the top of active fuel
(TAF) and provide core cooling water by the force of gravity. The suppression pool is located
within the drywell, with its equalization lines located above the TAF.

Safety-related and nonsafety-related sensors continuously monitor the GDCS pool water level.
These values are continuously shown on the safety-related and nonsafety-related displays. Both
high and low pool levels result in alarms from the PCF (part of N-DCIS).

The overall design of the system assures that, when needed, all eight injection valves and all four
equalizing valves are fired - even with a complete failure of any two divisions. However, no
squib is fired inadvertently as a result of any single failure.

Automatic Operation

Actuation of the GDCS injection function is performed automatically, without need for operator
action. The signal to open the GDCS injection valves is given after a time delay (Table 7.3-4)
When the RPV water level drops below Level 1 sustained for 10 seconds, the GDCS time delay
is initiated. For certain LOCA events where RPV water level does not drop below Level 1,
GDCS injection valve time delay is also initiated on drywell pressure high signal, sustained for
60-minutes. With three divisional initiators per valve, the system can tolerate the complete loss
of two divisions of power (one in bypass and one failure) and still perform its intended function.

Actuation of the GDCS equalizing function is performed automatically, without need for
operator action. The GDCS equalizing valves initiation occurs automatically following a
sustained RPV Level 1 signal, for 10 seconds, plus Table 7.3-4 time delay, and only after the
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RPV water level decreases below RPV Level 0.5 (im above TAF). This action results in the
actuation of the four equalizing squib valves mounted on the suppression pool equalizing lines.
With three divisional initiators per valve, the system can tolerate the complete loss of two
divisions (one bypass and one failure) of power and still perform its intended function.

GDCS injection and equalize subsystem initiation is inhibited automatically under ATWS
conditions as described in Subsection 7.8.1.1.1.2.

Manual Operation

Each safety-related VDU provides a display with an "arm/fire" switch (one per division, for a
total of four) to manually initiate the GDCS sequence as a system. If the operator uses any two
of the four switches, the GDCS sequence seals in and starts the GDCS valve sequencing. This
manual actuation also is interlocked with RPV pressure. This requires four deliberate (two-arm
and two-fire) operator actions. For all of the manual initiations, operator use of the "arm"
portion of the display triggers a plant alarm.

The safety-related VDUs in the MCR provide a display format allowing the operator to manually
open each GDCS injection valve independently, using the primary SSLC/ESF logic function.
Likewise, each nonsafety-related VDU in the MCR provides a display format allowing the
operator to individually open each GDCS injection valve independently, using the DPS logic
function. Each display uses an "arm/fire" configuration (interlocked with a low reactor pressure
signal) requiring at least two deliberate operator actions. Operator use of the "arm" portion of
the display triggers a plant alarm. The two manual opening schemes from the SSLC/ESF
(primary) and the DPS (backup) are diverse.

In addition the safety-related VDUs in the MCR provide a display format allowing the operator
manually to open each GDCS equalizing valve independently, using the primary SSLC/ESF
logic function. Likewise, each nonsafety-related VDU in the MCR provides a display format
allowing the operator to individually open each GDCS equalizing valve independently, using the
DPS logic function. Each display uses an "arm/fire" configuration requiring at least two
deliberate operator actions (interlocked with a low reactor pressure signal). Operator use of the
"arm" portion of the display triggers a plant alarm. The two manual opening schemes from the
SSLC/ESF (primary) and the DPS (backup) are diverse.

Actuation Logic

The logic elements providing controls for the actuation of the GDCS injection and equalizing
squib valves are contained in the SSLC/ESF platform within Q-DCIS, outside the drywell
containment. The RPV water level sensors and the drywell pressure sensors used to initiate
GDCS, are located on racks outside the drywell.

The GDCS injection and equalizing valve logic includes the SSLC/ESF "division of sensors"
bypass switch, two-out-of-four trip decisions, and single failure proof actuation logic - with any
three of the four divisions of safety-related power available. The valve logic also is single failure
proof against inadvertent actuation, meaning each division of logic has three load drivers each of
which must operate for the associated squib valves to fire.

The wide range level and drywell pressure sensors that are used for the ADS logic and fuel zone
range RPV water level sensors are also used for the GDCS equalizing valve logic; these are
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separate and independent from the sensors used for RPS functions and diverse from those used
by the DPS. Both sets of RPV water level sensors belong to the NBS.

The generation of the RPV-Level 1 or Drywell Pressure High signal for the GDCS is described
above (Automatic Operation). The logic for all squib initiators is similar. The signals are
acquired per division by RMUs of the same division. The data are sent via fiber-optic cables to
the SSLC/ESF cabinets located in the corresponding divisional I&C equipment rooms in the
Control Building (CB). Each division's logic compares the measured parameters to setpoints. If
the measured parameter is at or past the setpoint, a divisional sensor trip is generated and sent
both to its own division and to each of the other divisions by appropriately isolated fiber-optic
cables.

Each division has access to all four divisional sensor trip signals, and performs a redundant two-
out-of-four vote on the four sensor trip signals. (The vote is two-out-of-three if one division is
bypassed, because no more than one division can be bypassed at any one time.)

Each division uses triply redundant logic to perform the two-out-of-four vote on the four
divisional sensor trip signals. The effect is that any two divisions sensing the appropriate trip
conditions results in all divisions providing a trip signal.

The existence of the multiple logic trips per division is necessitated by the requirement that no
injection or equalizing squib valve inadvertently be fired as the result of a single failure.

For the eight GDCS injection squib valves logic, when a sustained RPV Level I is detected for
10 seconds or a sustained Drywell Pressure High is detected for 60 minutes, adjustable timers
will be activated at a preset time delay (as specified in Table 7.3-4). After the time delay, a trip
signal is output to the GDCS squib load drivers/discrete outputs. There are eight injection squib
valves, each with three divisional squib initiators, and one DPS squib initiator.

Within the RMU, for each equalizing valve squib initiator, there is a series circuit of divisional
power, three load drivers/discrete outputs in series, a current monitor, and a normally closed
disable/test switch. The triply redundant logic in the main SSLC/ESF processors must transmit
separate close signals to each of the three load driver/discrete outputs. The effect is that two of
the three triply redundant processors must separately command all of the load drivers/discrete
outputs to fire the divisional squib initiator, making the design single failure proof against
inadvertent actuation. Because each GDCS injection squib valve has three squib initiators,
powered by three different divisions, the design is also single failure proof if required to operate
all eight valves, and even will initiate with the loss of two divisions of power.

The current monitor continuously verifies squib electrical continuity, and the disable/test switch
is used when performing maintenance or surveillance testing, or testing the current monitor. If
the disable/test switch opens the circuit, an alarm signal is sent to the MCR, indicating that the
squib initiator (not the valve) is inoperable.

For diversity, the DPS also is able to fire its squib electrical initiator on each of the eight GDCS
injection squib valves, using single failure proof logic (both to operate and to avoid inadvertent
operation). This is accomplished using a completely separate squib initiator connected to the
DPS system (see Figures 7.3-lb land 7.3-1c). The DPS system uses diverse (from the
SSLC/ESF) sensors, hardware, and software to operate the GDCS injection valves. Figure 7.3-2
shows the initiation logic of a typical equalizing squib valve.
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Within the RMU, for each squib initiator, there is a series circuit of divisional power, three load
drivers/discrete outputs in series, a current monitor, and a normally closed disable/test switch.
To fire the equalizing valve squib initiator, the triply redundant logic in the SSLC/ESF must time
out the post GDCS initiation signal permissive, acquire at least two of four fuel zone range
signals, determine that the measured value is at or below Level .5 and two-out-of-four vote the
resulting divisional sensor trips and transmit separate close signals to each of the three load
driver/discrete outputs. The effect is that two of the three triply redundant processors must
separately command all of the load drivers/discrete outputs to fire the divisional squib initiator,
making the design single failure proof against inadvertent actuation.

Because each equalizing valve has three divisional squib initiators powered by three different
divisions, the design is also single failure proof whenever required to operate all four valves,
with any three of the four divisions of safety-related power available. The equalizing valves are
needed for the long term, so they are not automatically operated by the DPS system. The
equalizing valves are included in the manually initiated GDCS valve logic, and also have
capability to be fired individually from safety-related VDU displays or nonsafety-related VDU
displays.

Deluge System

The severe accident deluge system (GDCS subsystem) is designed to flood the containment floor
in the event of a core breach that results in molten fuel on the containment floor. This system is
made up of two individual and identical trains both of which contain an automatic actuation and
manual actuation ability. There are 12 deluge valves each with four squib initiators (each valve
train has a manual and automatic initiator). Each of these valves feeds the Basemat-Internal Melt
Arrest Coolability (BiMAC) deluge system, which floods the containment floor following a
severe accident. The BiMAC system is described in more detail in Subsection 6.2.1. The logic
for the deluge valves is executed in a pair of dedicated nonsafety-related PLCs and a pair of
dedicated safety-related temperature switches.

Automatic actuation of the deluge valves is accomplished in concert with lower drywell high
temperature. The containment floor area is divided into 30 cells, with two thermocouples
installed in each cell. One thermocouple from each cell is monitored in one PLC, while the other
thermocouple from each cell is monitored in a second PLC. When measured temperatures
exceed the setpoint (see Table 7.3-4) at one set of thermocouples coincident with setpoints being
exceeded at a second set of thermocouples in an adjacent cell, a trip signal is generated in each
PLC.

The trip signal in each PLC starts an adjustable deluge squib valve non-bypassable timer. At the
end of the deluge squib valve set time delay, each of the two timers outputs a trip signal to the
respective deluge valve squib load driver/discrete output. The timer outputs are wired in series
so each of the two timers must transmit a temperature trip signal to the corresponding series load
driver/discrete output. Additionally, a pair of dedicated safety-related temperature switches
monitor the drywell temperature below the RPV. Each temperature switch uses a capillary and
bulb action to close a contact wired in series with the PLC timer outputs. The effect is that both
PLC timer outputs and both temperature switch outputs must operate to fire the squib initiator.
The temperature switches serve as permissives for the deluge logic. These temperature switches
are safety-related to prevent inadvertent actuation of the deluge system, which could needlessly
drain the GDCS pools.
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An additional function of the PLC logic is to initiate operation of battery powered ignitors in the
PCCS heat exchangers to prevent the accumulation of explosive mixtures of hydrogen (generated
from the interaction with zircalloy) and oxygen (concrete containment floor) associated with the
severe accident/core breach while the containment is at a high pressure. The ignitors will be
pulsed at an appropriate rate after deluge system initiation and are powered from the same
batteres that power the squib ignitors on the GDCS deluge valves. The severe accident deluge
system is appropriate for this function since the PCCS heat exchangers are designed to withstand
hydrogen/oxygen explosions at containment pressures associated with design basis accidents.

The deluge logic implemented in PLC is completely separate from and independent of the
Q-DCIS and the N-DCIS, and is powered by dedicated pair of batteries supported by battery
chargers operating on nonsafety-related power. In the event that this nonsafety-related primary
electrical power is lost, deluge logic power is supplied from dedicated batteries for 72 hours.
The deluge valves and PCCS ignitors are also aire-powered by a pair of dedicated batteries
supported by battery chargers operating on nonsafety-related power. In the event that this
nonsafety-related power is lost, deluge valve and ignitor power is supplied from each pair of
dedicated batteries for 72 hours.

The batteries for the deluge valves and ignitor are separate from and independent of the batteries
for the deluge logic. Each of these batteries can fire all 12 deluge valve squibs and operate the
PCCS ignitors. All of the deluge valve/ignitor batteries are separate from and independent of the
other plant batteries.

The logic elements providing the controls for the actuation of the deluge valves and ignitors are
contained within a separate pair of dedicated nonsafety-related PLCs and a pair of dedicated
safety-related temperature switches. The only safety-related function of the deluge and ignitor
logic is prevention of inadvertent actuation. The deluge logic is independent from all the other
plant controls, and also is located outside containment.

Temperature indications and alarms, as well as continuity alarms and valve open/close
indications for each squib valve are available in the MCR. Each valve has a normally closed
disable/test switch available for maintenance purposes.

Two control switches are furnished in the MCR, to allow the operator manually to open the 12
deluge valves. These switches are of the "arm/fire" type, and are wired in series such that four
deliberate operator actions (two for "arm" and two for "fire") and the safety-related temperature
switches located under the RPV are required to operate the valves. These switches actuate the
squib initiator on each deluge valve. A similar pair of MCR switches is used for manual
initiation of the PCCS ignitors. Operator use of the "arm" portion of the switch triggers a plant
alarm in the PCF.

7.3.1.2.3 Safety Evaluation

Section 6.3 evaluates the individual and combined capabilities of ADS and GDCS. For the
entire range of nuclear process system break sizes, the ADS and GDCS ensure that the reactor
core is always submerged.

Instrumentation initiating the ADS and GDCS injection and equalizing functions must respond to
the potential inadequacy of core cooling regardless of the location of the breach in the RCPB.
Such a breach inside or outside the containment is sensed by RPV low water level. This signal is
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completely independent of breach location, and is therefore used to initiate the GDCS injection
and equalizing functions.

Operator action is normally not required to initiate the correct response of the GDCS. However,
if the system fails to initiate, the MCR operator manually accomplishes GDCS initiation through
controls and displays in the MCR. Sufficient alarms and indications in the MCR allow the
operator to assess the performance of the GDCS. Specific instrumentation is addressed in
Subsection 7.3.1.2.5.

The redundancy of the control and monitoring equipment for the GDCS injection and equalizing
functions is consistent with the redundancy of the four divisions of the GDCS. Control and
monitoring equipment is located in the MCR and is under the supervision of the MCR operator.

The initiation scheme for the GDCS injection and equalizing functions is designed such that no
single failure in the initiation circuitry, with any three of the four divisions of safety-related
power available, can prevent the GDCS from providing the core with adequate cooling. This is
assured by the redundancy of the components in the four divisions of the GDCS.

The GDCS has no equipment protective interlocks that could interrupt automatic system
operation. To initiate the GDCS injection and equalization systems manually, a RPV low-
pressure signal must be present. This prevents system initiation while the reactor is at operating
pressure. The GDCS injection and equalizing functions are designed to operate from safety-
related power. The system instrumentation is powered by divisionally separated safety-related
power. The injection squib valve, and the equalizing squib valve logic and initiation circuitry is
powered by divisionally separated, safety-related power (refer to Section 8.3.1.4.1). The
mechanical aspects of the GDCS are discussed in Subsection 6.3.2.

The two deluge system temperature switches and related contacts are safety-related only to
prevent the inadvertent actuation of the deluge valves. No single failure within the deluge
system control and monitoring equipment causes an inadvertent actuation of the deluge system.
This is to protect against inadvertently draining the GDCS pools, thereby preventing the injection
and equalizing systems from performing their safety functions. Similarly no single failure will
cause the inadvertent actuation of the PCCS ignitors although inadvertent actuation is not a
safety or operational concern.

Table 7.1-1 identifies the GDCS and the associated codes and standards applied in accordance
with the SRP. This subsection addresses I&C systems conformance to regulatory requirements,
guidelines, and industry standards. Any exceptions or clarifications are so noted.

7.3.1.2.3.1 Code of Federal Regulations

10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(v)[II.K.3.13], HPCI and RCIC initiation levels,

* Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to these requirements.

10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(iii)[I.D.1], Human factors engineering principles applied to control room
design:

* Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to these requirements.

10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(v)[I.D.3], Bypass and operable automatic status indication of safety systems:

* Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to these requirements.
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optic cables for interconnections between safety-related divisions for data exchange and
for interconnections between safety-related and nonsafety-related devices.

BTP HICB-12, Guidance on Establishing and Maintaining Instrument Setpoints:

0 Conformance: GDCS logic resides within the SSLC/ESF conforming to BTP HICB-12.

BTP HICB-14, Guidance on Software Reviews for Digital Computer-Based Instrumentation and
Control Systems:

* Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to BTP HICB-14.

BTP HICB-16, Guidance on the Level of Detail Required for Design Certification Applications
Under 10 CFR Part 52:

* Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to BTP HICB-16

BTP HICB- 17, Guidance on Self-Test and Surveillance Test Provisions:

0 Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to BTP HICB-17.

BTP HICB-19, Guidance for Evaluation of Defense-in-Depth and Diversity in Digital Computer-
Based Instrumentation and Control Systems:

* Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to BTP HICB-19. The implementation of an
additional diverse instrumentation and control system is described in Section 7.8.

BTP HICB-21, Guidance on Digital Computer Real-Time Performance:

* Conformance: The GDCS design conforms to BTP HICB-2 1.

7.3.1.2.3.6 Three Mile Island Action Plan Requirements

In accordance with the SRP for Section7.3 and Table7.1-1, 10CFR50.34(f)(2)(v)[I.D.3]
(addressed above) apply to the GDCS. The GDCS design complies with these requirements.
TMI action plan requirements are generically addressed in Appendix IA.

7.3.1.2.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

The GDCS TLUs are self-tested continually at preset intervals. The TLUs of each logic division,
and the timers for the automatic logic, can be tested during plant operation. GDCS equipment
inside containment is tested during refueling outages. Refer to Subsection 6.3.2.7.4 for a
discussion of mechanical tests performed on the GDCS.

7.3.1.2.5 Instrumentation and Control Requirements

The performance and effectiveness of the GDCS in a postulated accident is verified by observing
the following MCR indications (additional discussion on the GDCS instrumentation is contained
in Subsection 7.3.1.2.2 and in Subsection 6.3.2.7.5):

* Status indication of locked-open maintenance valves;

* Status indication and alarm of the squib-actuated valves;

" Position indication of the GDCS check valves;

* Drywell and RPV pressure indication;
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* Suppression pool high/low level alarm;

" GDCS pool high/low level alarm;

" Water level indication for the GDCS pools, suppression pool and RPV; and

* Squib valve open alarm.

The safety-related GDCS instrumentation is designed to operate in a drywell environment
resulting from a LOCA. The thermocouples that initiate the deluge valves are qualified to
operate in a severe accident environment. The PCCS ignitors are qualified to operate in a severe
accident environment. Safety-related instruments, located outside the drywell, are qualified for
the environment in which they must perform their safety-related functions.

7.3.2 Passive Containment Cooling System

The Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) consists of condensers that are an integral part
of the containment pressure boundary. The PCCS heat exchanger tubes are located in the
Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling System (IC/PCCS) pool outside the
containment. Containment (drywell) pressure above the suppression pool (wetwell) pressure,
similar to the situation during a loss of reactor coolant into the drywell, forces flow through the
PCCS condensers. Condensate from the PCCS drains to the GDCS pools. As the flow passes
through the PCCS condensers, heat is rejected to the IC/PCCS pool, thereby cooling the
containment atmosphere. This action occurs automatically, without the need for actuation of
components. The PCCS does not have instrumentation, control logic, or power-actuated valves,
and does not need or use electrical power for its operation in the first 72 hours after a LOCA.
For long-term effectiveness of the PCCS, the vent fans and their isolation valves are manually
initiated by operator action. For severe accident events, ignitors have been added to the lower
drum of each PCCS heat exchanger to prevent the accumulation of explosive mixtures of
hydrogen and oxygen with simultaneous containment high pressure conditions. Other
information on the PCCS is given in Subsection 6.2.2.

7.3.3 Leak Detection and Isolation System

The primary function of the Leak Detection and Isolation System (LD&IS) is to detect and
monitor leakage from the RCPB and to initiate the appropriate safety action to isolate the source
of the leak. The system is designed to automatically initiate the isolation of certain designated
process lines penetrating the containment, to prevent release of radioactive material from the
RCPB. The initiation of the isolation functions closes the appropriate containment isolation
valves. The LD&IS functions are performed in two separate and diverse safety-related
platforms. The Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) isolation logic functions are performed in
the Reactor Trip and Isolation Function (RTIF) platform, while all other containment isolation
logic functions are performed in the SSLC/ESF platform and the ICP platform (reference 7.3.4
and 7.3.6). The non-safety monitoring functions of LD&IS are performed in the N-DCIS.

7.3.3.1 System Design Bases

The following safety-related system design criteria are applicable to the design of the LD&IS.
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* Status indication of VB position;

* Status indication of VB isolation valve position;

* Drywell and wetwell pressure indication;

* Drywell and wetwell temperature indications;

* VB isolation valve bypass status; and

* Status indication of bypass leakage.

The VB isolation function instrumentation located in the drywell is designed to operate in the
harsh drywell environment that results from a LOCA. Safety-related instruments, located
outside the drywell, are qualified for the environment in which they must perform their safety-
related function.

7.3.7 ICS DPV Isolation Function

The ICS DPV isolation function which is implemented in the ICP prevents the loss of long-term
containment integrity upon detection of DPV open position,. Figures 7.1-1 and 7.3-5 indicate
ICS DPV isolation function interfaces.

7.3.7.1 System Design Bases

The ICS DPV isolation function has the following safety-related requirements:

* Automatically isolates all Isolation Condensers by closing the two steam admission
isolation valves to each of the ICs.

* The two steam admission isolation valves per IC are qualified for a harsh environment
inside the drywell.

* Manual opening and closing of the IC steam admission isolation valves is provided for in
the design.

* No single control logic and instrumentation failure opens/closes more than one IC steam
admission isolation valve.

* IC steam admission isolation valve positions are displayed in the MCR.

* The safety-related function is met with one IC steam admission valve path isolated
together with any active identifiable single failure.

* Divisional instruments performing IC steam admission valve isolation valve logic are
powered by the associated safety-related divisional power supplies.

* ICS DPV isolation function logic controllers are independent.

7.3.7.2 System Description

The ICS DPV isolation function comprises ICPs and four pair of steam admission isolation
valves (two per IC). A more detailed description is given in Subsection 5.4.6.

* Automatic Operation
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- Closure of the IC steam admission isolation valves are performed automatically,
without need for operator action, once DPV position signals representing two or more
open DPVs are detected.

- Automatic actuation logic is performed by a control system with components similar
to those used in the ATWS/SLC control system. These components are an
independent Q-DCIS subsystem.

- Each IC steam admission isolation valve has dedicated logic. Each IC steam
admission isolation valve actuator operates independently of the other IC steam
admission isolation valves according to input received from the DPV position
sensors. Logic is processed for each individual isolation valve, failure of the logic for
one isolation valve does not affect the logic for any other isolation valve.

* Manual Operation

- Manual controls are available to the operator to:

M Open each IC steam admission isolation valve (this logic is contained in
SSLC/ESF), and

M Close each IC steam admission isolation valve.

- Manual controls are independent for each IC steam admission isolation valve and are
hardwired to the same hardware as the IC steam admission isolation valve automatic
control logic.

* Actuation Logic

- The primary ICP closure demand for the IC steam admission isolation valve is based
upon detection of two or more DPV valves open position signals and upon the bypass
status of the associated division of logic.

- Other IC steam admission isolation valve closure demand signals are originated with
SSLC/ESF logic using different isolation valve actuators.

- Manual control over each IC steam admission isolation valve is available to the
operator.

- Logic for each IC steam admission isolation valve is controlled by separate position
switches on each DPV (one switch per division per DPV). Each DPV position is
available to each of the four divisional ICPs whose logic will initiate the isolation
when any two DPVs are open.

- Additional and separate position switches per DPV are used for the four divisions of
SSLC/ESF isolation logic.

- Each ICS DPV isolation function ICP division can be placed into manual sensor
bypass status that is automatically indicated in the MCR.
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7.3.7.3 Safety Evaluation

Section 5.4.6.1 and reference 5.4-3 evaluate the IC steam admission isolation valve isolation
function and indicates that closing the ICS isolation valves when the RPV is depressurized
mitigates the accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen.

Table 7.1-1 identifies the ICS DPV isolation function and the associated codes and standards
applied, in accordance with the SRP. This subsection addresses I&C systems conformance to
regulatory requirements, guidelines, and industry standards.

7.3.7.3.1 Code of Federal Regulations

10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(iii)[I.D.1], Human factors engineering principles applied to control room
design:

0 Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function design conforms to these requirements.

10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(v)[I.D.3], Bypass and operable automatic status indication of safety systems:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function conforms to these requirements.

10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xxi)rII.K.1.22], Auxiliary heat removal systems functional requirements
under conditions when main feedwater system is not operable:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function conforms to these requirements.

10 CFR 50.43(e), Innovative means of accomplishing safety functions:

* Conformance: When innovative means are used in the I&C design it complies with
10 CFR 50.43(e).

10 CFR 50.49, Environmental qualification of electric equipment important to safety for nuclear
power plants:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function conforms to these requirements. See
Table 3.11-1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental Qualification).

10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1), Quality standards for systems important to safety:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function conforms to this requirement for the use
of the applicable these standards.

10 CFR 50.55a(h), Protection and safety systems compliance with IEEE Std. 603:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function conforms to IEEE Std. 603.
Conformance information is found in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.1 through 7.1.6.6.1.27.
Additional information concerning how the ICS DPV isolation function conforms to
IEEE Std. 603 is discussed below.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 4.2 (Safety-Related Function): See Subsection 7.3.7.1.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 4.3 (Permissive Conditions for Operating Bypasses):
Permissive conditions for operating bypasses are not applicable for the ICS DPV
isolation function.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 4.6 (Spatially Dependent Variables): See the Actuation Logic
section of Subsections 7.3.7.2 and 6.2.1.1.5.5.1.
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- IEEE Std. 603, Section 5.7 (Capability for Test and Calibration): See
Subsection 7.3.7.4.

- IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.2 and 7.2 (Manual Control): See Subsections 7.3.7.1 and
7.3.6.2.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 6.4 (Derivation of System Inputs): Derivation of system
inputs for the ICS DPV isolation function are not applicable beyond that discussed in
Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.20.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 6.5 (Capability of Test and Calibration): See
Subsection 7.3.7.4.

- IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.6 and 7.4 (Operating Bypasses): Operating bypasses for
the ICS DPV isolation function are not applicable beyond that discussed in
Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.22.

- IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.7 and 7.5 (Maintenance Bypasses): Maintenance Bypasses
for the ICS DPV isolation function are not applicable beyond that discussed in
Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.23.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 8.2 (Non-Electrical Power Sources): Non-Electrical power
sources for the ICS DPV isolation function are not applicable beyond that discussed
in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.26.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 8.3 (Maintenance Bypasses): Maintenance bypasses for the
ICS DPV isolation function are not applicable beyond that discussed in
Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.27.

10 CFR 52.47, Contents of applications; technical information, level of design information:

* Conformance: The level of detail provided for the design for the IC isolation valves and
the ICS DPV isolation function within the DCD conforms to this requirement.

10 CFR 52.47(a)(21), Resolution of unresolved and generic (medium- and high-priority) safety
issues identified in NUREG-0933:

* Conformance: Resolution of unresolved and generic safety issues is discussed in
Section 1.11.

10 CFR 52.47(a)(25), Interface requirements for portions of the plant not within scope of
certified design application:

0 Conformance: There are no interface requirements for this section.

10 CFR 52.47(b)(1), ITAAC in design certification application:

* Conformance: ITAAC are provided for the I&C systems and equipment in Tier 1.

10 CFR 52.47(c)(2), Innovative means to accomplish safety function design completeness
requirements per 10 CFR 50.43(e):

• Conformance: The I&C design may use innovative means for accomplishing safety-
related functions.
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* Conformance: The I&C design may use innovative means for accomplishing safety-
related functions.

7.3.7.3.2 General Design Criteria

GDC 1, 2, 4, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 29, 33, 24, 35, 37 and 44:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function design complies with these GDCs.

7.3.7.3.3 Staff Requirements Memoranda

SRM on Item 11.0 of SECY 93-087:

Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to these
criteria through demonstration that no postulated common-mode failure of the control
system could disable the IC steam admission valve isolation function. The discrete logic
and solid state controls used in this design are not subject to these vulnerabilities.

7.3.7.3.4 Regulatory Guides

RG 1.22, Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.22. System logic and components are tested periodically during refueling outages.

RG 1.47, Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.47. Automatic indication is provided in the MCR to inform the operator that the system
is inoperable or a division is bypassed.

RG 1.53, Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Safety Systems:

Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function is organized into four
physically and electrically-isolated divisions that use the principles of independence and
redundancy to conform to the single failure criterion as defined by IEEE Std. 379,
Section 4, and IEEE Std. 603, Section 5.1, additionally, the design meets N-2 conditions.
Analyses complying with IEEE Std. 379 will be used to confirm the safety-related system
designs' conformance to the single failure criterion.

RG 1.62, Manual Initiation of Protective Actions:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design complies with RG
1.62. Each division has a manual actuation switch. Initiation of the system requires
actuation of two switches to ensure that manual initiation is a deliberate act.

RG 1.75, Criteria for Independence of Electrical Safety Systems:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.75 as described in Subsections 8.3.1.3 and 8.3.1.4.

RG 1.89, Environmental Qualification of Certain Electric Equipment Important to Safety for
Nuclear Power Plants:
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* Conformance: The ESBWR I&C conforms to RG 1.97. Specific instruments credited
for RG 1.97 compliance are determined as part of the HFE development process as
discussed in Section 7.5.

RG 1.100, Seismic Qualification of Electric and Mechanical Equipment for Nuclear Power
Plants:

Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.100. See Sections 3.9 (Mechanical Systems and Components) and 3.10 (Seismic and
Dynamic Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment).

RG 1.105, Setpoints for Safety-Related Instrumentation:

* Conformance: The setpoints established to control the IC steam admission valve
conform to RG 1.105. Reference 7.3-2 provides a detailed description of the GEH
methodology.

RG 1.118, Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems:

* Conformance: Periodic testing of the protection systems is performed in accordance with
IEEE Std. 338, as modified by RG 1.118.

RG 1.152, Criteria for Use of Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.152.

RG 1.153, Criteria for Safety Systems:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function is designed to satisfy the
requirements of IEEE Std. 603, as endorsed by RG 1.153.

RG 1.168, Verification, Validation, Reviews, and Audits for Digital Computer Software Used in
Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.168 as implemented on the independent control platform.

RG 1.169, Configuration Management Plans for Digital Computer Software Used in Safety
Systems of Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.169 as implemented on the independent control platform.

RG 1.170, Software Test Documentation for Digital Computer Software Used in Safety Systems
of Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.170 as implemented on the independent control platform.

RG 1.171, Software Unit Testing for Digital Computer Software Used in Safety Systems of
Nuclear Power Plants:

Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function design conforms to RG 1.171 as
implemented on the independent control platform.
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RG 1.172, Software Requirements Specifications for Digital Computer Software Used in Safety
Systems of Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.172 as implemented on the independent control platform.

RG 1.173, Developing Software Life Cycle Processes for Digital Computer Software Used in
Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.173 as implemented on the independent control platform.

RG 1.180, Guidelines for Evaluating Electromagnetic and Radio-Frequency Interference in
Safety-Related Instrumentation and Control Systems:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.180. See Table 3.11 1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental
Qualification).

RG 1.204, Guidelines for Lightning Protection of Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.204.

RG 1.209, Guidelines for Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Computer-Based
Instrumentation and Control Systems in Nuclear Power Plants:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to RG
1.209. See Table 3.11 1 (Electrical and Mechanical Equipment for Environmental
Qualification).

7.3.7.3.5 Branch Technical Positions

In accordance with the SRP for Section 7.3 and Table 7.1-1, the following BTPs are addressed
for the ICS DPV isolation function:

BTP HICB-8, Guidance for Application of Regulatory Guide 1.22:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to BTP
HICB 8.

BTP HICB-10, Guidance on Application of Regulatory Guide 1.97:

* Conformance: The ESBWR I&C conforms to RG 1.97. Specific instruments credited
for RG 1.97 compliance are determined as part of the HFE development process as
discussed in Section 7.5.

BTP HICB- 11, Guidance on Application and Qualification of Isolation Devices:

* Conformance: Logic controllers for the IC steam admission valve isolation function use
safety-related fiber-optic CIMs and fiber-optic cables for interconnections between
safety-related divisions for data exchange and for interconnections between safety-related
and nonsafety-related devices.

BTP HICB-12, Guidance on Establishing and Maintaining Instrument Setpoints:
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* Conformance: The setpoints established to control the IC steam admission isolation
valve conform to this guide. Reference 7.3-2 provides a detailed description of the GEH
methodology.

BTP HICB-14, Guidance on Software Reviews for Digital Computer-Based Instrumentation and
Control Systems:

* Conformance: The IC steam admission valve isolation function design conforms to BTP

HICB-14.

BTP HICB-16, Guidance on the Level of Detail Required for Design Certification Applications
Under 10 CFR Part 52:

* Conformance: The level of detail in the IC steam admission valve isolation function

description conforms to BTP HICB-16.

BTP HICB-17, Guidance on Self-Test and Surveillance Test Provisions:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function design conforms to BTP HICB-17.

BTP HICB-18, Guidance on the Use of Programmable Logic Controllers in Digital Computer-
Based Instrumentation and Control Systems:

Conformance: Q DCIS hardware, embedded and operating system software, and
peripheral components conform to the guidance of Branch Technical Position HICB 18.
Q DCIS is built and qualified specifically for ESBWR applications as safety-related and
not as commercial grade PLCs. The embedded and operating system software meet the
acceptance criteria contained in BTP HICB 14, for safety-related applications.

BTP HICB- 19, Guidance for Evaluation of Defense-in-Depth and Diversity in Digital Computer-
Based Instrumentation and Control Systems:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function design conforms to BTP HICB-19. The
discrete logic and solid state controls used in this design are not subiect to the
vulnerabilities described by BTP HICB-19.

BTP HICB-2 1, Guidance on Digital Computer Real-Time Performance:

* Conformance: The ICS DPV isolation function design conforms to BTP HICB-21.

7.3.7.3.6 Three Mile Island Action Plan Requirements

In accordance with the SRP for 7.3 and with Table 7.1-1, 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(v)[I.D.31 applies to
the ICS DPV isolation function. The ICS DPV isolation function complies with the
requirements as indicated above. TMI action plan requirements are addressed in Appendix IA.

7.3.7.4 Testinj' and Inspection Requirements

The ICS DPV isolation function TLUs are self-tested continually at preset intervals and can be
tested during plant operation. ICS DPV isolation function equipment is tested during reactor
operation to support IC steam admission isolation valve stroke testing as specified in Table 3.9-8
and Subsection 5.4.6.4.
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7.3.7.5 Instrumentation and Control Requirements

The performance and effectiveness of the ICS DPV isolation function in a postulated accident is
verified by observing the following MCR indications (additional discussion on the ICS DPV
isolation function instrumentation is contained in Subsection 7.3.7.1 and in Subsection 5.4.6):

• Status indication of the IC steam admission isolation valve position;

" DPV position indication; and

* ICS DPV isolation function bypass status.

The ICS DPV isolation function instrumentation located in the drywell is designed to operate in
the harsh drywell environment that results from a LOCA. Safety-related instruments, located
outside the drywell, are qualified for the environment in which they must perform their safety-
related function.

7-.17-7.3.8 COL Information

None.

7-.-8-7.3.9 References

7.3-1 (Deleted)

7.3-2 IGE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "GEH ESBWR Setpoint Methodology," NEDE-33304P,
Class III (Proprietary), Revision 34_, Fhirua"y-_May_2010, and NEDO-33304, Class II
(Non-proprietary), Revision -34, Februaiý'-May 2010.]*

7.3-3 [GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR - Software Management Program Manual,"
NEDE-33226P, Class III (Proprietary), Revision5, February 2010, and NEDO-33226,
Class I (Non-proprietary), Revision 5, February 2010.]*

7.3-4 [GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR - Software Quality Assurance Program Manual,"
NEDE-33245P, Class III (Proprietary), Revision 5, February 2010, and NEDO-33245,
Class I (Non-proprietary), Revision 5, February 2010.]*

7.3-5 (Deleted)
*References that are bracketed and italicized with an asterisk following the brackets are

designated as Tier 2*. Prior NRC approval is required to change.
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Notes: 1) Local area sensors include:

RPS. Turbine stop valve position, turbine CV oil pressure, turbine bypass
valve position, main condenser pressure and loss of power generation bus

PRMS: Process radiation - control room inlet ventilation
NBS: MSIV position (for RTIF only), RPV pressure, water level
CRO: Scram accumulator charging water header pressure
CMS: Drywall pressure, dryweN level, suppression pool temperature
HP CRD High Pressure Control Rod Drive System

CS: (Containment System) wetwell and drywell temperature, Vacuum Breaker (VB)
and VS isolation valve position

2) Manual scram interrupts power to the LD circuit
3) LD&IS MSIV Isolation logic shares RTIF sensors. LD&WS non-MSIV isolation logic shams

SSLC/ESF sensors
4) The various LD&WS sensors and functions are depicted on Figure 7,3-3

Figure 7.3-5. SSLC/ESF System Interface Diagram
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* Position indications for containment isolation valves, flow control valves, and motor-
operated valves;

* Temperature indication for demineralizer influent water;

" Conductivity recorders for demineralizer influent and effluent;

* Temperature of the system supply water (from the RPV bottom head);

* Temperature of the system return water (to feedwater line);

* Temperatures of the non-regenerative and regenerative heat exchanger water (coolant
side);

" Process alarms (for example, high water temperatures, high overboarding line pressure,
low system flow, high system flow, high conductivity); and

" Pressure indication for the overboarding line.

7.4.4 Isolation Condenser System

7.4.4.1 System Design Bases

Refer to Subsection 5.4.6.1 for the design bases of the ICS. Figure 5.1-3 shows the basic
configuration of the ICS.

The ICS is one of the ESF systems whose I&C implemented in SSLC/ESF and whose isolation
functions are implemented in both SSLC/ESF and ICP, belong to a group of systems collectively
called the Q-DCIS. A simplified network functional diagram of the DCIS is included as Figure
7.1-1. This diagram indicates the relationships of the SSLC/ESF with its safety-related peers,
and with nonsafety-related plant data systems collectively called the N-DCIS. Section 7.1
contains a description of these relationships.

The ICS containment isolation functions are implemented by the SSLC/ESF. Additionally, the
ICP provides a redundant isolation signal on DPV opening, and this signal is provided to one
containment isolation valve on each ICS steam or condensate line.

7.4.4.2 System Description

Refer to Subsection 5.4.6.2 for the ICS system description.

7.4.4.3 Safety Evaluation

Conformance of ICS equipment to the requirements of IEEE Std. 603 (other than I&C) is
addressed in Subsections 5.4.6.2 and 5.4.6.3. The paragraph on "Isolation Condenser Operation"
in Subsection 5.4.6.2 addresses the requirements of IEEE Std. 603, Section 4.10.
Subsection 5.4.6.3 addresses the requirements of IEEE Std. 603, Section 4.8. Conformance of
ICS I&C equipment to the requirements of IEEE Std. 603, Sections 5.1 and 8.1, is addressed in
this subsection. The ICS is designed to operate from safety-related power sources. The system
instrumentation is powered by four divisionally separated sources of safety-related power. The
ICS uses two-out-of-four logic from SSLC/ESF (refer to Subsection 7.3.5) for automatic
operation and two-out-of-four logic in SSLC/ESF and ICP or isolation of each of the four
separate isolation condenser trains as shown in Figure 7.4-3. The actuating logic and actuator
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ICs are initiated by two-out-of-four logic in the four divisions of SSLC/ESF inter-divisional
signals are isolated at the source and transmitted using optical fiber. Each of the four IC
equipment trains can be initiated by either DPS or any one of three SSLC/ESF divisions and their
associated safety-related power source. Consequently, the loss of two of the four safety-related
power supplies does not result in the loss of any one ICS equipment train. However, second and
third sources of safety-related power are provided to operate the ICS automatic venting system
during long-term ICS operation; otherwise the manually controlled backup venting system,
which uses one of the divisional power sources starting the ICS, can be used for long-term
operation.

If the three safety-related power supplies used to start an individual ICS equipment train fail,
then the ICS would automatically start, because of the "fail open" actuation of the condensate
return bypass valves and vent valves upon loss of electrical power to the solenoids controlling its
nitrogen-actuated valves.

The ICS is initiated automatically as part of the ECCS to provide additional liquid inventory to
mitigate LOCA events. The signals that initiate ICS operation are:

" High reactor pressure;

* Low reactor water level (Level 2) with time delay;

* Low reactor water level (Level 1);

* Loss of power generation buses (loss of feedwater flow) in reactor run mode;

* MSIV position indication (indicating closure) whenever the Reactor Mode Switch is in
the Run position; and

" Operator manual initiation.

The ICS is automatically isolated to mitigate buildup of noncondensable gases during LOCA
events. The signal that isolates ICS is a confirmed opening of any two DPV's.

The operator is able to stop any individual ICS equipment train whenever the RPV pressure is
below a reset value overriding the ICS automatic actuation signal following MSIV closure.

The IC/PCCS pool has four safety-related level sensors in each IC/PCCS inner expansion pool.
These level sensors are part of the Fuel and Auxiliary Pool Cooling System (FAPCS). Each
IC/PCCS inner expansion pool is connected to the equipment storage pool by two cross-connect
valves in parallel where one valve is a pneumatic operated valve with an accumulator and two
load drivers per initiator (actuation similar to Figure 7.4-3) and the other is a squib valve with
three load drivers per initiator (actuation similar to Figure 7.3-2). Each valve has four initiators
(three divisional initiators and one DPS initiator [see Section 7.8]). These valves open when a
low water level condition is detected in the IC/PCCS inner expansion pool to which they are
connected to provide makeup water for the first 72 hours of design basis events. The residual heat
removal function of the safety-related ICS is further backed up by the safety-related ESF
combination of ADS, PCCS, and GDCS; by the nonsafety-related RWCU/SDC loops; or by the
makeup function of the CRD system operating in conjunction with safety relief valves and the
suppression pool cooling systems.
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- IEEE Std. 603, Section 4.6 (Spatially Dependent Variables): Spatial dependency of
monitored variables is not applicable to ICS.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 5.2 (Completion of Protective Actions): Completion of
Protective Actions are not applicable beyond that discussed in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.3.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 5.7 (Capability for Test and Calibration): Test and Calibrate
features are discussed in Subsection 5.4.6.4.

- IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.2 and 7.2 (Manual Control): See Subsections 5.4.6.2.2 and
5.4.6.2.3.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 6.4 (Derivation of System Inputs): The ICS derives its sense
and command features from direct measurements as described in Subsections 5.4.6.5,
7.4.4.3 and 7.8.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 6.5 (Capability of Test and Calibration): Capability for Test
and Calibrate features beyond that discussed in are discussed in Subsection 5.4.6.4.

- IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.6 and 7.4 (Operating Bypasses): Operating bypasses for
the ICS beyond that discussed in Subsections 7.1.6.6.1.22 are not applicable.

- IEEE Std. 603, Sections 6.7 and 7.5 (Maintenance Bypasses): Maintenance bypasses
for the ICS beyond that discussed in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.23 are not applicable.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 8.2 (Non-Electrical Power Sources): Non-Electrical power
sources for the ICS beyond that discussed in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.26 are not
applicable.

- IEEE Std. 603, Section 8.3 (Maintenance Bypasses): Maintenance bypasses for the
ICS beyond that discussed in Subsection 7.1.6.6.1.27 are not applicable.

10 CFR 50.62, Rcquircemcnts for- reducetion of risk from AT-WS events for light watcr cooled
nuclear power- plants:

9 Genformfanee: The ICS eenforms to these fguifements.

10 CFR 50.63, Loss of all alternating current power:

0 Conformance: The ICS conforms to these requirements.

10 CFR 52.47, Contents of applications; technical information, level of design information:

* Conformance: The level of detail provided for the ICS within the DCD conforms to this
requirement.

10 CFR 52.47(a)(21), Resolution of unresolved and generic (medium- and high-priority) safety
issues identified in NUREG-0933:

• Conformance: Resolution of unresolved and generic safety issues is discussed in
Section 1.11.

10 CFR 52.47(a)(25), Interface requirements for portions of the plant not within scope of
certified design application:

* Conformance: There are no interface requirements for ICS.
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7.8 DIVERSE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

7.8.1 System Description

The Anticipated Transient Without Scram and Standby Liquid Control (ATWS/SLC) system and
the Diverse Protection System (DPS) comprise the diverse I&C systems that are part of the
diversity and defense-in-depth strategy. They provide diverse backup to the Reactor Protection
System (RPS) and the Safety System Logic and Control/Engineered Safety Features
(SSLC/ESF). The ATWS mitigating logic is designed to meet the diverse shutdown
requirements of 10 CFR 50.62, "Requirements For Reduction of Risk from Anticipated
Transients Without Scram (ATWS) Events for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." The
ATWS mitigating logic system is implemented with the Safety-Related Distributed Control and
Information System (Q-DCIS) and the Nonsafety-Related Distributed Control and Information
System (N-DCIS).

The nonsafety-related DPS (which is part of the N-DCIS) processes the nonsafety-related
portions of the ATWS mitigation logic. It is designed to mitigate the possibility of digital
protection system common mode failures discussed in Item II.Q of SECY 93-087 and SRM on
Item II.Q of SECY 93-087. Figure 7.8-1 provides a simplified block diagram of the DPS.

The relationships between the ATWS mitigation logic, the DPS, the Q-DCIS and the N-DCIS are
discussed in Section 7.1. Figure 7.1-1 provides a simplified network functional diagram of the
relationship between the ATWS/SLC System and the Q-DCIS, the DPS, and the N-DCIS.

The ATWS/SLC logic provides a diverse means of emergency shutdown using the SLC System
for soluble boron injection. Alternate rod insertion, which hydraulically scrams the plant using
the three sets of ARI valves of the Control Rod Drive (CRD) System, is also used for ATWS
mitigation. This logic is implemented in the DPS. Detailed ATWS mitigation features are
described later in this subsection.

The DPS is a nonsafety-related, triple redundant system powered by redundant nonsafety-related
load group power sources. The highly reliable, isolated, and independent DPS provides diverse
reactor scram using a subset of the RPS scram signals. The DPS provides diverse emergency
core cooling by independently actuating the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). The DPS
performs selected containment isolation functions as part of the diverse ESF function. Any DPS
manual initiation requires operation of two switches, with each switch requiring two distinct
operator actions. Additional DPS features are described in Subsection 7.8.1.2. The design scope
of the DPS functions is based on the diversity and defense-in-depth strategy developed via
analyses that show the design meets criteria of BTP HICB-19, as outlined in Licensing Topical
Report (LTR) NEDO-33251, "ESBWR I&C Diversity and Defense-In-Depth Report."
(Reference 7.8-1). A confirmatory analysis supports and validates the DPS design scope
requirements of BTP HICB-19. Conformance to BTP HICB-19 is described further in
Subsection 7.8.3.5.

Table 7.8-1 provides a summary of the functions, initiators, and interfacing systems used by the
diverse I&C systems for ATWS mitigation or for mitigation of design basis events described in
Chapter 15. Table 7.8-2 provides a list of the controls, interlocks, and bypasses used by the
diverse I&C systems for ATWS mitigation or for mitigation of design basis events described in
Chapter 15. Tables 7.8-3 and 7.8-4, both which address BTP HICB-19, describe additional
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diverse instrumentation and control features used to ensure that releases during a common mode
protection system failure coincident with the design basis events discussed in the Safety Analysis
of Chapter 15 do not exceed the radiation guidelines from 10 CFR 52.47(a)(2)(iv).

Mitigation of common mode failures is provided by:

* Manual scram and Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) isolation by the operator in the
Main Control Room (MCR) in response to diverse parameter indications;

* Availability of diverse manual initiation of the passive ECCS functions including
Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) squib valve initiation, Safety Relief Valve
(SRV) initiation, Depressurization Valve (DPV) initiation, Isolation Condenser System
(ICS) initiation, ICS vent function, and SLC System squib valve initiation. Manual
initiation functions are available in the safety-related systems and in the DPS;

* Core makeup water capability from the Condensate and Feedwater System (C&FS), CRD
System, and Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System (FAPCS) in the Low Pressure
Coolant Injection (LPCI) mode;

* Long-term shutdown capability in the two redundant Remote Shutdown System (RSS)
panels which are equipped with Division 1 and 2 controls for manual scram and MSIV
closure, Division 1 and 2 safety-related Video Display Units (VDUs), and nonsafety-
related displays and controls to allow monitoring and control of all plant systems. Local
displays of process variables in the RSS system are continuously powered and are
available for monitoring at any time;

* Diverse scram, which is different from the safety-related RPS, using diverse hardware
and software;

* Diverse ESF initiation logic, which is different from the SSLC/ESF, using diverse
hardware and software;

* ATWS mitigation using liquid boron injection for emergency plant shutdown through the
SLC system;

* ATWS mitigation using ARI to hydraulically scram the plant using the three sets of ARI
valves of the CRD system;

* Selected Control Rod Run-in (SCRRI) command to the Rod Control and Information
System (RC&IS);

" Select Rod Insert (SRI) to hydraulically insert selected control rods with every SCRRI
action; and

* Manual initiation capability of the ATWS mitigation functions (ARI/SLC/Feedwater
Runback).

7.8.1.1 Anticipated Transients Without Scram Mitigation Functions

The ATWS mitigation control functions are:

* Automatic SLC System initiation, as shown in Figure 7.8-3. The SLC System is
described in Subsection 7.4. 1.
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The ICS logic is configured to allow the availability of each ICS loop flow path from the four
safety-related divisions and the DPS.

7.8.1.2.3 ATWS Mitigation Logic to Inhibit ADS Initiation by DPS

To prevent ATWS events from escalating to more serious events (as described in
Subsection 7.8.1.1.1.2), the DPS sustained RPV Level 1 logic is inhibited by the following
signals:

" Coincident low RPV water level (Level 2) and SRNM ATWS permissive signals (i.e., an
SRNM signal from the NMS that is above a specified setpoint).

* Coincident high RPV pressure and SRNM ATWS permissive signals that persist for 60
seconds.

The ADS inhibit logic also inhibits the ADS and GDCS Injection sequenced initiation from
occurring via DPS logic.

The DPS - ADS Inhibit logic is also used to inhibit the DPS feedwater isolation on high-high
drywell pressure (described in Subsection 7.8.1.2.4).

MCR controls are provided to inhibit the sustained RPV Level 1 logic, ADS and GDCS Injection
sequenced initiation, and feedwater isolation on high-high drywell pressure logic within DPS
under ATWS conditions.

7.8.1.2.4 Diverse Isolation Logic by DPS

The DPS also provides the following major isolations using two-out-of-four sensor logic and
two-out-of-three processing logic. The isolation functions performed as part of the diverse ESF
are "energize to actuate."

" Closure of the MSIVs on detection of high steam flow rate, low RPV pressure, or low
RPV water level (Level 2). The isolation function is performed by contacts in the 120
VAC MSIV solenoid return circuit. The logic is enabled when the Reactor Mode Switch
is in the Run position.

* Closure of the Reactor Water Cleanup and Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC) isolation
valves on high differential flow rate.

* Isolation of the feedwater lines on a feedwater line break inside containment or LOCA
conditions that pose a challenge to containment design pressure. The line break is sensed
by differential pressure between feedwater lines coincident with high drywell pressure.
A feedwater isolation also occurs on high-high drywell pressure or high drywell pressure
coincident with high drywell water level. The DPS trips the main feedwater pump
adjustable speed drive (ASD) motor circuit breakers and closes the feedwater
containment isolation valves.

* Isolation of CRD high pressure makeup water injection (HP CRD) on high drywell
pressure coincident with high drywell level, or low level in two out of three GDCS pools.

7.8.1.2.5 Additional Functions of DPS

The following additional functions are performed by the DPS.

7.8-9
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" With logic similar to the SSLC/ESF, the DPS initiates the ICS on high RPV dome
pressure, low RPV water level (Level 2), or MSIV closure to provide core cooling.

* With logic similar to the SSLC/ESF, the DPS opens the ICS lower header vent valves
after six hours of ICS initiation.

" The DPS trips the feedwater pumps on high RPV water level (Level 9).

* The DPS opens pool cross-connect valves between the equipment storage pool and the
IC/PCCS expansion pools when a low level condition is detected in the IC/PCCS inner
expansion pool to which the valves are connected. DPS uses the four nonsafety-related
level sensors in each IC/PCCS inner expansion pool which are part of FAPCS
(Subsection 9.1.3.5).

The diverse protection logics for ESF function initiation, in combination with the ATWS
mitigation feature, other diverse backup scram protection, and selected diverse RPS logics
provide the diverse protection necessary to satisfy the design position specified in BTP HICB-19.

7.8.1.3 Diverse Manual Controls and Displays

All safety-related systems have displays and controls located in the MCR that provide manual
system-level actuation of their safety-related functions and monitoring of parameters that support
those safety-related functions.

In addition to the manual controls and displays for the safety-related reactor protection and
SSLC/ESF functions, the DPS also has displays and manual control functions that are
independent and diverse from those of the safety-related protection and SSLC/ESF functions.
They are not subject to the same common mode failure as the safety-related protection system
components. The manual controls permit manual initiation of the SRV, DPV, GDCS, and SLC
System valves, and the ICS.

The operator is provided with a set of diverse displays separate from those supplied through the
safety-related software platform. The displays that provide independent confirmation of the
status of major process parameters include:

" Reactor pressure;

* Reactor pressure high alarm;

* RPV water level;

* RPV water level high alarm;

* RPV water level low alarm;

* Drywell pressure;

* Drywell pressure high alarm;

* Drywell water level;

* Drywell water level high alarm;

* Suppression pool temperature;

* Suppression pool temperature high alarm;

7.8-10
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Table 7.8-3

Diverse Instrumentation and Control Systems

Functions, Initiators, and Interfacing Systems to Address BTP HICB-191

Function Initiator Interfacing Systems

Diverse Scram
(DPS)

RPV dome pressure high NBS, RPS

RPV water level high (Level 8)

RPV water level low (Level 3)

Drywell pressure high

Suppression pool temperature high

MSIV closure

RPS Scram

SCRRI/SRI command with power levels
remaining elevated

NBS, RPS

NBS, RPS

CMS, RPS

CMS, RPS

NBS, RPS

RPS

NMS, RC&IS, RPS

ADS initiation
(DPS)

GDCS initiation
(DPS)

ICS initiation (DPS)

ICS vent function
(DPS)

RPV water level low (Level 1) NBS

RPV water level low (Level 1) NBS, GDCS

RPV water level low (Level 1)

RPV water level low (Level 2)

MSIV closure

RPV dome pressure high

Six hours after ICS initiation

NBS, ICS

NBS, ICS

NBS, ICS

NBS, ICS

ICS

SLC system
initiation (DPS)

RPV water level low (Level 1) NBS, SLC
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Table 7B-1

Q-DCIS Platforms

Platform Software Project

Reactor Trip & Isolation System Function Neutron Monitoring RTIF
System (RTIF-NMS) NMS

Safety System Logic & Control / Engineered Safety Features SSLC/ESF
(SSLC/ESF) Platform

VBIF

Independent Control Platform (ICP) ATWS/SLC

HP CRD Isolation Bypass
Function

ICS DPV Isolation
Function

Table 7B-2

N-DCIS Network Segmentst

GENE (DPS)

PIP A and PIP B

BOP

PCF

tNetwork segments are described in Subsection 7.1.4.8.
RTNSS components of the network segments are identified
in parentheses.

Table 7B-3

(Deleted)

Table 7B-4

(Deleted)
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Table 15.2-23

Instrument Response Time Limits for RPS, ECCS, MSIV, ICS, CRHAVS, Isolation, and SCRRI/SRI Functions

Pl Initiatin R ionse Sensor Time Total Control Logic Actuation Actuation Time
Process Variable System 1ni n Response Constant / Initiation Delay Time Delay Response

Delay Delay~1  ea Tm eay Rsos

ICS Steam Line Section 6.2
Flow - High Isolation ICS Isolation 1.0 sec 0.5 sec Tables

ICS Return Line I Section 6.2
Flow - High Isolation ICS Isolation 1.0 sec 0.5 sec Tables

ICS DPV - Isolation ICS Isolation --- 1.0 sec --- 0.5 sec Section 6.2
O__pned .... Tables

ICS Pool Vent
Discharge Isolation ICS Isolation Section 6.2
Radiation - Tables
High"9)

GDCS Pool Level - Isolation HP CRD 1.0 sec --- 1.0 sec 15 sec
Low Isolation

HP CRDHsolto--- 1.0 sec --- 1.0 sec 15 secIsolation
Drywell level - High Isolation

FW Isolation 1.0 sec 1.0 sec 15 sec

CRHAVS Air CRHAVS
Intake Radiation - CRHAVS Isolation......
High-High"1 )I

FW Temperature DPS SCRRI/SRI --- 1.05 sec --- Table 15.2-2 and
Reduction 15.2-3 (2)
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* Other assumptions in Tables 15.2-1, 15.2-2 and 15.2-3 are applied to the TRACG
calculation.

15.5.5.3 Analysis Results

The system response analysis results for the initial core loading documented in Reference 15.5-3
are provided in Reference 15.5-4. System response analyses bounding operation in the
feedwater temperature operating domain are documented in Reference 15.5-5. A summary is
provided in Appendix 15D. As shown in Figures 15.5-10a through 15.5-10f and Table 15.5-10a,
during the first 2,000 seconds of depressurization, level is maintained above Level 1. Vessel
inventory analysis demonstrates that level remains above Level 1 during the first 72 hours of the
transient. Therefore, the requirement for reactor vessel coolant integrity is satisfied. As shown
in Table 15.5-10b, considering a constant mass balance, d. incre.as.ed liquid denis4yCS venting
after 6 hours and an assumed vent flow area that exceeds the flow area of the restricting orifice
stated in Section 6.2.4.3.1.1, the wide range measured level is above 1-32.6-7m (441.67 ft) above
vessel zero, which provides margin to Level 1 ADS analytical limit [11.5 m (37.7 ft) above
vessel zero]. The collapsed water level remains well above TAF.

Subsequent to a SBO event, hot or stable shutdown condition can be achieved and maintained by
operation of ICS. Therefore, the requirement for achieving and maintaining hot or stable
shutdown condition is met.

With operation of the ICS, the containment and suppression pool pressures and temperatures are
maintained within their design limits since there is no release into the wetwell or the drywell.
Therefore, the integrity for containment is maintained.

RPV leakage is expected to be minimal for three reasons: 1) there are no recirculation pumps in
the design; 2) isolation occurs on Level 2; 3) the pressure is reduced significantly by the ICS.
However, if leakage is significant and power has not been restored, the level could drop below
the Level 1 setpoint. In this case ADS, GDCS and PCCS are available to provide core cooling,
inventory control and containment heat removal. Because significant depressurization is
provided by ICS, the impact of depressurization due to ADS initiation would not be as
significant as initiation from rated pressure.

As demonstrated above, each acceptance criterion in Subsection 15.5.5.1 is met. Therefore
ESBWR can successfully mitigate a SBO event to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63.

This event bounds AOOs with respect to maintaining water level above the top of active fuel.
Reanalysis of this event is performed for each fuel cycle.

15.5.6 Safe Shutdown Fire

The fire hazard analysis is provided in Appendix 9A. The performance evaluation is based on
TRACG SBO analysis presented in Subsection 15.5.5.

15.5.6.1 Acceptance Criteria

The design meets the following acceptance criteria:

* Core Subcriticality - Core suberiticality is achieved and maintained with adequate core
shutdown margin, as specified in the plant Technical Specifications.

15.5-14
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Table 15.5-10a

Sequence of Events for Station Blackout

Time (s) Event

0.0 Loss of AC power to station auxiliaries, which initiates a generator trip.

0.0 Additional Failure assumed in transfer to "Island mode" (see Subsection 8.1.1),
Feedwater, condensate and circulating water pumps are tripped.

0.0 Turbine control valve fast closure is initiated.

0.0 Turbine control valve fast closure initiates main turbine bypass system
operation.

0.0 Feedwater and condenser pumps are tripped.

0.04 Turbine bypass valves start to open.

0.08 Turbine control valves closed.

2.0 Loss of power on the four power generation busses is detected and initiates a
reactor scram and activation of isolation condensers with one second delay.

5.0 Feedwater flow decay to 0.

6.2 Vessel water level reaches Level 3.

10 Vessel water level reaches Level 2.

18 Isolation condenser begins to drop cold water inside the vessel.

33 Isolation condenser drainage valve is fully open.

40 MSIV valve begins to close.

45 MSIV is totally closed.

6 hours ICS lower header vent valves open.

72 hours The system reached the conditions described in Table 15.5-1Ob.
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Table 15.5-10b

Theoretieal Vessel Conditions at 72 hours after SBO

Parameter Value

Dome pressure, kPaG (psig) 489.80 (71.040)

Vessel Bottom Pressure, kPaG (psig) ! 2000 589.5
(4-6485.5O0

Decay heat, MW 4-920.59

Wide range measured level over TAF, m (ft) 65.25 (20217.2)

Collapsed Level over TAF, m (ft) 4.63 (14.91)

Isolation condenser flow, kg/s (lb/hr) 99.67
(6873-.6008E+04

)
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3.3.5.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.5.3 Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.5.3

APPLICABILITY:

Three ICS instrumentation channels associated with the DC and
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution Divisions required by
LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems - Operating," and LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution
Systems - Shutdown," for the Functions in Table 3.3.5.3-1 shall be
OPERABLE.

According to Table 3.3.5.3-1.

ACTIONS

- NOTE -
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each ICS instrumentation channel.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required channel to 12 hours
with one required OPERABLE status.
instrumentation channel
inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare ICS trains Immediately
associated Completion inoperable.
Time of Condition A not
met.

OR

One or more Functions
with ICS actuation
capability not
maintained.
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ICS Instrumentation
3.3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- NOTES -
Refer to Table 3.3.5.3-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ICS Function.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK on each required 12 hours
channel.

SR 3.3.5.3.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 31 days
required channel.

SR 3.3.5.3.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required 24 months
channel consistent with Specification 5.5.11,
"Setpoint Control Program (SCP)."

SR 3.3.5.3.4 Verify ICS RESPONSE TIME of each required 24 months on a
channel is within limits. STAGGERED

TEST BASIS

ESBWR 3.3.5.3- 2 Rrev. 8.0, mm/dd/yy
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ICS Instrumentation
3.3.5.3

Table 3.3.5.3-1 (page 1 of 1)
Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER
SPECIFIED SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

1. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome 1,2,3,4,5 SR 3.3.5.3.1
Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.3.2

SR 3.3.5.3.3
SR 3.3.5.3.4

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, 1,2,3,4,5 SR 3.3.5.3.1
Level 2 SR 3.3.5.3.2

SR 3.3.5.3.3
SR 3.3.5.3.4

3. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, 1,2,3,4,5 SR 3.3.5.3.1
Level 1 SR 3.3.5.3.2

SR 3.3.5.3.3
SR 3.3.5.3.4

4. Main Steam Isolation Valve - SR 3.3.5.3.1
Closure SR 3.3.5.3.2

SR 3.3.5.3.3
SR 3.3.5.3.4

5. Power Generation Bus Loss SR 3.3.5.3.1
SR 3.3.5.3.2
SR 3.3.5.3.3
SR 3.3.5.3.4

12345
6. Condensate Return Valve - Open SR 3.3.5.3.2

(per Isolation Condenser) SR 3.3.5.3.3

ESBWR 3.3.5.3-3 Rev. 8.0, mm/dd/yy
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ICS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.3

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5.3 Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the ICS instrumentation is to initiate appropriate actions to
ensure ICS operates following a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) isolation
after a scram to provide adequate RPV pressure reduction to preclude
safety relief valve operation, conserve RPV water level to avoid automatic
depressurization caused by low water level. In addition, in the event of a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the ICS instrumentation ensures the
system operates to provide liquid inventory to the RPV. The ICS
instrumentation also ensures the ICS is vented to mitigate the
accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen in order to prevent a
detonation. The equipment involved with ICS is described in the Bases
for LCO 3.5.4, "Isolation Condenser System (ICS) - Operating."

Technical Specifications are required by 10 CFR 50.36 to contain limiting
safety system settings (LSSS) defined by the regulation as "...settings for
automatic protective devices related to those variables having significant
safety functions." Where LSSS is specified for a variable on which a
Safety Limit (SL) has been placed, the setting must be chosen such that
automatic protective action will correct the abnormal situation before a SL
is exceeded. The Analytical Limit is the limit of the process variable at
which a safety action is initiated, as established by the safety analysis, to
ensure that a SL is not exceeded. Any automatic protection action that
occurs on reaching the Analytical Limit therefore ensures that the SL is
not exceeded. Where LSSS is specified for a variable having a significant
safety function but which does not protect SLs, the setting must be
chosen such that automatic protective actions will initiate consistent with
the design basis. The Design Limit is the limit of the process variable at
which a safety action is initiated to ensure that these automatic protective
devices will perform their specified safety function.

The actual settings for automatic protective devices must be chosen to be
more conservative than the Analytical / Design Limit to account for
instrument loop uncertainties related to the setting at which the automatic
protective action would actually occur. The methodology for determining
the actual settings, and the required tolerances to maintain these settings
conservative to the Analytical I Design Limits, including the requirements
for determining that the channel is OPERABLE, are defined in the
Setpoint Control Program (SCP), in accordance with Specification 5.5.11,
"Setpoint Control Program (SCP)."

ESBWR B 3.3.5.3-1 Rev. 8.0, mm/dd/yy
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ICS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.3

BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

The Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP) is a predetermined setting for a
protective device chosen to ensure automatic actuation prior to the
process variable reaching the Analytical / Design Limit and thus ensuring
that the SL would not be exceeded (i.e., for Analytical Limits), or that
automatic protective actions occur consistent with the design basis (i.e.,
for Design Limits). As such, the LTSP accounts for process and primary
element measurement errors, and uncertainties in setting the device (e.g.,
calibration), uncertainties in how the device might actually perform (e.g.,
accuracy), changes in the point of action of the device over time (e.g.,
drift during surveillance intervals), and any other factors that may
influence its actual performance (e.g., harsh accident environments). In
this manner, the LTSP ensures that SLs are not exceeded and that
automatic protective devices will perform their specified safety function.
As such, the LTSP meets the definition of an LSSS. The nominal trip
setpoint to which the setpoint is reset after calibration is the NTSPF, which
is more conservative than the LTSP and has margin to assure that the
Allowable Value is not exceeded during calibration.

Technical Specifications contain values related to the OPERABILITY of
equipment required for safe operation of the facility. OPERABLE is
defined in Technical Specifications as "...being capable of performing its
safety function(s)." For automatic protective devices, the required safety
function is to ensure that a SL is not exceeded and that automatic
protective actions will initiate consistent with the design basis. Therefore,
the LTSP is the LSSS as defined by 10 CFR 50.36. However, use of the
LTSP to define OPERABILITY in Technical Specifications would be an
overly restrictive requirement if it were applied as an OPERABILITY limit
for the "as-found" value of a protective device setting during a
Surveillance.

However, there is also some point beyond which the device would have
not been able to perform its function due, for example, to greater than
expected drift. This value is specified in the SCP, as required by
Specification 5.5.11, in order to define OPERABILITY of the devices and
is designated as the Allowable Value which is the least conservative
value of the as-found setpoint that a channel can have during CHANNEL
CALIBRATION. The LTSP, NTSPF, Allowable Value, "as-found"
tolerance, and "as-left" tolerance and the methodology for calculating the
"as-left" and "as-found" tolerances will be maintained in the SCP, as
required by Specification 5.5.11.
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B 3.3.5.3

BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

The Allowable Value is the least conservative value that the setpoint of
the channel can have when tested such that a channel is OPERABLE if
the setpoint is found conservative with respect to the Allowable Value
during the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Note that, although a channel is
OPERABLE under these circumstances, the setpoint must be left
adjusted to a value within the established "as-left" tolerance of the NTSPF
and confirmed to be operating within the statistical allowances of the
uncertainty terms assigned in the setpoint calculation. As such, the
Allowable Value differs from the NTSPF by an amount equal to or greater
than the "as-found" tolerance value. In this manner, the actual setting of
the device will ensure that a SL is not exceeded or that automatic
protective actions will initiate consistent with the design basis at any given
point of time as long as the device has not drifted beyond that expected
during the surveillance interval. If the actual setting of the device is found
to be non-conservative with respect to the Allowable Value the device
would be considered inoperable from a Technical Specification
perspective. This requires corrective action including those actions
required by 10 CFR 50.36 when automatic protective devices do not
function as required.

The ICS can be automatically or manually initiated. The ICS actuates
automatically in response to signals from any of the following:

1. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - High for 10 seconds,
2. RPV Water Level - Low (Level 2), with time delay,
3. RPV Water Level - Low (Level 1),
4. Indication that two Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) in

separate Main Steamlines (MSLs) are not fully open with the
reactor mode switch in the run position, or

5. Loss of power generation buses.

ICS venting can be automatically or manually initiated. ICS venting
actuates automatically, following a 6-hour time delay, in response to
a signal that at least one Condensate Return Valve (i.e. the
condensate return valve or the condensate return bypass valve) for a
given ICS train has opened.

The Safety System Logic and Control Engineered Safety Features
(SSLC/ESF) System controls the initiation signals and logic for ICS.
SSLC/ESF is a four division, separated protection logic system designed
to provide a very high degree of assurance to both ensure ICS initiation
when required and prevent inadvertent initiation. The input and output
trip determinations for all ICS functions are based upon a two-out-of-four
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B 3.3.5.3

BASES

logic arrangement. Each division of SSLC/ESF is configured such that all
functions (e.g., the digital trip module (DTM) function and voter logic unit
(VLU) function) are implemented in triply redundant processors to support
the requirement that single divisional failures cannot result in inadvertent
actuation.

BACKGROUND (continued)

Four separate instrument channels are used to monitor ICS initiation
parameters. Signals from sensors are multiplexed at the divisional level
and the triply redundant sensor data is then transmitted to the SSLC/ESF
triply redundant digital trip module (DTM) function for setpoint
comparison. The output of each divisional DTM function (a trip/no-trip
condition) is routed to all four divisional triply redundant VLU functions
such that each divisional VLU function receives input from each of the
four divisional DTM functions.

For maintenance purposes and added reliability, each DTM function has
a division of sensors bypass such that all instruments in that division will
be bypassed in the trip logic at the VLU functions. Thus, each VLU
function will be making its trip decision on a two-out-of-three logic basis
for each variable. It is possible for only one division of sensors bypass
condition to be in effect at any time.

The processed trip signal from its own division and trip signals from the
other three divisions are processed in the triply redundant VLU function
for two-out-of-four voting.

The load driver arrangement for actuation of the ICS Condensate Return
Valves are such that an actuation signal from two divisions of ICS
actuation logic are required to actuate a condensate return flow path.

Equipment within a single division is powered from the safety-related
power source of the same division.

This Specification provides Operability requirements for the ICS
instrumentation from the input variable sensors through the DTM function.
Operability requirements for the ICS actuation circuitry consisting of
timers, VLU functions, and load drivers are provided by LCO 3.3.5.4,
"Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Actuation." Operability requirements
for the actuated components are addressed in LCO 3.5.4.

APPLICABLE The actions of the ICS are explicitly assumed in the safety analyses of
SAFETY Reference 1'. The ICS is initiated to preserve the integrity of the
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BASES

ANALYSES, LCO fuel cladding by limiting the post-LOCA peak cladding temperature to
and APPLICABILITY less than the 10 CFR 50.46 limits. Actuation of the ICS precludes

actuation of safety relief valves and limits the peak RPV pressure to less
than the ASME Section III Code limits.

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The ICS Instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

The OPERABILITY of the ICS is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the
individual instrumentation channel Functions specified in Table 3.3.5.3-1.
Each Function must have the required number of OPERABLE channels,
with their setpoints in accordance with the SCP, where appropriate. The
actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with the SCP. Each channel must
also respond within its assumed response time.

NTSPFs are specified in the SCP, as required by Specification 5.5.11.
The NTSPFS are selected to ensure the actual setpoints are conservative
with respect to the Allowable Value between successive CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than
the NTSPF, but conservative with respect to its Allowable Value, is
acceptable. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is non-
conservative with respect to its required Allowable Value.

The individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in the MODES
specified in the Table which may require an ICS actuation to mitigate the
consequences of a design basis accident or transient.

Although there are four channels of ICS instrumentation for each function,
only three ICS instrumentation channels for each function are required to
be OPERABLE. The three required channels are those channels
associated with the DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power
Distribution Divisions required by LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems -
Operating," and LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown." This is
acceptable because the single-failure criterion is met with three
OPERABLE ICS instrumentation channels, and because each ICS
instrumentation division is associated with and receives power from only
one of the four electrical divisions.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO and Applicability
discussions are listed below on a Function-by-Function basis.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

1. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High

ICS is designed to operate following reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
isolation to provide adequate RPV pressure reduction to preclude safety
relief valve operation and provide core cooling while conserving reactor
water inventory. Therefore, Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High
Function existing for 10 seconds initiates an ICS actuation for transients
that result in a pressure increase. Actuation of the ICS provides RPV
pressure reduction to preclude safety relief valve operation and provide
core cooling.

High reactor pressure signals are initiated from four pressure sensors that
sense reactor pressure. The Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure -
High Allowable Value provides a sufficient margin to the ASME Section III
Code limits during the event.

Three channels of Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High Function
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument failure will
preclude ICS actuation.

The Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2

Low reactor vessel water level indicates the capability to cool the fuel may
be threatened. Should reactor vessel water level decrease too far, fuel
damage could result. Therefore, an ICS actuation is initiated at Level 2,
with a 30-second time delay to provide a source of core cooling. The time
delay provides an allowance for temporary transients that may reduce
RPV level below the Level 2 setpoint. This Function is assumed to be
available to support the transient and design basis analyses (Ref. 1).

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2, signals are initiated from four
wide range level sensors.

Three channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level Low, Level 2, Function are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument failure will
prevent ICS actuation from this Function on a valid signal.

The Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

3. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1

Low Reactor Vessel Water Level indicates the capability to cool the fuel
may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel
damage could result. Therefore, ICS receives the signals necessary for
initiation from this Function. The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low,
Level 1 is one of the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable
of actuating the ICS during the accidents analyzed in Reference 1. The
core cooling function of the ICS along with the ECCS and the scram
action of the RPS, assures that the fuel peak cladding temperature
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1 signals are initiated from four
wide range level sensors.

Three channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1 Function
are required to be OPERABLE when ICS is required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude ICS actuation, when
required.

The Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

4. Main Steam Isolation Valve - Closure

Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) closure results in loss of the main
turbine and the condenser as a heat sink for the nuclear steam supply
system and indicates a need to isolate the reactor to reduce excessive
steam line flow or leakage outside the containment. Therefore, an ICS
actuation is initiated on an MSIV closure signal before the MSIVs are
completely closed in anticipation of the complete loss of the normal heat
sink and subsequent overpressurization transient. MSIV closure is
assumed in the transients and accidents analyzed in Reference 1. The
ICS actuation, along with the reactor scram, assures that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

The logic for the Main Steam Isolation Valve - Closure Function is
arranged such that ICS initiation occurs if two MSIVs in separate MSLs
are not fully open with the Reactor Mode Switch in run.

The MSIV - Closure Allowable Value is specified to ensure that an ICS
initiation occurs prior to a significant reduction in steam flow, thereby
reducing the severity of the subsequent pressure transient.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Three channels of MSIV - Closure Function are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument failure will prevent the ICS
actuation from this Function on a valid signal. This Function is only
required in MODE 1 because with the MSIVs open and the heat
generation rate high, a pressurization transient can occur if the MSIVs
close.

5. Power Generation Bus Loss

The plant electrical system has four redundant power generation buses
that operate at 13.8 kV. These buses supply power for the feedwater
pumps and other pumps. In MODE 1, at least three of the four buses
must be powered. The purpose of ICS initiation on losing feedwater flow
is to provide a source of core cooling following the loss of feedwater
pump function.

The Allowable Value was selected high enough to detect a loss of voltage
in order to mitigate the reactor water level drop to Level 1 following the
loss of feedwater pump function.

Three channels of Power Generation Bus Loss Function are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will prevent the
ICS actuation from this Function on a valid signal. The Function is
required in MODE 1 where considerable energy exists in the reactor
coolant system resulting in the limiting transients and accidents. During
MODES 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, the core energy is significantly lower.

6. Condensate Return Valve - Open (per Isolation Condenser)

When an ICS initiation signals occurs, the condensate return valve and
condensate return bypass valve for each ICS train open, which starts
isolation condenser operation. After a six-hour time delay following either
condensate return valve opening, the lower header vent valves
automatically open to prevent the accumulation of radiolytically generated
hydrogen and oxygen.

The logic for the Condensate Return Valve - Open Function is arranged
such that the SSLC/ESF-actuated ICS vent valve will open upon opening
of either of the condensate return valves on the associated ICS train.

Condensate Return Valve - Open signals are initiated from four position
switches located on each condensate return and condensate return
bypass valve.
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Three channels of the Condensate Return Valve - Open Function for
each Condensate Return Valve on each ICS train are required to be
OPERABLE when ICS is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude ICS vent actuation, when required.

The Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS have been modified by a Note to permit separate
Condition entry for each ICS instrumentation channel. Section 1.3,
Completion Times, specifies once a Condition has been entered,
subsequent divisions, subsystems, components or variables expressed in
the Condition discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, will not
result in separate entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies
Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each additional
failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition.
However, the Required Actions for inoperable ICS instrumentation
channels provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable Condition entry for each inoperable ICS instrumentation
channel.

ACTIONS (continued)

A. I

With one or more Functions with one required channel inoperable, the
affected required channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
12 hours. The 12-hour Completion Time is acceptable based on
engineering judgment considering the diversity of sensors available to
provide actuation signals, the redundancy of the ICS instrumentation
design, and the low probability of an event requiring ICS actuation during
this period.

However, this out of service time is only acceptable provided the
associated Function still maintains ICS actuation capability (refer to
Required Actions B.1 Bases).

Alternatively, if the instrumentation channel can not be restored to
OPERABLE status, Condition B must be entered and its Required Action
taken when the Completion Time of Required Action A.1 expires.
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B. 1

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A
not met or if multiple, untripped required channels (i.e., two or more
required channels for most Functions) for the same Function result in the
Function not maintaining ICS actuation capability, the associated
feature(s) may be incapable of performing the intended function and the
ICS trains must be declared inoperable immediately. A Function is
considered to be maintaining ICS actuation capability when sufficient
channels are OPERABLE or in trip such that the ICS logic will generate
an initiation signal from the given Function on a valid signal.

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Requirements are modified by a Note. The Note directs
REQUIREMENTS the reader to Table 3.3.5.3-1 to determine the correct SRs to perform for

each ICS Instrumentation Function.

SR 3.3.5.3.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

The SSLC/ESF is cyclically tested from the sensor input point to the logic
contact output by online self-diagnostics. The self-diagnostic capabilities
include microprocessor checks, system initialization, watchdog timers,
memory integrity checks, input/output (1/0) data integrity checks,
communication bus interface checks, and checks on the application
program (checksum).

A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including indication
and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication
that the instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during
normal operational use of the displays associated with the channels
required by the LCO.
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SR 3.3.5.3.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended function. This
test ensures a complete CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of required
instrument channels from the sensor input through the DTM function.

The SSLC/ESF is cyclically tested from the sensor input point to the logic
contact output by online self-diagnostics. The self-diagnostic capabilities
include microprocessor checks, system initialization, watchdog timers,
memory integrity checks, input/output (1/O) data integrity checks,
communication bus interface checks, and checks on the application
program (checksum).

The Frequency of 31 days is based on the reliability of the channels.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.5.3.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop
and the sensor. This test verifies the required channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the required channel adjusted to the
NTSPF within the "as-left" tolerance to account for instrument drifts
between successive calibrations consistent with the methods and
assumptions required by the SCP.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of a 24 month calibration
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.5.3.4

This SR ensures that the individual required channel response times are
less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis. The ICS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included in
Reference 2.

ICS RESPONSE TIME may be verified by actual response time
measurements or any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel
measurements. This test encompasses the ICS instrumentation from the
input variable sensors through the DTM function. This test overlaps the
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testing required by SR 3.3.5.4.2 to ensure complete testing of
instrumentation channels and actuation circuitry.

[However, some sensors for Functions are allowed to be excluded from
COL 16.0-1-A specific ICS RESPONSE TIME measurement if the conditions of

3.3.5.3-2 Reference XX are satisfied. If these conditions are satisfied, sensor

response time may be allocated based on either assumed design sensor
response time or the manufacturer's stated design response time. When
the requirements of Reference XX are not satisfied, sensor response time
must be measured. Furthermore, measurement of the instrument loops
response times is not required if the conditions of Reference XX are
satisfied.]

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

ICS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on a 24-month
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for three channels. The Frequency of
24 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures that each required
channel is alternately tested. The 24-month test Frequency is consistent
with the typical refueling cycle and with operating experience that shows
that random failures of instrumentation components causing serious
response time degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent.

REFERENCES 1. Chapter 15.

2. Section 15.2.
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.5.4 Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Actuation

LCO 3.3.5.4

APPLICABILITY:

Three ICS actuation logic divisions associated with the DC and
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution Divisions required by
LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems - Operating," and LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution
Systems - Shutdown," for each Function in Table 3.3.5.4-1 shall be
OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTIONS

- NOTE -
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each ICS actuation division.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required division to 12 hours
with one required OPERABLE status.
actuation division
inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare affected actuation Immediately
associated Completion device(s) inoperable.
Time of Condition A not
met.

OR

One or more Functions
with ICS actuation
capability not
maintained.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- NOTE -
Refer to Table 3.3.5.4-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ICS Actuation Function.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.4.1 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST on 24 months
each required division.

SR 3.3.5.4.2 Verify ICS RESPONSE TIME of each required 24 months on a
division is within limits. STAGGERED

TEST BASIS
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Table 3.3.5.4-1 (page 1 of 1)
Isolation Condenser System Actuation

SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS

1. ICS Initiation Actuation SR 3.3.5.4.1
SR 3.3.5.4.2

2. ICS Vent Actuation SR 3.3.5.4.1
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5.4 Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Actuation

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the ICS actuation logic is to initiate appropriate actions to
ensure ICS operates following a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) isolation
after a scram to provide adequate RPV pressure reduction to preclude
safety relief valve operation and to conserve RPV water level to avoid
automatic depressurization caused by low water level. In addition, in the
event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the ICS instrumentation
ensures the system operates to provide additional liquid inventory to the
RPV upon opening of the condensate return valves. The ICS actuation
logic also ensures the ICS is vented to mitigate the accumulation of
radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen in order to prevent a detonation.

A detailed description of the ICS actuation instrumentation is provided in
the Bases for LCO 3.3.5.3, "Isolation Condenser System (ICS)
Instrumentation."

This specification addresses OPERABILITY of the ICS actuation circuitry
from the outputs of the Digital Trip Module (DTM) functions through the
voter logic unit (VLU) functions, the timers and the load drivers (LDs)
associated with the ICS. Operability requirements associated with ICS
instrumentation channels are provided in LCO 3.3.5.3. Operability
requirements for actuated components are addressed in LCO 3.5.4,
"Isolation Condenser System (ICS) - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES, LCO
and APPLICABILITY

The actions of the ICS are explicitly assumed in the safety analyses of
Reference 1. The ICS is initiated to preserve the integrity of the fuel
cladding by limiting the post-LOCA peak cladding temperature to less
than the 10 CFR 50.46 limits. Actuation of the ICS also, precludes
actuation of safety relief valves and limits the peak RPV pressure to less
than the ASME Section III Code limits.

ICS actuation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

Although there are four divisions of ICS actuation, only three ICS
actuation divisions for each function are required to be OPERABLE. The
three required divisions are those divisions associated with the DC and
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution Divisions required by
LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems - Operating," and LCO 3.8.7,
"Distribution Systems - Shutdown." This is acceptable because the
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

single-failure criterion is met with three OPERABLE ICS instrumentation
divisions, and because each ICS instrumentation division is associated
with and receives power from only one of the four electrical divisions.

1. ICS Initiation Actuation

The ICS Initiation Actuation logic is the logic associated with automatically
placing the ICS into service.

The ICS Initiation Actuation divisions receive input from the following:
" Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - High for 10 seconds,
* RPV Water Level - Low (Level 2), with time delay,
• RPV Water Level - Low (Level 1),
" Indication that two Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

in separate Main Steamlines (MSLs) are not fully open
with the reactor mode switch in the run position, or

• Loss of power generation buses.

The ICS Initiation Actuation is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5, to preclude actuation of safety relief valves and limit the peak
RPV pressure to less than the ASME Section III Code limits. Additionally,
ICS Initiation Actuation assists in preserving the integrity of the fuel
cladding by limiting the post-LOCA peak cladding temperature to less
than the 10 CFR 50.46 limits, and removing reactor decay heat following
reactor shutdown and isolation.

2. ICS Vent Actuation

The ICS Vent Actuation divisions receive input from the Condensate
Return Valve Position - Open signals for each Condensate Return Valve.
The logic is arranged such that if either Condensate Return Valve is open
for an ICS train, then its vent will open after a 6-hour time delay.

The ICS Vent Actuation is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1.2,3A4.
and 5 to support proper operation of the ICS and to mitigate the
accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen that could cause a
detonation.

ACTIONS A.1
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Condition A exists when one required ICS actuation division is inoperable.
In this Condition, ICS actuation still maintains actuation trip capability but
can not accommodate a single failure. The 1 2-hour Completion Time is
acceptable based on engineering judgment considering the diversity of
sensors available to provide trip signals, the redundancy of the ICS
actuation design, and the low probability of an event requiring ICS
actuation during this period. However, this out of service time is only
acceptable provided the associated Function still maintains ICS actuation
capability (refer to Required Actions B.1 Bases).

B.1

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A
not met or if two or more required actuation divisions are inoperable, the
affected ICS actuation device(s) must be declared inoperable
immediately. ICS automatic actuation capability is considered to be
maintained when sufficient actuation divisions are OPERABLE or in trip
such that the ICS logic will generate an actuation signal on a valid signal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.54 ,.As noted at the beginning of the Surveillance Requirements,
the SRs for

REQUIREMENTS each ICS Actuation Function are located in the SRs column of
Table 3.3.5.4-1.

SR 3.3.5.4.1

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required ICS logic for a specific division.

The 24 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
24 month Frequency.

SR 3.3.5.4.2

This SR ensures that the individual required division response times are
less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis. The ICS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included in
Reference 2.
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ICS RESPONSE TIME may be verified by actual response time
measurements in any series of sequential, overlapping, or total division
measurements. This test encompasses the ICS actuation circuitry from
the outputs of the DTM function through the VLU function, the timers and
the LDs associated with the ICS. This test overlaps the testing required
by SR 3.3.5.3.4 to ensure complete testing of instrument channels and
actuation circuitry.

[However, some portions of the ICS actuation circuitry are allowed to be

COL 16.0-1-A excluded from specific ICS RESPONSE TIME measurement if the
3.3.5.4-1 conditions of Reference XX are satisfied. Furthermore, measurement of

the instrument loops response times is not required if the conditions of
Reference XX are satisfied.]

ICS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on a 24 month STAGGERED
TEST BASIS for three divisions. The Frequency of 24 months on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures that each required division is
alternately tested.

The 24-month test Frequency is consistent with the typical industry
refueling cycle and with operating experience that shows that random
failures of instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent.

REFERENCES 1. Chapter 15.

2. Section 15.2.
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.6.3 Isolation Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.6.3 Three isolation instrumentation channels associated with the DC and
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution Divisions required by
LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems - Operating," for the Functions in
Table 3.3.6.3-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.6.3-1.

ACTIONS

- NOTES -
1. Penetration flow paths may be unisolated intermittently under administrative controls.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required channel to 12 hours
with one required OPERABLE status.
instrumentation channel
inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Enter the Condition Immediately
associated Completion referenced in
Time of Condition A not Table 3.3.6.3-1 for the
met. associated Function.

OR

One or more Functions
with isolation capability
not maintained.
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CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. As required by Required C.1 Declare associated Immediately
Action B.1 and containment isolation valves
referenced in inoperable.
Table 3.3.6.3-1.

D. As required by Required D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Action B.1 and
referenced in AND
Table 3.3.6.3-1.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

E. As required by Required E.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately
Action B.1 and required channel to
referenced in OPERABLE status.
Table 3.3.6.3-1.

OR

E.2 Initiate action to isolate Immediately
Reactor Water
Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling
(RWCU/SDC) isolation
valves.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- NOTE -
Refer to Table 3.3.6.3-1 to determine which SRs shall be performed for each isolation Function.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK on each required 12 hours
channel.

SR 3.3.6.3.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 31 days
required channel.
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SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.3.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required 24 months
channel consistent with Specification 5.5.11,
"Setpoint Control Program (SCP)."

S R 3 .3 .6 .3 .4 .- -- --- -- --- -- -- ---- --- ----- --- --- -- ----- -- --- ----- --- --- -- --... .... .. .

- NOTE -

Radiation detectors may be excluded.
.......................................................................

Verify ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of 24 months on a
each required channel is within limits. STAGGERED

TEST BASIS

ESBWVR
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Table 3.3.6.3-1 (page 1 of 2)
Isolation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REFERENCED

OTHER FROM
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION B.1 REQUIREMENTS

1. Reactor Vessel
Water Level - Low,
Level 2

2. Reactor Vessel
Water Level - Low,
Level 1

3. Drywell Pressure -
High

4. Main Steam Tunnel
Ambient
Temperature - High

5. RWCU/SDC
Differential Mass
Flow - High (per
subsystem)

6. Isolation Condenser
Steam Line Flow -
High (per Isolation
Condenser)

1,2,3,4 C

5,6 E

1,2,3,4 C

1,2,3,4 C

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

1,2,3,4 C

1,2,3,4 C

5,6 E

1,2,3,4 C
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Table 3.3.6.3-1 (page 2 of 2)
Isolation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REFERENCED

OTHER FROM
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION B.1 REQUIREMENTS

7. Isolation Condenser
Condensate Return
Line Flow - High (per
Isolation Condenser)

8. Isolation Condenser
Pool Vent Discharge
Radiation - High (per
Isolation Condenser)

9. DeDressurization
Valve - Open

010. Feedwater Lines
Differential Pressure
- High

4-011. Reactor
Building Exhaust
Radiation - High

1412. Drywell Water
Level - High

4-2-13. Reactor Vessel
Water Level Low -
Level 0.5

1-314. Drywell
Pressure - High-High

1,2,3,4 C SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

1,2,3,4 C

C SR 3.3.6.3.2
SR 3.3.6.3.3
SR 3.3.6.3.4

1,2,3,4 D

1,2,3,4 C

1,2,3,4 D

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

3.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
3.3.6.3.3
3.3.6.3.4

1,2,3,4 D

1,2,3,4 D
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4-415. Gravity-Driven 1,2,3,4 D SR 3.3.6.3.1
Cooling System Pool SR 3.3.6.3.2
Water Level - Low SR 3.3.6.3.3

SR 3.3.6.3.4
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6.3 Isolation Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The isolation instrumentation contained in this specification provides the
capability to generate isolation signals to the containment isolation valves,
the reactor building heating, ventilation and air conditioning system
isolation dampers, and feedwater isolation valves. The function of the
isolation valves and dampers, in combination with other accident
mitigation systems, is to limit fission product release during and following
postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). The function of the feedwater
isolation valves is to also limit the mass addition of water into containment
during and following a design basis feedwater line rupture inside
containment. The function of the reactor water cleanup/shutdown cooling
(RWCU/SDC) isolation valves in MODES 5 and 6 is to protect the core by
isolating the RWCU/SDC system from the reactor pressure vessel and
minimizing a potential loss of coolant resulting from a line break in the
RWCU/SDC system. The function of high pressure control rod drive (HP
CRD) makeup water injection isolation is to prevent the long-term addition
of inventory into containment following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).
The function of the ICS isolation that occurs when 2 or more
Depressurization Valves (DPVs) are open is to mitigate the accumulation
of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen that could result in a detonation.

Technical Specifications are required by 10 CFR 50.36 to contain limiting
safety system settings (LSSS) defined by the regulation as "..settings for
automatic protective devices related to those variables having significant
safety functions." Where LSSS is specified for a variable on which a
Safety Limit (SL) has been placed, the setting must be chosen such that
automatic protective action will correct the abnormal situation before a SL
is exceeded. The Analytical Limit is the limit of the process variable at
which a safety action is initiated, as established by the safety analysis, to
ensure that a SL is not exceeded. Any automatic protection action that
occurs on reaching the Analytical Limit therefore ensures that the SL is
not exceeded. Where LSSS is specified for a variable having a significant
safety function but which does not protect SLs, the setting must be
chosen such that automatic protective actions will initiate consistent with
the design basis. The Design Limit is the limit of the process variable at
which a safety action is initiated to ensure that these automatic protective
devices will perform their specified safety function.
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BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

The actual settings for automatic protective devices must be chosen to be
more conservative than the Analytical / Design Limit to account for
instrument loop uncertainties related to the setting at which the automatic
protective action would actually occur. The methodology for determining
the actual settings, and the required tolerances to maintain these settings
conservative to the Analytical / Design Limits, including the requirements
for determining that the channel is OPERABLE, are defined in the
Setpoint Control Program (SCP), in accordance with Specification 5.5.11,
"Setpoint Control Program (SCP)."

The Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP) is a predetermined setting for a
protective device chosen to ensure automatic actuation prior to the
process variable reaching the Analytical / Design Limit and thus ensuring
that the SL would not be exceeded (i.e., for Analytical Limits), or that
automatic protective actions occur consistent with the design basis (i.e.,
for Design Limits). As such, the LTSP accounts for process and primary
element measurement errors, and uncertainties in setting the device (e.g.,
calibration), uncertainties in how the device might actually perform (e.g.,
accuracy), changes in the point of action of the device over time (e.g.,
drift during surveillance intervals), and any other factors that may
influence its actual performance (e.g., harsh accident environments). In
this manner, the LTSP ensures that SLs are not exceeded and that
automatic protective devices will perform their specified safety function.
As such, the LTSP meets the definition of an LSSS. The nominal trip
setpoint to which the setpoint is reset after calibration is the NTSPF, which
is more conservative than the LTSP and has margin to assure that the
Allowable Value is not exceeded during calibration.

Technical Specifications contain values related to the OPERABILITY of
equipment required for safe operation of the facility. OPERABLE is
defined in Technical Specifications as "...being capable of performing its
safety function(s)." For automatic protective devices, the required safety
function is to ensure that a SL is not exceeded and that automatic
protective actions will initiate consistent with the design basis. Therefore,
the LTSP is the LSSS as defined by 10 CFR 50.36. However, use of the
LTSP to define OPERABILITY in Technical Specifications would be an
overly restrictive requirement if it were applied as an OPERABILITY limit
for the "as-found" value of a protective device setting during a
Surveillance.
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BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

However, there is also some point beyond which the device would have
not been able to perform its function due, for example, to greater than
expected drift. This value is specified in the SCP, as required by
Specification 5.5.11, in order to define OPERABILITY of the devices and
is designated as the Allowable Value which is the least conservative
value of the as-found setpoint that a channel can have during CHANNEL
CALIBRATION. The LTSP, NTSPF, Allowable Value, "as-found"
tolerance, and "as-left" tolerance, and the methodology for calculating the
"as-left" and "as-found" tolerances will be maintained in the SCP, as
required by Specification 5.5.11.

The Allowable Value is the least conservative value that the setpoint of
the channel can have when tested such that a channel is OPERABLE if
the setpoint is found conservative with respect to the Allowable Value
during the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Note that, although a channel is
OPERABLE under these circumstances, the setpoint must be left
adjusted to a value within the established "as-left" tolerance of the NTSPF
and confirmed to be operating within the statistical allowances of the
uncertainty terms assigned in the setpoint calculation. As such, the
Allowable Value differs from the NTSPF by an amount equal to or greater
than the "as-found" tolerance value. In this manner, the actual setting of
the device will ensure that a SL is not exceeded or that automatic
protective actions will initiate consistent with the design basis at any given
point of time as long as the device has not drifted beyond that expected
during the surveillance interval. If the actual setting of the device is found
to be non-conservative with respect to the Allowable Value the device
would be considered inoperable from a Technical Specification
perspective. This requires corrective action including those actions
required by 10 CFR 50.36 when automatic protective devices do not
function as required.

The containment isolation function is performed by the Leak Detection
and Isolation (LD&IS) portion of the Safety System Logic and Control!
Engineered Safety Features (SSLC/ESF) System. Functional diversity is
provided by monitoring a wide range of independent parameters.
Containment isolation occurs in response to signals from any of the
following:

* Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2,
* Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1,
* Drywell Pressure - High,
0 Main Steam Tunnel Ambient Temperature - High,
* RWCU/SDC Differential Mass Flow - High (per subsystem),
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BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

" Isolation Condenser Steam Line Flow - High (per Isolation
Condenser),

* Isolation Condenser Condensate Return Line Flow - High (per
Isolation Condenser),

* Isolation Condenser Pool Vent Discharge Radiation - High (per
Isolation Condenser), or

* Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High.

The RWCU/SDC isolation function in MODES 5 and 6 is performed by the
LD&IS portion of the SSLC/ESF System. RWCU/SDC isolation in
MODES 5 and 6 isolation occurs in response to signals from either of the
following:

" Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2, or
" RWCU/SDC Differential Mass Flow - High (per subsystem),

The feedwater isolation function is performed by the LD&IS portion of the
SSLC/ESF. Feedwater isolation occurs in response to any of the
following:

Feedwater Lines Differential Pressure - High concurrent with
Drywell Pressure - High,

* Drywell Pressure - High concurrent with Drywell Water Level - High,
* Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 0.5, or
" Drywell Pressure - High-High.

The ICS isolation function that mitigates the accumulation of combustible
gas is performed by the LD&IS portion of the SSLC/ESF. ICS isolation
occurs in response to the following signal:

* Depressurization Valve - Open

At least 2 DPVs must be open for this ICS isolation to be initiated.

The HP CRD isolation function is performed by the LD&IS portion of the
SSLC/ESF. HP CRD isolation occurs in response to any of the following:

* Drywell Pressure - High concurrent with Drywell Water Level - High,
or

* Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) Pool Water Level - Low.

The SSLC/ESF controls the initiation signals and logic for isolation.
SSLC/ESF is a four division, separated protection logic system designed
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to provide a very high degree of assurance to both ensure isolation when
required and prevent inadvertent initiation. The input and output trip
determinations for all isolation functions are based upon a two-out-of-four
logic arrangement. Each division of SSLC/ESF is configured such that all
functions (e.g., the digital trip module (DTM) function and voter logic unit

BACKGROUND (continued)

(VLU) function) are implemented in triply redundant processors to support
the requirement that single divisional failures cannot result in inadvertent
actuation.

Four separate instrument channels are used to monitor isolation initiation
parameters. Signals from sensors are multiplexed at the divisional level
and triply redundant sensor data is then transmitted to the SSLC/ESF
triply redundant DTM function for setpoint comparison. The output of
each divisional DTM function (a trip/no-trip condition) is routed to all four
divisional triply redundant VLU functions such that each divisional VLU
function receives input from each of the four divisional DTM functions.

For maintenance purposes and added reliability, each DTM function has
a division of sensors bypass such that all instruments in that division will
be bypassed in the trip logic at the VLU functions. Thus, each VLU
function will be making its trip decision on a two-out-of-three logic basis
for each variable. It is possible for only one division of sensors bypass
condition to be in effect at any time.

The processed trip signal from its own division and trip signals from the
other three divisions are processed in the triply redundant VLU function
for two-out-of-four voting.

The LD&IS logic is designed to seal-in the isolation signal once the trip
has been initiated. The isolation signal overrides any control action to
cause the closure of isolation valves. Reset of the isolation logic is
required before any isolation valve can be manually opened.

Equipment within a single division is powered from the safety-related
power source of the same division.

This Specification provides Operability requirements for the isolation
instrumentation from the input variable sensors through the DTM function.
Operability requirements for the isolation actuation circuitry consisting of
timers, VLU functions, and load drivers are provided by LCO 3.3.6.4,
"Isolation Actuation." Operability requirements for the actuated
components are addressed in LCO 3.6.1.3, "Containment Isolation Valves
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(CIVs)," and LCO 3.6.3.1, "Reactor Building (Contaminated Area
Ventilation Subsystem (CONAVS) Area)."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES, LCO,
and APPLICABILITY

The containment isolation signals generated by the isolation
instrumentation are assumed in the safety analyses of
References 1 and 2 to initiate closure of containment isolation valves and
reactor building boundary isolation dampers to limit off-site doses. Refer
to LCO 3.6.1.3, "Containment Isolation Valves (CIVs)," Applicable Safety
Analyses Bases, for more detail on containment isolation valves and
LCO 3.6.3.1, "Reactor Building (Contaminated Area Ventilation
Subsystem (CONAVS) Area)," Applicable Safety Analyses Bases for
more detail on reactor building boundary isolation dampers.

The RWCU/SDC isolation signals generated by the isolation
instrumentation are assumed in the analyses of Reference 3 to initiate
closure of the RWCU/SDC isolation valves to protect the core by
minimizing a potential loss of reactor pressure vessel coolant inventory in
MODES 5 and 6.

The feedwater isolation signals generated by the isolation instrumentation
are assumed in the safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate
closure of feedwater isolation valves to limit mass water additions to the
containment during and following a design basis feedwater line rupture
inside containment.

The ICS isolation signals generated by the isolation instrumentation in
response to the opening of 2 or more DPVs are assumed in the safety
analyses of References 1 and 2 to mitigate the accumulation of radiolytic
hydrogen and oxygen that could result in a detonation that would fail the
ICS condensers and cause a breach of containment.

The HP CRD isolation signals generated by the isolation instrumentation
are assumed in the safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate
closure of HP CRD makeup water injection isolation valves to limit mass
water additions to the containment following a LOCA.

Isolation instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
However, certain monitored instrumentation parameters are retained for
other reasons and are described below in the individual process
parameter discussion.

The OPERABILITY of the isolation instrumentation is dependent on the
OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel Functions
specified in Table 3.3.6.3-1. Each Function must have the required
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number of OPERABLE channels, with their setpoints in accordance with
the SCP, where appropriate. Each channel must also respond within its
assumed response time, where appropriate. NTSPFs are specified in the
SCP, as required by Specification 5.5.11. The NTSPFs are selected to
ensure the setpoints are conservative with respect to the Allowable Value
between successive CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip
setpoint less conservative than
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

the NTSPF, but conservative with respect to its Allowable Value, is
acceptable. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is non-
conservative with respect to its required Allowable Value.

In general, the individual monitored process parameters are required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 consistent with the Applicability
of LCO 3.6.1.3 and LCO 3.6.3.1. Functions that have different
Applicabilities are discussed below in the individual Functions discussion.

Although there are four channels of isolation instrumentation for each
function, only three channels of isolation instrumentation for each function
are required to be OPERABLE. The three required channels are those
channels associated with the DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power
Distribution Divisions required by LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems -
Operating." This is acceptable because the single-failure criterion is met
with three OPERABLE isolation instrumentation channels, and because
each isolation instrumentation division is associated with and receives
power from only one of the four electrical divisions.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO and specific Applicability
discussions are provided below on a Function basis.

1. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates the capability to
cool the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too
far, fuel damage could result. The isolations of valves whose penetration
communicate with the containment or the reactor vessel and the isolation
of the reactor building boundary isolation dampers limit the release of
fission products to help ensure that offsite does limits are not exceeded.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2 is credited in the LOCA
inside containment radiological analysis (Ref. 4).

In MODES 5 and 6, low RPV water level may indicate a loss of coolant.
Should RPV water level decrease too far, the ability to cool the core may
be threatened. Closure of the RWCU/SDC isolation valves isolates the
system from the RPV, minimizing the potential loss of coolant inventory.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2 is implicitly credited in the
shutdown probabilistic risk assessment (Ref. 3), and therefore satisfies
Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2 signals are initiated from four
level sensors that sense the difference between the pressure due to a
constant column (reference leg) of water and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Three channels of Reactor
Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2 Function are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2 Allowable Value was
chosen to be the same as the Isolation Condenser System Reactor
Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2 Allowable Value.

This Function isolates the RWCU/SDC lines, Equipment and Floor Drain
System lines, Containment Inerting System lines, and the Fuel and
Auxiliary Pools Cooling System process lines.

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could
result. The isolations of valves whose penetration communicate with the
containment or the reactor vessel and the isolation of the reactor building
boundary isolation dampers limit the release of fission products to help
ensure that offsite does limits are not exceeded. The Reactor Vessel
Water Level - Low, Level 1 channels are provided as a backup to the
Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 2 channels and is not credited in
the safety analysis.

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1 signals are initiated fromfour
level sensors that sense the difference between the pressure due to a
constant column (reference leg) of water and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Three channels of Reactor
Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1 Function are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1 Allowable Value was
chosen to be the same as the Automatic Depressurization System
Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1 Allowable Value.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

This Function isolates the RWCU/SDC lines, Process Radiation
Monitoring System lines, Equipment and Floor Drain System lines,
Containment Inerting System lines, Chilled Water System lines, and the
Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System process lines.

3. Drywell Pressure - High

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the reactor coolant pressure
boundary. The isolations of valves whose penetration communicate with
the containment and the isolation of the reactor building boundary
isolation dampers limit the release of fission products to help ensure that
offsite dose limits are not exceeded. The Drywell Pressure - High
channels are not explicitly credited in the safety analyses but retained for
the overall redundancy and diversity of the isolation instrumentation.

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from four pressure sensors that
sense the pressure in the drywell. Three channels of Drywell Pressure -
High are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument failure
can preclude the isolation function.

The Drywell Pressure - High Allowable Value was chosen to be the same
as the Reactor Protection System Drywell Pressure - High Allowable
Value.

This Function isolates the Process Radiation Monitoring System lines,
Equipment and Floor Drain System lines, Containment Inerting System
lines, Chilled Water System lines, Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling
System process lines, and High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply System
lines. In addition, this Function, in conjunction with either Feedwater
Lines Differential Pressure - High or Drywell Water Level - High, isolates
the feedwater lines. This Function, in conjunction with Drywell Water
Level - High, also isolates the HP CRD makeup water injection line.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

4. Main Steam Tunnel Ambient Temperature - High

Main Steam Tunnel Ambient Temperature - High Function is provided to
detect a leak in the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The isolation
occurs when a very small leak has occurred. If the small leak is allowed
to continue without isolation, off-site dose limits may be reached.
However, credit for these instruments is not taken in any transient or
accident analysis because bounding analyses are performed for large
breaks such as a MSL break.

Temperature signals are initiated from thermocouples located away from
the main steam lines so they are only sensitive to ambient air
temperature. Three channels of Main Steam Tunnel Temperature - High
Function are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.

The ambient temperature monitoring Allowable Value is based on the
room or compartment size and the cooling provisions of the ventilation
system.

The Main Steam Tunnel Ambient Temperature - High Function isolates

the RWCU/SDC System lines.

5. RWCU/SDC Differential Mass Flow - High (per subsystem)

The Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC) System
Differential Mass Flow - High signal is provided to detect a break in the
RWCU System outside containment. Should the reactor coolant continue
to flow out the break off-site dose limits may be exceeded. Therefore,
isolation of the RWCU System is initiated when RWCU/SDC System
Differential Mass Flow - High is sensed to prevent exceeding off-site
doses. This Function is directly assumed in the RWCU/SDC System line
failure event outside containment (Ref. 5).

In MODES 5 and 6, high RWCUISDC differential flow may indicate a loss
of coolant. Should RPV water level decrease too far, the ability to cool
the core may be threatened. Closure of the RWCU/SDC isolation valves
isolates the system from the RPV, minimizing the potential loss of coolant
inventory. The Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC)
System Differential Mass Flow - High is implicitly credited in the shutdown
probabilistic risk assessment (Ref. 3), and therefore satisfies Criterion 4
of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Each RWCU/SDC subsystem includes a suction line near the mid level of
the reactor pressure level (RPV) and another suction line at the RPV
bottom. Each suction line includes a venturi-type flow element inside
containment. Each flow element is instrumented with four flow sensors.
The temperature of each suction line is also monitored by four
temperature elements close to the venturi-type flow element. Each
RWCU/SDC subsystem also includes a return line to the feedwater lines
and another return line to the overboarding lines. These lines are
instrumented consistent with the suction lines. Each flow rate signal is
converted to a mass flow rate signal using its associated temperature
element. A differential flow rate is calculated from the difference between
the suction flows and return flows. This differential flow rate is compared
to the setpoint. Therefore, each differential flow channel consists of all
the components necessary to calculate the differential flow signal and
provide a trip signal.

Three channels of the RWCU/SDC System Differential Mass Flow - High
Function per RWCU/SDC subsystem are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.

The RWCU/SDC System Differential Mass Flow - High Allowable Value
ensures that a leak or a line break of the RWCU/SDC piping is detected.

This Function isolates the RWCU/SDC lines.

6, 7, and 8. Isolation Condenser Steam and Condensate Return Line
Flow - High and Pool Vent Discharge Radiation - High

The Isolation Condenser Steam Line Flow - High, Condensate Return
Line Flow - High, and Pool Vent Discharge Radiation - High Functions are
provided to monitor the pressure boundary status of each individual
Isolation Condenser System (ICS) subsystem. The Isolation Condenser
Steam Line Flow - High and Condensate Return Line Flow - High
Functions will isolate the associated subsystem when a leak or a break
has occurred while the Pool Vent Discharge Radiation - High Function will
isolate the associated subsystem when leakage is detected outside the
drywell. These Functions are not assumed in any transient or accident
analysis since bounding analyses are performed for large breaks such as
MSL breaks.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The isolation signals can be initiated from a total of 12 instruments per
ICS subsystem, with each ICS subsystem having four differential
pressure sensors per ICS subsystem steam line, four differential pressure
sensors per ICS subsystem condensate line, and four radiation detectors
located in its associated ICS subsystem vent discharge into the pool area.
The flow instrumentation is designed to detect leakage both inside and
outside of the drywell. The radiation detectors are designed to detect
leakage outside of containment. Three channels of each monitored
parameter for each ICS subsystem are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation functions.

The Allowable Value is chosen to be low enough to ensure that the
isolation occurs to prevent fuel damage and maintains the MSL break
event as the bounding event.

These Functions isolate the associated ICS lines.

9. Depressurization Valve - Open

The DPV - Open Function is provided to indicate that RPV
depressurization has occurred and that the ICS is no longer required to
perform its heat removal function. In this situation, the ICS is required to
be isolated to mitigate the accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and
oxygen that could result in a detonation that would cause a containment
breach. This Function is assumed in the safety analyses of References 1
and 2.

The position of each DPV is measured by 4 divisional position switches.
The logic is arranged such that ICS Isolation will occur whenever 2 or
more DPVs are open. Three channels of the DPV - Open Function are
required to be OPERABLE for each DPV required by LCO 3.5.1,
"Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) - Operating," to ensure no
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.

This Function isolates the ICS lines.

810. Feedwater Lines Differential Pressure - High

The Feedwater Line Differential Pressure - High signal is provided to
detect a break in the feedwater lines inside containment. Should the
feedwater continue to flow into containment, containment integrity could
be challenged as a result of the mass and energy addition to the

.N containment drywell from the external feedwater system. Therefore,
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isolation of the feedwater system flow is initiated when Feedwater Lines
Differential Pressure - High is sensed to protect containment integrity.
This Function is implicitly assumed in the safety analyses of References 1
and 2.

The differential pressure between the two feedwater lines is monitored by
four divisions of LD&IS. A high differential pressure is indicative of a
feedwater line break inside and outside the containment.

Three channels of the Feedwater Line Differential Pressure - High
Function are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The Feedwater Line Differential Pressure - High Allowable Value ensures
that a leak or a line break of the feedwater piping is detected, in
accordance with the containment analyses (Ref. 1).

This Function in conjunction with the Drywell Pressure - High Function

isolates the feedwater lines.

41-11. Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High

High radiation in the reactor building exhaust or the refueling area
exhaust is an indication of fission gases from a leak or an accident. The
release may have originated from the containment due to a break in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary or the refueling floor due to a fuel
handling accident. When a Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High
signal is detected, the Reactor Building Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning System is isolated. This Function is assumed to be
available during high energy line break conditions and during a LOCA
because the reactor building is credited for hold up and as a plate out
barrier.

The Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High signal is initiated from
radiation detectors that are located on the ventilation exhaust piping
coming from the reactor building. Three channels of the Reactor Building
Exhaust Radiation - High Function are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation functions.

The Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High Allowable Value is chosen
to ensure the RB is isolated prior to radioactivity release exceeding the
assumptions of the offsite does analyses.

1-1-12. Drywell Water Level - High

High drywell water level is an indication of a possible line break inside
containment. This Function is provided to ensure that feedwater and
HP CRD are isolated in the event of a LOCA, but remains capable of
coolant injection for other accident scenarios.

Drywell water level is monitored by four channels of water level
instrumentation. Three channels of the Drywell Water Level - High
Function are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The Drywell Water Level - High Allowable Value is chosen to be low
enough to ensure feedwater isolation occurs, limiting the flow of
condensate into containment in accordance with the containment
analyses (Ref. 1).

This Function in conjunction with the Drywell Pressure - High Function

isolates the feedwater lines and the HP CRD makeup water injection line.

12-13. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 0.5

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could
result. The isolations of valves whose penetration communicate with the
containment or the reactor vessel limit the release of fission products to
help ensure that offsite does limits are not exceeded. Reactor Vessel
Water Level - Low, Level 0.5 signals are initiated from four fuel zone level
sensors.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 0.5 Allowable Value is
chosen to ensure that feedwater line isolations occurs in accordance with
the assumptions of Reference 4.

Three channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 0.5 Function
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
can preclude feedwater line isolation.

-1-314. Drywell Pressure - High-High

High drywell pressure is an indication of a possible line break inside
containment. This Function is provided to ensure that feedwater is
isolated in the event of a LOCA, but remains capable of coolant injection
for other accident scenarios.

Drywell pressure is monitored by four channels of pressure
instrumentation. Three channels of the Drywell Pressure - High-High
Function are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.

The Drywell Pressure - High-High Allowable Value is chosen to be higher
than the scram setpoint to prevent undesired initiation, and low enough to
retain effectiveness throughout the entire spectrum of LOCA events.

This Function isolates the feedwater lines.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

1-415. Gravity-Driven Cooling System Pool Water Level - Low

Low GDCS pool water level indicates the injection of water from the
GDCS pools in the event of a LOCA. This Function is provided to ensure
that the HP CRD makeup water injection is isolated to prevent the long-
term addition of inventory to the containment following GDCS injection in
response to a LOCA.

GDCS pool water level is monitored by four channels of water level
indication in each GDCS pool. Three channels of the GDCS Pool Water
Level - Low Function are required to be OPERABLE in each GDCS pool.
This Function initiates upon a low level in two out of the three GDCS
pools.

The GDCS Pool Water Level - Low Allowable Value is determined by
analysis to ensure effectiveness under the full spectrum of LOCA events.

This Function isolates the HP CRD makeup water injection line.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by two NOTES. Note 1 allows penetration
flow path(s) to be unisolated intermittently under administrative controls.
These controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator at the controls
of the valve, who is in continuous communication with the control room.
In this way, the penetration flow path can be rapidly isolated when a need
for isolation is indicated. Note 2 has been provided to modify the
ACTIONS related to Isolation Instrumentation channels. Section 1.3,
Completion Times, specifies once a Condition has been entered,
subsequent divisions, subsystems, components or variables expressed in
the Condition discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, will not
result in separate entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies
Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each additional
failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition.
However, the Required Actions for inoperable Isolation Instrumentation
channels provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable channels. As such, a Note has been provided which allows
separate Condition entry for each inoperable Isolation Instrumentation
channel.
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ACTIONS (continued)

A.1

With one or more Functions with one required channel inoperable, the
affected required channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
12 hours. The 12-hour Completion Time is acceptable based on
engineering judgment considering the diversity of sensors available to
provide isolation signals, the redundancy of the isolation design, and the
low probability of an event requiring isolation during this interval.
However, this out of service time is only acceptable provided the
associated Function still maintains isolation capability (refer to Required
Actions B.1 Bases). If the inoperable required channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the 12-hour Completion Time, the
affected instrumentation division must be verified to be in trip. This is
acceptable because verifying the affected isolation instrumentation
division in trip conservatively compensates for the inoperability by placing
the isolation instrumentation in a one-out-of-two configuration, restoring
the capability to accommodate a single failure.

Alternatively, if it is not desirable to verify the required instrument channel
in trip (as in the case where it is desirable to place the affected channel of
sensors in bypass), Condition C must be entered and its Required Action
taken when the Completion Time of Required Action A.1 expires.

B.1

This Required Action directs entry into the appropriate Condition
referenced in Table 3.3.6.3-1 if the Required Action and Completion Time
of Condition A is not met or if multiple, inoperable, untripped required
channels for the same Function result in the Function not maintaining
isolation capability. A Function is considered to be maintaining isolation
capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip such that the
isolation logic will generate a trip signal from the given Function on a valid
signal so that at least one valve in the associated penetration flow path is
isolated. The applicable Condition specified in the Table is Function and
MODE or other specified condition dependent and may change as the
Required Action of a previous Condition is completed.
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ACTIONS (continued)

C.1

If the affected instrumentation channel cannot be verified to be in trip
within the specified Completion Time or if isolation capability is not
maintained, plant operations may continue if the associated Containment
Isolation Valve(s) (CIVs) is declared inoperable immediately. Because
this Function is required to ensure that the CIVs perform their intended
function, sufficient remedial measures are provided by declaring the
associated CIV(s) inoperable.

D.1 and D.2

If the affected instrumentation channel cannot be verified to be in trip
within the specified Completion Time or if isolation capability is not
maintained, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
Completion Time is reasonable, based on plant design, to reach required
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

E.1 and E.2

If the affected instrumentation channel cannot be verified to be in trip
within the specified Completion Time or if isolation capability is not
maintained, the associated flow path should be isolated. However, if the
RWCU/SDC function is needed to provide core cooling, these Required
Actions allow the flow path to remain unisolated provided action is
immediately initiated to restore the channel to OPERABLE status or to
isolate the RWCU/SDC system (i.e., provide alternate decay heat
removal capabilities so the flow path can be isolated). ACTIONS must
continue until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status or the
RWCU/SDC system is isolated.

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the Surveillance Requirements, the SRs for
REQUIREMENTS each isolation instrumentation Function are located in the SRs column of

Table 3.3.6.3-1.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.6.3.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.

The SSLC/ESF is cyclically tested from the sensor input point to the logic
contact output by online self-diagnostics. The self-diagnostic capabilities
include microprocessor checks, system initialization, watchdog timers,
memory integrity checks, input/output (1/O) data integrity checks,
communication bus interface checks, and checks on the application
program (checksum).

A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including indication,
and readability. If a channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare.

The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent
checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.6.3.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the channel will perform the intended function. This test
ensures a complete CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of required
instrument channels from the sensor input through the DTM function.

The SSLC/ESF is cyclically tested from the sensor input point to the logic
contact output by online self-diagnostics. The self-diagnostic capabilities
include microprocessor checks, system initialization, watchdog timers,
memory integrity checks, input/output (1/O) data integrity checks,
communication bus interface checks, and checks on the application
program (checksum).
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

The Frequency of 31 days is based on the reliability of the Isolation
Instrumentation channels and the self-diagnostic features that monitor the
channels for proper operation.

SR 3.3.6.3.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop and
the sensor. This test verifies that the required channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the required channel adjusted to the
NTSPF within the "as-left" tolerance to account for instrument drifts
between successive calibrations consistent with the methods and
assumptions required by the SCP.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on the assumption of a 24 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis.

S R 3.3.6.3.4

This SIR ensures that the individual required channel response times are
less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis. The instrument response times must be added to the
associated closure times to obtain the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME. ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are
included in Reference 6.

ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME may be verified by actual
response time measurements in any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total channel measurements. This test encompasses the isolation
instrumentation from the input variable sensors through the DTM function.
This test overlaps the testing required by SR 3.3.6.4.2 to ensure complete
testing of instrumentation channels and actuation circuitry.

A Note to the Surveillance states that the radiation detectors may be
excluded from ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME testing. This
Note is necessary because of the difficulty of generating an appropriate
detector input signal and because the principles of detector operation
virtually ensure an instantaneous response time. Response Time for
radiation detection channels shall be measured from detector output or
the input of the first electronic component in the channel.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

[However, some sensors are allowed to be excluded from specific
ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME measurement if the conditions

COL 16.0-1 -A of Reference XX are satisfied. If these conditions are satisfied, sensor
3.3.6.3-2 response time may be allocated based on either assumed design sensor

response time or the manufacturer's stated design response time. When
the requirements of Reference XX are not satisfied, sensor response time
must be measured. Furthermore, measurement of the instrument loops
response time for some Functions is not required if the conditions of
Reference XX are satisfied.]

ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on a 24-
month STAGGERED TEST BASIS for three channels. The Frequency of
24 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures that the required
channels associated with each division are alternately tested. The
24-month test Frequency is consistent with the refueling cycle and has
with operating experience that shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time degradation,
but not channel failure, are infrequent.

REFERENCES 1. Section 6.2.

2. Chapter 15.

3. NEDO-33201, ESBWR Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment,
Revision 5, February 2010.

4. Subsection 15.4.4.

5. Subsection 15.4.9.

6. Section 15.2.
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B 3.3.6.4 Isolation Actuation

BASES

BACKGROUND The isolation actuation logic is designed to isolate the affect penetration
flow paths when one or more monitored parameters exceed the specified
limit. The isolation actuation logic actuates the following containment
isolation flow paths: (a) Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling
(RWCU/SDC) System lines, (b) Isolation Condenser System (ICS) lines,
(c) Process Radiation Monitoring System lines, (d) Equipment and Floor
Drain System lines, (e) Containment Inerting System lines, (f) Chilled
Water System lines, (g) Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System
(FAPCS) process lines, and (h). High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply
System lines. The isolation actuation logic also isolates the reactor
building boundary isolation dampers. The function of the containment
isolation valves and reactor building boundary isolation dampers, in
combination with other accident mitigation systems, is to limit fission
product release during postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).
Containment and reactor building isolation within the times specified
ensure that the release of radioactive materials to the environment will be
consistent with the assumptions used in the analysis of DBAs.

The isolation actuation logic is also designed to isolate the RWCU/SDC
System from the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) in MODES 5 and 6,
isolate feedwater flow into containment and trip main feedwater pump
breakers, isolate the ICS when 2 or more Depressurization Valves
(DPVs) are open, and isolate high pressure control rod drive (HP CRD)
makeup water injection when one or more monitored parameters exceed
the specified limit. The function of the feedwater isolation valves is to limit
the mass addition of water into containment during and following a design
basis feedwater line rupture inside containment. The function of the
reactor water cleanup/shutdown cooling (RWCU/SDC) isolation valves in
MODES 5 and 6 is to protect the core by isolating the RWCU/SDC
system from the reactor pressure vessel and minimizing a potential loss
of coolant resulting from a line break in the RWCU/SDC system. The
function of the ICS isolation that occurs when 2 or more DPVs are open is
to mitigate the accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen that could
result in a detonation. The function of the HP CRD makeup water
isolation is to prevent the long-term addition of inventory to the
containment following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

A detailed description of the isolation instrumentation and isolation
actuation logic is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.3.6.3, "Isolation
Instrumentation."
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BACKGROUND (continued)

This Specification provides Operability requirements for the isolation
actuation circuitry consisting of timers, voter logic unit (VLU) functions,
and load drivers. Operability requirements for the isolation
instrumentation from the input variable sensors through the DTM function
are provided by LCO 3.3.6.3, "Isolation Instrumentation." Operability
requirements for the actuated components are addressed in LCO 3.6.1.3,
"Containment Isolation Valves (CIVs)," and LCO 3.6.3.1, "Reactor
Building (Contaminated Area Ventilation Subsystem (CONAVS) Area)."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES, LCO,
and APPLICABILITY

The containment isolation signals generated by the isolation
instrumentation are assumed in the safety analyses of
References 1 and 2 to initiate closure of valves and reactor building
boundary isolation dampers to limit off site doses. Refer to LCO 3.6.1.3,
Applicable Safety Analyses, for more details of containment isolation
valves. Refer to LCO 3.6.3.1, Applicable Safety Analyses, for more
details of the reactor building isolation dampers.

The RWCU/SDC isolation signals generated by the isolation
instrumentation are assumed in the analyses of Reference 3 to initiate
closure of the RWCU/SDC isolation valves to protect the core by
minimizing a potential loss of reactor pressure vessel coolant inventory in
MODES 5 and 6.

The feedwater isolation signals generated by the isolation instrumentation
are assumed in the safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate
closure of feedwater isolation valves to limit mass water additions to the
containment during and following a design basis feedwater line rupture
inside containment.

The ICS isolation signals generated by the isolation instrumentation in
response to the opening of 2 or more DPVs are assumed in the safety
analyses of References 1 and 2 to mitigate the accumulation of radiolytic
hydrogen and oxygen that could result in a detonation that would fail the
ICS condensers and cause a breach of containment.

The HP CRD isolation signals generated by the isolation instrumentation
are assumed in the safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate
isolation of the HP CRD makeup water injection line to prevent the long-
term addition of inventory to the containment following a LOCA.

Isolation Actuation satisfies Criteria 3 and 4 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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Although there are four isolation actuation divisions, only three are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single automatic actuation
division failure will preclude an isolation to occur on a valid signal. The
three required divisions are those divisions associated with the DC and

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution Divisions required by
LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems - Operating." This is acceptable
because the single-failure criterion is still met with three OPERABLE
isolation actuation divisions, and because each isolation division is
associated with and receives power from only one of the four electrical
divisions.

The individual containment isolation actuation divisions are required to be
OPERABLE in the MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 consistent with the Applicability
of LCO 3.6.1.3 and LCO 3.6.3.1. The feedwater isolation valve actuation
divisions are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4
consistent with the assumptions of References 1 and 2. The RWCU/SDC
isolation actuation division is also required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5
and 6 consistent with the assumptions of Reference 3.

1. Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling System Isolation

The RWCU/SDC System Isolation actuation divisions receive input from
the following isolation instrumentation: Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low,
Level 2; Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1; Main Steam Tunnel
Ambient Temperature - High; and Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown
Cooling System Differential Mass Flow - High (per RWCU/SDC
subsystem) Functions. In MODES 5 and 6, the RWCU/SDC System
Isolation actuation divisions receive input from the Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low, Level 2 and from the Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown
Cooling System Differential Mass Flow - High (Per RWCU/SDC
subsystem) Functions. Three Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling
System Isolation actuation divisions are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure no single isolation actuation failure can preclude the isolation
function.

2. Isolation Condenser System Isolation

The Isolation Condenser System Isolation actuation divisions receive
input from the following isolation instrumentation: Isolation Condenser
Steam Line Flow - High (per ICS subsystem); Isolation Condenser
Condensate Line Flow - High (per ICS subsystem); a4d-Isolation
Condenser Pool Vent Discharge Radiation - High (per ICS subsystem),
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and Depressurization Valve - Open Functions. Three Isolation
Condenser System Isolation actuation divisions per ICS subsystem are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single isolation actuation failure
can preclude the isolation function.

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

3. Process Radiation Monitorinq System Isolation

The Process Radiation Monitoring System Isolation actuation divisions
receive input from the following isolation instrumentation: Reactor Vessel
Water Level - Low, Level 1; and Drywell Pressure - High Functions.
Three Process Radiation Monitoring System Isolation actuation divisions
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single isolation actuation
failure can preclude the isolation function.

4. Equipment and Floor Drain System Isolation

The Equipment and Floor Drain System Isolation actuation divisions
receive input from the following isolation instrumentation: Reactor Vessel
Water Level - Low, Level 2; Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1;
and Drywell Pressure High Functions. Three Equipment and Floor Drain
System Isolation actuation divisions are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure no single isolation actuation failure can preclude the isolation
function.

5. Containment Inerting System Isolation

The Containment Inerting System Isolation actuation divisions receive
input from the following isolation instrumentation: Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low, Level 2; Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1 and
Drywell Pressure - High Functions. Three Containment Inerting System
Isolation actuation divisions are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no
single isolation actuation failure can preclude the isolation function.

6. Chilled Water System Isolation

The Chilled Water System Isolation actuation divisions receive input from
the following isolation instrumentation: Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low,
Level 1; and Drywell Pressure - High Functions. Three Chilled Water
System Isolation actuation divisions are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure no single isolation actuation failure can preclude the isolation
function.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

7. Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Coolingq System Process Lines

The FAPCS Process Lines isolation actuation divisions receive input from
the following isolation instrumentation: the Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low, Level 2; Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 1; and Drywell
Pressure - High Functions. Three FAPCS Process Lines isolation
actuation divisions are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single
isolation actuation failure can preclude the isolation function.

8. Reactor Building Heating. Ventilation and Air Conditioning System
Isolation

Reactor Building Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System
Isolation actuation divisions receive input from the Reactor Building
Exhaust Radiation - High. Three Reactor Building Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning System Isolation actuation divisions are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure no single isolation actuation failure can
preclude the isolation function.

9. High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply Isolation

The High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply Isolation actuation divisions
receive input from the following isolation instrumentation: Reactor Vessel
Water Level - Low, Level 1; and Drywell Pressure - High Functions.
Three High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply isolation actuation divisions
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no single isolation actuation
failure can preclude the isolation function.

10. Feedwater Isolation Valves Isolation

The Feedwater Isolation Valve Isolation actuation divisions receive input
from the Feedwater Lines Differential Pressure - High, Drywell Water
Level - High, Reactor Vessel Level - Low, Level 0.5, Drywell Pressure -
High, and Drywell Pressure - High-High isolation instrumentation
channels. Each feedwater line includes one feedwater control valve
installed as the inboard containment isolation valve and the first of two in-
series feedwater isolation valves is installed as the outboard containment
isolation valve. The second feedwater isolation valve and feedwater
control valve provide functional redundancy. This Function actuates the
two feedwater isolation valves in each feedwater line to
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

provide isolation in the event of a feedwater line break inside
containment. Three Feedwater Isolation Valve - Isolation actuation
divisions are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single isolation
actuation failure can preclude the Function.

11. High Pressure Control Rod Drive Isolation

The HP CRD Isolation actuation divisions receive input from the Gravity
Driven-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) Pool Water Level - Low, Drywell
Pressure - High, and Drywell Water Level - High isolation instrumentation
channels. The HP CRD makeup water injection line contains two in-
series isolation valves. This Function actuates the two isolation valves in
the HP CRD makeup water injection line to prevent addition of inventory
to the containment by this pathway following a LOCA. Three HP CRD
Isolation actuation divisions are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single isolation actuation failure can preclude the isolation function.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by two NOTES. Note 1 allows penetration
flow path(s) to be unisolated intermittently under administrative controls.
These controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator at the controls
of the valve, who is in continuous communication with the control room.
In this way, the penetration flowpath can be rapidly isolated when a need
for isolation is indicated. Note 2 has been provided to modify the
ACTIONS related to isolation actuation. Section 1.3, Completion Times,
specifies once a Condition has been entered, subsequent divisions,
subsystems, components or variables expressed in the Condition
discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, will not result in separate
entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies Required Actions of
the Condition continue to apply for each additional failure, with
Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition. However, the
Required Actions for inoperable isolation actuation provides appropriate
compensatory measures for separate inoperable isolation actuation
divisions. As such, a Note has been provided which allows separate
Condition entry for each inoperable isolation actuation division.
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ACTIONS (continued)

A.1

The 4-hour Completion Time is consistent with the Completion Times of
LCO 3.6.1.3 for penetration flow paths with two CIVs and is acceptable
based on engineering judgment considering the diversity of sensors
available to provide isolation signals, the redundancy of the isolation
design, and the low probability of an accident requiring isolation during
this time. However, this out of service time is only acceptable provided
the associated Function still maintains isolation actuation capability (refer
to Required Actions B.1 Bases). If the inoperable division cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the 4-hour Completion Time, the
affected required actuation division must be verified to be in trip. This is
acceptable because verifying the affected isolation actuation division in
trip conservatively compensates for the inoperability by placing the
isolation actuation in a one-out-of-two configuration, restoring the
capability to accommodate a single failure.

Alternatively, if it is not desirable to verify the affected required actuation
division in trip (as in the case where it is desired to place the affected
division in bypass), Condition C must be entered and its Required Action
taken when the Completion Time of Required Action A.1 expires.

B. 1

This Required Action directs entry into the appropriate Condition
referenced in Table 3.3.6.4-1 if the Required Action and Completion Time
of Condition A is not met or if multiple, inoperable, untripped required
divisions of isolation actuation (i.e., one or two divisions associated with
each isolation valve or damper in a penetration flow path) result in the
isolation actuation capability not maintained. Isolation automatic
actuation capability is considered to be maintained when sufficient
actuation divisions are OPERABLE or in trip such that the isolation logic
will generate a trip signal on a valid signal to close one valve on the
associated penetration. The applicable Condition specified in the Table is
Function and MODE or other specified condition dependent and may
change as the Required Action of a previous Condition is completed.
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ACTIONS (continued)

C.1

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A
not met, or if isolation actuation capability is not maintained, the affected
isolation actuation device(s) must be declared inoperable immediately.
Isolation actuation capability is considered to be maintained when
sufficient actuation divisions are OPERABLE such that isolation logic will
generate an actuation signal on a valid signal.

D.1 and D.2

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A
not met, or if two or more required actuation divisions inoperable, the
plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours The Completion Time is
reasonable, based on plant design, to reach required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

E.1 and E.2

If the affected actuation division cannot be verified to be in trip within the
specified Completion Time or if isolation capability is not maintained, the
associated flow path should be isolated. However, if the RWCU/SDC
function is needed to provide core cooling, these Required Actions allow
the flow path to remain unisolated provided action is immediately initiated
to restore the division to OPERABLE status or to isolate the RWCU/SDC
system (i.e., provide alternate decay heat removal capabilities so the flow
path can be isolated). ACTIONS must continue until the division is
restored to OPERABLE status or the RWCU/SDC system is isolated.

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each isolation
REQUIREMENTS actuation Function are located in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.4-1.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.6.4.1

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the isolation actuation divisions. The testing in LCO
3.3.6.3, LCO 3.6.1.3, and LCO 3.6.3.1 overlaps this Surveillance to
provide complete testing of the assumed safety function.

The 24-month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 24-
month Frequency.

SR 3.3.6.4.2

This SR ensures that the individual required division response times are
less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis. The instrument response times must be added to the
associated closure times to obtain the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME. ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are
included in Reference 4.

ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME may be verified by actual
response time measurements in any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total channel measurements. This test encompasses the isolation
actuation circuitry consisting of timers, VLU functions, and load drivers.
This test overlaps the testing required by SR 3.3.6.3.4 to ensure complete
testing of instrumentation channels and actuation divisions.

[However, some portions of the isolation actuation circuitry are allowed to
COL 16.0-1-A be excluded from specific ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME

3.3.6.4-1 measurement if the conditions of Reference XX are satisfied.
Furthermore, measurement of the instrument loops response time for
some Functions is not required if the conditions of Reference XX are
satisfied.]
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on a
24-month STAGGERED TEST BASIS for three divisions. The Frequency
of 24 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures that the channels
associated with each required division are alternately tested. The
24-month test Frequency is consistent with the refueling cycle and with
operating experience that shows that random failures of instrumentation
components causing serious response time degradation, but not channel
failure, are infrequent.

SR 3.3.6.4.3

A system functional test is performed to verify that the mechanical
portions of the actuation function operate as designed when demanded.
This includes verifying that RWCU/SDC isolation valves, feedwater
isolation valves, and HP CRD makeup water injection isolation valves
automatically close. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in
SR 3.3.6.4.1 and LCO 3.3.8.1 (for RWCU/SDC isolation valves) overlaps
this SR to provide complete testing of the safety function.

The 24-month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power.

REFERENCES 1. Section 6.2.

2. Chapter 15.

3. NEDO-33201, ESBWR Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment,
Revision 5, February 2010.

4. Section 15.2.
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B 3.5 Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)

B 3.5.4 Isolation Condenser System (ICS) - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The Isolation Condenser System (ICS) actuates automatically following a
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) isolation and transfers sufficient heat from
the RPV to the Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling System
IC/PCCS pool to prevent safety relief valve (SRV) actuation (Ref. 1).
LCO 3.7.1, "Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling System
(IC/PCCS) Pools," supports the ICS in removing sufficient decay heat
following an RPV isolation to cool the reactor to safe shutdown conditions
(MODE 4) within 36 hours and maintain the reactor in a safe condition for
an additional 36 hours with minimal loss of RCS inventory (Ref. 1). The
ICS also provides water inventory to the RPV at the start of a LOCA and
provides the initial RPV depressurization following a loss of feedwater
allowing ADS initiation to be delayed. The ICS is also assumed available
to respond to a Station Blackout and an Anticipated Transient without
Scram (Ref. 1).

The ICS consists of four independent trains. Each ICS train includes a
heat exchanger (isolation condenser), a steam supply line that connects
the top of the isolation condenser to the RPV, a condensate return line
that connects the bottom of the isolation condenser to the RPV, a high
point purge line, and vent lines from both the upper and lower headers of
the isolation condenser. The isolation condensers are located above the
containment and are submerged in a large pool of water (IC/PCCS pool)
that is at atmospheric pressure. Steam produced in IC/PCCS pools by
boiling around the isolation condenser is vented to the atmosphere
(Ref. 1).

Each of the four isolation condensers consists of two identical modules.
Each module includes an upper and lower header connected by a bank of
vertical tubes. A single vertical steam supply line directs steam from the
RPV to the horizontal upper header in each module through four branch
lines. The branch lines include flow restrictors that limit the
consequences of a line break. Steam is condensed inside banks of
vertical tubes that connect the upper and lower headers in each module
and the condensate collects in the lower header. Each ICS condensate
return line includes an in-line vessel that provides additional water
inventory to the RPV when the ICS is initiated.

Operation of each ICS train is initiated by opening either the condensate
return valve or the condensate return bypass valve. These valves are in
parallel and are both normally closed.
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BACKGROUND (continued)

The condensate return valves open on an ICS initiation signal. The
condensate return bypass valves open on loss of power.

With both the condensate return valve and condensate return bypass
valves closed and the steam supply line to the reactor open, the isolation
condenser and the condensate return line fill with condensate to a level
above the upper headers. The steam supply line, which is insulated to
prevent the accumulation of condensate, remains filled with steam. A
purge line with an orifice connects the top of the isolation condenser to a
main steam line. Flow through the purge line when the ICS is in standby
prevents the accumulation of non-condensable gases in the top of the
isolation condenser.

Upon receipt of an ICS initiation signal, the condensate return valves
open causing the condensate in the isolation condenser and condensate
return line to return to the RPV. Steam from the RPV continues to
condense. in the isolation condenser and drains back to the RPV.

Beginning six hours after ICS initiation, ýradiolytically generated non-
condensable gases are automatically, continuously peRfd+Gavented to
the suppression pool through vent lines connected to the lower header of
the isolation condenser. The lower header vent valves also open
automatically on high reactor pressure, which could be indicative of a loss
of flow through the ICS. Operation of the lower header vent in each train
is initiated by opening two, seresparallel connected, lower header vent
valves or, opening two, series connected, lower header vent bypass
valves.The lower header vent valve" opon automatically on high reactor
pre.ssue,Which could be indicative of a los6 of fliw thro6g1h the ICSrHB")"}.

The lower header vent valves are normally closed, fail-open solenoid-
operated valves. One of the valves is controlled by the Safety System
Logic and Control /Engineered Safety Features (SSLC/ESF) System
described in the Bases for LCO 3.3.5.3, "Isolation Condenser System
(iCS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.5.4, "Isolation Condenser System
(ICS) Actuation." The other lower header vent valve is controlled by the
Diverse Protection System (DPS), which is desiqned to mitigate digital
protection system common mode failures. The lower header vent bypass
valves are a relief valve and normally closed, fail-open solenoid valve.
The lower header vent bypass valves open automatically (with or without
power) at a pressure higher than the lower header vent valves and at a
pressure lower than what is needed to lift the SRVs.

Each ICS condenser is located in a sub-compartment of the IC/PCCS
pool. Following RPV isolation, pool water temperature could rise to about
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1010C (214°F). The steam formed will be non-radioactive and have a
slight positive pressure relative to station ambient. The steam generated
in the IC/PCCS pool is released to the atmosphere through large-
diameter discharge vents. Each ICS train is designed to remove 33.75
MWt of decay heat when the reactor is above normal operating pressure
so that any three of the four ICS trains have sufficient capacity to perform
the ICS design function (Ref. 1).

BACKGROUND (continued)

Each of the condensate return valves is equipped with four solenoids (i.e.,
initiators). A signal to any of the four initiators will actuate the valve.
Three of the four initiators on each valve are actuated by the Safety
System Logic and Control /Engineered Safety Features (SSLC/ESF)
System described in the Bases for LCO 3.3.5.3, "Isolation Condenser
System (ICS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.5.4, "Isolation Condenser
System (ICS) Actuation." The fourth initiator is actuated by the Diverse
Protection System (DPS), which is designed to mitigate digital protection
system common mode failures. The operator is able to stop any
individual ICS train whenever the RPV pressure is below a reset value,
overriding ICS automatic actuation signals.

Power to each of the three safety-related initiators on each ICS valve is
supplied from a different division of the DC and Uninterruptible AC
Electrical Power Distribution. As such, at least two of the three initiators
in each ICS condensate return valve will be associated with divisions
required by LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems - Operating."

Each ICS condenser forms a closed safety-related loop outside the
containment that acts as a "passive" substitute for an open "active" valve
outside the containment. In addition, the ICS steam supply line and
condensate return line each include two, normally open containment
isolation valves in series. These valves close automatically to isolate the
RPV on indication of a leak or break in the ICS that could bypass the
containment. Specifically, high flow indicated on two of the four
differential pressure transmitters on each steam supply line or high flow
indicated on two of the four differential pressure transmitters on each
condensate return line will close all four isolation valves on the associated
ICS train. Additionally, elevated radiation levels on two of the four
radiation monitors associated with the steam space above each ICS pool
subcompartment cause an alarm on radiation levels indicative of a minor
leak and will isolate the steam supply and condensate return line of the
associated ICS train on radiation levels indicative of a significant leak.
Similarly, each ICS purge line also penetrates the containment to the
closed system and is equipped with an excess flow check valve and a
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normally open shutoff valve. Each ICS venting line also penetrates the
containment to the closed system. and is equipped with MG normally
closed control valves in series. The upper header vent line is equipped
with two normally closed, fail-closed solenoid valves in series; the lower
header vent line is equipped with an excess flow check valve in series
with a restricting orifice; and the lower header vent bypass line is
equipped with a high-pressure relief valve in series with a normally
closed. fail-ooen solenoid valve.

I

The ICS isolation valves are also automatically signaled to close upon
receipt of an open signal from two or more Depressurization Valves
(DPVs). Closing the ICS isolation valves mitigates the accumulation of
radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen, and there is sufficient time allotted for the
water stored in the ICS condensate line to drain to the RPV prior to the
isolation.

BACKGROUND (continued)

The ICS is designed to ensure that no single active component failure will
prevent automatic initiation and successful operation of the minimum
required ICS subsystems when any three of the four divisions of DC and
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution and the associated
instrumentation divisions are OPERABLE.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The ICS is assumed to function following an RPV isolation or low water
level (Level 2) event (Ref. 1). Operation of three of the four ICS trains
after RPV isolation will limit RCS pressure enough to prevent safety relief
valve (SRV) actuation. By conserving reactor water inventory following
the RPV isolation, ICS minimizes the need for automatic reactor
depressurization that would be required to add additional water inventory
from low pressure sources.

The ICS also has an ECCS function to provide liquid inventory to the RPV
during the initial stages of a LOCA. The ICS also provides the initial
depressurization of the reactor during a loss of feed water so that ADS
initiation can be delayed.

ICS - Operating satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO This LCO requires four ICS trains to be OPERABLE. OPERABILITY of
each condensate return valve and eaGh-ef-the twe-SSCL/ESF-actuated
lower header vent valves requires OPERABILITY of two safety-related
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initiators associated with electrical divisions required by LCO 3.8.6. The
condensate return bypass valve, the DPS-actuated lower header vent
valve and the lower head vent bypass valves are not required for ICS
OPERABILITY.

The isolation valve for each ICS condenser subcompartment pool must
be locked open. This ensures that the full capacity of the IC/PCCS pools
is available to provide required cooling water to the ICS train for at least
72 hours after an RPV isolation or LOCA without the need for operator
action. With the ICS subcompartment isolation valve locked open,
subcompartment level is maintained in accordance with the requirements
in LCO 3.7.1, "Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling System
(IC/PCCS) Pools."

APPLICABILITY Four ICS trains are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 and in
MODES 3 and 4 when < 2 hours since reactor was critical, to remove
reactor decay heat, or provide additional RCS inventory following a
LOCA, a loss of feedwater, or a reactor shutdown with isolation. In
addition, in MODES 1 and 2, the ICS is required to be OPERABLE to
prevent unnecessary automatic reactor depressurization or SRV
actuation following RPV isolation or low water level events. ICS
requirements in MODES 3 and 4 when > 2 hours since reactor was
critical, and in MODE 5 are specified in LCO 3.5.5, "Isolation Condenser
System (ICS) - Shutdown."

ACTIONS A.1

This Condition applies when one of the four ICS trains is inoperable. In
this Condition, the remaining three trains have adequate capacity to
respond to events described in References 1 and 2. However, the overall
reliability is reduced because a failure in one of the OPERABLE trains
could result in an insufficient ICS capacity. In this Condition, the
inoperable ICS train must be restored to OPERABLE status within 14
days. This Completion Time is acceptable based on engineering
judgment considering the low probability of a failure of an additional ICS
train concurrent with a design basis event during this period.

B.1

This Condition applies when two or more ICS trains are inoperable. In
this condition, the ICS may not have sufficient capacity to respond to
events described in References 1 and 2. This Condition also applies
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when the Required Actions and associated Completion Time of Condition
A or B are not met. In this Condition, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant
must be brought to MODE 3 within 12 hours. The allowable Completion
Time is reasonable, based on plant design, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires periodic verification that each ICS manual, power-
operated, and automatic valve in the flow path, that is not locked, sealed,
or otherwise secured in position, is in the correct position. This SR is
intended to ensure proper valve alignment in any flow path required for
proper operation of the ICS. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these were verified
to be in the correct position upon locking, sealing, or securing.

This SR does not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those valves
outside containment and capable of being mispositioned are in the correct
position. The 31-day Frequency for performing this SR is acceptable
based on engineering judgment and was chosen to provide added
assurance that ICS valves are correctly positioned.

SR 3.5.4.2

This SR requires verification every 31 days that the High Pressure
Nitrogen Supply System (HPNSS) pressure to each nitrogen-operated
ICS steam supply and condensate return valve is within the specified
limit. The 31-day Frequency is acceptable because HPNSS low pressure
alarms will provide prompt notification of an abnormal pressure in the
HPNSS.

SR 3.5.4.3

This SR requires verification every 31 days of the continuity of two safety-
related initiators associated with DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical
Power Distribution Divisions required by LCO 3.8.6 for each condensate
return valve and each SSLC/ESF-actuated lower header vent valve. The
31 -day Frequency is acceptable because either of the two safety-related
initiators in each valve is capable of actuating the associated ICS valve.
Additionally, an alarm will provide prompt notification of loss of circuit

. continuity for the required initiators in each ICS valve.
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This SR is modified by a Note that continuity is not required to be met for
one required initiator intermittently disabled under administrative controls.
This allows the continuity monitor to be tested and allows surveillance
and maintenance with the assurance that the valve will not be opened
inadvertently. The operation of the disable/test switch in either division
does not disable the ICS valve because the valve will still be opened by
the initiator in the other division.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.5.4.4

This SR requires periodic verification that each ICS subcompartment
manual isolation valve is locked open. This SR ensures that the level in
the subcompartment is the same as the level in the associated expansion
pool and that the full volume of water in the IC/PCCS pools is available to
each condenser. If this SR is not met, the associated ICS train may not
be capable of performing its design functions. The 24-month Frequency
for this SR is based on engineering judgment and is acceptable because
the manual isolation valves between the IC/PCCS pool and the ICS
subcompartments are locked open and maintained in their correct
position under administrative controls.

SR 3.5.4.5

This SR requires periodic verification that the ICS actuates on an actual
or simulated automatic initiation signal. The ICS is required to actuate
automatically to perform its design function. This Surveillance test
verifies that the automatic initiation logic will cause the ICS to operate as
designed when a system initiation signal (actual or simulated) is received.
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.5.4 overlaps this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed ICS function.

The 24-month Frequency for performing this SR is acceptable based on
the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
SR were performed with the reactor at power.

SR 3.5.4.6

This SR requires periodic verification that the heat removal capability of
each ICS train satisfies requirements specified in Reference 1. The
temperature sensor located downstream of the condensate return
isolation valve and the differential pressure transmitter on the condensate
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return line may be used to provide test data. The Frequency, prior to
exceeding 25% RTP if not performed in the previous 24 months on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS, is based on engineering judgment and
allows deferring performance until plant conditions needed to perform the
test are established.

REFERENCES 1. Section 5.4.6.

2. Section 6.3.3.

I ý
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B 3.5 Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)

B 3.5.5 Isolation Condenser System (ICS) - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND The ICS is designed to operate either automatically or manually following
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) isolation to provide adequate RPV
pressure reduction to preclude safety relief valve operation and provide
core cooling while conserving reactor water inventory (Ref. 1). A
description of the ICS is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.5.4, "Isolation
Condenser System (ICS) - Operating." When the reactor is shutdown, a
reduced ICS capability is maintained to provide cooldown capability and
to ensure a highly reliable and passive alternative to the Reactor Water
Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC) system for decay heat
removal.

RWCU/SDC consists of two independent and redundant trains powered
from separate electrical divisions that can be powered from either offsite
power or the standby diesel generators. However, RWCU/SDC is a
nonsafety-related system that cannot be assumed to remain available
following an equipment failure or a loss of offsite power. Depending on
plant and equipment status, various alternatives to the RWCU/SDC for
decay heat removal can be configured in MODES 3, 4 and 5. When the
Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling System (IC/PCCS)
pool and the individual ICS pool subcompartments are flooded, use of
one or more ICS loops is the preferred backup method for decay heat
removal in MODES 3 and 4.

Although not effective for decay heat removal in MODE 5, the ICS does
provide a highly reliable and passive backup to the RWCU/SDC for decay
heat removal in this MODE. If normal decay heat removal capability is
lost, the reactor coolant temperature will increase until the ICS provides
the required decay heat removal capacity.

APPLICABLE A highly reliable, safety-related, and passive alternative
SAFETY to RWCU/SDC for decay heat removal when shutdown not
ANALYSES required for mitigation of any event or accident evaluated in the safety

analyses. However, decay heat removal must be accomplished to
prevent core damage.

ICS - Shutdown satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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LCO This LCO requires that two trains of ICS be OPERABLE when shutdown
to provide a backup method for decay heat removal. OPERABILITY of
each condensate return valve and eaGh-ef-the twe Safety System Logic
and Control/Engineered Safety Feature (SSLC/ESF)-actuated lower
header vent valves requires OPERABILITY of two safety-related initiators
associated with electrical divisions required by LCO 3.8.6. The
condensate return bypass valve, the Diverse Protection System (DPS)-
actuated lower header vent valve, and the lower head vent bypass valves
are not required for ICS OPERABILITY.

With the RPV water level above the ICS steam supply line,
OPERABILITY of the ICS function is not impacted (Ref. 2).

When in MODE 5, required ICS loops require functionality of associated
IC/PCCS expansion pools as heat sink for the ICS condensers.

APPLICABILITY This LCO requires that two trains of ICS be OPERABLE in MODES 3
and 4 when it has been > 2 hours since the reactor was critical, and in
MODE 5.

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, A.3, and A.4

If one or more of the required ICS trains are not available, the plant may
not have a reliable and passive alternative to RWCU/SDC for decay heat
removal. Therefore, action must be taken immediately to restore the
required ICS train(s) to operable status.

With one of the two required ICS trains inoperable, the remaining train is
capable of providing the required decay heat removal. However, the
overall reliability is reduced. Therefore, an alternate method of decay heat
removal must be provided. With both ICS trains inoperable, an alternate
method of decay heat removal must be provided in addition to that
provided for the initial ICS train inoperability. The 1-hour Completion Time
is based on the decay heat removal function and the probability of a loss
of the available decay heat removal capabilities. Furthermore, verification
of the functional availability of these alternate method(s) must be
reconfirmed every 24 hours thereafter. This will provide assurance of
continued decay heat removal capability.

The required cooling capacity of the alternate method should be ensured
by verifying (by calculation or demonstration) its capability to maintain or
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reduce temperature. Decay heat removal by ambient losses can be
considered as, or contributing to, the alternate method capability.

ACTIONS (continued)

Alternate methods that can be used include (but are not limited to) the
RWCU/SDC System and the Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System.
With one or more required ICS train(s) inoperable, at least one method of
decay heat removal is verified to be in operation. The 1-hour Completion
Time is based on engineering judgment recognizing the need to provide
decay heat removal. Furthermore, verification must be reconfirmed every
12 hours thereafter. This will provide assurance of continued decay heat
removal capability.

During the period when the required ICS train(s) is inoperable, the reactor
coolant temperature and pressure must be periodically monitored to
ensure proper function of the alternate method. The once per hour
Completion Time is deemed appropriate.

B.1 and B.2

This Condition applies when the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times are not met. In this Condition, action must be initiated
immediately to establish reactor building refueling and pool area HVAC
subsystem (REPAVS) and contaminated area HVAC subsystem
(CONAVS) area isolation boundary. This can be accomplished by
isolating the REPAVS and CONAVS dampers or verifying the automatic
capability of the respective exhaust high radiation function. This action is
needed to establish appropriate compensatory measures for a loss of
decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 31 days that each ICS manual, power-
operated, and automatic valve in the flow path, that is not locked, sealed,
or otherwise secured in position, is in the correct position. This SR is
intended to ensure proper valve alignment in any flow path required for
proper operation of the ICS. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these were verified
to be in the correct position upon locking, sealing, or securing.

This SR does not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those valves
outside containment and capable of being mispositioned are in the correct
position.
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ICS - Shutdown
B 3.5.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

The 31-day Frequency for performing this SR is acceptable based on
engineering judgment and was chosen to provide added assurance that
ICS valves are correctly positioned.

SR 3.5.5.2

This SR requires verification every 31 days that the High Pressure
Nitrogen Supply System (HPNSS) pressure to each nitrogen-operated
ICS valve is within the specified limit. The 31-day Frequency is
acceptable because highly reliable HPNSS low pressure alarms will
provide prompt notification of an abnormal pressure in the HPNSS.

SR 3.5.5.3

This SR requires verification every 31 days of the continuity of two safety-
related initiators associated with DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical
Power Distribution Divisions required by LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution Systems
- Operating," and LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown," for each
condensate return valve and each SSLC/ESF-actuated lower header vent
valve.

The 31 -day Frequency is acceptable because either of the two safety-
related initiators in each valve is capable of actuating the associated ICS
valve. Additionally, an alarm will provide prompt notification of loss of
circuit continuity for the required initiators in each ICS valve.

This SR is modified by a Note that continuity is not required to be met for
one required initiator intermittently disabled under administrative controls.
This allows the continuity monitor to be tested and allows surveillance
and maintenance with the assurance that the valve will not be opened
inadvertently. The operation of the disable/test switch in either division
does not disable the ICS valve because the valve will still be opened by
the initiator in the other division.

SR 3.5.5.4

This SR requires verification every 24 months that each ICS
subcompartment manual isolation valve is locked open. This SR is
necessary to ensure that the full volume of water in the IC/PCCS pools is
available to each condenser. If this SR is not met, the associated ICS
loop may not be capable of performing its design functions. The 24-
month Frequency for this SR is based on engineering judgment and is

: : ij
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ICS - Shutdown
B 3.5.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

acceptable because the manual isolation valves between the IC/PCCS
pool and the ICS subcompartments are locked open and maintained in
their correct position under administrative controls.

SR 3.5.5.5

This SR requires verification every 24 months that the ICS actuates on an
actual or simulated automatic initiation signal. The ICS is required to
actuate automatically to perform its design function. This Surveillance
test verifies that the automatic initiation logic will cause the ICS to operate
as designed when a system initiation signal (actual or simulated) is
received. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in
LCO 3.3.5.4 overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the
assumed ICS function.

The 24-month Frequency for performing this SR is acceptable based on
the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
SR were performed with the reactor at power.

REFERENCES 1. Section 5.4.6.

2. NEDO-33201, ESBWR Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment,
Section 16.4.1, Revision 5, February 2010.
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PCCS
3.6.1.7

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.1.7 Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS)

LCO 3.6.1.7

APPLICABILITY:

Six PCCS condensers shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more PCCS A.1 Restore PCCS condensers 8 hours
condensers inoperable, to OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
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PCCS
3.6.1.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.7.1 Verify that the spectacle flanges for the vent and Prior to entering
drain line for each PCCS condenser are in the free MODE 2 or 4 from
flow position. MODE 5 if

containment was
de-inerted while in
MODE 5, if not
performed within
the previous 92
days

SR 3.6.1.7.2 Verify each PCCS subcompartment manual isolation 24 months
valve is locked open.

SR 3.6.1.7.3 Verify that both modules in each PCCS condenser 24 months on a
have an unobstructed path from the drywell inlet STAGGERED
through the condenser tubes to the following: TEST BASIS for

each PCCS
a. the GDCS pool through the drain line; and condenser

b. the suppression pool through the vent line.

SR 3.6.1.7.4 Visually examine each PCCS vent catalyst module 24 months on a
and verify there is no evidence of abnormal STAGGERED
conditions. TEST BASIS for

each PCCS
condenser

SR 3.6.1.7.5 Verify nerformance of a representative sample of 24 months on a
PCCS vent catalyst module plates. STAGGERED

TEST BASIS for
each PCCS
condenser
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PCCS
B 3.6.1.7

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.7 Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) is designed to transfer
heat from the containment drywell to the Isolation Condenser/PCCS
(IC/PCCS) pools following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The PCCS
consists of six independent condensers. Each condenser is a heat
exchanger that is an integral part of the containment pressure boundary.
The condensers are located above the containment and are submerged
in a large pool of water (IC/PCCS pool) that is at atmospheric pressure.
Steam produced in IC/PCCS pools by boiling around the PCCS
condensers is vented to the atmosphere. LCO 3.7.1, "Isolation
Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling System (IC/PCCS) Pools,"
supports the PCCS in removing sufficient post-LOCA decay heat from the
containment to maintain containment pressure and temperature within
design limits for a minimum of 72 hours, without operator action (Ref. 1)

Each of the six PCCS condensers consists of two identical modules. A
single central steam supply pipe, open to the drywell at its lower end,
directs steam from the drywell to the horizontal upper header in each
module. Steam is condensed inside banks of vertical tubes that connect
the upper and lower header in each module. The condensate collects in
each module's lower header and drain volume and then returns by gravity
flow to the Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) pools. By returning
the condensate to the GDCS pools, it is available to return to the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) via the GDCS injection lines. Noncondensable
gases that collect in the condensers during operation are purged to the
suppression pool via vent lines. To reduce accumulation of radiolytic gas
in the PCCS vent lines, vent line catalyst modules composed of metal
parallel plates coated with catalyst are placed near the entrance of each
vent line. Back-flow from the GDCS pool to the suppression pool is
prevented by a loop seal in the GDCS drain line.

The RPV is contained within the drywell so that drywell pressure rises
above the pressure in the wetwell (suppression pool) during a LOCA.
This differential pressure initially directs the high energy blowdown fluids
from the RPV break in the drywell through both the pressure suppression
pool and through the PCCS condensers. As the flow passes through the
PCCS condensers, heat is rejected to the IC/PCCS pool, thus cooling the
containment.
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PCCS
B 3.6.1.7

BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

There are no isolation valves on the PCCS inlets from the drywell, or the
drain lines to the GDCS pools, or the vent lines to the suppression pool.
The PCCS does not have instrumentation, control logic, or power-
actuated valves, and does not need or use electrical power for its
operation in the first 72 hours after a LOCA. This configuration makes the
PCCS fully passive because no active components are required for the
system to perform its design function (Ref. 2). Long-term effectiveness of
the PCCS (beyond 72 hours) is supported by a vent fan that is connected
to each PCCS vent line and exhausts to the GDCS pool. The PCCS vent
fans aid in the long-term removal of non-condensable gas from the PCCS
for continued condenser efficiency.

Spectacle flanges in the suppression pool vent line and the GDCS drain
line are used to isolate the condensers to allow post maintenance
leakage tests separately from Type A containment leakage tests.

Each PCCS condenser is located in a sub-compartment of the IC/PCCS
pool. During a LOCA, pool water temperature could rise to about 1020C
(216'F) (Ref. 1). The steam formed will be non-radioactive and have a
slight positive pressure relative to station ambient. The steam generated
in the IC/PCCS pool is released to the atmosphere through large-
diameter discharge vents. A moisture separator is installed at the
entrance to the discharge vent lines to preclude excessive moisture
carryover and loss of IC/PCCS pool water.

Each PCCS condenser is designed to remove a nominal ! !-minimum 7.8
MWt of decay heat assuming the containment side of the condenser
contains pure, saturated steam at 308 kPa absolute (45 psia) and 134°C
(2730 F); and, the IC/PCCS pool is at atmospheric pressure with a water
temperature of 1020 C (216°F).

APPLICABLE Reference 1 contains the results of analyses used to predict containment
SAFETY pressure and temperature following large and small break LOCAs. The
ANALYSES intent of the analyses is to demonstrate that the heat-removal capacity of

the Passive Containment Cooling System is adequate to maintain the
containment conditions within design limits. The time history for
containment pressure and temperature are calculated to demonstrate that
the maximum values remains below the design limit.

PCCS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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PCCS
B 3.6.1.7

BASES

LCO This LCO requires six PCCS condensers to be OPERABLE.
OPERABILITY of a PCCS condenser requires that all the performance
and physical arrangement SRs for the PCCS condensers be met.

Additionally, the isolation valve for the PCCS condenser subcompartment
pool must be locked open. This ensures that the full capacity of the
IC/PCCS pools is available to provide required cooling water to the PCCS
condenser for at least 72 hours after a LOCA without the need for
operator action. With the PCCS subcompartment isolation valve locked
open, subcompartment level is maintained in accordance with the
requirements in LCO 3.7.1, "Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment
Cooling System (IC/PCCS) Pools."

APPLICABILITY The PCCS condensers are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 because a LOCA could cause a pressurization and heat up of
containment.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a LOCA are
reduced because of the pressure and temperature limitations of these
MODES. Therefore, passive containment cooling is not required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6.

ACTIONS A.1

If one or more PCCS condensers are inoperable, the functional capability
of the passive containment cooling is degraded. All six PCCS
condensers must be made OPERABLE within 8 hours to ensure that
containment cooling capacity is maintained. The Completion Time is
based on engineering judgment considering the low probability of an
event requiring PCCS operation.

B.1 and B.2

If the Required Action and Completion Time of Condition A are not met,
functional capability of the passive containment cooling is assumed lost.
Therefore, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
Completion Time is reasonable, based on plant design, to reach required
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.
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PCCS
B 3.6.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires periodic verification that the spectacle flanges for the
vent, and drain line for each PCCS condenser are in the free flow
position. This SR is required to ensure that each PCCS condenser is
aligned to function properly when required.

Performance of the SR requires entry into containment. Therefore, this
SR is performed prior to entering MODE 2 or 4 from MODE 5 if
containment was de-inerted while in MODE 5 unless the SR was
performed in the previous 92 days. This Frequency is acceptable
because changing the status of the PCCS spectacle flanges requires
entry into containment, is performed under administrative controls during
planned maintenance activities, and is unlikely to occur inadvertently.

SR 3.6.1.7.2

This SR requires verification every 24 months that each PCCS
subcompartment manual isolation valve is locked open. This SR ensures
that the level in the subcompartment is the same as the level in the
associated expansion pool and that the full volume of water in the
IC/PCCS pools is available to each condenser. If this SR is not met, the
associated PCCS condenser may not be capable of performing its design
function. The 24-month Frequency is based on engineering judgment
and is acceptable because the manual isolation valves between the
IC/PCCS pool and the PCCS subcompartments are locked open and
maintained in their correct position under administrative controls.

SR 3.6.1.7.3

This SR requires periodic verification that both modules in each PCCS
condenser have an unobstructed path from the drywell inlet through the
condenser tubes to both the GDCS pool through the drain line and to the
suppression pool through the vent line.

The Frequency for this SR is 24 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
for each PCCS condenser. This Frequency requires testing one of the six
PCCS condensers every 24 months, which is consistent with the normal
refueling interval. The Frequency is based on engineering judgment, the
simplicity of the design, and the requirement for containment access to
perform the SR.
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PCCS
B 3.6.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.6.1.7.4

This SR requires visual examination of each PCCS vent catalyst module
and verification that there is no evidence of abnormal conditions.

The Frequency for this SR is 24 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
for each PCCS condenser. This frequency requires testing two of twelve
vent catalyst modules every 24 months, which is consistent with the
typical refueling cycle. The Frequency is based on engineering judgment,
the simplicity of the design, the inerted conditions which the catalyst
modules will be exposed to in their standby mode, and the requirement to
access containment to perform the SR.

SR 3.6.1.7.5

This SR requires verifying performance of a representative sample of
PCCS vent catalyst module plates.

The Frequency for this SR is 24 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
for each PCCS condenser. This Frequency requires testing two of twelve
vent catalyst modules every 24 months, which is consistent with the
typical refueling cycle. The Frequency is based on engineering judgment,
the simplicity of the design, the inerted conditions which the catalyst
modules will be exposed to in their standby mode, and the requirement to
access containment to perform the SR. The representative sample
consists of one nlatp, from each PCCS% v#nt catalvst moduleI
.... .... . ... of one . ..a.e . ...... . . . .....v .... at ...........

REFERENCES 1. Chapter 6.

2. Chapter 19.
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sufficient reactor coolant volume to avoid automatic depressurization caused by low reactor
water level. ICS removes excess sensible and core decay heat from the reactor, in a passive way
and with minimal loss of coolant inventory from the reactor, when the normal heat removal
system is unavailable, after any of the following events:

* Sudden reactor isolation from power operating conditions;

* Station blackout (unavailability of all AC power);

* Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS); and

" Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA).

The ICS is designed as a safety-related system to remove reactor decay heat following reactor
shutdown and isolation. It also prevents unnecessary reactor depressurization and operation of
other Engineered Safety Features that can also perform this function. In the event of a LOCA,
the ICS provides additional liquid inventory from an in-line condensate reservoir upon opening
of the condensate return valves to initiate the system.

19.3.2 Severe Accident Mitigative Features

19.3.2.1 Hydrogen Generation and Control

The potential for containment failure due to hydrogen generation is addressed by considering
physical characteristics of the containment, notably the inerted condition and containment
structural capability, as well as the reliability of passive systems engineered to perform the
containment functions of isolation, vapor suppression, and heat removal. Containment failure
due to combustible gas deflagration in the drywell and wetwell airspace is shown to be negligible
considering the inerted containment and time period required to generate enough oxygen to
create a combustible gas mixture. In addition, ICS and PCCS components are designed to
maintain their integrity for combustible gas deflagration that may occur in design basis accidents
and severe accidents.

Because the ESBWR containment is inerted, the prevention of a combustible gas deflagration in
the d rywell and wetwell airspace is assured in the short term following a severe accident. In the
longer term, there is an increase in the oxygen concentration resulting from the continued
radiolytic decomposition of the water in the containment. Because the possibility of a
combustible gas condition is oxygen-limited for an inerted containment, it is important to
evaluate the containment oxygen concentration versus time following a severe accident to assure
that there will be sufficient time to implement recovery actions. It is desirable to have at least a
24-hour period following an accident to allow for actions with a high likelihood of success. This
subsection discusses the rate at which post-accident oxygen will be generated by radiolysis in the
ESBWR containment following a severe accident, and establishes the period of time that would
be required for the oxygen concentration in containment to increase to a value that would
constitute a combustible gas condition (5% oxygen by volume) in the presence of a large
hydrogen release.

The rate of gas production from radiolysis depends upon the power decay profile and the amount
of fission products released to the coolant. Analysis results have been developed in a manner
consistent with the guidance provided in SRP 6.2.5 and Regulatory Guide 1.7. There are unique
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design features of the ESBWR that are important with respect to the determination of post-
accident radiolytic gas concentrations. In the post-accident period, the ESBWR does not utilize
active systems for core cooling and decay heat removal. For a design-basis LOCA, ADS
depressurizes the reactor vessel and GDCS provides gravity-driven flow into the vessel for
emergency core cooling. The core coolant is subcooled initially and then it is saturated, resulting
in steam flow out of the vessel and into the containment. The PCCS heat exchangers remove the
energy by condensing the steam.

A similar situation exists for a severe accident that results in core melt followed by reactor vessel
failure. In this case, the GDCS coolant covers the melted core material in the lower drywell,
with an initial period of subcooling followed by steaming. The PCCS heat exchangers remove
the energy in the same manner as described above for a design basis LOCA.

Each PCCS heat exchanger has a vent line that transfers non-condensable gases to the
suppression pool vapor space, driven by the drywell to suppression pool pressure differential. In
this way, the majority of the non-condensable gases will be in the suppression pool. The
accumulation of combustible noncondensable gases in the PCCS and ICS heat exchangers is
discussed below. A vent fan is installed in each vent line to redistribute the non-condensable
gases from the wetwell to the drywell when deemed appropriate during long-term (post 72-hour)
recovery actions.

The calculation of post-accident radiolytic oxygen generation accounts for this movement of
non-condensable gases to the suppression pool after they are formed in the drywell. In addition,
the effect of the core coolant boiling, which strips dissolved gases out of the liquid phase
resulting in a higher level of radiolytic decomposition, is accounted for in the analysis.

Analysis Assumptions

The analysis of the radiolytic oxygen concentration in containment is performed consistent with
the methodology of Appendix A to SRP 6.2.5 and Regulatory Guide 1.7. Some of the key
assumptions are as follows:

" Reactor power is 102% of rated;

* G(0 2) = 0.25 molecules/1OOeV;

" Initial containment 02 concentration = 4%;

* Allowed containment 02 concentration = 5%;

* Stripping of drywell non-condensable gases to wet-well vapor space;

* Fuel clad-coolant reaction up to 100%;

" Iodine release up 100%;

• Adequate gas mixing throughout containment;

* Passive Auto-catalytic Recombiners are not credited.

Analysis Results

The analysis results show that the time required for the oxygen concentration to increase to the
de-inerting value of 5% is significantly greater than 24 hours for a wide range of fuel clad-
coolant interaction and iodine release assumptions up to and including 100%. Thus, the
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containment failure due to combustible gas deflagration in the drywell and wetwell airspace is
shown to be unrealistic considering the inerted containment and time period required to generate
enough oxygen to create a combustible gas mixture.

Combustible Gas Accumulation in PCCS and ICS

Radiolytic generation of combustible gases occurs in all light water reactors. The generation of
hydrogen and oxygen gases occurs in a stoichiometric ratio at a rate proportional to the core
decay heat. During a LOCA, these gases escape into the containment, resulting in very dilute
concentrations of combustible gases in the drywell (below concentrations that could result in
ignition).

PCCS condensers are designed to receive the drywell atmosphere during an accident, (which is a
mixture of steam and noncondensable gases); to condense the steam; and to return the
condensate back to the drywell. Each PCCS condenser consists of two modules submerged in a
pool of cooling water. Each module contains an upper and lower drum connected by an array of
tubes. Gases from the drywell pass up a central supply line that feeds both upper drums. The
steam component of the gases condenses as it moves downward through the tube array
(transferring its heat to the pool water) and condensate collects in the lower drum and drains
back to the drywell by gravity. The pool water level drops slowly over the course of the accident
as water boils off. The leftover noncondensable gases exit the PCCS condenser through a vent
line that connects the lower drum to the wetwell. As steam and noncondensable gases enter the
condenser, the vent operates passively to bleed the gases from the lower drum using the pressure
differential between the drywell and wetwell as the driving force. In this way, something close
to an equilibrium state is reached in which noncondensable gases remain in the condenser while
small amounts continue to come in with the steam and go out through the vent.

In the initial stage of a LOCA, the maiority of the noncondensable gas in the drywell is nitrogen.
This gas is eventually forced into the wetwell by the depressurization of the RPV. Over time, the
primary noncondensable gases in the drywell are radiolytically generated hydrogen and oxygen.
Analytical modeling shows that noncondensable gases accumulate in the lower portions of the
tubes and lower drum. When this gas transitions from mostly nitrogen to a stoichiometric
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, a combustible concentration may exist.

PCCS components have been evaluated to determine the effects of radiolytically generated
hydrogen and oxygen based on a range of mixture concentrations. A bounding detonation
pressure for a pure stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is calculated using the
highest peak pressures during a LOCA. It is then applied statically using dynamic load factors in
a finite element model for the PCCS condenser. The calculated stresses for the detonation load
are combined with those from seismic and LOCA thermal loads. The acceptance criterion for
components subject to detonation is based on the ability of those components to retain their
pressure integrity without plastic deformation.

Two postulated detonation scenarios have been analyzed in the finite element model: a
detonation in one tube and a detonation in the lower drum. The finite element analyses
determine the necessary thicknesses for the PCCS tubes and lower drum that satisfy the
acceptance criteria for elastic-plastic analysis. Therefore, the thickness of downstream piping and
components is sized to accommodate the resulting detonation loads. The magnitude of the
detonation loads on the downstream components is minimized by igniters in each lower drum,
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and safety-related catalyst modules at the entrance of each vent pipe in the condenser lower
drum. IBy recombining hydrogen and oxygen as it reaches the PCCS lower drum, t igniters
prevent excessive oxygen from accumulating to a combustible mixture during severe accident
conditions. The catalyst modules keep hydrogen concentrations in the PCCS vent below levels
at which detonation events can occur.

During plant transients in which the RPV is isolated, ICS removes heat, while the condenser vent
lines keep the units continuously purged of noncondensable gases. The ICS vent valves
automatically open on a time delay after ICS is initiated, regardless of system pressure. Once
open, the vent lines bleed steam and noncondensable gases from the condensers to the
suppression pool, keeping the steam fraction in the lower drums at high levels throughout the
event. The vent valves are designed to fail open on a loss of power to provide additional
reliability for this function. A flow orifice in the vent line limits the maximum flow rate to
minimize the amount of water inventory lost from the reactor as a result of the constant flow
through the vent lines.

During a LOCA, ICq initiates in der to supply the additional condensate stored in its drainpiping to the RP4• to assist in keeping khe core covered during a design basis accident. The

actual heat removal through the Ccondenser is relatively small during a LOCA. However, if
the condensers are not isolated, there is potential for condensation to occur, and given enough
time, a combustible gas concentration accumulates in the ICS condenser following a LOCA. In
order to prevent this buildup from occurring, the ICS containment isolation valves automatically
close after receiving an indication that the depressurization valves on the RPV have opened.

ICS and PCCS components are designed to maintain their integrity for postulated design basis
accidents as well as severe accidents. This includes the consideration of combustible gas
accumulation in the condensers under transient or LOCA conditions.

19.3.2.2 Core Debris Coolability

In the event of a severe accident in which the core melts through the reactor vessel, it is possible
that the containment could be breached if the molten core is not sufficiently cooled. In addition,
interactions between the core debris and concrete can generate large quantities of non-
condensable gases, which could contribute to eventual containment failure.

The ESBWR design incorporates mitigating features to enhance core debris coolability. The
lower drywell floor is designed with sufficient floor space to enhance debris spreading, and also
contains the BiMAC device to protect the containment liner and basemat. The core debris
coolability analysis shows that the BiMAC device is effective in containing the potential core
melt releases from the RPV in a manner that assures long-term coolability and stabilization of
the resulting debris. Therefore, the possibility of corium-concrete interaction is negligible.

Subsections 19.3.2.5 and 19.3.2.6 describe the function of the deluge system and the BiMAC.

19.3.2.3 High-Pressure Core Melt Ejection

The set of potential High-Pressure Core Melt Ejection (HPME) accidents that lead to Direct
Containment Heating (DCH) consists of those involving core degradation and vessel failure at
high primary system pressure. A necessary condition for this is that a minimum of 2 out the 4
isolation condensers (IC) have failed due to either water depletion on the secondary side, or due
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to failure to open the condensate return valves that keep the isolation condensers isolated during
normal operation. In addition, all 8 of the squib activated, reactor depressurization valves, and
all 10 of the ADS Safety Relief Valves must fail to operate.

The probability of a high-pressure core melt is significantly reduced due to the highly reliable
depressurization system. In addition, the following ESBWR containment design features
mitigate the possible effects of high-pressure core melt:

* The containment is segregated into an upper drywell and a lower drywell, which
communicate directly, but the ability of high-pressure core melt, ejected within the lower
drywell, to reach the upper drywell is mitigated by this design;

" The upper drywell atmosphere can vent into the wetwell through a large vent area and an
effective heat sink; and

* The containment steel liner is structurally backed by reinforced concrete, which cannot
be structurally challenged by DCH.

19.3.2.4 Containment Performance

A spectrum of potential containment failure modes has been evaluated for the ESBWR,
including the potential for a break outside of containment, potential ex-vessel steam explosion,
direct containment heating and basemat penetration challenges. In this subsection, the focus is
on the containment challenges associated with potential combustible gas deflagration, over-
pressurization and bypass. The potential for containment failure due to these challenges is
addressed by considering physical characteristics of the containment, notably the inerted
condition and containment structural capability, as well as the reliability of passive systems
engineered to perform the containment functions of isolation, vapor suppression and heat
removal. The containment response has been evaluated for a 24-hour period following the onset
of core damage. To provide additional insight, containment effectiveness will be quantified to
demonstrate that the containment provides a reliable barrier to radionuclide release after a severe
accident.

Analysis of the ultimate strength of the containment indicates that the drywell head is the most
likely failure location if the containment were to over-pressurize. The pressure capability of the
containment's limiting component is higher than the pressure that would be experienced if
assuming a 100 per cent fuel clad-coolant reaction.

The deterministic analysis for containment pressure capability is presented in Appendix 19B and
the probabilistic analysis for containment pressure fragility in Appendix 19C.

Because of the ESBWR design and reliability of containment systems, the most likely
containment response to a severe accident is associated with successful containment isolation,
vapor suppression and containment heat removal. As a result, the containment provides a highly
reliable barrier to the release of fission products after a severe accident, with the dominant
release category being that defined by the nominal allowed leakage variable, TSL. This
conclusion is based on the following insights:

(1) The combustible gas generation analysis indicates that a combustible gas mixture within
the drywell and wetwell airspace of containment would not occur within 24 hours after the
occurrence of a severe accident. Thus, containment failure by this mechanism is not
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considered further. Combustible gas generation within the ICS and PCCS heat exchangers
is controlled by the means discussed in subsection 19.3.2.1.

(2) Containment bypass, which results in a direct path between the containment atmosphere
and environment, has been evaluated. A containment penetration screening evaluation
indicates that there are two systems, main steam and feedwater that require isolation to
prevent significant offsite consequences. The probability of the bypass failure mode is
dominated by a common cause failure of the RPS MSIV isolation signal resulting in a
calculated frequency of containment bypass two orders of magnitude lower than the TSL
release category.

(3) Containment over-pressurization has been evaluated in terms of early and late loss of
containment heat removal, as well as the loss of the vapor suppression function.
Overpressure failure is found to be about three orders of magnitude less likely than the TSL
release category after a severe accident, specifically:

A. The frequency of loss of containment heat removal in the first 24 hours after accident
initiation is approximately four orders of magnitude lower than the TSL release
category.

B. The frequency of loss of containment heat removal in the period between 24 and 72
hours after accident initiation is about three orders of magnitude lower than the TSL
release category.

C. The frequency of vacuum breaker failure, which would result in the shortest time to
containment over-pressurization because of the loss of the vapor suppression function,
is approximately four orders of magnitude lower than the TSL release category.

(4) The need for controlled filtered venting in the 24-hour period after onset of core damage
has been evaluated. The evaluation considers loss of containment heat removal for the
spectrum of applicable accident classes. In each representative sequence, operator
controlled venting could be implemented to control the containment pressure boundary and
potential leak path. However, venting is found not to be necessary to prevent containment
failure within 24 hours after onset of core damage for scenarios in which containment heat
removal is lost.

19.3.2.5 GDCS Deluge Subsystem

The lower drywell (LDW) deluge subsystem of GDCS provides automatic flow to the lower
drywell if core debris discharge from the reactor vessel is detected. This subsystem is actuated
on a high lower drywell floor temperature profile that is unique to a core debris discharge.
Supply lines connect each of the GDCS water pools to the deluge headers, which are isolated by
squib valves. The deluge headers provide water to the Basemat Internal Melt Arrest and
Coolability (BiMAC) device embedded into the lower drywell floor to cool the ex-vessel core-
melt debris. Temperature sensors in the BiMAC device provide the actuation signal to open the
squib valves. This permits flooding the lower drywell after there has been a discharge of core
material, which is significant because it minimizes the consequences of steam explosions that
would occur if the lower drywell floor had been flooded prior to core discharge. Subsequent
coverage of the core melt provides for debris cooling and scrubbing of fission products released
from the debris. The deluge lines are sized to accommodate a single line failure, so that flow
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19.3.4.2.7 Containment Pressure Control

Containment pressure control can be accomplished by removing the heat energy accumulating
within containment during a severe accident or venting to reduce pressure.

Containment Heat Removal

Containment heat removal can be accomplished by the Passive Containment Cooling System
(PCCS). The system is part of the containment boundary as indicated in Appendix IA,
Table lA-1 (Item III.D. 1.1). Key aspects of the PCCS are described in Subsection 6.2.2.

Containment Venting

If the severe accident generates pressure that threatens containment integrity, the ESBWR design
includes a controlled vent path to terminate the pressure rise. The vent path takes suction from
the suppression pool airspace, which forces escaping fission products through the suppression
pool to provide significant fission product scrubbing prior to release as summarized in
Subsection 6.2.5.4.

19.3.4.2.8 Combustible Gas Control

Combustible gas control is achieved in the ESBWR by maintaining an inert containment
atmosphere and by controlling combustible gas concentrations in the ICS and PCCS heat
exchangers. The containment is inerted during normal operation; thus, there are no active system
requirements necessary to achieve combustible gas control during a severe accident. Further,
analysis summarized in Subsection 6.2.5.5 indicates that the time to generate a combustible gas
environment is so long that there would be a high likelihood of successful recovery actions, if
required. Finally, a passive autocatalytic recombiner will limit the concentration of combustible
gases after a severe accident. Combustible gas generation within the ICS and PCCS heat
exchangers is controlled by the means discussed in subsection 19.3.2.1.

19.3.4.2.9 Post Accident Monitoring

Monitoring of plant conditions is necessary to place the plant in a stable configuration.
Consideration of regulatory requirements and the ESBWR severe accident functional response
evaluation (including emergency procedure and severe accident guideline requirements), leads to
the identification of variables that require monitoring in a severe accident. Such variables
include indication of containment pressure, temperature, radiation and combustible gas
conditions as well as indicators of mitigative system functioning.

19.3.4.3 Severe Accident Environment

References 19.3-1 through 19.3-3 provide the requirements that an applicant must address for
postulated in-vessel and ex-vessel severe accidents. References 19.3-1 and 19.3-2 require that
"credible" severe accidents be considered in a survivability evaluation. Reference 19.3-3
requires that survivability should consider an accident with the release of hydrogen generated by
the equivalent of a 100 percent fuel-clad metal-water reaction. These considerations establish
the ESBWR severe accident environment to be considered in the equipment survivability
evaluation.
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19A.4.4 Summary of RTNSS Candidates from Criterion C

The focused PRA sensitivity study requires certain portions of DPS being designated as RTNSS.
The portions that provide capability for a manual backup of safety-related automatic actuation of
safety functions provides the level of protection necessary to meet both the CDF and LRF goals.
These RTNSS DPS functions are: GDCS actuation, ADS actuation, isolation of RWCU/SDC
isolation valves, and opening of the IC/PCCS pool cross-connect valves. They are risk
significant and receive high regulatory oversight, as described in Subsection 19A.8. 1.

The assessment of uncertainties concludes that the defense-in-depth role of FAPCS in providing
a backup source of low pressure injection and suppression pool cooling is within the scope for
RTNSS. Supporting systems for FAPCS include: RCCWS, standby diesel generators, PIP buses,
Electrical Building HVAC, Fuel Building HVAC, Nuclear Island Chilled Water, and PSWS. In
addition, the assessment of shutdown initiating events identifies that the lower drywell hatches
should have regulatory oversight.

19A.5 CRITERION D: CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The containment performance goal in SECY-93-087, Issue I.J is addressed in Subsection 19.3.3
and Appendices 19B and 19C.

The containment bypass issue from SECY-93-087, Issue II.G, during severe accidents is
concerned with potential sources of steam bypassing the suppression pool and failure of heat
exchanger tubes in passive containment cooling systems. These concerns are addressed in the
Design Control Document. Subsection 19.3.2.4 addresses the steam bypass of the suppression
pool. Subsection 6.2.2.3 addresses the design of the Passive Containment Cooling Heat
Exchanger tubes. These Criterion D safety concerns are addressed in the ESBWR design, and no
RTNSS candidates are identified.

The BiMAC device provides an engineered method to assure heat transfer between a core debris
bed and cooling water in the lower drywell during severe accident scenarios. Waiting to flood
the lower drywell until after the introduction of core material minimizes the potential for
energetic fuel-coolant interaction. Covering core debris with water provides scrubbing of fission
products released from the debris and cools the corium, thus limiting off-site dose and potential
core-concrete interaction. The BiMAC device provides additional assurance of debris bed
cooling by providing engineered pathways for water flow through the debris bed. BiMAC
failure could occur if no water is supplied. The BiMAC device is not safety-related. It is added
to the ESBWR to reduce the uncertainties involved with severe accident phenomenology. As
such, the BiMAC device, the nonsafety-related GDCS deluge squib valves, and the associated
actuation logic are in the scope for RTNSS.

Igniters (glow plugs) in the lower drums of the PCCS condensers recombine the hydrogen and
oxygen at low concentrations, thereby keeping the resultant internal pressure of the PCCS
condensers within acceptable limits to ensure there is no plastic deformation during a detonation
under severe accident conditions. During the initial stages of a severe accident, there is
essentially no water in the vicinity of the core, so radiolysis is greatly reduced. However, large
quantities of hydrogen are released into the drywell due to metal-water reactions. The high
abundance of hydrogen relative to oxygen effectively reduces the potential for detonation in the
PCCS. Later in the postulated event, after the core melts through the vessel and interacts with
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the concrete, the deluge valves open and the core once again has the potential to resume
radiolysis. Thereafter, relative concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen trend closer to a
stoichiometric ratio at pressures much higher than during a DBA. The igniters are activated by
the existing GDCS deluges (BiMAC) control system implemented in a nonsafety-related
technology programmable logic controller..

19A.6 CRITERION E: ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE INTERACTIONS

Systems interactions are usually well recognized and, therefore, are accounted for by design
engineers and within the PRA model. However, there is the potential for unrecognized subtle
dependencies among the various SSCs that could be significant. The term used to describe such
dependencies is adverse systems interaction (ASI). It is broadly applied in terms of functional
interactions, spatial interactions and human acts of commission. Such interactions are RTNSS
candidates under Criterion E.

A preliminary ASI assessment was performed, and as the design has progressed, additional
assessments have been completed. The preliminary assessment and results are presented in
Subsection 19A.6. 1. Results of the additional assessments are provided in Subsection 19A6.2.

19A.6.1 Systematic Approach

As part of the PRA input to design programs and processes, potential ASI discovered during the
construction of the PRA are assessed for applicability to the RTNSS process under Criterion E.
For the purpose of this assessment, an ASI exists if the action or condition of an active,
interfacing system causes a loss of safety function of a passive safety-related system. A
systematic process is used to analyze specific features and actions that are designed to prevent
postulated adverse interactions, while taking into consideration the extensive operating
experience that has been used in the current design criteria to prevent adverse systems
interactions.

Many protection provisions are already included in the design of the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) passive safety-related systems. Protection is afforded against missiles, pipe
whip and flooding. Also accounted for in the design are thermal stresses, loadings from a
LOCA, and seismic effects. The ECCS passive systems are protected against the effects of
piping failures up to and including the design basis event LOCA.

The passive safety-related systems of the ESBWR are presented below. Active systems that
interact with the passive systems are identified, followed by an evaluation of potential adverse
interactions. Only those nonsafety-related systems with a potential adverse effect are analyzed
further as RTNSS candidates.

19A. 6.1.1 Gravity Driven Cooling System

19A.6.1.1.1 Design Features

GDCS provides flow through safety-related squib actuated injection and equalize valves to the
annulus region of the reactor through dedicated nozzles. These valves are actuated by any two of
three divisions of power or a nonsafety DPS signal. It provides gravity-driven flow from three
separate water pools located within the drywell at an elevation above the active core region. It
also provides water flow from the suppression pool to meet long-term post-LOCA core cooling
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Each IC is located in a subcompartment of the Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling
System (IC/PCCS) pool, and all pool subcompartments communicate at their lower ends to
enable full utilization of the collective water inventory, independent of the operational status of
any given IC train. A valve is provided at the bottom of each IC/PCCS pool subcompartment
that can be closed so the subcompartment can be emptied of water to allow IC maintenance.
Pool water can heat up to about 101°C (2147F); steam that is formed, being non-radioactive and
having a slight positive pressure relative to station ambient, vents from the steam space above
each IC segment where it is released to the atmosphere through large-diameter discharge vents.
A moisture separator is installed at the entrance to the discharge vent lines to preclude excessive
moisture carryover. IC/PCCS pool makeup clean water supply for replenishing level during
normal plant operation is provided from FAPCS. A separatencfnsafeaty f ,latd indepcn•f. ,
FAPCS makeup line iprovide emergency makeup water into the IC/PCCS pool
from the fire protection system and from piping connections located in the reactor yard.

A purge line is provided to assure that, during normal plant operation (ICS standby conditions),
excess hydrogen from radiolytic decomposition or air entering into the reactor coolant from the
feedwater does not accumulate in the isolation condenser steam supply line, thus assuring that
the isolation condenser tubes are not blanketed with non-condensables when the system is first
started.

Upper header and lower header vent lines with valves are provided to mitigate the buildup of
hydrogen during LOCA and non-LOCA events. Both valves can be operated manually. The
lower header vent valve is fail-open and is automatically opened si*4he riswith a time delay after
ICS is initiated.

On the condensate return piping just upstream of the reactor entry point is a loop seal and two
valves in parallel: (1) a condensate return valve (fail as-is), and, (2) a condensate return bypass
valve (fail open). These two valves are closed during normal station power operations. Because
the steam supply line valves are normally open, condensate forms in the in-line isolation
condenser reservoir and develops a level up to the steam distributor, above the upper headers.
To start an isolation condenser into operation, the condensate return valve or condensate return
bypass valve is opened, whereupon the standing condensate drains into the reactor and the
steam-water interface in the isolation condenser tube bundle moves downward below the lower
headers to a point in the main condensate return line. The fail-open condensate return bypass
valve along with the fail-open vent valves opens if the DC power is lost.

The ICS is automatically isolated to mitigate buildup of noncondensable gases during LOCA
events. The signal that isolates ICS is a confirmed opening of any two DPV-'s.

19A.6.1.3.2 System Interfaces

System interfaces include: Main Steam, Containment, Suppression Pool, FAPCS, DC Power,
and Process Radiation Monitoring

19A.6.1.3.3 Analysis of Potential Adverse System Interactions

The ICS and PCCS pools have two local panel-mounted, safety-related level transmitters. Both
transmitter signals are indicated on the safety-related displays and sent through the gateways for
nonsafety-related display and alarms. Both signals are validated and used to control the valve in
the makeup water supply line to the IC/PCCS pool. The FAPCS IC/PCCS pools cooling and
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The hurricane missile spectrum is consistent with the tornado missile spectrum identified in
Table 2.0-1. The design criteria associated with hurricane missile protection follows Section 3.5
for missiles generated by natural phenomenon. The tornado wind speed is substituted with
hurricane wind speed to design the concrete or steel barriers for missile impact.

19A.8.4 Regulatory Treatment

The proposed regulatory treatment of RTNSS systems is presented below, and is summarized in
Tables 19A-2, 19A-3 and 19A-4.

19A.8.4.1 Nonsafety-Related A TWS Actuation Logic

ATWS actuation logic provides backup reactor shutdown methods that are diverse from the
safety-related reactor protection system. Alternate Rod Insertion, Feedwater Runback, and ADS
Inhibit use DPS to perform their actuation functions. These functions are RTNSS Criterion A
relative to the ATWS Rule, 10 CFR 50.62. They do not have a high risk significance due to the
redundancy and diversity of the reactor protection system. The proposed level of regulatory
oversight for these functions is in the Availability Controls Manual.

19A.8.4.2 FPS Pool Cooling Makeup

The diesel-driven and motor-driven FPS pumps, and associated tanks, piping and valves, are
RTNSS Criterion B. The pumps and the FPS piping and valves are classified as nonsafety-
related but are designed so that the necessary portions of the system remain available following a
seismic event to keep equipment required for safe shutdown free from fire damage during a safe
shutdown earthquake. In conjunction with the pumps, FPS makeup includes the water supply,
the suction pipe from the water supply to the pump, one of the supply pipes from the FPE to the
Reactor Building and Fuel Building, and the connections to the FAPCS. Loss of this function
does not challenge the CDF or LRF goals. Therefore, the proposed level of regulatory oversight
for this function is in the Availability Controls Manual.

19A.8.4.3 Diverse Protection System

DPS provides diverse actuation functions that enhance the plant's ability to mitigate dominant
accident sequences involving the common cause failure of actuation logic or controls. The
following functions of DPS are significant with respect to the focused PRA sensitivity study to
meet the NRC safety goal guidelines: ADS actuation, GDCS actuation, RWCU/SDC valve
isolation, and IC/PCCS Pool Connection valves actuation. The risk significance is high for the
special case of the focused PRA, such that the proposed level of regulatory oversight for the
portions of DPS that provide these functions are contained in Technical Specifications.

DPS provides backup shutdown methods for ATWS mitigation, as described in
Subsection 19A.8.4.1.

In addition, DPS provides the following backup functions that are modeled in the PRA:

* Scram

* MSIV Closure

" SRV Actuation
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* FMCRD Actuation

* ICS Actuation (Condensate Return Valve and Vent Valve Opening Signals)

* SLC Actuation for LOCA

" ADS Inhibit Function

These functions do not have a high risk significance, so their proposed level of regulatory
oversight is in the Availability Controls Manual.

19A.8.4.4 Post-Accident Monitoring

Post-accident monitoring is performed by Q-DCIS. Operability of the post-accident monitoring
instrumentation is addressed in Technical Specification LCO 3.3.3.2, "Post-Accident Monitoring
(PAM) Instrumentation." Support for the safety-related post-accident monitoring
instrumentation is necessary for component cooling and lighting. The CRHAVS air handling
units and auxiliary heating and cooling units ensure that, after 72 hours, room temperatures for
equipment used in post-accident monitoring are within the range for qualified operation.
Emergency lighting assists the operators in post-accident monitoring activities. These functions
provide long-term support and are RTNSS Criterion B. Because they are not required for the
first 72 hours, they do not affect core cooling or containment heat removal in the PRA, and thus
have low risk significance. The proposed level of regulatory oversight for emergency lighting is
in the Maintenance Rule and the proposed level of oversight for heating/cooling is in the
Availability Controls Manual.

19A. .4.5 Basemat Internal Melt Arrest and Coolability System and GDCS Deluge Lines

The BiMAC device and GDCS deluge valves play an important role in mitigating core melt
scenarios. Therefore, they are candidates for RTNSS consideration. The BiMAC device and
GDCS valves function during severe accidents, and thus have no effect on the Level 1 PRA. The
inclusion of the BiMAC device in the ESBWR design provides an engineered method to assure
heat transfer between the debris bed and cooling water. By flooding the lower drywell after the
introduction of core material, the potential for energetic fuel-coolant interaction is minimized.
Covering core debris with water provides scrubbing of fission products released from the debris
and cools the corium, limiting potential core-concrete interaction (CCI). The BiMAC device
provides additional assurance of debris bed cooling by providing engineered pathways for water
flow through the debris bed. BiMAC failure can occur if no water is supplied. Other failure
mechanisms include manufacturing defects, unforeseen phenomenology problems or a broken
GDCS line that would divert flow. In these instances, the situation becomes similar to flooding
the debris bed without the engineered flow through the corium. Thus, BiMAC failure to function
can be conservatively modeled as failure to supply water from the GDCS deluge lines.

Loss of the BiMAC function does not pose a challenge to the LRF goals when other safety-
related and RTNSS systems are taken into account. The proposed level of regulatory oversight
for the BiMAC function is in the Availability Controls Manual.

19A.8.4.6 Nonsafety-Related Distributed Control and Information System

The Nonsafety-Related Distributed Control and Information System (N-DCIS) performs control
functions for several RTNSS functions. N-DCIS provides uninterruptible AC power with battery
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during normal plant operations, so additional availability control surveillance requirements are
not beneficial. In addition, performance monitoring of RTNSS components is required by the
Maintenance Rule.

19A.8.4.10 Long-Term Containment Integrity

Long-term containment pressure control is accomplished by a combination of passive auto-
catalytic recombiners (PARs) in the containment airspaces and PCCS Vent Fans, which are
operated to remove the non-condensable gases from the PCCS tubes to increase heat transfer
efficiency.

PARs are independently mounted components which are capable of recombining a stochiometric
mix of hydrogen and oxygen into water vapor. This recombination is facilitated through the use
of a selective metal catalyst, and requires no external power or controls. A Passive Containment
Cooling vent fan takes suction off of each PCCS vent line and exhausts to the GDCS pool. The
fan aids in the long-term removal of non-condensable gas from the PCCS for continued
condenser efficiency. The fans are operated by operator action and are powered by a reliable
power source which has a diesel generator backed up by an ancillary diesel if necessary without
the need to enter the primary containment.

Igniters (glow plugs) in the lower drums of the PCCS condensers recombine the hydrogen and
oxygen at lower concentrations, thereby keeping the resultant internal pressure of the PCCS
condensers within acceptable limits to ensure there is no plastic deformation during a detonation
under severe accident conditions.

These functwliosThe PARs and PCCS vent fans maintain containment pressure below the design
pressure by counteracting a slight increase in noncondensable gases over time. The PCCS
igniters prevent combustible gas deflagration from adversely challenging the integrity of the
PCCS heat exchangers. -heyThese components are not risk-significant and the proposed
regulatory oversight is in the Availability Controls Manual.

19A.8.4.11 Reactor Building HVA C A ccident Exhaust Filters

The reactor building contaminated area ventilation system filters (Reactor Building HVAC
Accident Exhaust Filters only) must maintain the required filtering efficiency to ensure that
theoretical control room doses are not exceeded for certain beyond design basis LOCAs. Failure
to provide adequate filtration is considered to be an adverse system interaction. They have
regulatory oversight in the Availability Controls Manual to provide assurance that they are
capable of performing their function.

19A.8.4.12 Lower Drywell Hatches

An equipment hatch for removal of equipment during maintenance and an air lock for entry of
personnel are provided in the lower drywell. These access openings are sealed under normal
plant operation but may be opened when the plant is shut down. Closure of both hatches is
required for the shutdown Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA) below top of active fuel (TAF)
initiators during MODES 5 and 6. Due to the low frequency of occurrence, this function is not
risk-significant and the proposed regulatory oversight is in the Availability Controls Manual.
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Table 19A-2
RTNSS Functions

RTNSS Function Description Availability
Controls

DPS - ARI Actuation A - ATWS Rule ACLCO 3.3.1

DPS - FWRB Actuation A - ATWS Rule ACLCO 3.3.3

DPS - ADS Inhibit A - ATWS Rule ACLCO 3.3.4

FPS Diesel Driven Pump B - Long Term Core Cooling: RPV At-Power and Spent ACLCO 3.7.1
Fuel Pool; Long Term Containment Integrity

FPS Motor Driven Pump B - Long Term Core Cooling: RPV At-Power and Spent ACLCO 3.7.1
Fuel Pool; Long Term Containment Integrity

FPS to FAPCS Connection B - Long Term Core Cooling: RPV At-Power and Spent ACLCO 3.7.1
Piping Fuel Pool; Long Term Containment Integrity

PARs B - Long Term Containment Integrity ACLCO 3.6.2

PCCS Vent Fans B - Long Term Containment Integrity ACLCO 3.6.3

Emergency Lighting B - Post-Accident Monitoring Maintenance
Rule

DPS - GDCS Injection C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) TS LCO

High Regulatory Oversight 3.3.8.1

DPS - ADS Actuation C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) TS LCO

High Regulatory Oversight 3.3.8.1

DPS - Open IC/PCCS Pool C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) TS LCO
Cross-Connect Valves High Regulatory Oversight 3.3.8.1

DPS - Isolation C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) TS LCO
RWCU/SDC Valves High Regulatory Oversight 3.3.8.1

DPS - Scram C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) ACLCO 3.3.4

DPS - MSIV Closure C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) ACLCO 3.3.4

DPS - SRV Actuation C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) ACLCO 3.3.4

DPS- FMCRD Actuation C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) ACLCO 3.3.4

DPS - ICS Actuation C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) ACLCO 3.3.4

(Condensate Return Valve
and Vent Valve)

DPS - SLC Actuation C - Focused PRA (CDF, LRF) ACLCO 3.3.4
LOCA

FAPCS (LPCI, SPC Modes) C - Focused PRA (Uncertainty) ACLCO 3.7.2

ACLCO 3.7.3
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Table 19A-2
RTNSS Functions

RTNSS Function Description Availability
Controls

BiMAC Device D - Containment Performance AC 4.1

GDCS Deluge Valves D - Containment Performance ACLCO 3.5.1

PCCS Igniters D- Containment Performance ACLCO 3.6.4

Reactor Building HVAC E - Adverse System Interactions ACLCO
Accident Exhaust Filters 3.7.-54

Lower Drywell Hatches E - Adverse System Interactions ACLCO 3.6.1

FPS Water Tank B - Supports core cooling for refill of pools ACLCO 3.7.1

FPS Diesel Fuel Oil Tank B - Supports Diesel Driven FPS pump ACLCO 3.7.1

Ancillary Diesel Generators B - Supports FPS Motor Driven Pump, PCCS Vent Fans, ACLCO 3.8.3
CRHAVS AHUs, Emergency Lighting, Q-DCIS

Ancillary AC Power Buses B - AC power distribution from Ancillary Diesel Maintenance
Generators to plant loads. Rule

Ancillary DG Fuel Oil Tank B - Supports Ancillary Diesel Generators Maintenance
Rule

Ancillary DG Fuel Oil B - Supports Ancillary Diesel Generators Maintenance
Transfer Pump Rule

Ancillary Diesel Building B - Supports Ancillary Diesel Generators Maintenance
HVAC Rule

N-DCIS C - The portions that support DPS, FAPCS and supporting Maintenance
equipment Rule

Standby Diesel Generators C - Supports FAPCS operation ACLCO 3.8.1,
ACLCO 3.8.2

6.9 kV PIP Buses C - AC power distribution from Standby Diesel Generators Maintenance
to plant loads associated with FAPCS Rule

Standby DG Auxiliaries C - Supports Standby DG Maintenance
Rule

RCCWS C - Supports Standby Diesel Generators and Nuclear Island Maintenance
Chilled Water Subsystem (NICWS) Rule

Nuclear Island Chilled C - Building HVAC Maintenance
Water Rule

PSWS C - Supports RCCWS Maintenance
Rule

Electrical Building HVAC C - Supports PIP Buses, N-DCIS for FAPCS Maintenance
Area Cooling Rule

Fuel Building HVAC Local C - Supports FAPCS, N-DCIS for FAPCS Maintenance
Cooling Rule
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Table 19A-2
RTNSS Functions

RTNSS Function Description Availability
Controls

Reactor Building HVAC C - Supports N-DCIS for FAPCS Maintenance
Local Cooling Rule

Turbine Building HVAC C - Supports FAPCS Maintenance
Local Cooling I Rule

CRHAVS Air Handling B - Long-term control room habitability ACLCO
Units 3.7.65

CRHAVS Air Handling B - Cooling for post-accident monitoring heat loads ACLCO
Unit auxiliary heaters and 3.7.65
coolers

Note: All RTNSS functions have Maintenance Rule availability controls.
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19B.6 PCCS HEAT EXCHANGERS

The PCCS heat exchangers are part of containment boundary. The Level C pressure capacity at
toamo+ n- .... 1600Co- (SnfoO Q, th .... critical component in the PCCS heat exchangers is
4-.3-38.7 Mpa~g-(4-995613 psiga).
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Table 19B-11
Summary of Level C/Factored Load Category Pressure Capacity at 2601C (5001F)

Component Pressure, MPaG (psig)

RCCV and Liners 1.011 (146.6)

Drywell Head 1.033 (149.8)

Hatches and Airlocks 1.047 (151.9)

Penetrations 3.38 (490)

PCCS Heat Exchangers 4-,-38.7 (4-9-35613)
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DPS
AC 3.3.4

ACM 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

AC 3.3.4 Diverse Protection System (DPS)

ACLCO 3.3.4 The DPS Functions in Table 3.3.4-1 shall be AVAILABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more DPS A.1 Restore DPS Function(s) to 30 days
Functions unavailable. AVAILABLE Status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Enter ACLCO 3.0.3. Immediately
associated Completion
Time not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

ACSR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

ACSR 3.3.4.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days

ACSR 3.3.4.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 24 months

ACSR 3.3.4.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 24 months
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DPS
AC 3.3.4

Table 3.3.4-1 (page 1 of 1)
Diverse Protection System

FUNCTION

1. Reactor Scram

2. Main Steam Isolation Valve Closure

3. Safety Relief Valve Actuation

4. Fine Motor Control Rod Drive Run-in Actuation

5. Isolation Condenser System Actuation

6. Isolation Condenser System Vent Actuation

67. Standby Liquid Control System Actuation
(for Loss-of-Coolant Accident)

7-8. Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) Inhibit
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DPS
AC B 3.3.4

ACM B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

AC B 3.3.4 Diverse Protection System (DPS)

BASES

DPS provides diverse actuation functions that enhance the plant's ability to mitigate dominant
accident sequences involving the common cause failure of actuation logic or controls. The DPS
Functions are implemented in a highly reliable triple redundant control system whose sensors,
hardware, and software are diverse from their counterparts on any of the safety-related
platforms.

The following diverse actuation Functions are provided by DPS:

* A set of protection logics that provide a diverse means to scram the reactor via control
rod insertion (reference Subsection 7.8.1.2.1),

" A set of initiation logics that provide a diverse means to initiate certain engineered safety
features (ESF) functions (safety relief valves, Isolation Condenser System, and Standby
Liquid Control System (reference Subsection 7.8.1.2.2)),

• A set of initiation logics that provide a diverse means to initiate closure of the main
steam isolation valves (reference Subsection 7.8.1.2.4),-and

" A set of initiation logics that provide a diverse means of control rod insertion by means of
Fine Motor Control Rod Drive Run-in (reference Subsection 7.8.1.1.2), and,

* A set of initiation logics that provide a diverse means of initiating venting of the Isolation
Condenser System in order to mitigate the accumulation of radiolytic hydrogen and
oxygen (reference Subsection 7.8.1.2.5).

For Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) mitigation, the DPS initiation of ADS is
inhibited automatically. The ADS Inhibit Function required by this availability control is
automatically actuated by nonsafety-related logic that is processed by the DPS (reference
Subsection 7.8.1.2.3). The ADS Inhibit Function prevents an undesirable DPS initiation of the
ADS during ATWS conditions.

The DPS Functions are nonsafety-related functions that satisfy the significance criteria for
Regulatory Treatment of Non-Safety Systems, and therefore require regulatory oversight. The
short-term availability controls for these Functions, which are specified as Completion Times,
are acceptable to ensure that the availability of these Functions is consistent with the functional
unavailability in the ESBWR PRA. The surveillance requirements also provide an adequate
level of support to ensure that component performance is consistent with the functional reliability
in the ESBWR PRA.
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PCCS Vent Fans
AC B 3.6.3

ACM B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

AC B 3.6.3 Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) Vent Fans

BASES

A branch line from each of the 6 PCCS system vents in the drywell contains a fan isolation
valvea fan and discharge line that terminates in a submerged location in the GDCS pool.
When in operation, the fan will actively circulate the drywell atmosphere (steam and non-
condensables) through the PCCS condensers to enhance the rate of heat removal.

The PCCS vent fan function is a nonsafety-related function that provides the ability to reduce
drywell pressure and temperature after 72 hours following a DBA by forced containment cooling
through the PCCS system condensers. Satisfactory results are obtained by successful
operation of four out of the six fans; therefore, the ACLCO requires the AVAILABILITY of five
fans. PCCS vent fans provide post 72-hour reduction in containment pressure by redistributing
noncondensable gases from the wetwell to the drywell; therefore, regulatory oversight is
provided. The short-term availability controls for this function, which are specified as
Completion Times, are acceptable to ensure that the availability of this function is consistent
with the functional unavailability in the ESBWR PRA. The surveillance requirements also
provide an adequate level of support to ensure that component performance is consistent with
the functional reliability in the ESBWR PRA.
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Hydrogen Mitigation - Ignitors
AC 3.6.4

ACM 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

AC 3.6.4 Hydrogen Mitigation - Ignitors

ACIQCO 3'.4 fln~ innitor nor P~ssivo Cnnt~inmont Cnnlinn Svstom (PC'.C'.S'~ Inwor rlriim
...... ..... .... .• ...... n-- ... . . . . . .o t en ...... S t . ... l drum

shall be AVAILABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

- NOTE -
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PCCS lower drum.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Restore ignitor to
ignitors unavailable. AVAILABLE Status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Enter ACLCO 3.0.3. Immediately
associated Completion
Time not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

ACSR 3.6.4.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK on associated drywell 12 hours
atmosphere thermocouples and lower drywell
basemat thermocouples.

ACSR 3.6.4.2 Energize each ignitor and perform current versus 92 days
voltage measurements to verify required ignitors in
service.

- 19ACM 3.6-8
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Hydrogen Mitigation - Ignitors
AC 3.6.4

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

ACSR 3.6.4.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on associated 24 months
drywell atmosphere thermocouples and lower drywell
basemat thermocouples.

ACSR 3.6.4.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 24 months

ACSR 3.6.4.5 Verify each required ignitor starts on an actual or 24 months on a
simulated automatic initiation signal and operates at STAGGERED
the required temperature. TEST BASIS for

each PCCS
Condenser

)
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Hydrogen Mitigation - Ignitors
AC B 3.6.4

ACM B 3.6 CONTAINMENT

AC B 3.6.4 Hydrogen Mitigation - Ignitors

BASES

During the initial stages of a severe accident, there is essentially no water in the vicinity of the
core, so radiolysis is greatly reduced. However, large quantities of hydrogen are released into
the drywell due to metal-water reactions. The high abundance of hydrogen relative to oxygen
effectively reduces the potential for detonation in the Passive Containment Cooling System
(PCCS). Later in the postulated event, after the core melts through the vessel and interacts with
the concrete, the GDCS deluge valves open and the core once again has the potential to
resume radiolysis. Thereafter, relative concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen trend closer to a
stoichiometric ratio at pressures much higher than during a Design Basis Accident. The PCCS
condensers may experience some plastic deformation during a detonation under these
conditions.

Ignitors in the lower drums of the PCCS condensers recombine the hydrogen and oxygen while
they are still at lower concentrations, thus preventing a detonation that could result from the
accumulation of high concentrations of these gases. Each PCCS condenser module has two
lower drums, and each lower drum contains 2 ignitors. One ignitor per lower drum is required to
be available to effectively recombine the hydrogen and oxygen to safe levels. The ignitors are
actuated by the same drywell temperature signals and control system that actuate the GDCS
Deluge Function (ACLCO 3.5.1).

The ignitor function is a nonsafety-related function that satisfies the significance criteria for
Regulatory Treatment of Non-Safety Systems, and therefore requires regulatory oversight. The
short-term availability controls for this function, which are specified as Completion Times, are
acceptable to ensure that the availability of this function is consistent with the functional
unavailability in the ESBWR PRA. The surveillance requirements also provide an adequate
level of support to ensure that component performance is consistent with the functional reliability
in the ESBWR PRA.
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